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Foreword

The gentle sun, throwing a halo with its first glimmer, and gilding with its

last rays the wide, winding stretch of water that is the Seine, lights up this

irreplaceable star, Paris.

"Paris," as Paul Valery wrote, "Paris is something much more than a.

political capital and an industrial center, a leading port and an exchange

market for all trades, an artificial paradise and a haven for culture. Its

unique character lies, above all, in the fact that in Paris all these features

combine, and do not remain alien to one another. Distinguished personalities

in the most varied spheres are bound, eventually, to meet there and
exchange their riches. This precious trade could only be plied in a site to

which, for centuries, a great nation's elite in every field have been jealously

beckoned and there, guarded. Every man in France who attains distinction

is marked for this concentration camp. Paris summons him, attracts him,

demands him, captures him, and sometimes devours him. But every being

suspected of talent always has to come to Paris for recognition, to undergo

the test of comparison, and to withstand the criticism, the rivalry, the

jealousy, the mockery, or the disdain."

Paris is at the root of our history. Putting aside ancient Lutetia, with its

island, its fishermen, and its boatmen, let us turn to the birth of what was,

perhaps, the first "Ecole de Paris." From the beginning of the twelfth

century colleges opened which rapidly became famous. The first university

was built on the site of walled gardens and orchards. From all the dioceses

in Christendom young men, eager for knowledge, poured into the city which

had as its emblem, "A ship that floats and does not sink." Vast monasteries

were built by monks endowed with fighting fervor and a gift for hard work.

Dominicans, Franciscans, Templar Knights, and Augustinians were rivals

in subtlety and labor. Trades were becoming organized, and for butchers,

bakers, drapers and tapestry-makers, goldsmiths and silversmiths, prosperity-

was the order of the day. Dauntless merchants relished their hazardous

trade, the bourgeois handled their wealth with great ability, and with royal

rule a support to all, Paris was created with its three main features:

monarchy, learning, and commerce.

For nearly a thousand years the city has not ceased to be this unique

meeting place, abounding in ideas, original if not always right. But what

does that matter to a city which revolts if it is deluded, and slashes down its

idols when the delusion is suspected

!

A far-reaching past of greatness and misery, burdened with every kind of

human passion, creates this miraculous climate of liberty which, despite the

millions of human beings jostled every day, enables each one to pursue, at

his own pace, the search for his own ideal.

Paris! Its glorious history evokes an irresistible challenge to creation, and
therefore to the future. At the start of this century artists from all over the

world were attracted by the city's unique atmosphere. They met French

artists and through stimulating discussions found the way to self-revelation

and self-fulfillment in the most genuine sense.

This matchless characteristic is still manifest after more than fifty years.

With widely varying sources of inspiration, these painters compose the

Ecole de Paris; each one, French or foreign, enriches the world with

masterpieces that could only have been conceived in Paris.
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List of Color Plates

1. pierre bonnard Vase de Fleurs (Vase of Flowers)

2. edouard vuillard Le Dejeuner en Normandie (Lunch in Nor-

mandy)

3. k. x. roussel Fite Champetre (Pastoral Scene)

4. pablo Picasso LaFemme au Tambourin (Woman with Tam-

bourine)

5. georges braq_ue Vanite (Vanity)

6. JACQUES VILLON Le Joueur de Flageolet (Flageolet Player)

7. albert gleizes Composition

8. JUAN ORIS Le Joueur de Guitare (The Guitar Player)

9. roger de la fresnaye VHomme Assis, ou I'Architecle (Man
Sealed, or The Architect)

10. jean metzinger Composition

11. andre lhote Nu Egyptien (Egyptian Nude)

12. fernand leger Composition

13. ROBERT delaunay Formes Circulates (Circular Forms)

14. franqois kupka Jaillissement III (Architectural Study III)

15. louis marcoussis Autoportrait (Self-Portrait)

16. gino severini Nord-Sud (North-South)

17. henri matisse Le Boudoir (The Boudoir)

18. georges rouault La Petite Famille (Small Family)

19. maurice de vlaminck L'Avre dans la Vallee (Valley of the

Avre River)

ao. keesvandongen La Femme aux Colonnes ( Woman between

Pillars)

21. andre derain Nalure-Morle au Fond Noir (Still Life against a

Black Background)

22. andre dunoyer de segonzac Hiver en Provence (Winter in

Provence)

23. albert marquet Le Pont Neuf sous la Neige (The Pont Neuf
in Winter)

24. RAOUL DUFY Ascot

25. amedee de la patelliere Le Masque Bleu (Blue Mask)

26. marie laurencin La Femme au Chien ( Woman with Dog)

27. pierre laprade Lanthelme sur son Yacht (Lanthelme on Her
Yacht)

28. othon friesz La Femme au Canapi Vert (Woman on a Green

Sofa)

29. marcel gromaire Portrait d'Homme (Portrait of a Man)

30. edouard goerg Les Modeles (The Models)

31. Emmanuel gondoin La Joie (Joy)

32. suzanne valadon Portrait de Suzanne Valadon par elle-meme

(Self-Portrait)

33. marc chagall Fleurs (Flowers)

34. amedeomodigliani La Robe Ecossaise ( The Scottish Robe)

35. julius pascin Les Deux Amies (The Two Friends)

36. chaimsoutine VEnfant de Chmir (The Choir Boy)

37. MOisE kisling Jeune Gitan (Young Gypsy)

38. FRANgois desnoyer Repos (At Rest)
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39. filippo de pisis La Plage (The Beach)

40. Charles walch Roses de Campagne (Roses)

41. andre beaudin Le Village Debout (The Village)

42. francisco bores Devant la Mer (At the Sea)

43. Roger chastel Le Tour des Cartes (The Card Trick)

44. Raymond legueult Le Printemps (Spring)

45. maurice brianchon L'Etang de Rambouillet (The Pond of
Rambouillet)

46. roland oudot Les Bles (Grain Harvest)

47. kostia terechkovitch Portrait de Nathalie (Portrait of
Nathalie)

48. JULES cavailles Ouistreham

49. Roger chapelain-midy Nature-Morte au Mur Bleu (Still

Life against a Blue Wall)

50. yvesbrayer La Via Appia (The Appian Way)

51. jacques despierre Venise (Venice)

52. FRANCIS gruber Job

53. andre marchand La Baigneuse au Plongeoir (Bather on the

Diving Board)

54. yvonne mottet Bords de Loire (On the Banks of the Loire

)

55. claude venard Im Ferme (The Farm)

56. Robert humbi.ot Les Rochers de Fonlainebleau (The Rocks of
Fonlainebleau)

57. gaston sebire La Pintade (Guinea Fowl)

58. edouardpignon La Prairie (The Meadow)

59. Charles lapicque Les Thermes de Caracalla (The Baths of

Caracalla)

60. antoni clave Nature-Morte aux Pasteques (Still Life with

Watermelons)

61. tony agostini Le Chevalet (The Easel)

62. paul rebeyrolle Paysage (Landscape)

63. rene genis Nature-Morte sur le Gueridon (Still Life on a Table)

64. Bernard buffet Port de Peche (Fishing Harbor)

65. maurice sarthou Nature-Morte aux Soleils (Still Life with

Sunflowers)

66. guy bardone Neige de Printemps dans le Jure (Spring Snow in

the Jura)

67. jean commere Le Bain (The Bath)

68. karel appei. Personnage 1958 (Figure 1958)

69. GIORGIO de chirico La Statue Silencieuse (The Silent Statue)

70. max ernst LEnfant Messaline (The Infant Messalina)

71. Salvador dali Composition 1942

72. JOAN mir6 L'Oiseau Bourn Bourn fait sa priere a la tele pelure

d'oignon (Bourn Bourn Bird saying its prayer at the onion skin head)

73. yves tanguy Un sourire continue (A Smile Lingers)

74. andre masson Genese I (Genesis I)

75. lucien coutaud Tete el Iris (Head and Iris)

76. felix labisse Le Maquis de Malaise (The Tortured Bush)

77. mario prassinos Le Printemps (Spring)

78. jean carzou VUsine Atomique (Atom Plant)

79. henri rousseau La Noce (The Wedding)

80. andre bauchant Flcurs Diverses (Flowers)

81. MAURICE UTRILLO Bemot

82. seraphine de senlis Les Grappes (Clusters of Grapes)

83. aristide caillaud Leslies (Islands)

84. wassily kandinsky Pfeile (Arrows)

85. jeanfautrif.r Pastel Informel (Informal Pastel)

86. piet MONDRIAN Composition

87. otto wols Composition

88. jean bazaine Composition

89. andre lanskoy Le Calcul de I'Acrobate (The Acrobat's Cal-

culation)

90. leon gischia Composition

91. roger bissiere Gris el Violet (Gray and Violet)

92. gustave singier La Blonde (The Blonde)

93. maurice esteve Noirbal

94. NICOLAS de stael Paysage de Sicile (Sicilian Landscape)

95. maria elena vieira da silva Composition

96. serge poliakoff Composition Abstraite (Abstract Composition)

97. Alfred manessier Composition

98. hans hartung Peinture T 57-17E (Painting T 57-17E)

99. pierre tal coat Peinture (Painting)

100. gerard Schneider ID

101. max papart Composition

102. jean atlan Samba ^apolheque (£apotec Samba)

103. pierre soulages Peinture 3- / r-56 (Painting 3-1 1-56)
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Pref

Synoptic Tables

By providing synoptic tables for this work dedicated to the Ecole de Paris,

we intend to offer the reader an easily accessible delineation of the principal

movements of modern painting during the past half-century.

The study of an artist or of a school of painting may lead to a more

profound interest in one or the other, their position in their period and their

CLCG iO til6 diverse relationships. It is to eliminate the impression of isolation, which is,

in reality, always inaccurate, that we have furnished this systematic outline

leading to a view of the whole.

Thus one may now refer at will to the names and data which are an

indispensable aid to obtaining more complete information on the subject.

Supplementing the text, the many reproductions, and the important

biographical material, these tables intend to provide a clear, vivid, and

practical device for forming a synthesis.

We thought that to increase their usefulness even more, in each case

some kind of illustration would be more appropriate than a mere dull

graphic or statistic enumeration. In this way these illustrated synoptic

tables—in the compilation of which the author was helped by such artists

as Coutaud, Genis, Rolando—correspond to the principal aim of the book:

to hold the attention of the steadily increasing number of people interested

in modern art and to furnish those who wish to study its history with readily

available and interesting documentary material.

[13]
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1. The Atmosphere of

Paris since 1910

In 1910 President Fallieres was in office. He was easily the butt

of Parisian wit, but King Edward VII considered him to have

the liveliest intelligence of all European heads of state at that

time.

Shortly before his election as President of the Republic, Ar-

mand Fallieres declared to a journalist: "I incline toward a

middle course in life, that is, I am moderate by nature; I al-

ways have been. But will this side ofmy character hinder the

course of my ideas, and their progress? Some things which I

believed in ten years ago, I do not believe in now; other con-

victions have replaced those that have faded. And in all prob-

ability, ten years from now I shall have acquired new ideas

which will conflict with those of today."

The law of individual progress and free development is in-

herent to these views. Such a state of mind on the part of the

highest government administrator is a sign of the times, which

science and the mechanical revolution have, in the main,

determined.

Unfortunately, in the world of art progress is slower and

traditions more tenacious. While President Fallieres was mak-

ing this statement, he followed the tradition of having his por-

trait painted by the official specialist, Leon Bonnat, dubbed

"the painter of frock coats," who had already immortalized

his predecessors.

Every year Fallieres also opened, and this without any mis-

givings or displeasure, the famous Salon des Artistes Francais,

where the sizable, if somewhat temporary, reputations of

Academists were established—Academists such as Bougue-

reau, Meissonier, Rochegrosse, Cormon, Gervex, Debat-

Ponsan, or like Vibert, who specialized in jovial cardinals, or

Didier-Pouget, the man ofthe moors, or else Chocarne-Moreau,

who reproduced baker boys, chimney sweeps, or telegraph

boys all year long.

It should be remembered that in 1910 Renoir was sixty-nine

years old—a year younger than Claude Monet—Matisse,

forty-one; Vlaminck, thirty-four; Picasso, twenty-nine; Modi-

gliani and Dunoyer de Segonzac, twenty-six; Impressionism

had first made its appearance at the Louvre in the form of the

Moreau-Nelaton legacy, and in this year of 19 10, which was

the year of his death, the Douanier Rousseau exhibited his

"Reve de Yedwiga" at the Salon des Independants. Two

months after his death, an exhibition of his work took place in

the Alfred Stieglitz gallery in New York.

In Paris the first one-man show of Rouault's work (121

paintings, 43 stanniferous ceramics, 10 works in glazed clay,

and 8 drawings) was held at the Galerie Druet, Rue Royale;

Picasso had been perfecting his first Cubist canvases during the

two preceding years, while Kandinsky was completing his

first non-figurative works, and Delaunay was starting on his

"Fenetres."

Duchamp, Duchamp-Villon, La Fresnaye, Gleizes, Le

Fauconnier, and afterward Leger, Metzinger, and Picabia,

exhibited at the Salon d'Automne. Those last mentioned also

[15]



took part in the Salon des Independants, along with Andre

Lhote, Delaunay, Archipenko, and Brancusi.

Meanwhile, in 191 1, the state commissioned Grun to paint

a major work, to be entitied "UnVendrediau Salon desArtistes
Francais," portraying a hundred or so personalities throng-

ing the sculpture section of the Salon. This anecdotical work
of art survives through the involuntary humor in its merciless

observation.

Looking back, the coexistence of Braque and Gervex, or

Helleu and Matisse, seems incredible. It is true that these

"contemporaries" hardly ever met, and the results were
disastrous when they did. On one side the avant-garde displayed

total indifference, with a measure of contempt; on the other,

there was incomprehension, frenzied mockery, and even hate.

Degas's remark, "The air breathed in a picture is quite

different from that breathed outside," was beginning to be

taken seriously—in fact, it was to be literally a fresh breeze

blowing through the world. Marinetti's manifesto on Futuris-

tic poetry, published in Le Figaro in 1909, conditioned the

public for the second manifesto the following year. And in

1910 the Russian ballet's riot of color when it presented

Sheherazade at the Theatre du Chatelet met with total triumph.

Ballets Russes

Sergei Diaghilev and his Ballets Russes made a tumultuous

entry into Paris in 1909, and this event took on great impor-

tance in Parisian life. The first artistic activities of the dilet-

tante Diaghilev, who loved dancing, music, and painting, and

was at the same time an impresario of genius, were not related

to the ballet, as is often thought, but were an exhibition of

Russian art at the Salon d'Automne in 1907. The following

year he sponsored a series of concerts in which Chaliapin, in

particular, took part. At the Chatelet, on May 19, 1909, the

Ballet opened with Le Pavilion d'Armide (decor by Benois), Le

Festin (decor by Roerich), and Prince Igor (decor by Korovine).

After the initial shock, the public reacted with wild enthusiasm

to the revolutionary spell of the display, the brilliance, the

wealth of the decor, the quality of the music, and the excep-

tional virtuosity of Pavlova, Karsavina, and Nijinsky.

In 19 10, Sheherazade, with a sumptuous decor by Bakst, and

L'Oiseau de Feu, settings by Golovine, completed the conquest

of Paris. Le Spectre de la Rose, Petrouchka, L'Apres-midi d'un Faune,

Le Sacre du Printemps, Le Coq d'Or, which were given in sub-

sequent years, established a definite aesthetic standard in the

evolution of taste. The settings restricted the range of colors,

but these were far more vivid, and the painter had a free hand

in' the use of costumes and accessories, which added to the

decor, enhancing the movement and retaining- the unity of

the whole. The full company, in their many-hued costumes,

could take the stage. They remained a component of the en-

chantment, and the harmony was not at any time disturbed.

In 19 1 7, in the midst of war, Parade, on a theme by Jean

[16]

Cocteau (music by Erik Satie, decor and costumes by Picasso),

heralded the appearance of the second period of the Ballets

Russes. The audience, exasperated by the novelty of the pro-

duction, by the unusual costumes designed by Picasso, and by
Satie's music, which included the noise of sirens and type-

writers, reacted to this creation with catcalls. The next day,

Apollinaire wrote: "Parade will shake the beliefs of many
of the audience." This was in fact the case, to the great bene-

fit of live art, for Diaghilev unhesitatingly called upon the

painters of the Ecole de Paris, and through the medium ofthe

theater, acquainted the public with the new trend in French

painting. He accustomed the public to great painters such

as Derain, who provided the decor for La Boutique Fantasque;

Matisse, for Le Chant du Rossignol; Braque, for Les Fdcheux;

Marie Laurencin, for Les Biches; Chirico, for Le Bal; Rouault,

for Le Fils Prodigue; and Bauchant, for Apollon Musagete. By

calling upon the best composers of his time, such as Debussy,'

Ravel, Darius Milhaud, Satie, Poulenc, Sauguet, Hindemith,

and Manuel de Falla, this supremely vital organizer built up
a work of art—the word is not exaggerated—in which he

skillfully combined dancers, poets, painters, and musicians in

a unique atmosphere.

When he died in 1 929, Diaghilev left behind a flourishing

tradition that persists to this day, namely, the association

between painters and the stage. Since this era, painters are

called upon to do something more than merely provide sets

and costumes; they are called upon to assume entire responsi-

bility for all the plastic aspects of a display. In this sphere their

role has become paramount, and this is entirely due to the

Ballets Russes.

Ballets Suedois

Ten years after Sheherazade, and two years after the end of the

war, Rolf de Mare and the dancer Jean Borlin, who founded

the Ballets Suedois, came to Paris, since their own country did

not offer wide enough scope or sufficient encouragement for

their art. They had the good fortune to be received and aided

by Jacques Hebertot, who made the Comedie des Champs-
Elysees available to them for their opening performance on

October 25, 1920. A second version of Debussy's Jeux was

given, with decor by Bonnard, and Albeniz's Iberia, with a decor

by Steinlen. During the next four years the company created

about twenty ballets, which owed their success more to the

collaboration of poets, painters, and musicians than to the

slightly awkward choreography of the Maitre de Ballet. The
famous Groupe des Six—Germaine Taillefere, Georges Auric,

Arthur Honneger, Darius Milhaud, Francis Poulenc and

Louis Durey—provided the musical score to Les Maries de la

Tour Eiffel by Cocteau ; Leger, Jean Hugo, Chirico, Lagut and

Picabia painted sensational decors for works by Cendrars,

Pirandello, and Claudel, until Reldche on December 4, 1924,

the last ballet to be created by the Swedish company.



Without any doubt this collaboration which was tested in

Paris, this communion of dancing and poetry, music and

painting, is a major reason for the extraordinarily warm wel-

come ballet has always had throughout the world.

Literature and the Arts

The histories of painting and thought cannot be dissociated.

And so, without attempting a detailed description of French

literature over the last fifty years, it is impossible to overlook

some of the master theories which, from Apollinaire to Mal-

raux, Andre Breton to Jean-Paul Sartre, played an important

part by supplying the spiritual nourishment for L'Ecole de

Paris.

In 1912, Apollinaire wrote: "An entirely new art will be to

painting, as we have known it up to now, what music is to

literature. It will be pure art, in the same way that music is

pure literature." This quest in all the arts for diversity within

unity is only a lingering echo of Baudelaire's "correspondence"

between sound, color, and scent.

The concepts of pure poetry and pure painting stem from

the same source, the desire to express the innermost life of the

soul. They are contemporary with Bergsonism ("We share

Bergson's belief," stated the Futurists, "that life projects over

intelligence") and with Freud's theories on the subconscious,

which the Surrealists were to espouse.

"We civilizations know that we are mortal," Paul Valery

wrote in 1919. In spite of a complete awareness of the in-

creased fragility of the world, the trend for thought is toward

the discovery of new foundations, new ways of confronting

reality. Like Cezanne, who had to know a landscape's geologi-

cal foundations before painting it, the poet and the writer

are today, when listening to this world, in a vastly different

position from that of their elders.

In the preface to his important Panorama des idees contem-

poraines, Gaetan Picon declares: "In former times the world

was a vast continent, and we unceasingly extended its frontiers.

And yet, we knew that unknown lands were under the same

natural laws as ours. Progress in knowledge was linked to our

theories of the general structure of things, and attested to the

superiority of intellectual powers. We were confident that we

would put unsubjugated regions under our control by means

of the same ever-successful strategy, and that they would take

their places as new provinces under the law of the same em-

pire. Today we are at a loss to know what spiritual laws of

navigation will be needed when sailing to virgin lands, or

which prevailing winds or currents will carry us there."

Without Rimbaud the Seer or Mallarme and his magic,

without Lautreamont and Jarry and their own brands of

extravagance, the paradoxical Apollinaire and the scandalizing

Andre Breton (to mention only poets) , such a level would never

have been attained.

Some writers, such as Blaise Cendrars, Paul Morand, and

Valery Larbaud, endeavored, through their travels, to discover

the world, whereas others dedicated themselves to the search

for structure, particularly the structure of rhythms. The phys-

iological origins of rhythm by Abbe Rousselet, the role of

rhythm in poetry and music by Pius Servien, and the share ol

rhythm in architectural creation by Matila Ghyka and Boris-

savlievitch are all works corresponding to those by Gleizes and

Andre Lhote on the laws of rhythm in painting.

Poets and painters have the same preoccupations. With

poetry, the basic principle is that the art must be creation and

not representation, production and not reproduction, for art

is pure knowledge and is, therefore, pure intuition. In the

same way it should not be a reflection or interpretation of

existing knowledge, but an original production of a hitherto

concealed reality.

Poets employ words in other than their usual meaning, and

painters break up the pictorial structure. Some modern poetry

has also attempted to integrate popular prose with poetic

language in order to increase its vitality and warmth. The

endeavor to draw upon the vernacular has been very notice-

able with such different authors as Charles Peguy, Apollinaire,

Claudel, and Jacques Prevert, explaining the verbal style

common to works which are reflected on the spoken word, and

where even the spelling is altered to give full play to phonetics.

This concern to produce effects of shock, strangeness, and

surprise, which is a feature of all modern art but especially of

poetry, stems from the poets' twofold obsession, justified

firstly in that they have caught a glimpse of a new reality and

secondly because they know that everyday speech is closest to

poetry and the most likely vehicle for universal language.

On the subject of poetry and the world, Paul Claudel wrote:

"The aim of poetry is not, as Baudelaire says, to 'plunge down

into the infinite in quest of something new,' but rather down

into the definite to find the inexhaustible. This is the poetry of

Dante."

Today it is recognized that the Surrealistic venture, which

exploited automatic writing, the description of dreams, the

use of all the forms of delirium and hallucination, will remain

the major event in the history of contemporary poetry, not

only because of its original character and clairvoyant realiza-

tion of a vast discovery, but because of its will to become a

total experience, implying at the same time a renewal of

poetic substance and a transformation of society.

The Surrealists maintain that poetic creation is above all

the liberation of speech. With this creation the poet not only

expresses himself, but is also a medium for all that is dormant,

diffused, and anonymous in others. They have no hesitation in

stating: "Our aim is poetry by all and for all."

A new attitude combined the perspectives ofjournalism and

cinema with the atmosphere of the "poetic novel," which was

heralded by Cocteau and Giraudoux around 1925; it burst

the conventional framework in which the feeling of identity,

space, and time, found in Marcel Proust, had, above all, a
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symbolic value. And so, from the "magic" of Surrealist works

to the ideological "commitment" of the Sartrian activity, a

definite urge to change the structure of the world through the

medium of words and vision can be detected.

In his book Situations II, which appeared in 1948, and in

which he spoke of the commitment and art of prose, Jean Paul

Sartre wrote: "The writer of prose is a person who has chosen

a certain mode of secondary action which could be called

action through revelation. It is therefore justifiable to ask him
this secondary question : Which aspect of the world do you
wish to reveal ? What change do you want to offer to the world

through this revelation? The 'committed' writer knows that

words are action. He knows that to reveal is to bring about

change, and that no revelation is made unless this change is

anticipated."

Do these texts draw a precise enough picture?

The influence of contemporary literature and thought has

directly affected modern art. From this it may be deduced that

the evolution of "vision" in art is not an isolated phenomenon,
and that the need for a new expression, in the same way as the

meticulous and concrete revision of recognized values, is the

reply to universal concern. This universalism, for which the

fantastic progress of science is so responsible, does not in any
way clash with classical humanism. It is a continuation, and if

it happens to utilize somewhat disconcerting means, we have

no right to disown it, ifonly to clear the way for it at our leisure

:

for the future is only new past.

Painting

The big event in modern art, from which all present trends

derive, lies in the subjective conception of a picture, which

has replaced that of "a window open on nature."

This conception was already established toward the end of

the last century, and was noticeable with Cezanne, who cre-

ated a new pictorial language, with Gauguin and the Symbolists,

who had developed a purely plastic and decorative expression,

and then with Van Gogh, advocate of magic realism. Cubism,

handed down from Cezanne, and Fauvism, handed down
from Van Gogh, are not the only aspects of this subjective

conception,' since art was to branch off toward irrealism,

Surrealism, and toward plastic abstraction.

"If it happens," writes Andre Malraux, "that an artist cap-

tures a unique moment, he does not fix it simply by its repro-

duction, but through a metamorphosis." So, even clad in ap-

parent subjectivity, modern aesthetics requires objectivity and

realism; for the trend is to convey, in its own way, the only

true reality—the inner reality.

For a segment of contemporary art, the goal of aesthetics is

no longer feeling but the cause of this feeling, in fact the

structure. It can be said that the best and most thorough

analyses of recent times are structural analyses of basic

rhythms, which end in an important transformation in artistic

perception.
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In this way the concept of representation is developing

through new perspectives, all the more so because today the

inner world, illuminated by psychoanalysis, also provides

art with creations that have the authenticity ofdreams and the

prestige of myths.

This break of sensitivity with the old regime should not be

considered an attack on tradition, but in fact its continuation.

It is a quest for representation of a world which is still "infor-

mal" in our eyes. Photography has not destroyed art, nor have

Calder's mobiles displaced classical sculpture, and caricatures

have nothing to fear from cartoon films. Nevertheless, photog-

raphy, mobiles, and cartoons do continue to express a certain

realism and progress, two elements which are inseparable in

this particularly oppressive age.

There is room enough for all. However, as Rene Huyghe
observes: "Our life is made up of elementary sensations, ring-

ing bells, red or green lights, a certain sign on a colored circle,

etc., which, through incredible training, command appropriate

actions from us." To the extent that speed has transformed the

tempo of our towns, the frontage display of our shops, and the

style and impact of our advertisements, it can be said, as does

Rene Huyghe, that symbols replace the verb (the descriptive

commentary has already given way to the slogan), and that

the trend of civilization is from the written to the pictorial.

This is perhaps somewhat regrettable, since the Book is

nearer to art than the Motion Picture or Television ! This is of

no importance. Art is gifted with immortal vitality, and just

when it seems on the verge of losing its human qualities, it

generates vital substance and develops mighty power. Through
the study of light, the Impressionists sought and found a visual

truth. Through the study of color, today's artists are in the

process of exploiting the "magic truth" which Delacroix,

Gauguin, and Van Gogh used deliberately. Never have

yellows, oranges, and reds vibrated so compellingly as they do

today; reds which already flourished like banners under the

brushes of Rubens, Fragonard and Renoir; and never has

such intense sensuality contained such life. This prejudice in

favor of vivid color, with red predominating, is a sign of ele-

mentary strength, a fire by which even the most unfeeling

audiences cannot fail to be impressed. Health, like talent, is an
irresistible gift.

Without considering its purely technical acquisitions, the

contemporary painting encompassed in the universally known
term the Ecole de Paris has an almost miraculous fertility.

From Vuillard and Bonnard, witnesses to a world that dis-

appeared with the Comtesse de Noailles and Debussy, to

Bernard Buffet, witness to a harsher world, forty years have

passed. Dates are already confusing, theories are blurred, but

the works remain. Along with the Fauves and Cubists and

those brilliant artists who came from abroad to join the Ecole

de Paris—Modigliani, Soutine, Chagall—one has only to

think of La Fresnaye, La Patelliere, Vlaminck, Derain,

Dunoyer de Segonzac, Marquet, Dufresne, Utrillo, Valadon



or Gromaire, Legueult, Oudot, Desnoyer and Soulages to

appreciate this marvelous thousand-faceted diamond which

embodies French art.

Luster, creativeness, subtlety, and joy contribute to this

artistic fund, unique in its diversity.

Engraving

Apart from easel painting and all too rare mural painting

(functional architecture has developed further, everywhere,

than luxury architecture), our painters have also earned a

name through theater decoration and book illustration. A

fashion trend, supported by speculation, brought engraving in

luxury editions to the fore just after the First World War.

At first wood was used, because it lends itself more easily

to typography, but Laboureur returned to the burin, which

had fallen into disuse; Dunoyer de Segonzac practiced etching

and copper engraving, and Luc Albert Moreau, lithography.

In a more recent generation, such artists as Jacquemin, Cour-

nault, and Soulas devoted themselves entirely to original en-

graving, an austere and meticulous craft.

However, this renewed interest in original engraving is not

due to its exponents but to painters, for whom engraving is

only a minor form of expression. With the exception ofJacques

Villon, one of the best-known etchers and one who is devoted

to engraving, all our great painters do occasional engravings,

and with outstanding skill. In this field, as in that of theatrical

decoration, painters have broken new ground. Work by Pi-

casso, Rouault, Matisse, Braque, Vlaminck, Dufy, and Chagall,

among others, has given unlimited scope to the field of en-

graving, where young artists of today continue their research.

Sculpture

After the death of Rodin and Bourdelle, sculpture was set, in

part, along a course laid by Despiau, that is toward a sober

form of art, sparsely transposed and in an exceedingly pure

style.

Despiau had a following of many young artists, such as

Belmondo, who learned from him. In more or less the same

spirit as Despiau come sculptors of vigorous talent such as

Wlerick, Pommier, Poisson, or Dejean, who were equally

familiar with Rodin's teaching.

Maillol was a pure product of the ancient Greek school,

accidentally born in our time. His women are goddesses,

exuding animality and candor, solidly planted on their heavy

limbs. Maillol was the French master who inspired the greatest

admiration (and imitation) abroad. Whether they bear the

name "He de France" or "Pomone," all his opulent creations

have a family resemblance; they pay matchless tribute to

rustic sensuality.

After these two great sculptors, Despiau and Maillol, who

perpetuated Greco-Latin civilization, the faultless and mys-

terious work of Gimond developed, as did the less tranquil

work of Couturier, Martin, and Auricoste. Simultaneous to

Braque and Picasso, others such as Lipschitz, Arp, Zadkine,

and Giacometti were breaking away progressively from the

imitation of reality.

On this point, a significant extract from a book written by

Leon Gischia and Nicole Vedres (La Sculpture en France depuis

Rodin) may be quoted. "Two tendencies in sculpture may be

roughly defined : one, entirely abstract, geometrical and anti-

figurative, in which one perceives the desire to create in its

purest state, an original form entirely swept clear of all obliga-

tions to reality, of all anthropomorphism. This is at exactly the

opposite pole from Rodin, the whole for the part, it is, as

Maillol wished it, twenty forms in one. It is even, ifpreferred,

matter dominated by solely intellectual theory. And this

sculpture resembles the quest made by certain painters at a

period which might appear to be an episode in the pictorial

revolution, but which has nevertheless contributed to uphold

this theory.

"The second tendency is directed toward an interpretation

and a transposition of existing forms. Nearer, no doubt, to

abstraction than to naturalism, it not only discards nature as a

source of inspiration, but it exploits nature in order to incor-

porate its elements according to certain spiritual precepts, into

a sculpturally plastic world.... By the most direct and intense

expression of these precepts, it combines the mediums proper

to sculpture, volume and rhythm. Distortion must therefore

necessarily take place, a feature of all plastic art which is

remote from humanistic aesthetics, 'zoographical,' renascent

or Hellenic forms of art."

In fact, the authors conclude, these two tendencies are some-

times detected in the same sculptural work—sometimes with

the abstraction prevailing, and sometimes, the expression. This

is proof, perhaps, that we are in an experimental era. But in

any case the need for the invention of forms dominates all

others. A sculptor no longer copies nature, he no longer

imitates aspects, he creates them, in the same way that nature

creates a mountain or a man or a rock. His sculptured form

takes the place of reality, and is destined to supersede it.

In general, all theories aside, it must be said that France is a

country with great sculptors who set an example of a widely

varying and constantly resurgent creation.

Decorative Arts

After the First World War, when money was in more active

circulation, the trend toward decoration grew. With better

renumeration artisans in furniture, glass, ironwork, and porce-

lain were able to return to a perfection of craftsmanship that

had been somewhat lacking. In this respect the Decorative

Arts Exhibition of 1925 marked the zenith of a revolutionary,

invigorating style which rapidly spread to the provinces. This

decorative arts trend, with resolutely modern ideals, drew
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such a flood of recrimination that something akin to a negative

period followed: architectural nudity, a symbol of submission

to the mechanical and industrial world in the form of tubular-

type furniture, foreshadowed the advent of fluorescent lighting

and plastics.

It was at this 1925 exhibition that a renewal in the art of

stained glass in architecture was noted. Glass which was
stained and shaded throughout, along medieval lines, took the

place of fragile and uncertain painting on glass. With names
such as Labouret, Decorchement, Barillet and Paul Bony, who
later transposed Rouault's sketches for the church at Assy, and
Max Ingrand, a whole thriving tradition is encompassed.

However, without doubt, the main contemporary acquisition is

that of the art of tapestry, which had been fading out ever

since the eighteenth century, and which experienced a com-
plete resurrection in the first quarter of the twentieth century,

with Jean Lurcat one of the instigators.

By attempting to simplify composition through a return to

the mural, and by reducing the number of colors employed

—

which were of vegetable, not chemical, dye—Jean Lurcat

tackled the very root of the problem, technique. As for the

spirit in which this work was undertaken both by him and by
his excellent group of specialized painters (Coutaud, Guigne-

bert, Lagrange, Picart le Doux, Saint-Saens and Vogensky),

the outstanding works produced by Aubusson manufacturers

offer proof enough.

Many recognized and expert painters followed the decorator

Jacques Adnet to Aubusson—Savin, Brianchon, Legueult,

Roland Oudot—where they created tapestries ofa less system-

atic inspiration than Lurcat's, with colors of great subtlety.

Other branches of decorative arts came to the fore: wallpaper,

furnishing fabrics, ironwork, due to the heroic persistence of

Subes and Poillerat; ceramics led, by Mayodon and Gensoli;

scrupulous distinctive bookbinding, such as that of Paul

Bonnet, Legrain, Robert Bonfils, Gras, Kieffer and Rose
Adler; and set and costume design, displaying the ever-

renewed inventiveness of Suzanne Lalique, Cassandre, Mal-
cles, Wakhevitch, Leonor Fini, Carzou and Clave who, taking

the torch from the fabulous Christian Berard, reflected the

reputation of the French stage near and far.

Since the 1925 exhibition, the field of furniture has been
explored by Ruhlmann (who can be called the direct descend-

ant of eighteenth-century cabinetmakers) and by Pierre

Chareau and Rene Prou, whose work was the forerunner to

the many variations designed by Franck, Moreux, Jacques
Adnet, Rene-Herbst, Serge Roche, Arbus, Nacenta, and So-

gnot, to mention only a few From geometrical nudity to a cer-

tain complicated baroque style which appeared during the

period of the 1937 World Exhibition, at the same time as the

"French Family Home," where talented decorators displayed

furniture for ordinary homes, a trend toward a sound style can

be detected. It is balanced and functional; ornamentation is

not scorned, but is used soberly, in the manner of the great
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periods; the aim is to provide an ideal harmony between furni-

ture and its setting.

Although the Societe des Artistes Decorateurs was founded
more than fifty years ago, it has not lost its enthusiasm and
youth; it is well aware that this period is critical. Here is an
extract from an introduction to one of their recent catalogues

:

"We believe that works of art have a direct impact, and that

there is none more compelling than those of the daily back-
ground to man's activity. We believe that man reflects what he
sees around him, as much as what he hears or what he reads,

and that a nation which is well and attractively 'equipped'

will be of a higher intellectual standard than a nation which
neglects the question of the ever-present background to life."

This is a key to the whole art of living, which France, with
all its complexity, offers to the world in its unceasing quest for

happiness.

Montmartre

Imagine a town such as Paris, where the best brains of a vast kingdom

have gathered in one point, where they interpenetrate and provoke

mutual inspiration. Consider this Universal City where every street

leads to a bridge or a square where a great eventfrom the past is conjured

up, where every street corner has taken some part in history.

(Goethe to Eckermann)

Montmartre is the most famous village in France, and anyone
who knew it at the start of this century—with the last of its

windmills, its country inns where drinks were served under the

arbors, the chimes of the old church, and the convolvulus-
covered houses—would agree that Montmartre was the most
charming village in the world.

Today, from the neo-Romanesque basilica of the Sacre

Coeur to the Place Dancour, from the Place du Tertre to the

Lapin a Gill, Montmartre always means a special way of being
frivolous, inimitable, and Bohemian, which singles it out as one
of the most privileged parts of Paris.

But to return to painting.... Even beforeJongkind, forerun-

ner of modern art, came from his native Holland to live at

Place Pigalle, Theodore Rousseau, the famous Barbizon artist,

had already, at the age of twelve, put brush to his first canvas
while in Montmartre. And this took place on a scene almost as

wild, under a tormented sky in the best Ruysdael manner, as

those painted by the elder of Montmartre painters, the roman-
tic landscape painter, Georges Michel, nicknamed "Michel-

de-Montmartre." Later on, in the neighboring district of

Batignolles, the Impressionist revolution was born in the Cafe

Guerbois and in Manet's studio.

The Impressionists, who were rediscovering nature, were
delighted to find a village so near to Paris where tiny gardens,

alleyways, and taverns had remained so unspoiled. Although
he worked at Pontoise, Pissarro kept his pied-a-terre in Mont-
martre, and Cezanne, when he visited him, tarried in the Rue



des Saules, which had already been immortalized by Corot.

Until he left for the south of France, that most Parisian of

Impressionists, Renoir, stayed in Montmartre. His celebrated

"Moulin de la Galette," painted in 1876, is a crowning glory to

youth and the joy of ordinary people.

Ten years later, Van Gogh left his native Brabant and came

to stay on the Rue Lepic with his brother Theo. He was

fascinated with the pictures of the new school, met Degas,

Pissarro, Gauguin, Seurat, and enrolled at the Cormon studio,

where he struck up a friendship with Toulouse-Lautrec, who

was passionately attached to Montmartre. From this period

(1886) we have the famous portrait of Pere Tanguy, who, in

his picturesque shop in the Rue Clauzel, was the first dealer

for the Impressionists.

And so it was not by chance that Montmartre became the

chosen ground for the independent painters of 1900. Van

Dongen at first, and then Picasso, were to be found in an extra-

ordinary group of shanties—made up of beams and boards, it

is true, and sumptuously called "studios," but so unsteady and

so dangerous, built on such haphazard foundations, that Max

Jacob dubbed the site the Bateau-Lavoir (floating washhouse).

On stormy nights the construction rocked alarmingly, and did,

in fact, remind one of the rickety floating washhouses which

were then moored along the Seine. Owing to certain mysterious

excavations which had been carried out, it was also known as

the Maison du Trappeur. It was here, at 13 Rue Ravignan,

looking onto a shady vacant lot now known as the Place Emile

Goudeau, after a Montmartre humorist, that modern art was

born.

From 1904 onward, artists and writers gradually took pos-

session of the Bateau-Lavoir. The writer Pierre MacOrlan, the

painter Juan Gris, the sculptor Gargallo, and poets such as

Andre Salmon, Max Jacob, and Pierre Reverdy lived there

successively. It soon became a meeting place where artists

—

Braque, Matisse, Derain, Dufy, Marie Laurencin, Modigliani,

Utrillo, Lipchitz, Maria Blanchard, Marcoussis, and Metzin-

ger—mingled with writers and poets—Apollinaire, Alfred Jar-

ry.Jean Cocteau, Paul Fort, Raymond Radiguet, Gertrude

Stein—or with actors—Dullin or Harry Baur—dealers—Am-
broise Vollard, Kahnweiler, Berthe Weil—not to mention

those foreigners of similar outlook who had been attracted by

this radiating center of art, unique in Europe.

In spite of daily material trials, which were borne joyously,

schools were formed. Fauvism, led by Vlaminck and Derain,'

was already emerging triumphantly from the Ecole de Cha-

tou. And here, in the studio owned by Picasso andJuan Gris, as

in the neighboring cafes, a new form of art, Cubism, was being

born from the interminable discussions which Braque, Derain,

Metzinger, Apollinaire, Andre Salmon, the art critic Maurice

Raynal and the mathematician Princet held day and night.

This was one of the great moments in the history of con-

temporary art. Apart from the painters, some of the first

tenants of the Bateau-Lavoir were a costermonger, a laundress,

and a restorer of old paintings, a solemn gentleman with a

white beard. Maurice Raynal claimed that he was the person

presented as the Minister of Fine Arts to the Douanier Rous-

seau the day Picasso gave the still famous banquet for him in

his studio.

To a background of garlanded Chinese lanterns, the Doua-

nier had presided over the modest table and free-flowing wine,

organized in his honor, during which speeches extolling his

glory were given with humor and kindliness. The Douanier,

much affected by the praise and wine, sang songs he himself

had composed, accompanying himself on the violin. Bursting

with happiness, he even confided to Picasso: "The fact is that

you and I are the greatest of painters, I in the modern style,

and you in the Egyptian!"

Meanwhile, at a corner of the table, Apollinaire improvised

a poem which he read aloud

:

"Nous sommes re'unis pour celebrer ta gloire,

Ces vins qu'en ton konneur nous verse Picasso

Buvons-les done, puisque e'est I'heure de les boire,

En criant tous en chaur: 'Vive! Vive Rousseau!'
'

[Here we are gathered to sing your praise,

These wines in your honor poured by Picasso,

So let us drink them, since drink them we must

And shout all together: "Long live! Long live Rousseau!"]

Soon after, the Bateau-Lavoir painters left Montmartre for

more comfortable studios. But the echo of their enthusiasm,

their work, their festivities, and their hopes persists in Mont-

martre, where clouds of vivid pink, the same as those painted

by Utrillo, are strewn tenderly over the firmament, as they are

nowhere else.

Montpamasse

If the fame of Montpamasse really dates only from 19 10, at

No. 8 Rue de la Grande Chaumiere a plaque of imitation

marble with the inscription "Atelier Gauguin" and, on the

other side of the narrow doorway, one with "Atelier Modigli-

ani," are eloquent. All that Montpamasse means is contained

in the span of time and glory allotted to these two names.

Gauguin left Montpamasse to live out his mad quest; Modig-

liani left his beloved Italy to end up in the one place in the

world where, out of all eternity, he knew his genius would

emerge. In the early years of the century, the district basked in

an undeniable reputation. Baudelaire had frequented the

Grande Chaumiere. In 1890, Paul Fort held his court at La

Closerie des Lilas where, at the start of the century, Jean

Moreas and Stuart Mill, and then Jarry, Saint Paul Roux,

Henri de Regnier, Verhaeren, and Paul Claudel met Bonnard,

Vuillard, Maurice Denis, and Emile Bernard.

At a later date, in order to attend the Tuesday reunions held
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by the review Verse and Prose, which was founded by Paul Fort

and which had Andre Salmon as secretary, Picasso and his

followers came down from Montmartre more often than not

by foot. They had to cross all Paris, but the atmosphere of La
Closerie was worth it. Here, in a colossal uproar, everyone

drank and reconstructed the world, after having carefully

pulled it to pieces. New arrivals were greeted by the booming

voice of Moreas, who would ironically call out such phrases as:

"Do tell us, Picasso, did Velazquez really have any talent?"

The group used to break up at dawn in a deserted Paris,

each one plunged in thought; and yet even though Mont-
parnasse was on the map, so to speak, no one really lived there

yet.

In 1910, everything changed. When the artists' Montmartre

was invaded by the new rich and the pseudo-artist, another

suitable colony had to be found. In 1 9 1 1 Picasso moved in,

preceded by Rousseau, and followed by Vlaminck and Pas-

cin. Bourdelle had his studio on the Impasse du Maine; Van
Dongen, on the Rue Denfert-Rochereau ; Friesz and Leger,

on the Rue Notre-Dame des Champs. Foujita was working on

the Rue Delambre; Derain, on the Rue d'Assas; Andre Lhote,

on the Rue Boulard; Rainer Maria Rilke, Rodin's secretary,

lived at No. 9 Rue Campagne Premiere, which was one of the

most spacious havens in Montparnasse known to foreign

artists.

Until 1914, the pavement Cafe de la Rotonde was one of

the best-known haunts in the world. It was there that Lenin

hatched plans which were to overthrow the political structure

ofthe world. From Russian terrorism to international Marxism,

from popular songs to the select few versed in geometrical

poetry, from pro-Cubist art to anti-Cubist art, from a super-

fluity of amorous ladies to a superfluity of hermaphrodites,

from a surfeit of discouraged painters to a surfeit of unlucky

ones, from too much life to too much death—all this was to

surge upward and burst forth in one incredible, brightly hued,

powerful movement, so rich in its variety that the effect was

confusion. It was all this that Andre Warnod was to christen

Ecole de Paris a few years later.

After the Armistice in 1918, Jean Cocteau rented a vast

studio through a courtyard at No. 6 Rue Huyghens, where he

gave art exhibitions, poetry readings, and concerts. It was

there that Georges Auric produced La Fete du Due and Francis

Poulenc, Les Mouvements Perpetuels. By this initiative, which

already showed him to be something of a talent scout, Cocteau

led the snobbish set's discovery of this extraordinary meeting

point, which stretched from the Gare Montparnasse to Ras-

pail.

This second invasion was necessary. The outsiders completed

the Montparnasse of the artists, and led it to complete fulfill-

ment. While painters were being discovered at the Dome pave-

ment cafe, others discovered the wonderful Rue de la Gaite,

with its theater run by Gaston Baty, the odd little cafes, its

local underworld, and Bobino, its lively music hall. The Bal

Negre in the Rue Blomet became fashionable. Everyone dined
chez Rosalie, Rue Campagne Premiere, where Modigliani
was a habitue, where one could meet Foujita (with his slits of

eyes under a severe fringe and golden rings in his ears), where
one could even strike up an acquaintance with Marie Wassi-
lieff; she would recount her life with Granowski, the Polish

painter, who was always in the background, dressed as a

cowboy. Elsewhere, such girls as the beautiful and charming
Kiki, artists' models like the dusky Aicha and Youki, Foujita's

wife before she became that of the poet Desnos, shot to world
fame. This is not an overstatement.

People flocked here from all over the world, either to study

(the academies did a flourishing trade) or to breathe the air of

Montparnasse. The crossroads at Vavin rang with the ani-

mation of representatives from Britain, the United States,

Czechoslovakia, Scandinavia, Turkey, Japan, Central Europe,

South America, and the adventurous elite of intellectual Africa.

From the Vikings one parted company with Jean Borlin,

the dancer, to join the American photographer Man Ray and
the Russian journalist Ehrenburg at the Dome, while at the

bar of La Coupole Dufy or Fernand Leger might be seen, or,

maybe, the writersJamesJoyce, Henry Miller, or Hemingway.
Not to mention adorable women, if somewhat mad.

But work went on in Montparnasse too. Painters and sculp-

tors built up a collective expression. The activity of La Ruche,
this community dwelling on the outskirts of Montparnasse, in

Vaugirard, Passage Dantzig, has only to be recalled. Here,

from 1908 onward, in just as primitive a construction as that

of the Bateau-Lavoir, Chagall, Archipenko, Laurens, Soutine,

Kikoine, Kremegne, rubbed shoulders with Modigliani, Leger,

Lipchitz, and Delaunay, and with such poets as Blaise Cen-
drars, Canudo, Apollinaire, Max Jacob and the philosopher

Mecislas Goldberg.

What else can be said about Montparnasse, which is so near

and yet so far? Gauguin, who left his studio at the Rue de la

Grande Chaumiere for a more spacious one on the Rue Ver-

cingetorix, decorated it with a painting in the Maori manner
and entitled it "Te Faruru" [Here, We Love].

And, in fact, love was the order of the day in Montparnasse.

Today it is more subdued. Although only the "flower

vendors" and "ghosts" remain, as Leon-Paul Fargue, the

magician of words, wrote, he also added: "Nothing has altered

the charm of Montparnasse, and even if the furriers, wardrobe

dealers and fortune tellers, carriage builders and dentists

occupy the cafes today instead of Apollinaire, Picasso, Kisling,

Modigliani, Derain and Vlaminck, a light breeze still goes

chasing round the kiosks and between park benches, beckoning

to the ghosts, summoning up the past and plunging the modern

tourist's thoughts into depths of picturesque delight. And
nothing is so moving to those passing by the Montparnasse

cafes at night than to remember that this was once the back-

ground for joie de vivre, in the purest, widest meaning of the

term."
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But another joy, as durable asjoie de vivre, will always remain

in this setting. It is a memory of an incredible intellectual

feast, of a momentous period in the Ecole de Paris.

>

Le Bwuf-sur-le- Toit

Between 1920 and the Wall Street crash, le Bceuf-sur-le-Toit

k was not only the most elegant night club on the Right Bank,

, but also a rallying point, characteristic of a way of life that

was a great feature of this period.

This was the adolescence of the century. Memories of 1900

were still fresh, and many Parisians frequented the Old World

Maxim's and the New World Boeuf on the Rue Boissy d'Ang-

las. All talked about the subtle quips uttered by poet Robert de

' Montesquiou-Fezensac, the aesthete, the Folies of Boni de

Castellane, and the recent reception given by the strange

Marquise Casatti.... People were saying that Cecile Sorel no

longer quite resembled her portrait by Drian, and opinions in

society differed widely when such subjects were raised as

Cubism, the unusual Marcel Proust, Paul Morand, or the

supremacy of such couturiers as Paul Poiret and "Coco"

Chanel.

Maurice Sachs, who, when younger, was a habitue of the

Rue Boissy d'Anglas, wrote in his book Le Sabat: "Every

period has its own special meeting place, every generation its

headquarters: this postwar period had its Bceuf-sur-le-Toit,

where the admiring younger set could go and gaze at Picasso,

Radiguet, Cocteau, Milhaud, Fargue, Auric, Poulenc, Honeg-

ger, Sauguet, Satie, Jean Hugo, Andre Breton, Aragon, Marie

Laurencin, Leger, Lurcat, Derain, and all the pioneers of

those particular years. Wiener and Doucet played at the two

pianos. The upper class came in tails; the painters, in sweaters.

Some women were in suits, and others decked out in pearls and

diamonds. We took some of the glitter from all these stars

away with us."

Le Bceuf had everything to recommend it. The war had just

been won, a lot of money was being "made," and morals were

more and more lax. One sipped quantities of cocktails and

danced frenziedly to new tunes such as "Tea for Two," "Halle-

lujah," "Blue Moon," or "The Man I Love"—in a scented

haze of exotic cigarettes, with society girls who were fanatics

or sympathizers with anything new, as long as it was "the

* thing" at Le Bceuf. It all took place under the benevolent

aegis of Moyses, the host and friend to all of Paris.

All this provided an ideal sounding board for mediums such

as psychoanalysis, for "The Beggar's Opera," Rene Clair's

first films, the Negro Revue, music by Erik Satie or Florent

Schmitt, theories upheld by architect Le Corbusier, books by

Proust, Gide, or Cocteau, the avant-garde theater, the first

paintings by the youthful Christian Berard, and the beginnings

of Surrealism.

Between drinks and tangos at Le Bceuf, views were ex-

changed about Ravel, Pirandello, Braque, or Marie Bonaparte's

latest opinions on the works by Freud, Jung, and Adler.

Mechanical progress no longer surprised anyone. Even the

definition by Fernand Leger, "A bolt more beautiful than a

rose," offered it an aesthetic future. Quotations were freely

made from Paul Morand's book Rien que la terre. For example

:

"We have managed to make engines which go faster than

thought." Or another: "We will end up going round the

world for eighty francs." But nobody was scared of speed,

rather, it became a new source of pleasure. Vlaminck bought

his racing cars, and by night, in his studio, painted his violent

night landscapes and haggard perspectives in the full glare of

the headlights. Meanwhile, at Le Bceuf, to a background of

Charlestons, blues, and gin-fizzes, the hours from midnight to

dawn saw the celebration of vitality in its most voluptuous

form.

How strange and crazy these times were.... The accounts

written by Blaise Cendrars and Valery Larbaud were breaking

down the frontiers. The "blue train," even though only re-

cently started, became a commuter convenience, and everyone

flocked to the "Pacifies" and the "Trans-Siberians." Only

twenty-four hours after their launching at the Shanghai Club

—

then the largest bar in the world—cocktails called Boomerang,

Kiss-Me-Quick or, more tenderly, Love's Dream, were tried

out at Le Bceuf and were the stakes to the first poker-dice game

of the evening. Le Bceuf was madly up to date.

After its transfer to the Rue de Penthievre, the Bceuf-sur-le-

Toit was never replaced. This blend of elegance, reckless

eroticism, and culture belongs only to the 1925 era. Florent

Fels, one of the original witnesses, wrote: "As a center of

Parisian mode of behavior, which ranged from zest in passion

to 'special' friendships, from scorn for class separations to the

prestige of thought, this cabaret received and nourished a

fanatical' devotion to all forms of freedom."

For the first time in this century, a sympathetic contact was

established between the society class and poets, writers,

musicians, actors, and painters from Montmartre and Mont-

parnasse. A different view of the modern world started at Le

Bceuf-sur-le-Toit. It is not out of place in this book.

Saint-Germain-des-Pres

"You cannot bathe in the same river twice," said Heraclitus.

This is borne out by the evidence that, after Montmartre and

Montparnasse, Saint-Germain-des-Pres is today the chosen

site for artists and intellectuals.

And yet the people are still the same as are found in this

Paris, full of surprises; far from being at odds with each other,

past and present are good neighbors in this district, like the

forty members of the Academy, called "Immortals," and the

two thousand students of both sexes who are at the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts.

The district of Saint-Germain-des-Pres with its old man-
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sions, antique shops, booksellers and bouquinistes on the quays,

and its delightful streets, is one of the Paris districts where the

atmosphere of the past has been retained best. It is easy to

wander about there at leisure, and memories abound.

Saint Germain himself, Bishop of Paris, was buried in 576
near the basilica which now bears his name. Pope Alexander

III consecrated the new choir in the church during the twelfth

century. Three hundred years later, Henry V climbed its

church steeple, casting a last glance to see whether Paris was
really worth a Mass....

Racine dwelt on the Rue Visconti, then called the Rue des

Marais, where Balzac later took up printing. Moliere lived on
the Rue Mazarine, and Diderot, the first art critic to be noted,

in Greuze's time, on the Rue Saint-Benoit.

During the romantic period, a youthful Victor Hugo
occupied an attic on the Rue du Dragon, and Alfred de Mus-
set lived on the Rue Cassette. In 1850, Ingres worked at No. 26

Rue Jacob, and Delacroix, his great rival, had his studio on

the Place Furstenberg, where George Sand, whose home was on
the Rue Racine, visited him with Chopin. It was around this

period, at an hour when the kindly Corot was leaving the Rue
des Beaux-Arts at dawn to reach the scene of a picture, that a

pale, weary man passed him unseeingly on this street where he

also lodged. That would have been the poverty-stricken and

marvelous Gerard de Nerval, returning from his strange walks

through the night....

And poets? Baudelaire was born on the Rue d'Hautefeuille,

and Apollinaire died on the Boulevard Saint-Germain.

Painters? Many of them came here and are still living here,

like Dunoyer de Segonzac. Chardin, one of the purest artists

in French painting, was born on the Rue de Seine, where his

father was a carpenter, and he lived and died on the Rue
Princesse.

It can therefore be seen that Saint-Germain-des-Pres, the

intellectual capital of Paris, existed before the Liberation of

Paris in 1944. And the scene was perfectly suited to its unique

destiny. Its own charm, the proximity of the Latin Quarter

and the Grandes Ecoles (Faculties), the fact that Montparnasse

was so near and that there was a tradition in literary cafes

which extended from the Procope, where Verlaine was per-

petually drunk, on the Rue de l'Ancienne Comedie, to the

Soleil d'Or, Place Saint-Michel, where the celebrated Soirees

de la Plume were held at the beginning of the century— all

this added up to Saint-Germain-des-Pres. It should be added

that the fame and fortune of this area, a magic name today in

the two hemispheres, are due mainly to the magnetic attrac-

tion of three celebrated cafes—Les Deux Magots, the Cafe de

Flore, and the Brasserie Lipp, which have been for many years

friendly meeting grounds for publishers, professors, literary

men, art connoisseurs, and artists. Moreover, it should be said

that at the beginning the success of this Big Three was not due

to a more or less corrupt feminine presence. These cafes were

mainly for men, artists and writers, and were a faithful

reflection of the extraordinary calm of this provincial district

in the heart of Paris.

Toward 1930 the atmosphere changed, at a time when the

writer and diplomat, Jean Giralidoux, took his coffee at the

Cafe des Deux Magots every morning, where Andre Breton,

leader of Surrealism, issued his biting manifestoes from the

next table.

All exponents of modern literature, painting, architecture,

and music lived, loved, worked, and drank in the shadow of

the ancient church. Poets from all over the world came there

to test their youth, to shake the world with their reviews,

nocturnal frenzies, manifestoes, and laments.... The rest was
made up ofanybody from anywhere with nothing much to do,

but the fact remains that, until 1939, Saint-Germain-des-Pres

was more or less a place for the elect. These included the writ-

ers Leon-Paul Fargue, Leo Larguier, Salmon, Raymond
Queneau, Andre Breton, Saint-Exupery, Antonin Artaud,

Robert Desnos, and Pierre Benoit, and painters like Derain,

Picasso, Dunoyer de Segonzac, Chas-Laborde, Balthus, Cou-
taud and the sculptor Despiau.

Less than ten years later this happy isle had become a sort

of Mont-Saint-Michel, where French intellect and the western

tourist trade were combined.

It is not our place to give a list here of all the cafes which,

from the Montana to the Rhumerie Martiniquaise and from

the Pergola to the Reine Blanche, offer asylum to diverse

youths with highly advanced ideas, in the throes of real or

simulated solitude, who are neither better nor worse than their

predecessors. To quote an old saying: God looks after his own !

What does it matter that Saint-Germain-des-Pres has become

Saint-Germain-des-Caves (cellars), and that the kings of jazz

come there to flatter the foreigners visiting Paris by night, or

those passing through by accident, or the reputedly dissolute

intelligentsia?

What does matter is, not the export brand of existentialism

advertised, but the actual quality and, no doubt, the novelty

ofJean Paul Sartre's works. What counts is, not the behavior

—nor the abhorrent company—of a habitue of the Cafe de

Flore, but the emotion aroused in him by the play at the

Theatre de Vieux Colombier. It is the degree of intimacy

with which he feels the art of Nicolas de Stael, another child

of this century. In reality, stripped of its nocturnal trappings,

Saint-Germain-des-Pres remains a hallowed place which

furnishes prodigious intellectual stimulation. Tradition is

intact there, under a thousand travesties—in the bookshops,

in the antique shops, in the picture galleries, to say nothing

of the nearby Louvre—and it lives alongside the new order in

one of the only places where such coexistence is possible, often

on the same street, and sometimes in the same shop.

One feature is common to people and places: some make us

dull and others, wittv. In Saint-Germain-des-Pres the air
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breathed, the people observed, the things encountered—all

combine to stimulate curiosity, which leads to culture in the

most direct way.

Xo doubt creative thought flows where it chooses, but it

knows the right addresses ! The success of the tourist trade in

Saint-Germain-des-Pres is a surface element, built on age-old

foundations. In a century, in ten years, Le Bar Vert or La

Rose Rouge will have been forgotten, but l'Ecole des Beaux-

Arts on the Rue Bonaparte will flourish as it does today, and

voices will be raised in amazement when reading Cocteau, to

think of the impertinent youth of certain members of the

Academy circa 1950. The Seine will still inspire the passers-by

and their dreams. Time will wear itself out against Saint-

Germain-des-Pres, which, through its natural situation as

much as its special sort of attraction, will always be one of the

essentials of French culture.

Montmartre is a tavern; Montparnasse, a crossroads.

Saint-Germain-des-Pres is an age-old quartier, one of the com-

pass points of intelligence in Paris, and maybe even its in-

tellectual capital. The publicity surrounding its name has

added nothing to its glory, which is too deeply rooted, but it

has attracted youth from all over the world.

With eachjourney over, a new course is set. Therefore, nothing

is lost.
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The Independent Reaction to Academic Art

2. Painting The Societe des Artistes Francais was founded in 1881. The

famous Salon held in the Palais de l'lndustrie in the Champs

Elysees was more or less the only link between artists and the

public. A high court, consisting of ninety examiners who were

respectfully obedient to the members of the Institut (Academy

ofFine Arts), carried tremendous power. However, not a single

work of any of the official "masters" of that time—Toudouze,

Chartran, Blavette, Schommer, Popelin, Fournier, Pinta,

Moulin, or Amedee Gibert—is remembered today, whereas

in this same year, 1881, the forty-year-old Renoir was painting

one of his most radiant pictures, "Le Dejeuner des Canotiers."

Such an exile is not the result of fashion or of a temporary

trend, but an inevitable collapse of an ebb-tide era which was

dominated by institution of the Prix de Rome. This prize

carried with it a twofold interest. From the master's point of

view, the aim was to have successful students, which increased

his reputation; for the student, winning the Prix de Rome

meant being assured ofan enviable and lucrative position in life.

A glance at reproductions of certain pictures painted by

these "masters" is enough to imagine the works of the students

!

Whether they represented legendary scenes such as the in-

credible "Deluge" by Commere, historical pictures such as

"La Mort de Babylone" by Rochegrosse, or "Le Salut aux

Vieux Brave" by Monge, or, more simply, "La Femme

Libellule" by Landelle, whether they represented religious

scenes, portraits, or life studies, they all show a conventional

stamp, a superficial search for effect, and a pretention to

earnestness. These Academistes of the 1 890s were constantly

talking of tradition, but rarely have painters displayed such a

total lack of understanding for the great pictorial tradition.

Diligent and solemn as they were, bent on winning ribbons and

medals or honorable mentions, if they did happen to study the

great masters of the past, mainly to copy them, they received

no valid message, since they never consulted them other than

superficially.

It fell to "barbarians" such as Claude Monet, who was

admiring Watteau's "Embarquement pour Cythere" at the

Louvre, or Renoir, "Les Noces de Cana" (which was his

favorite masterpiece, and which he asked to see again before

his death), and to all the others who were contemptuous of the

fashionable painters, to pick up the strands of tradition, which

throughout the ages has enabled succeeding generations to

contribute new conquests to the fund ofhuman knowledge.
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From Impression ism,Neo-Impressionism,

and the Nabis Onward

• On the fringe of the exhausted academic school, true tradition

was showing signs of revival. It is recognized that Impression-

ism was more than a new technique. It interpreted a special

' way of feeling, direct communion with nature, a desire for

truth and spontaneity. But apart from the discovery of a proce-

dure conforming to this quest for truth, the impressionists

*
carried on, in a more immediate way, where the nineteenth-

century painters they so admired had left off—those such as

Delacroix and Corot; then Courbet and the English landscape

painters Bonington, Constable, Turner; and finally Jongkind,

Boudin, and Edouard Manet, although the latter was their

elder by only a few years.

Cezanne made no mistake when he thought that he had

"repainted Poussin from nature" and, by escaping from the

confusion of feelings, "he had re-established reality." He was

right, too, when he said that he had made Impressionism into

something as durable and unchanging as museum art.

With the exception of the Surrealists, modern art is entirely

based on these principles, and all schools of painting find a

justification in them, including the abstracts.

Neo-Impressionism, led by Seurat, is the logical continua-

tion. It too tended to split up color, but tone was divided in a

scientific way. Works by Seurat or Signac were painted solely

in pure colors, which were separated and balanced, and which

present a visual combination according to a calculated method

embodying the basic principles of Neo-Impressionism. During

a slightly later period, at a time when Gauguin, at Pouldu,

was in search of elements for his synthesis, the painter-theorist

Maurice Denis suggested, in an article in Art and Criticism

which appeared in 1890, the name of Neo-Traditionism, which

was in balanced contrast to that of Neo-Impressionism.

The canvases by Gauguin, Emile Bernard, Daniel, Laval,

Anquetin and Schuffenecker which were exhibited, among

others, at the Cafe Volpini in 1889, were powerfully colored

and heavily outlined. (It was because of this that the terms

. Cloisonnism or Japanism were frequently bandied about.)

In these unusual works, the naivete of Breton calvaries and

images d'Epinal (popular colored prints) were detected, to-

gether with the influence ofJapanese prints and Romanesque

stylization.

The Nabis (from the Hebrew word for prophets) were

influenced by Gauguin and then by Puvis de Chavannes,

Odilon Redon, and Gustave Moreau. The main adherents to

the group were Maurice Denis, Bonnard, Vuillard, Serusier,

K. X. Roussel, Ranson, Piot, Lacombe, Vallotton, and Ver-

kade. Symbolism was born from the sum of this study of

synthesis.

"It is not easy," states Maurice Denis, "to discern the part

played by the Pont-Aven group in the elaboration of the sym-

bolist doctrine. From the start of this period the diversity of

temperaments supplied the critics with varying themes, while

Albert Aurier and I were expounding the philosophy inherent

to the new expression. As a reaction against commonplace and

petty naturalism, which imitators of the great Impressionists

also exploited, we provided the conception of a picture which

was a 'flat surface covered with color arranged in a certain

order.' " And Maurice Denis adds: "The liberties taken with

nature, the boldness of transformation, and the geometrical

layout of a picture all produced a unity of individual sensibili-

ties, jealous of their originality; all this foreshadowed the

future."

All the triumphs of independent art are contained in this last

phrase, and they will endure for some time to come. As for

academic art, if it survives as an episodic feature, if it does

appear even in abstract art, it is no longer recognized or

represented by any authoritative body. This turning of the

tables after such a long servitude was logical and necessary;

it is in the order of eternally live classicism.

Fauvism

For knowledge of any particular thing, it is absolutely vital to

know how it was brought about. How can the Symbolist

phenomenon be portrayed if nothing is known of the Im-

pressionism and the Neo-Impressionism that preceded it?

No thing, no person, is isolated. Odilon Redon was far from

being a seer, imprisoned in his visions; he was also a connois-

seur of workmanship, admiring Corot, copying Delacroix, and

striving to reach Rembrandt and Diirer through the medium

of Bresdin.

It would be difficult to understand Cubism or Expressionism

and the varying movements which have fused in the crucible

of the Ecole de Paris if the spirit and aims of Fauvism were

not evoked.

Fauvism was the first artistic revolution of the twentieth

century. It was not a school with theories and manifestoes but

a result of the fellowship of a few painters, temporarily in

agreement over the principle of rapture over pure color,

handed down from Van Gogh. They were all weary of the

inconsistency of certain followers of Impressionism, and

Cezanne's lesson had not yet been learned. Matisse, working

in Gustave Moreau's studio, employed a Divisionist technique,

but he soon observed that this mechanical system of breaking

up hues led to a breaking up of structure, and that all that

remained, in fact, was "a tactile animation comparable to the

vibrations of the voice."

In 1 90 1 Vlaminck, who was working with Derain in more

than precarious conditions at Chatou, was deeply moved when

he visited the famous Van Gogh retrospective exhibition at the

Independants. There he met Matisse, and in 1905, at the Salon

d'Automne, Vlaminck, Matisse, Marquet, Jean Puy, Valtat,

Friesz, and Rouault exhibited pictures with such a wealth of
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brilliant color that Dufy was enthralled. He, along with Braque

and Van Dongen, joined at the Salon des Independants;

this completed the group which the art critic Louis Vauxcelles

was to baptize Les Fauves.

Thus many varied and outstanding individuals had no

common denominator other than their opposition to official

conventions, and certainly their not inconsiderable tempera-

ments! Vauxcelles once confided : "In the years between 1905-

1908 Vlaminck was himself a Fauve, the genuine product,

unfettered, intimidating, a torrent, an avalanche, a tornado,

an earthquake." For all, the Fauvist experience was a burst of

youth, and to quote a remark of Derain's, it was the "test of

fire" which purified art.

When speaking of Fauvism, it would be unthinkable to

overlook Gustave Moreau's teaching at the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts; he played a great part in the liberation of many a young

artist of this period. Gustave Moreau, who was himself under

the influence of the Symbolists and Pre-Raphaelites, was

immoderately fond of the florid style and ornamentation,

which earned him a reputation as "the hanger of watch chains

on Olympian Gods!" In spite of this, his doctrine as a teacher

was entirely based on spiritual freedom. The creative spirit

took precedence over technique. "I do not believe," he said,

"in what I teach, nor in what I see. I believe only in what I

do not see, and solely in what I feel. Only inner mood seems

to me eternal and undeniably sure."

The philosophy of this extraordinary personality, who led

his disciples, so they said, even to break away from his guidance,

has fired generations of idealists. The Fauves retained only

the best, and were not distracted from the work of Van Gogh,

which seemed to them to be definitive.

Vlaminck, said by Derain to be "the most painter (plus

peinlre) of all of us," stated: "In art, theories take on the same

importance as medical prescriptions: to believe in them, one

must be ill." These are the words of an essentially Fauve being,

as are the following, also by Vlaminck: "One must come to

terms once and for all with classicism. A classical painter is

not one who takes up and adapts what has been well done

once. The classical painter recreates the world for himself, in

the same way as life is given. He does not bother about others,

but about himself. The Primitives created the world in which

they lived, and they saw it through theirown eyes, according to

their own vision, and not from a model. The first man that I

was to love was my father, and yet I never took him as a model

to beget a picture—or a child. There is no model other than

life; to serve is not to be a servant."

Such statements had, at the start of the century, an enormous

impact on young painting. From Matisse's words, "I seek

only to apply colors which reflect what I feel," it seemed clear

that the supremacy of the individual, and of his sensations,

was here to stay. It was on this twofold revolutionary assump-

tion that Fauvism worked itself out. It has already taken its

place in the history of art as one of the most dynamic move-

ments in contemporary painting, and it is entirely due to this

movement that live art has its place in the modern world.

Cubism •

The painter Juan Gris used to say, "Cezanne inclines toward

architecture and I, away." Then he added, with the simplicity
,

of a craftsman: "In my hands, a cylinder becomes a bottle."

The era of plastic metaphors, so widely practiced in music

and literature, dawned in painting. «

The Cubists were deeply influenced by the discoveries made

by the Fauves through the outstandingly fertile productions,

on the one hand, of the ancient art of Crete, Egypt, Greece, '

and Byzantium, and then, of the primitive and Romanesque

periods, the mosaicists, and the Negro art which had only

recently come to light. But this common source of inspiration

did not prevent the Cubists from thinking that the Fauves had

demanded "more from color than color could give."

It is of little importance to determine what sources the

Cubists originally referred to and which element became

dominant—Negro sculpture, perfection through mathematical
,

formulae, the poetry ofRimbaud and Mallarme, or philosoph-

ical concepts ranging from Plato to Hegel, upon all ofwhich

they called in turn. The main point is that Cubism was a

collective research in plastic creation, which brought about

complete freedom in the art of painting.

The Cubists were always seeking rhythms and geometrical

patterns, and Apollinaire stated, "Geometry is to the plastic

arts what grammar is to the writer." They were both idealists

and stylists who carried the message of the Symbolists and

the Nabis to its full fruition.

The spirituality of Cubist painters is evident in their state-

ments. "The visible world," said Gleizes, "only becomes real

through the operation of thought." Jacques Villon, for his part,

claimed, "The open-window type of picture is giving way to

the creative picture, to the intrinsic-value type of picture. The

eye is no longer king. It should leave a goodly share to intui-

tion and intellect, alternating with one another."

In fact, Fauvist and Cubist aesthetics differ widely. The

Cubist pictures were painted in the spirit of humility; they

were, according to Gleizes, "angular, gray, and austere."

Unlike Fauvist works, no rapture in color, no frenzy, can be

detected. During the analytical period, these neutrally toned

pictures with their weak light are remarkable for their attempt

at impersonality. On the other hand, the compelling severity

of forms met the rigors of a collective discipline which did not

hesitate to use systematic means to become more obvious and

intelligible. The Impressionists adored light; the Fauves,

movement. Nothing of the sort with the Cubists. Their light

did not come from the sun, but from a laboratory; it was an

abstract element in the demonstration. It was in the natural
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order of things that their desire for complete domination over

forms led their worship of objects to such expressions as trompe

I'oeil and papier colle (use of gummed paper cutouts in color)

and on to banishing all movement, through the general ex-

clusion of figure and landscape art, to still life.

When one considers that the aim of this quest for stability

was the full expression of reality, from all its physical aspects

the absolute independence of the picture-object—in contrast

to existing conventions—and the viewers summoning a sym-

phonic kind of appreciation as little connected to the visible as

music appreciation is to reality, it must be admitted that Cu-

bism will be considered, basically, one of the most remarkable

modern endeavors to liberate the mind through vision.

Much has been written on Cubism and its creators. No
attempt will be made here to define the creative part played

by each of its founders in this collective venture, neither to

scrutinize Picasso's work to find out if it "reaches beyond the

normal conditions of art," nor to study the work of Braque to

underline the aesthetic link between this painter and Chardin.

The exhibition Les Createurs du Cubisme, which was or-

ganized in 1935 by the Gazette des Beaux-Arts and the weekly

Beaux-Arts, provided an expressive summary of Cubist activity

up to 1914.

The term Cubism originated with a remark by Matisse, who
thought that certain landscapes painted by Braque seemed

composed of "cubes." This was sometime between 1907

—

when Picasso painted his "Demoiselles d'Avignon" and when
he first met Braque, who had returned from La Ciotat—and

1908, the year in which several of Braque's pictures were

refused by the Salon d'Automne. By 1910 this new expression

was growing increasingly abstract. Gleizes, Metzinger, Le

Fauconnier, then Juan Gris, Marcoussis and Lhote were

following parallel trends. In 191 1, at the Salon des Indepen-

dants, the first exhibition by this school grouped the works of

many of its followers, joined by Delaunay and La Fresnaye,

who exhibited his "Le Cuirassier." Jacques Villon was

responsible for the creation of La Section d'Or in 19 12, which

united all artists active in this movement. This highly success-

ful event touched off a collective awareness which was to have

a bearing on a large section of modern aesthetics.

The second and last exhibition of the Section d'Or was

held in 191 3 on the Rue de la Boetie. In this same year La
Fresnaye was painting his "Conquete de l'Air," Picasso and

Braque were exhibiting at Berlin, Marcoussis showed his

"L'Homme au Violoncelle" at the Salon des Independants

and Apollinaire, who was director of the review Les Soirees de

Paris, published his book Peintres Cubistes. In 19 14, war broke

out....

Art historians agree that the Cubist movement took place

between 1907 and 19 14. Of course this means the period of

transformation and ascent; for example, some of Picasso's

most perfected Cubist canvases (those of the Musiciens period)

were painted toward 1920. At a later date, around 1935, after
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the Surrealist venture, Picasso reverted to a figurative form ot

art which was expressive, even expressionist, and which led

him to paint simultaneously the front and profile views of his

faces. And so the Cubist principles which took shape in 1907
with the prophetic "Demoiselles d'Avignon" were still as

vigorous a quarter of a century later.

Braque considerably softened his original style by removing

a too obvious geometrical layout, static architecture, and a

breaking up which was too facile; but this ex-Cubist retained

the simultaneous vision of the object and its method of develop-

ment on the same plane, according to a reversed concept of

space. Another Cubist is Jacques Villon, and so is Andre
Lhote, the creator of a "sensitive Cubism" with ornamental

tendencies.

This persistence of an expression which has had a consider-

able influence on fashion and the decorative arts of our time

has other aspects in its favor, and is attested to by Maurice
Raynal, who says: "I feel that the term Cubism has ended up
by meaning not so much a style of painting, but a state of

artistic sensibility. From now on art will go through periodic

phases of cubism, enabling it to recapture, through a tem-

porary retreat, the necessary elements of uninvolved purity,

in order to fully exploit the field of artistic sensibility." The
original cubists became scattered after 19 14; the heroic period

had ended, and each exponent followed his own private

destiny; but the movement had already taken roots in Ger-

many, through Kahnweiler and Wilhelm Uhde; in the United

States, through Gertrude and Leo Stein, and Walter Pach
among others; and in England through the writer and author-

ity on art, Roger Fry.

All new plastic languages evoke and lay bare the world

anew, and it is known that they invite the eye not only to see

"differently," but to see "something different." Cubism, its

empirical period over, has grown to become "a conceptual

aesthetic, an objective arrangement of the world," which has

developed to the rhythm ofevolution in contemporary thought

and science.

The aim sought after by all, which Braque summed up in

the phrase, "Not to reconstitute anecdotal facts, but to con-

stitute pictorial facts," seemed attained.

Futurism

Marinetti had already published his manifesto in Paris the

previous year when he met his countrymen, the painters Carlo

Carra, Umberto Boccioni, and Luigi Russolo, in Milan during

the year 19 10. They decided to issue a second manifesto to

young artists, also signed by Giacomo Balla, who lived in

Rome, and by Gino Severini, who was in Paris. The following

main points are quoted: "To achieve simultaneity of moods in

works of art is the intoxicating aim of our expression ! When
painting a figure on a balcony, seen from the room, we do not

restrict the scene to the vision afforded by the frame of the



window, but endeavor to convey the visual sensations of the

street in their entirety: the double row of houses which

stretches from right to left and flower-bedecked balconies....

This means a simultaneity of atmosphere and, therefore, dis-

location and dismemberment of objects, scattering and fusion

of details, which become freed ofcurrent logic and independent

of one another."

The Futurist exhibition, which was held at the Bernheim-

Jeune Gallery in Paris in 191 2, seemed like a complement to

Cubism, with certain distinguishing features such as, for

example, Boccioni's statement, which maintained that apart

• from the synthesis of time, place, and form, "the Futuristic

picture should convey sensations and moods," which was

precisely the opposite of Cubist "realism." At the same time,

Severini made a contribution with the pure colors so dear to

Seurat, and Russolo intuitively foreshadowed Surrealism.

"The Boulevard" and "La Danse du Pan-Pan au Monico"

by Severini; the series painted in 191 3 by Balla, suggested by

Severini's "Expansion Spherique dans l'Espace"; and

Boccioni's "Elasticite" are considered to be the main Futurist

works. For a short while Apollinaire belonged to this new

school, and even wanted to group all the pioneer trends under

the name Futurist, but Marinetti objected.

After 1918, interest in Futurism declined; but Marinetti did

not give up his movement. Toward 1 930 there were approxi-

mately five hundred Futurist painters, including the remark-

able Prampolini. In the beginning there were only five....

Without discounting the impetus which linked Futurism

with the most vital and original aspects of modern life, or the

interest contained in its conception of "simultaneity" and

space (the latter placing the spectator in the center of the

picture), it can be said that this revolutionary movement was

more valiant than original, and that its attempts to break away

from naturalistic traditions did not give it enough substance

to provide a lasting expression.

Orphism

What is Orphism? Mainly two painters and one word. The

poet Apollinaire first used the word in 1912, during the lecture

he gave in Berlin at the Galerie Der Sturm at Delaunay's

exhibition.

Through the evocation of the name Orphee, which was the

keynote of the poems in his recently published Bestiaire, he

strove to bring the research by Delaunay, the Czech painter

Kupka, and a few other young artists closer to the poetic and

musical fantasies which he so favored.

Delaunay studied Chevreul's works on "the law of color

contrast" and exploited all the resources of the prism. "I have

attempted," he said, "through the theory of simultaneous

contrasts, to employ a technique which could be extended to

many other fields, for example, in color cinema, where there is

unlimited scope in an entirely new field." This mobile art,

introducing a world of color, prompted him to carry out ten

vast bas-reliefs in color for the Palais des Chemins de Fer in the

1937 Paris Exhibition, and "Rhythm," of 780 square meters

(933 square yards), for the Palais de l'Air, which represented

one of the most outstanding achievements in modern decora-

tion from a color point of view, taken as subject and pure

abstraction.

Kupka, who said: "Since a work of art is, in itself, an ab-

stract reality, it has to be composed of invented elements,"

gave a big exhibition in 1936 at the Musee du Jeu de Paume;

the show was divided into five sections: the Circular, the

Vertical, the Vertical and Diagonal, the Triangular, and the

Diagonal. This proved him to be a forerunner of non-objective

art.

And so it can be seen that Orphism is linked to the names of

one poet and two innovating artists.

Neo-Cubism

Neo-Cubism is not a school, or even a distinct term. The ex-

pression embraces such names as La Fresnaye, Andre Lhote,

Jacques Villon, and later, Maria Blanchard and Marie Lau-

rencin, simply because they reacted against the original Cubist

theories.

La Fresnaye, who had come under the influence of Gauguin,.

Serusier, and Maurice Denis while at the Academie Ranson,

discovered Cezanne around 1910. He said, "Painting is two

things, the eye and the brain. One must work on their mutual

development: the eye for its vision of nature, and the brain

for the logic of organized sensations which provide the means

of expression." It is easily understandable that this admitted

quest for discipline led this plastic artist to join Braque in the

Cubist movement around 19 13. La Fresnaye sought, above

all, a sober, useful method by which to assemble a balanced

structure of noble proportions, in the classical tradition. This

he found, but he adapted it to his temperament by connecting

line and color so that the breaking of form and the multiplica-

tion of planes were softened and harmoniously blended.

The master of "L'Artillerie," "La Conquete de l'Air," and

"Paysage a Hauteville" displayed art of such humanity (in

which an outlook similar to Gericault's and Poussin's, through

Cezanne's intermediary, was detected), that he could not long

be contented with absolute theories. In 191 1 he was already

writing to his friend Georges de Mire: "The more I go on, the

more I see that painting is not a question of intelligence, it is a

physical outpouring." The foray he made into Cubism did

not, therefore, last very long, and by 191 8 the essential part of

his work was completed. La Fresnaye, who died in 1925 as a

result of the war, was formed by Cubism. His work primarily

bears the stamp of a strong personality which would have

found its expression in any period.

Although Andre Lhote took part in the first Cubist exhibi-

tion in the Rue Tronchet and in the first showing of the Section
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d'Or, he always refused to belong to any group. He was in-

fluenced by decorative sculpture, but he then discovered, with

Cezanne and Picasso, "constructive" elements which were to

serve as a basis for his subtle, vital, and sanely ordered aes-

thetic.

The geometrical transcription of a picture such as "Rugby"

(191 7), which hangs at the Musee d'Art Moderne, is a sign of

the talent of this nonconforming Cubist, whose particular

discipline rebelled against every system. Interviewed by Flo-

rent Fels in 1925, Andre Lhote said: "I paint because I like

orgies (spiritually speaking). If ever a day should dawn when
I become convinced that art is something other than the ar-

bitrary use of nature according to the whims of sensitivity, I

shall stop painting."

With Maria Blanchard, who was of Spanish birth and died

in Paris in 1932, the Cubist method played its part in the com-

position of a picture and the arrangement of its planes to a

rhythm of expressive outlines; her work was an exception, in

that pure Cubist technique was not applied to the human
features. Maria Blanchard had a very rare quality for a

woman : she was a plastic painter.

In 191 1 Jacques Villon joined with Cubism, which satisfied

his taste for order and discipline. He was a rhythmist in that

the elements in his composition were laid out according to the

"pyramidal vision" of Leonardo da Vinci, that is: an object

with its varying parts appears as a pyramid, the point ofwhich

is in our vision, and the base, in the object or a section of the

object.

Describing his working method, he himself said: "I begin

by studying nature. I summon up a construction, a pattern of

arabesques and rhythms—in fact I meditate on nature, which

remains my starting point, and I transform it according to a

very carefully studied construction of the picture to be painted.

I am striving to express, and to discover, a space in which to

achieve my work. I am also very absorbed by research in color

and color values."

The vibrating and tempered world of Jacques Villon is

therefore voiced through rhythms and volumes set by the

chromatic circle. His art, which is dedicated to light, tends,

through analysis of the three dimensions, to reach the invisible

fourth. This subtle and serene work, unique in its kind, reaches

back to the enchantment of the Impressionists, but it is never-

theless one of the direct outgrowths of the Cubist experience,

and reflects a spiritual mood which has left its imprint on

contemporary art.

Marie Laurencin, a friend of Apollinaire's and the Bateau-

Lavoir painters', was present during the stirring discussions

which led to Cubism; she remained practically untouched by

the theories of the time. One detects, however, in certain still-

life studies and in compositions showing her assembled friends,

signs such as a spareness, a layout and stylization which cer-

tainly stemmed from aesthetics of the Rue Ravignan.

With her beginner's palette of only white, black, and pink,

this touching personality seems to have passed through the

famous movement only to better assert her somewhat com-
pelling femininity. She was the flower of Cubism. The only

requisite to being a flower is freshness ! This, Marie Laurencin

retained all through life.

Purism

It was during the period between 19 15 and 191 7 that Amedee
Ozenfant first outlined the principles of Purism in his review

L'Elan. He was to develop them further with Jeanneret (the

future Le Corbusier), and expound the theory in the manifesto*

Apres le Cubism, which appeared in 1918.

Both expressed concern over the fact that Cubism appeared

to have abandoned its original method, and was turning to the

baroque, or more particularly, the decorative arts. They in-

tended to reinstate a healthy, authentic, architectural form of

art. These were their principles:

"The purification of the plastic language and the selection

of forms and colors, giving a comprehensive scale of expressive

mediums (such as economy or intensity), a scale of clearly

defined reactions which are as universal as possible.

"The determination of ideas and emotions which are na-

turally associated with forms and colors.

"Representation or nonrepresentation. Can painting be pure

creation without any starting point in the world of objects?"

Having established the "constants" of sensations according

to a code of efficiency based on the simplest and purest reac-

tions of form and color, Purism broke away from Cubism
through its rules of composition, which tended to create an

object in the picture, whereas Cubism made an entire object

of the picture itself. Moreover, the application of a rigorous

objectivity prevented the Purist picture from becoming too

individualized.

This line of aesthetics was upheld in another review directed

by Ozenfant and Jeanneret, L' Esprit Nouveau, between 1920

and 1925, but the very exaggeration ofits inflexibility prevented

it from developing further, except in Le Corbusier's ar-

chitecture and that of his disciples. Purism certainly had an

influence on such artists as Servranckx, Peri, and Baumeister,

at a time when the abstract expression of the Stijl group, led

by Van Doesburg and Mondrian, was flourishing in the

Netherlands.

After three years in London, Ozenfant has lived in New
York since 1938; he has established an art school which enjoys

a great reputation, and he continues his research. As long as

Ozenfant is alive, Purism is not dead. In any case Purism has

a place in every period—David and his followers, reacting

against the weaknesses of the eighteenth century, were Purists.

The Purism practiced by Ozenfant and Le Corbusier is a

reaction, and remains an exigency of style for a given period;

it still retains its exemplary value.

Cubism may be likened to a fifty-year-old tree, planted by
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Cezanne, with many, many branches. It has alternately been

pruned and allowed to grow at will. Today its foliage no longer

takes us by surprise, and we know that its roots reach far below

the earth's surface, this ageless earth which is the past as well

as the future.

Neo-Realism

When one considers the unprecedented hurly-burly of groups

and schools between 1910 and 1930, it could be thought that

modern art was at that time based solely on doctrines. This

i was not the case, for the strong realistic current (or naturalistic,

perhaps, but in any case, figurative) which was recreated at

that time attests to the French painters' ancestral link to human

and sentimental values, upheld by the national traditions

which Delacroix, Corot, and Courbet, to quote just a few,

pursued in the nineteenth century.

As far removed as possible from the academic painters of

the Salon des Artistes Francais and the out-of-date teaching at

the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, this new realism strove above all

for independence. And it was in fact independent, as much

because of its diversity as its disdain for classification, mani-

festoes, and literature of all kinds. Dunoyer de Segonzac,

Waroquier, Dufresne, Lotiron or Asselin were anti-Impres-

sionists by nature and logic. They sought to construct a picture

on the notion of unity, by measuring their compositions on

expressive structures, where each plane was studied closely

down to its subtleties, and never disrupted the harmony of the

whole. This art was concise, sound, and balanced, a homog-

enous art which respected the noble pictorial craft and was

"welling over with a wondering love of life."

The new brand of realism was hostile to theories and aesthe-

tic discussions. Dunoyer de Segonzac, in a note published by

his biographer, Paul Jamot, defined the position: "The search

for originality at any price has only led to a terrible monotony.

The world of illegibility, the lecture-picture and the puzzle-

picture, which are a result of a decadent symbolism, is going

to become dated, with its angular writing, in the same way as

the lethargic and puddly 'modern style' graphics in 1900. In

actual fact the great French tradition has been carried on

quietly by Vuillard, Bonnard, Matisse and many others; in

spite of its apparent eclipse, the noise of hooters and tam-tams

has not prevented the performance of the concert. There has

been no break in the magnificent school which stretches from

Jean Fouquet to Cezanne. No artificial movement has been

able to graft itself on to this tree, which is so healthy and so

strong."

These so-called artificial movements nevertheless explain

certain pictures by Dunoyer de Segonzac such as "Boxers"

(191 1), "Nature Morte a la Venus de Medicis" (1912), and

"Bucolique" (1912), where the Cubist geometry is just as

visible as in other pictures of the same period, painted by Jean

Marchand and Luc Albert Moreau. It was precisely on the

subject of these pictures that Claude Roger-Marx wrote in the

Chronique des Arts: "These are pictures which have come to

maturity slowly and are firmly established, and in which the

right tone places the plane with utmost precision; I can per-

ceive the way such works reach back and hold on to tradition

;

without Cubism, would we possess them?"

This is an interesting historical issue. Its importance will not

be further stressed, however, than it was in reality. One fact

remains: a constructive method based on geometry provided

an element of formation for certain Neo-Realists. For Segonzac

and his friends the trend of this "Cubism" stemmed from Ce-

zanne, and it appeared in its most mature form as a synthetic

organization of a picture, following along the lines of Egyptian

or Romanesque art.

Segonzac was no doubt right when he said, "The great

French tradition has been carried on quietly by Vuillard,

Bonnard, Matisse and many others." Many others, with, one

might add, Segonzac in the forefront! But unlike Vuillard,

Bonnard, and Matisse, who practiced a more or less deliberately

unrealistic form of art, many painters of Segonzac's genera-

tion, nearer to the naturalistic tradition, found a middle course

between new expressions (such as Fauvism or Cubism) and

the desire to retain personality without breaking away from

classical thought.

This desire expressed by artists who were hardly thirty years

old in 1910 (Segonzac was twenty-six) was also evident in

painters such as the Expressionist La Patelliere and with La

Fresnaye, who declared: "Since it cannot hope to compete

with the ancient schools of painting, the painting of our time

seeks expression through indirect means: it is useless to hold

its triumphs against it."

For these painters maintaining tradition was a vital neces-

sity ; moreover, it rested on dynamic works : El Greco's for La

Fresnaye; Delacroix's for Dufresne; Cezanne's, Degas', and

Lautrec's for Suzanne Valadon. "My preferences," said Segon-

zac, "incline toward the direct expressions of art: Egyptian

sculpture, Roman busts, Rembrandt, the Douanier Rousseau,

rather than to the periods of assimilation and intellectualism."

A large, vigorous contingent of our painters, ranging from

Fouquet through Bonnard to the very youngest, has demon-

strated that the legible transposition of reality is literally in-

exhaustible. One has only to examine artists with such varied

styles as Rouault and Dufy, Derain and Fernand Leger,

Utrillo and Gromaire, to be convinced that reality affords all

but unlimited liberation of widely varying personalities. As

for the "labels," all these "realists" are separated by the

degree, intensity, and spirit of the transposition. In spite of the

complexity of details the main point is still the lyrical transla-

tion of reality.

In 1934, during an exhibition at the Musee des Beaux-Arts

de la Ville de Paris which included, among others, the works

of Brianchon, Oudot, and Legueult, the art critic Waldemar

George wrote: "These painters are retracing their prede-
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cessors' steps. They believe in the reality ofphysical phenomena.

They trust their emotions. They listen to the voice of their

•heart. They are defending the law of painting without disrupt-

ing the law of life."

At about the same time the painter Aujame declared to the

review L'Amour deL'Art, in reply to a question on the situation

of young artists, that since the idea of schools, or "style," had

become too obsessing, he hoped that the love of things in life

would take precedence over all aesthetic theories. Finally he

concluded: "Whether in hope or in despair, it is almost im-

possible not to be revolutionary, even unknowingly."

Between the poetic transposition and the more ardent

one of a lyrical interpretation of reality, it can be seen that

the concept of revolution has veered to a principle; it seems

to be the basic idea of a new humanism which is in an eternal

state of unrest, ever since the Fauves began to rise up against

the Cubists, the Surrealists, and the abstracts, revealing

certain other aspects of the "realities" of the spirit.

This rivalry, to give it its real name, is excellent. The
painter Limouse, speaking for Aujame, for himself, and for a

few painters with the same tendency, was able to exclaim:

"Basically, we are Expressionists ... we are striving after

force and intensity through expression!" Everything is part

of the whole, and it is unusual to remain entirely alien to

one's period. By these very reactions, those painters who
advocate reality show that through themselves reality is not

only thriving, but spreading far—to the extent where it dares

to change name. These group movements and activities attest

to both the awareness and sound constitution of the vast army

of French pictorial realism.

It would be useless to devote page after page simply to

enumerating its best-known members or to attempt to

capture certain outlines or nuances which would not throw

any better light on the problem; it would be preferable to

evoke some widely differing individualities. Their very names

summon up a world of color and deep emotions.

With Boussingault and Leprade, it is elegance and charm,

with Bouche it is the opulence of color and subject, with

Valtat, Manguin, Camoin and Friesz, it is still the many-hued

and vibrating Fauvist saraband, which is being brilliantly

pursued by Cavailles, Planson, Limouse, Poncelet, Sabouraud

and after, in varying manner, Savin, Desnoyer and Caillard. . .

.

With Ceria, Valdo Barbey, Dignimont, Roger Wild, and

the kindly Quizet, it is the triumph of the accurate touch of

lightness and splendid layout. With Pierre Roy and Christian

Berard, it is the "enchanted realism" which perseveres in the

work of Rohner and Humblot.... It is an endless task to call

the names of all those who have had a part or continue to

have a part in building the French realistic inheritance,

which is unique in its own brand of vision and sensation.

It is unnecessary to stress its everlasting quality and its

radiating vitality; it is a permanent expression of our creative-

ness, and it will survive—like the Mystic Rose— through every

trial by fire.

For example, a Parisian exhibition which grouped the works

of Andre Arbus, Yves Brayer, Chapelain-Midy, Robert

Humblot, Jean Picart le Doux, was entitled "The Enchant-

ment of Reality." In this way the arms of lofty thought are

laid down periodically, in order to dream of the ever-renewed

miracle of the beauty in our daughters, our cathedrals, our

gardens—without forgetting our skies! Our humble and
marvelous realities.

If France is one of the last places in the world where one can

wander with a clear conscience, it is because reality has such
t

real charm. Who could possibly wish for realism to die?

Corot, who was so tender and modest, did not say every-

thing. Reality is spread throughout the universe.

Expressionism

The first signs of Expressionism were noted toward 1885 and
up to around 1900, as a reaction to Impressionism and the

overstrict rules laid down by Cezanne and Seurat. Van Gogh,

Toulouse-Lautrec, the Belgian artist Ensor, the Norwegian
Munch, and the Swiss Hodler, were the prime movers.

Art ever and always reconsidered....

This subjective movement, hardly free of symbolism and
attracted by the modern style, accentuated a return to

monumental forms and expressive simplifying outlines which

were capable of emphasizing the sometimes caricatural and
sometimes dramatic elements of composition. The irrealistic

tendency which had taken the name of Expressionism is one

of the mainstays of art, in northern countries at any rate, but

the term comes from Germany. It has been said that the

starting point of German Expressionism could be traced

to a major exhibition by Chagall in 19 14 at Berlin. In actual

fact, the Viennese Expressionist Kokoschka had already

exhibited at the Galerie der Sturm in 191 2; in the same
gallery during that same year, the German and French

Expressionists held exhibitions within a few weeks of each

other. It should be noted that the French Expressionists,

such as Derain, Vlaminck, Braque, Friesz, and Marie Lauren-

cin, were no more Expressionist than the German painters

of Der Blaue Reiter group who exhibited under this name. The
confusion was due to Herwarth Walden, the director of

Der Sturm, who indiscriminately classified all the revolution-

ary movements born between igio and 1920—Cubists and
abstracts included—as Expressionist.

Nevertheless Expressionism led its own life simultaneously

in Germany and France. In 19 12 French Expressionism

made its presence known through Le Fauconnier's works

—

"L'Arbre," for one—and through his teaching of Yves Alix

and Gromaire, his pupil at La Palette Academy. At this time

Yves Alix, Gromaire, La Patelliere, Fautrier, and Goerg
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were not yet thirty years old. They were all from the north

by birth or development, with the exception of La Patelliere

who, although a Breton—a Celt—was, like his friends, no

Latin either. This common feature is not an absolute indica-

tion, neither is the fact that they were all influenced by

Cubism, nor that at one point they displayed a certain leaning

toward country scenes.

They do display, in common, a need for a plastic renewal

and for power over sensation in a spiritual endeavor. This

Expressionist trend is free ofthe confusion and superabundance

that is sometimes apparent in works by German painters. It is

. violent, baroque and Pantheist maybe, but there is a strain of

secret precision which is as dominant as in the Chartres

sculptures and Daumier's lithographs.

French Expressionism is an art which expresses man, and

which has contributed to the regeneration of the subject by

bestowing a new aura of mystery and pathos. "France,"

said Gromaire, "is, from the Song of Roland onward, the

hallowed ground of the epic poem. Disjointed lyricism does

not hold attention for long." It can be seen how this healthy,

rugged expression of our soil differs from similar movements

in northern countries (with the exception of Flanders, with

Gustave de Smet and Permeke) , and from the Expressionism

of foreign artists who had settled in France, in the framework

of the Ecole de Paris.

With the Fauve Georges Rouault, considered one of the

masters of Expressionism, who worked on the restoration of

medieval stained glass windows when young, the blossoming

and growth of a unique personality can be perceived, the

vehemence and dramatic nature of which could easily be

situated in our Christian Middle Ages. If his indictments are

as fearful as those of Goya, compassion and love are frequently

mingled with the fury of justice. His women, his judges, his

clowns, go beyond the stages of character, through sheer

humanity, and become myths.

The social and religious work accomplished by this solitary

genius also attests to his great desire for perfection in craftsman-

ship. Beyond its universal value, it retains an undeniably

French accent. It transfigures reality without abstraction; it

is expressionism of the soul.

The first exhibition given by the Norwegian artist Edvard

Munch, held in Berlin in 1892, caused a furor, but it jolted

Germany out of its academic Neo-Realistic rut. His mind

brim full of Nordic allegories and legends, through his dis-

coveries in Paris of Van Gogh, Gauguin, Seurat, and Toulouse-

Lautrec, this countryman of Ibsen's exercised an influence

in Germany and Scandinavia which was comparable to that

of Cezanne in France, although it was on a different, even

opposite, plane. This influence was beneficial in that it brought

the German painters back into the traditional channels of

Gothic Expressionism and of Griinewald.

The movement, Die Brticke (The Bridge), played a big part

in the assertion of Expressionism on the other side of the Rhine.

This movement was founded in 1905 at Dresden by the

painters Kirchner, Heckel, Bleyl, and Schmidt-Rottluff, and

encompassed all innovative elements until 191 3. For example,

those belonging to this group included the German painters

Emil Nolde, Max Pechstein, Otto Miiller, the Swiss painter

Cuno Amiet (who had known Gauguin at Pont-Aven), the

Finnish painter Axel Gallen and the Fauvist Van Dongen.

In addition, it is impossible to overlook Corinth, who was a

dominant figure in German Expressionism, then Beckmann

(who died in New York in 1950), Liebermann, Slevogt, Ernst,

or Nay. And there is, lastly, Kokoschka, the powerful vision-

ary from Vienna, and Jawlensky, the Russian emigre, who

enriched the new school through his endearing variations on

the human face.

Expressionism was infinitely more "imaginary" in the

German and Scandinavian schools than in the French or in

the Belgian works by Smet, Van den Berghe or Permeke; it

is psychical, willfully morbid, and resorts to signs (Kirchner

spoke of hieroglyphics) in order to express the invisible and

transcend reality. Both mythical and religious aspects of this

form of art ("Art is nostalgia for God," declared Jawlensky)

suffered more than any other aspect of art from the backwash

of spiritual turmoil which was unleashed in the years before

the world crisis of 19 14. And so the German and Nordic

schools of Expressionism were, above all, a form of spiritualistic

effusion where plastic preoccupations were secondary, since

the need for expressing the essential substance of things and

the confusion of emotions dominated. Its clashing, tortured

forms and dissonant colors betrayed an interior distress and an

esoteric engrossment which were to lead to the abstract

research centered on Der Blaue Reiter.

Also allied to Expressionism are the works of Sutherland in

England, Solana in Spain, Rossi in Italy, Auberjonois in

Switzerland, Sluyters and Toorop in Holland. It is also known

that Expressionism penetrated the United States in 1908

through the Russian Max Weber, and later, through his

countryman Hyman Bloom. In 1913, the American painters

John Marin and Hartley, who figured in the famous Armory

Show of modern art in New York, could also have been called

Expressionists, through the special brand of vitality and lyri-

cal quality of their works.

During the period between the two wars, Expressionism

extended its reign to South and Central America (or rather,

it sprang up from the Indian inheritance) with Rivera,

Orozco, and Tamayo painting of vast works portraying

ordinary life in Mexico, and then with Segal and Portinari

in Brazil.

A resurgence of Expressionism can still be detected in

Germany, in the works of the satirist George Grosz, and in

the United States in works of such painters as Rattner and

Knaths. Finally, in France, Picasso displayed his apocalyptic
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vision "Guernica" in 1935, inspired by the horrors of war in

Spain, and one of the best defined and the most ardent

representations of his latent expressionism.

When considering the different aspects of Expressionism,

the "emotional" element appears to be the common factor.

The Slavonic Expressionism of the Ecole de Paris painters

bears this out, and the contribution of this movement must be

mentioned; the main representatives were: Modigliani

(Italian), Chagall (Russian), Pascin (Bulgarian), Kisling

(Polish) and Soutine (Lithuanian). They were all foreigners

and all Israelites, and so were their followers: Gottlieb,

Eugene Zak, Kremegne (Polish), Mintchine (Ukrainian),

Max Band (Lithuanian) and others from Menkes through

Kikoi'ne to Mane-Katz.

Pascin came to Paris in 1905, and the last to arrive was
Soutine, in 1913.

These years embrace a period of emancipation and ferment

rare in the history of art. Whether in Vienna, in Crakow, or

in St. Petersburg, where Pascin, Kisling, and Chagall studied

(Chagall was a student under Leon Bakst in this town), Europe

was in the throes ofan aesthetic revolution which, as a prelude

to a moral evolution, necessitated daring and enthusiastic

exponents, unspoiled by the academic spirit which, in fact,

they strove to destroy.

Scarcely molded by the countries of their birth—especially

those from Central Europe—seeking perfection for their art and
ready to take a chance in the only place in the world where
revolt had right of way, they appeared in Montmartre and
then in Montparnasse. Their art was tied to sensations. By
perfecting it in Paris, they liberated all the obscure millennial

forces which compose the substratum of the Jewish soul, and
which had never before been expressed in painting.

Chagall's work is pure effusion, the popular and mystic

instinct of the oriental artist; with Soutine, it is the protest of

the Lithuanian ghetto against hunger and cold, the long

isolation and the lack of love which is expressed in painting

that is violent, sexual, "cannibal," and which stems from

despair—the same despair that is in Modigliani's aristocratic

work and in the ribald works by Pascin.

The constructive will-power displayed by the French

Expressionists such as La Patelliere, Rouault, and Gromaire,

the forceful assertion of the Flemish, and the romanticism of

the German and Scandinavian schools had hut little effect on
the spontaneous production of these Expressionists, whose
passionate outbursts and quest for lavish subject matter (in

all probability inspired by Monticelli, Courbet, the Barbizon

School, and Van Gogh) led them to the excesses which were

condemned by the art critic Basler.

It is nevertheless a fact that such artists as Modigliani,

Chagall, Kisling, Pascin, and Soutine, who were all tormented

and pessimistic, were able to achieve, in France, works of

genuine originality. Their art is no more Russian, Polish, nor

Bulgarian than it is, with its uneasiness and confused intellec-
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tualism, French. From contact with our traditional joys and
our certitudes, each of these painters, according to his talents

and temperament, found for himself the means of expression

which best suited his innermost impressions, his sensuality,

and the sudden revelation of his dreams.

Metaphysical Painting—
The Dada School and Surrealism

Metaphysical painting first saw the light of day in Paris, in

the period between 19 10 and 1915, as a reaction against

Futurism; Giorgio de Chirico, who invented it, set a scene

where moon-washed antique architecture and uneasy appari-

tions gave new perspectives to dreams.

"All around me," wrote Chirico, "the international mob
of modern painters gesticulated over their worn-out formulas

and sterile systems. Only I in my dreary studio on the Rue
Campagne-Premiere was beginning to catch a glimpse of the

first dancing shadows of deeper art, more complete and more
complex, and, to put it in a nutshell, at the risk of giving a

certain art critic a fit of apoplexy [he aimed this at Gustave

Coquiot], more metaphysical."

On these premises Chirico built up compositions in which
figured archways, arcades, statues placed on low pedestals,

soon to be followed by his "mannequins," suggested to him
through a poem written by his brother, Albert Savinio. Even
before Jean Cocteau had written, "Le Silence defile, musique
en tete, dans les rues de Chirico" [Silence, led by a brass

band, parades in Chirico's streets], he was searching for new
sound values for his original pictorial symphonies.

During the First World War, in Ferrara, Italy, when Chirico

and Savinio were on active service, the ex-Futurist painter,

Carlo Carra, a soldier in the infantry, was won over to meta-

physical painting. He declared that the imagination should be

expressed "by the relation it finds between light and shadow,

or full and empty," which is language in the pure plastic

style. Later on, with Giorgio Morandi, the author of astonish-

ing still-life studies, Italian painting was to complete its meta-

physical cycle through "sanctification," in the words of

Chirico, who broke away from the uncanny after 1920.

This sudden halt by the team (one can hardly call it a

movement) does not alter the fact that Chirico's bewitching

power heralded things to come, and that he drew countless

echoes from the enigma-strewn lanes along which the Sur-

realists were later to wander.

Whereas the metaphysical painter was an offspring ded-

icated to mystery of the classical Greco-Latin order, the

Dada movement hinged on the notion of sacrilege, concen-

trating on the refusal and ridicule of the traditional concepts

of art. It developed between 1915 and 1922, and its presence

was first felt in Zurich, Switzerland, when the Cabaret Vol-

taire was founded in February, 19 16.





The Rumanian poet Tristan Tzara was the foremost figure,

together with the German writers Hugo Ball and Richard

Hiilsenbeck, as well as Hans Arp, the painter and sculptor

from Alsace. The meetings aimed at mystification and

scandal. The object was to promote the negation of all cultural

and social values and to maintain anarchy by the use of every

possible means of provocation likely to disturb the mind.

On this basis, not only were works by Klee, Kandinsky,

Max Ernst, Arp, Feininger, and Franz Marc to be found at

the Voltaire in 191 7, but also those of Picasso, Modigliani,

Kokoschka, and Chirico. This was a somewhat rude awaken-

ing! At Berlin, the same year, Hiilsenbeck created a Dada
group with political inclinations, in which Georg Grosz made
a name for himself through his merciless caricatures of the

German upper class and the military. Later on, at Cologne,

Baargeld's Dadaistic-Communistic pamphlet, Der Ventilator,

was seized by the British occupation authorities.

At the same time, the painter Marcel Duchamp, who had

been living in New York since 191 5, organized the Stieglitz

group and the review sgt, which were parallel to the Swiss

and German movements mainly promoted by Picabia, Man
Ray, and Arensburg. Marcel Duchamp, who was an artist of

rare intelligence in his subtle Hermetism and mystification

—

as much in literature, painting, and mechanics as in the

cinema—was the inventor of the famous ready-made type of

picture such as the "Fountain Urinal," which was exhibited

in 1916 at the New York Independents. The definition of

Duchamp's "ready-made" idea is clear: it was "a common
object raised to the dignity of a work of art through the simple

choice of the artist. An example of a ready-made in reverse:

the use of a Rembrandt as an ironing board."

After the 1914-1918 war, the Dada school faded away
without ever having really existed. In 1919 Tzara came to

Paris, where he was admitted into the review Litterature,

promoted by the Surrealists. After organizing a few exhibi-

tions, the Parisian movement, which had become mainly

literary and was a negative expression of intellectual despair,

succumbed to internal disputes. This suicide was predeter-

mined. The Dada school advocated a total disintegration of

language. Through Breton and the Surrealists, thanks to the

clinical probing of the unconscious which Freud's work has

made possible, the stopcocks of language were opened and the

field of knowledge and poetic expression were considerably

widened.

In painting, in a reaction against rational knowledge, the

Surrealists substituted an irrational magical knowledge which

aimed at pure mental representation, stretching beyond true

perception. Andre Breton declared : "A world of possibilities

is open to the painter, ranging from straightforward abandon

through graphical impulsion to the trompe-Voeil anchorage of

figures out of dreams and exploiting all the 'critical-paranoiac'

means of interpretation. Surrealist painting and construction

have afforded the organization of perceptions with objective
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tendencies surrounding subjective elements. These perceptions

are of a revolutionary nature in that they compellingly

summon from the outside reality something which will answer

them. That something will exist."

The Surrealists have opposed the supposedly passive con-

cept of a work of art, an ornamental picture without any

power of contact or transformation, with an active concept

of a picture or object which is considered according to its

explosive qualities in order to touch off new reflexes, to obtain,

in fact, a reply which might conceivably solve or complete the

question asked. In this way Andre Breton's definition of Sur-

realism is more explicit: "Everything leads to the fact," he

said, "that there exists a point in the mind where life and

death, reality and imagination, past and future, the com-

municable and the uncommunicable, the lofty and the low,

no longer appear contradictory. One would look in vain for

any other motive in Surrealist activity than the expectation

of this point's definition."

From this it will be understood that the Surrealist image,

employed as a narcotic, deliberately exalts convulsive beauty,

if not for the sake of art, at least for the sake of identification.

In this way the delirious interpretations of Salvador Dali,

the hallucinated compositions by that great artist Max Ernst,

the antagonistic forms employed by Masson, Joan Miro's

plastic enchantments, and Yves Tanguy's shifting dreams are

basically of an aggressive nature. These works, in which a

connection and new meaning between objects of widely

differing appearance are sought, are through that very fact

confined to the arbitrary, to the unusual, the absurd, the

marvelous.... The unfamiliar is the order of the day, and the

aim is revelation.

Surrealist painting is above all oracular. As for the Delphian

Pythia, the style's characteristic foaming mouth, wild eyes,

convulsed body, and noisome vapors emerging from beneath

a tripod must be accepted. The trances of these laurel-leaf

eaters yielded some splendid cries!

Notwithstanding, certain writers and artists criticized the

Surrealist painters' poverty of skill and their academic

technical artifices. Apart from Miro, Ernst, and a few others

who obviously have a painter's temperament, they are more
often just expert in inspiration or artifice, and even when
deserted by inspiration, are apt to fall back on a naturalism

which is often flavorless and icy. In spite of these drawbacks,

it is impossible to resist certain works of artists already-

mentioned, and successes achieved by Magritte, Delvaux, Man
Ray, Brauner, Leonore Fini, and younger painters such as

Coutaud, Labisse, and Prassinos. No one would dream of

denying the importance of the Surrealist contribution to the

twentieth century. It is in the great tradition which goes from

Bosch through Monsu Desiderio, Piranesi, and Fiissli to

Gustave Dore. It is the sporadic expression of the ever-present

tragedy of knowledge, and as a coherent movement, repre-

sents a true expression of the uneasiness of this half century.



Today we see it all around us. Its influence appears in the

home, in the theater, in the shops and in the street. It is

impossible not to believe that Surrealism was the interpreta-

tion of a hidden but vital mood in both artist and man.

The Instinctives

Today there are still a number of people who are surprised

. when the Instinctives are included in the panorama ofmodern

painting, either in exhibitions or in works on the history of art.

Maybe they see only a caprice or intellectual perversity in an

* association which is, however, indispensable in the comprehen-

sion of aesthetics and which, for this reason, belongs to expres-

sion rituals which go back throughout time.

Seurat, who studied some aspects of optics through the

modern psychology and physiology of vision, or the Cubists,

in their rediscovery of the Section d'Or on which they learned

their new constructions according to universally perfect pro-

portions, were doing nothing more than seeking those perma-

nent laws of creation as applied to technique. On the other

hand, every single painter unceasingly queries the Sphinx

who presides over inspiration, spontaneity, and enchantment

of vision. They well know that secrets exist there which are

either given or ravished ; they are well aware of its value.

With the Instinctives, the Primitives, or the Naives, by

whichever name they are known, a world of childhood is

revealed, a paradise—lost maybe, but full of unsolved riddles.

Each Instinctive painter is a special case; each case sets a

problem and gives the perfect answer, with no possible alter-

native.

There is no school for this form of art ; it would be unthink-

able, in any case. The Douanier Rousseau, Vivin, Utrillo,

Seraphine de Senlis and Bauchant could not be more differ-

ent. No academy could have produced them; no period or

environment has an absolute claim to their talents.

"The Sleeping Gypsy" by Rousseau, "Vercingetorix" by

Bauchant, or "La Cathedrale de Reims" by Vivin are un-

precedented and ageless. Nothing could be more strange, more

unreal, than the reality of these pictures, which contain, how-

ever, an undeniable projective force, truth, and existence.

Utrillo, when a twenty-year-old reluctant painter, was

completing his Montmartre and Montmagny landscapes

which were masterpieces. The works achieved by this self-

, taught painter are not only remarkable for their originality of

vision, but for the quality of the painting. A few years later,

while he was starting on his white period, Utrillo witnessed,

at a distance, the discovery of his brother in simplicity, the

Douanier, this other phenomenon and master of the Instinc-

tives, who represents them all.

On the subject of Rousseau, Andre Malraux wrote:

"Although he had to know the measurements of his models'

noses, his art which, like Bosch's, is so assiduous, is a fantastic

art. This art cannot be defined from its vision of the subject

in the heyday of Impressionism, since Rousseau was Van

Gogh's senior by nine years, but from the pictorial quality of

the subject as dreamed. If TOctroi' is worthy of Uccello, it

is also a haunted landscape."

Apart from characteristics which are Rousseau's alone,

such as his extraordinary feeling for composition and his

painterly craft, a one-way inspiration stemming from a genuine

"state of grace" can be detected in all Instinctives of talent,

from Vivin to Bombois and from Peyronnet to Caillaud. This

state of mind, extremely rare with reputedly learned painters,

is upheld by all the power of humility and love ; it does not

wear itself out in various forms of disquiet, for it is nourished

by a simple, wondering vision of the world, which is also its

final assertion.

The world inhabited by Bauchant, Bombois, and Seraphine

is sheltered from trespassers; it can be angelic, sensual, or

mystical, but doubt is not tolerated. It does not convey the

feeling of an exercise or a game—as art all too often does

—

but a genuine and ever-unique spiritual venture carried out

in obvious good faith.

"Whenever I see a picture by Rousseau," said Apollinaire,

"I feel happy...." The word happy in its fullest sense is a

precise expression of the spectator's contentment. But Rous-

seau, too, was happy, deeply happy, when he painted his

"Buttes-Chaumont" or "Le Reve de Yadwigha"!

No doubt this tranquil order, this innocent happiness of

the Garden of Eden, is the main reason why the naive type of

painting is liked. With a bouquet painted by Seraphine or

a landscape by Vivin comes an offering, a gift from the heart,

which makes them so irresistible. These realists who rely more

on their emotions than their vision become irrealists when all

else fails, either because their innermost vision triumphs over

the subject or because reality eludes their improvised tech-

nique.

But their boldness is not in the least affected by these

technical limitations. On the contrary, it seems as though

these limitations lend themselves to the combination of lines

and colors, "inventions" in perspective and unforeseen

harmony. Moreover, the Instinctives are all the more sure of

their meaning for having lived with it for so long; nothing

prevents them from transcribing it as faithfully as possible.

Lastly, they are never ashamed to show their hearts.

In this way, the best of them discovered instinctively what

others, better prepared, will never find with a classical crafts-

manship. Some of Rousseau's "jungles," their composition on a

level with that of Poussin's landscapes, some of the atmosphere

in Utrillo's work which is as subtle, and sometimes more exqui-

site, than that of Sisley, are proof enough that in painting

science does not always prevail, and that the Instinctives

—

openly nonconformist but not humorless—hold mysterious

passwords.

Serving a special sort of imagination (the art practiced by

Seraphine borders on lunacy, and that of Vivin has a some-
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what puerile flavor) , some of these artists cultivate with great

patience genuine painterly virtues. With Rousseau, the density,

the eloquence of harmony, and the beauty of substance are

astounding; with Bombois, color has strength and truth;

with Bauchant, harmonies are sure and subtle.

It would be useless to look for a relationship between these

dominant qualities and original vision in the works of a good

number of professionals. But the fact is, "these amateurs" are

different. Sometimes bizarre, delirious, or simulating madness,

sometimes evasive because of their willful impersonality, like

Rimbert or Jean Eve, and sometimes juvenile, like Vivanios

or Gertrude O'Brady, they do not easily draw praise from so-

called "sensible people" who like only museum art.

Notwithstanding, the Douanier Rousseau is represented in

the Louvre and in the world's biggest museums. Who was

right?

Pictorially speaking, he is in his rightful place. Historically

speaking, he represents a category of painters who were not

recognized until then, but who now, thanks to him, are able

to take their proper place on the honor roll of modern sensi-

tivity. The conception of folklore is fairly recent, since it dates

from 1850. Popular art, craft painting, billboards, portraits

by local artists, picture sheets, votive offerings, etc., had

never crossed the boundaries that the traders had set the

pedlars during the last century.

It was due to artists and the elite in the art world, who dis-

covered the wealth and imagination in the fund of French

popular art around 1900, that we now have a Musee de

lTmagerie at Epinal and the Paris Museum of Popular Arts

and Traditions. Apollinaire, Vlaminck, Picasso, and Delau-

nay, bent on discovering Negro sculpture and Polynesian art,

viewed Romanesque capitals, romantic passe-partout sketches,

naive calendars, and recruitment posters in a new light. It is

not surprising that those poets and painters engaged in the

great struggle for aesthetic renovation hailed Rousseau as an

authentic source of inspiration.

In 191 2 the German art critic Wilhelm Uhde discovered

Seraphine, who was a charwoman in Senlis. At a slightly

later date it was Le Corbusier, Ozenfant, and Lipchitz who

encouraged Andre Bauchant. No doubt some can interpret

this surge toward naivete as a reaction against intellectualism,

as self-defense, or as an antidote ! There is some truth in this,

and it is a good thing. Rousseau's immobile universe was not

intentionally new, but it became so through its absolute

truth; it was to be a simple copy, and yet it is invention; it

proves nothing, and yet it is a certitude. This is why he was

recognized as a prodigy by the "talent scouts" at the begin-

ning of the twentieth century.

Naive art was not an offshoot of tradition, which was the

case with picture sheets. It is based on sensations, and is quite

set apart from any recognized rules or conventions. Since it

is essentially personal, blissful, and emotional, it cannot be

enclosed in any set framework, and leaves no legacy. It comes

and goes with each interpreter. It is art, eternally young.

Needless to say, true naivete is as rare as true talent, and as

unforeseeable and unique as genius. There are not many

genuine Instinctive painters, and those of their followers who

might be more clumsy, or who might be in any way a fake or

affecting simplicity, are found out soon enough.

This leaves the way all the more free for paying hommage

to such "classics" as Rousseau and Utrillo, or Seraphine,

Peyronnet, Bombois, Vivin, and Bauchant, who themselves

are proof enough of the possibilities of instinct. After them

come those such as the painter and faith healer Crepin

(1875-1948), Dechelette, Lefranc, Aristide Caillaud, Blondel,

Chalgalo, L6on Greffe, Andre Bouquet, Demonchy, and

Ghiglion-Green, to name only a few members of this sparse

company, who have been, or continue to be, assiduous

supporters of a conception of a world which combines visual

illusions with emotional mirages.

On the whole, the Instinctives have qualities of gaiety and

supreme patience. With them, time stops in its tracks ; or rather,

it disappears, as it does for lovers and mystics. In their fashion

—which is both ecstatic and childish—they are painters of the

Absolute. The gates of heaven open more widely to them than

to others. Why should museums do otherwise?

Abstract Art

To denaturalize is to go beneath the surface.

MONDRIAN

Supporters of abstract art point out the simultaneous tenden-

cies of concrete and abstract expressions in prehistoric art,

and go on to say that abstraction is present in Oriental art, in

Romanesque stylistics, in Nordic art (among others, in Irish

miniatures) and in the works of certain Renaissance artists,

up to Cubism and certain derivative movements.

In his book Art Abstrait, Marcel Brion states that "one of the

ambitions held by this art is to unearth the 'Archetypal forms'

which are common to all natural forms, and can be observed

in crystal construction, in the texture of metals, in vegetable

architecture, as well as in masterpieces of art."

In this way, abstract art tends to create hitherto unknown

proportions between new forms, new signs in harmony and

new "mood landscapes" on the fringe of traditional aesthetics.

A specialist like Michel Seuphor wrote: "Abstract art is

the style of this century in the same way as, broadly speaking,

naturalism was that of the last." He added, "There are just

as many ramifications to naturalism as there are to abstract

art," but admitted a certain amount of perplexity when asked

to go into detail.

Naturally, abstraction balks at words, with their concrete

connotations; and so until a vocabulary has been invented to

describe it, we are left with approximations. When he declares
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that abstract art is at present divided into two camps

—

Germany, the United States, and Japan, which uphold

algebra, and Italy, England, Scandinavia, Belgium, and

Argentina, which uphold geometry—and when he surmises

that "the first camp, through algebra, practices aesthetics of

style and the second, through geometry, those of the cry,"

Michel Seuphor does not seem to have got past the realm of

approximations either.

One thing is certain: abstract art has its roots in France,

in so far as it draws its inspiration from Impressionism, the

Fauves, and the Cubists. For example, Kandinsky was

enthralled with the "Meules" (haystack) series by Claude

Monet; Malevitch underwent a Cubist influence after a stay

in Paris in 191 2; and Mondrian, who came to Paris in 191 1,

achieved his famous series of "Arbres," which is a series of

successive abstractions stemming from Cubism.

Apart from the Section d'Or group, Kupka, who, it will be

recalled, was one of the promotors of Orphism, was also

painting in the He de France district, where he has just died.

However, if abstract-art advocates are linked to a certain

French art by an extra-special attraction which resulted, for

most of them, in numerous and often lengthy stays in Paris, it

should be particularly noted that the main abstract instigators

were foreigners, and that abstract art was mostly practiced

outside of France until 1930.

The first nonfigurative work by Kandinsky, which was

produced in 1910 and entitled "Aquarelle abstraite," was

preceded, and maybe partially inspired, by similar composi-

tions that the Lithuanian painter Ciurlionis had been paint-

ing since 1904. This painter, who died in 191 1, can therefore

be considered the earliest abstract painter.

Herbert Read has detected a tendency toward abstraction

in countries or races which are "metaphysically tormented"

:

the Russians, the Germans, the Dutch, the French. This

torment is perceptible in the work of our abstract painters. In

every historical period art has foreshadowed the evolution

or decadence of human society. It already seems clear that

abstract art, considered as a "temperature chart" of the period

in which we live, is the clearest reflection of the variations and

unrest in this era of scientific "disintegration" and moral

bewilderment under the shadow of an upheaval which

threatens humanity.

The formation of abstract art is of Germanic and Slavic

origin. It was in the atmosphere of the Jugendstil (from the

Jugend review, founded in 1896 in Munich) that the reaction

against Naturalism was set up. This movement, which is

comparable to the French Art Nouveau and English Modern
Style, was to spread to Berlin, Vienna, and Dresden. The
romantic baroque, the decorative Pre-Raphaelism, Expres-

sionism, the 1900 "rococo" style, and Post-Impressionism

were more rampant there than anywhere else. They ended up
in forming united avant-garde groups, known as the New
Association of Munich Artists. This important group gave

many demonstrations in honor of Cezanne, Gauguin, and

Van Gogh, as well as exhibitions of work by, among others,

the Fauves and the Cubists. The object was not so much to

drive home a program but to bring together all the live and

young forces of art.

Kandinsky, who was living in Munich, had opened his

art school in 1902, and in 1909 was one of the founders of this

New Association of Munich Artists. The following year he

painted his first nonobjective works and wrote a book entitled

Concerning the Spiritual in Art, which was the basis for a new-

line of aesthetics. Franz Marc, August Macke, and Paul Klee

rallied to his support. They were soon to be adepts of the

Blaue Reiter, a title derived from a picture by Kandinsky,

"The Blue Rider," which gave its name to a collective work,

published under the direction of Kandinsky and Marc, as

well as to this anti-naturalist movement. In 191 1 the Galerie

Tannhauser gave a first exhibition, in which pictures by

Kandinsky, Campendonck, Macke, Epstein, Marc, Henri

Rousseau, and Delaunay, among others, were shown.

Other exhibitions followed, with the participation of

the Dresden Briicke, the Berlin New Secession, the Russian

painters Malevitch, Larionov, Gontcharova, the Swiss painter

Paul Klee, and the French painters La Fresnaye, Picasso,

Derain, and Vlaminck. This fully expanding movement was

broken up by the war: Macke was killed in 1914, and Franz

Marc, in 19 16. On the other hand, Kandinsky and Paul Klee

were reunited at the Bauhaus at Weimar and Dessau, where

they taught with Feininger, Schlemmer, and Moholy-Nagy.

It must be recalled that the Staatliches Bauhaus was

founded in 19 19 by the architect Walter Gropius at Weimar.
The Bauhaus teaching included the study of forms, the use

and technique of materials, and also involved a knowledge of

music, dancing, theater, science, and philosophy.

Every principle ofgeneralized harmony, such as the progress

of photography, weaving, printing, jazz, or decor, was

included, and led to discoveries in many fields. For example,

in the German section, organized by Walter Gropius, of the

1930 Paris Exhibition given by the Societ6 des Artistes

Decorateurs, it was obvious that Germany was the first

country in the world to bring aesthetics to bear on the

industrial field, and to combine beauty with utility in a new
way.

After the final closing of the Bauhaus in 1933, owing to the

National-Socialists' rise to power, the members were scattered

:

some stayed in Germany, others went to the United States.

It does, in fact, seem as though America received the Bauhaus
inheritance. Moholy-Nagy founded the New Bauhaus in

Chicago in 1937, which he directed until his death in 1946;

Feininger continued his painting in New York, and in 1938
Gropius was appointed" Director of the Architectural Depart-

ment of Harvard University, where Marcel Breuer taught

architecture for a period, while continuing his work in

New York.
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The Bauhaus, where Kandinsky taught mural painting and

Paul Klee, painting on glass, and where they both had, finally,

a class of painting, can lay an important claim to the spread

of abstract art. It should not be forgotten, however, that

Kandinsky was born in Moscow and that abstract production

at the beginning of the century was partially Russian.

With Malevitch, the inventor of Suprematism and a pioneer

of abstract art (one of the leading figures, along with Kan-
dinsky and Mondrian), one is in the presence of geometric

abstraction stemming from Cubism. His famous black square

on white background, which was exhibited in Moscow in

1913, is the first Suprematist element, and it was succeeded

by the circle, the cross, and the triangle. "This square,"

said Malevitch, "is not an empty square, but the sensitivity

of the absence of object."

Malevitch spoke of the "falsehood of the world of will

power and representation" in a manifesto written in 191

5

and in his book Die gegenslandslose Welt. He asked: "Is not the

milk bottle, therefore, the symbol of milk?" Lastly, this prophet

of non-objective sensitivity wrote elsewhere: "The color

of the sky, overpowered by the Suprematist system, turned

to white, the existence and essence of which represent the

infinite."

This plastic catechism has lost nothing of its impact; the

fact is that most of the research carried out by exhibitors in the

present-day Parisian Salon des Realites Nouvelles stems from

Suprematism.

But to return to the origins of abstraction.

Russia has also produced Larionov and his wife Gont-

charova, to whom we owe Rayonism; Rodchenko, the

founder of Non-Objectivism; and Tatlin, who invented

Constructivism, which was taken up again in 1920 by the

brother Pevsner and Gabo.

In Holland, Mondrian's Neo-Plasticism demonstrated a

Puritan tendency which was economical and mathematical,

in direct opposition to Kandinsky, who was lyrical and more
material. Neo-Plasticism is a rhythmic combination of horizon-

tal and vertical lines which tend to express a certain propor-

tion given by the encounter of two right-angled lines.

On several occasions Mondrian provided exhaustive ex-

planations of his doctrine in Theo van Doesburg's magazine

De Stijl. He wrote an article in the first issue of this magazine,

which appeared in 191 7. He said mainly: "In nature, we note

that all proportions are dominated by one paramount pro-

portion, that of the 'extreme one' against the 'extreme

other.' So abstract plastics of proportions represent this para-

mount proportion in a precise manner through the duality of

position, making the right angle. This position proportion is

the most balanced of all, because it expresses, in complete

harmony, the proportion ofthe 'extreme one' and the 'extreme

other' and because it expresses all proportions."

The barrenness of this research can only, or so it seems,

thrill those who possess a metaphysical brain, apart from

certain scientists. And yet Mondrian was already world

famous during his lifetime, and many retrospective exhibitions

held since his death, both in Holland and abroad, have

increased his prestige. Alone with Mondrian, the "father of

Neo-Plasticism," the magazine De Stijl included, apart from

Van Doesburg, the painters Huszar and Van der Leek, the

Futurist Severini, the Belgian painter and sculptor Van-
tongerloo, the Dutch poet Antonie Kok, and the architects

Wils and Van 't Hoff. Lastly, apart from disciples like Jean
Gorin and Miss Moss, Mondrian's theories have had an

influence, in various forms, on such painters as Baumeister,

Ben Nicholson and Max Bill, the latter upholding the concept

of concrete art, which had been invented a few years previ-

ously by Van Doesburg in order to substantiate the reality of

the abstract expression.

Shortly after giving an exhibition of the De Stijl movement
in Paris in 1923, Van Doesburg abandoned Mondrian's strict

doctrines and set up new principles which he later defined as

Elementarism. "Elementarism," he explained, "is, on the

one hand, a reaction against the overdogmatic applications

of Neo-Plasticism, and, on the other, a direct consequence of

Neo-Plasticism itself; lastly, and above all, it has set itself the

task of drastically rectifying Neo-Plastic ideas." Although he

remained faithful to the right angle, Van Doesburg did aban-

don its horizontal-vertical formation and adopted positions on

slanting planes, which were, according to him, more surprising

and dynamic.

The Dutch painter Domela, whom Michel Seuphor quoted

as being one of the artists influenced by Van Doesburg,

declared: "Completely unfettered of all anecdote, abstract

art retains one link with other art: rhythm. The root of the

Sanskrit word for charm is also the common root for the words

pray and paint; from this we might deduce that a picture, and
particularly an abstract picture, is the crystallization of a

painted prayer. Why shouldn't a picture be a tool ofmedita-

tion or a sort of Yantra for the Western soul?"

In Paris, the American painters Morgan Russell and Mac-
Donald-Wright who had studied painting, the former with

Matisse, the latter at the Beaux-Arts and at the Academie
Julian, founded in 19 12 a movement which they called

Synchronist, and which was inspired by Delaunay's Orphism.

Synchronism established an optical correspondence between

color and volume. "Color is form itself," said Russell. These

two artists exhibited, mainly at the Paris Salon des Indepen-

dants and at the Bernheim Jeune Synchronist Exhibition

which was held in Munich in 191 3; they also took part in the

Armory Show in New York, the manifestations of which

contributed to the spread of avant-garde movements in the

United States.

We will be observing in the course of a later chapter the

progress of abstract art today. Our aim here was to indicate
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the positions, during the first quarter of the century, held by

the main instigators of an expression which can be both dis-

concerting and fascinating.

Abstract art is threatened by formalism and "decoration,"

which should never supplant the interior necessity abstract

painters claim so imperatively. Abstract art, whether it be

algebra, music, or prayer, demands respect as much for the

long, patient fervor of its pioneers as for the reflective enthu-

siasm which it can arouse.

"To create a work," said Kandinsky, "is to create a world."

It is possible that the "abstract world," by its very nature,

disturbs its creators as much as its spectators, and that they

are both overpowered by revelations which they do not yet

control. Where does the responsibility lie? With the world

which unfolds before our eyes, we do not quite know how, or

with the artist who blindly gives us an inkling of its essence?

The future will decide on the episodic or permanent content

of the abstract message ; we shall know if it really helped the

progress of our knowledge of man and the universe or if it was

only the haunting specter of nothingness, a form of escapism,

a symptom of this period.
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The Salon

3. The Paris Salons

The original Salon has a history which should be recalled. It

was during the seventeenth century that artists requested

Louis XIV to grant them professional autonomy by creating

a society which would ensure their independence. They were

granted this in 1648; the Academy was established. At Le

Brun's impetus, this became an energetic, prosperous body,

and the royal painter obtained permission from Louis XIV to

form an assembly where artists could exhibit their best and

latest works. In this way, in 1667, what was to be known as the

Salon was born, a select gathering where from time to time the

state of arts in France was displayed.

The Salon des Independents

For a long period of time the Salon satisfied both the ambi-

tions of the artists and the curiosity of the public. But every-

thing wears thin. At around 1 880 leading artists of the Salon

were Roybet, Meissonier, Detaille, Cormon, Dagnan-Bouve-

ret, Rochegrosse, etc. The reaction which had become notice-

able with the Impressionist manifestation in the 1883 Salon

des Refuses (an exhibition of works refused by the Salon) was

confirmed in 1884 with the foundation of the Societe des Ar-

tistes Independants. In that same year Seurat's "Baignade" was

refused at the Salon, and the first exhibition of this society

(without jury or awards), in the Pavilion de la Ville de Paris,

was held for the benefit of the victims of cholera ! This rev-

olutionary salon, which was established with the idea of en-

abling artists to be completely free to offer their work for

public judgment, included works by such innovaters as Odilon

Redon, Seurat, Cross, and Signac. They were joined by Ce-

zanne, Gauguin, Toulouse-Lautrec, Van Gogh, Henri Rous-

seau, Bonnard, and, later, by the Fauves, who also declared

open war on the old-fashioned Salon outlook. The Indepen-

dants, who changed their address some twenty times and who

underwent all the vagaries of free art, have stayed, since 1950,

in their place at the Grand Palais. They now have nearly

three thousand members, who continue the legend of a

glorious past and who endeavor, each year, to prove that they

are worthy of it.

At the Salon conflicting viewpoints, followed by disputes,

were prevalent. This ended by this ancient assembly's breaking

into factions, and for this reason, the group lost its interest. In

1 890 a split occurred, from which emerged the Societe Nationale

des Beaux-Arts, in the same way as, thirteen years later, the

Salon d'Automne was to be founded by the younger elements

from the Nationale.

The Salon d'Automne
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favoritism was greatly criticized by a certain number ofyoung

painters who suffered from it. Prompted by one of these

victims, who suggested the formation of a new Salon des

Refuses, Yvanhoe Rambosson (who held, at his death, the

position of Honorary Curator of the Paris Museums) brought

this idea to fruition. "I had often thought," wrote Rambosson,

"of the idea of forming an independent group which would

include young artists, who are all too often tyrannized by

contemporary art. I had also often noticed that although

Paris was the center of international artistic activity during

the spring, this was far from being the case in the autumn, and

that Munich was trying to attract the international crowds of

visitors into its exhibitions at that time. My proposal to set up

a new group, which would display its activity in the autumn,

a well-chosen period for the harvest ofwork completed during

the summer, was received with enthusiasm."

Appointed President of the temporary committee, Ram-

bosson set about recruiting artists along lines which could be

sketched out as follows : a generous welcome was to be given

to all talent; the jury was to be elected by drawing lots from

the society members; there was to be no hierarchy between

sections; and applied art had to be treated on a level with

other forms of art.

After many often stormy meetings, the idea was perfected,

but Rambosson, who feared that his youth did not carry

enough weight with their rivals, persuaded his committee to

offer the presidency of the future salon to the architect Frantz

Jourdain, who at that time directed the Association of the

Artistic Press with all the enthusiasm of an innovator.

Frantz Jourdain accepted, and brought along his best

friend, Albert Besnard; but then no place to house the Salon

could be found.... Under pressure of existing salons, use of

the Grand Palais had been flatly refused by the Beaux-Arts

directors. Rambosson then thought of the Petit Palais, where

he was a member of the curatorship, to obtain permission to

hold an exhibition on the hitherto unoccupied ground floor.

However, up until the eve of the exhibition the organizers

could be sure of nothing. In fact, at the eve of the official

opening, with ten thousand invitations sent out, an official

letter was received, banning the opening on the pretext that

the installations were not fireproof. "We have to put up with

stupidity as well as gangsterism!" roared Frantz Jourdain.

However, as a result of last-minute frenzied negotiations,

permission was granted at six o'clock that evening.

At nine o'clock October 31, 1903, all Paris society squashed

into the ground floor of the Petit Palais, lead by the Minister

of National Education, Mr. Chaumier, who inaugurated what

was to be the long career of the Salon d'Automne.

From the outset, this salon played a pioneering role by

receiving the new contested forces of independent art, from

Matisse to Dunoyer de Segonzac and from Rouault to Jacques

Villon, the Impressionists, and the extremely varied talents

which have given birth to live art. It also had a stabilizing

effect, as it still does, by maintaining a balance in the oppor-

tunities afforded each tendency and by summoning a new

audience for architecture, books, engraving, theater decor,

and the decorative arts. From tentative beginnings to re-

cognition half a century has passed, during which the Salon

d'Automne has left no stone unturned in its attempt to

establish modern art in France and to contribute to its spread

throughout the world.

The Salon des Tuileries

The Salon des Tuileries, founded in 1923, owes its creation to

discontent which had been apparent for several years in the

Salon de la Nationale; this led to a distinct break by a group

of young artists including, in particular, the sculptors Bour-

delle, Despiau, Arnolt, Jane Poupelet, and the painter Du-

fresne. Twenty-nine of the fifty Nationale Committee members

resigned, and the younger elements of the Salon followed them.

Aman-Jean, Lucien Simon, George Desvallieres, who revived

religious art, Albert Besnard, Rene Prinet, among others, set

the example.

The name Tuileries was given to the Salon because the first

exhibition by these Nationale dissenters took place in wooden

structures built in the Tuileries gardens, from the architect

Perret's designs. The Tuileries committee was presided over

by Albert Besnard; the vice-presidents were Aman-Jean and

Bourdelle. The first exhibition included 1075 works by 439

exhibitors, among whom the names of Asselin, Maurice Denis,

Dufresne, d'Espagnat, La Fresnaye, Friesz, Gleizes, Laprade,

Brianchon, Legueult, La Patelliere, Sabouraud, Utrillo,

Valadon, Valtat, Vlaminck, and Waroquier can be listed, as

well as sculptors such as Bourdelle, Despiau, Gimond, Her-

nandez, Pompon, and Wlerick. In 1939, after many peregrina-

tions, the Tuileries found a temporary home in the premises

of the Musee de la Marine, at the Palais de Chaillot, where

the exhibitors, more and more numerous, increased to 950.

The venture pursued its course, its fortunes varying. For four

years, with Raymond Subes as President, it accepted hospital-

ity from the Galerie Charpentier, and from then on selected

various abodes.

The Salon des Surindependants

The Association Artistique des Surindependants was founded

in 1929. Based on the rule that no "selection by jury" should

exist, it set itself the task of "striking at this jury system in its

very principle, in its attitude and in its disastrous effects from

a pure art point of view, and enabling artists to offer their

work freely for public judgment." The rules of this salon

added that "only the Committee has entire responsibility for

the exhibitions and will itselfappoint a single steward, who will
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undertake to carry out the comparative grouping of affinities

or research." Farther on it points out: "Members of the

Society undertake not to become members of any other

similar association in the Seine and Seine-et-Oise districts and

to refrain from presenting work to any Salon having a Jury
or an invitation system."

By these means the Surindependants justified their motto

"Independence and Discipline," terms which, however,

cannot always be easily reconciled. But the President and

founder, the painter Rene Mendes-France, endeavors as far

as possible to harmonize the exhibits, which mostly bear

witness to a highly interesting spirit of research. For close

to thirty years all the new tendencies were shown here at a

time when they seemed risky. Such Post-Cubists as Beaudin

were represented, the second series ofJewish painters, such as

Mane-Katz and Benn, Post-Surrealists, and today one can

see abstracts alongside Instinctives like Rimbert, Lefranc, and
Dominique Lagru.

Societe des Peintres-Graveurs Frangais

The Societe des Peintres-Graveurs Francais was founded in

1888 by Bracquemond and Henri Guerard. Its aim was the

encouragement of original engraving, mainly through the

organization of exhibitions in France and abroad. Every year

the Society shows its members' works as well as those of a few

selected French and foreign artists, together with a retro-

spective of artists no longer living.

Exhibitions have been held since 1925 in the Bibliotheque

Nationale. Among the regular members of the Society, along

with Goerg, the President, are highly talented artists such as

Dunoyer de Segonzac, Jacques Villon, Waroquier, Jean
Frelaut, Galanis, Gromaire, Jacquemin, Lotiron, Soulas, and
Ciry.

The successive presidents of the Societe des Peintres-

Graveurs were Bracquemond, Rodin, Eugene Carriere,

Forain, Lepere, Albert Besnard, and Jacques Beltrand.

La Jeune Gravure Contemporaine

On the subject of engraving, it is impossible to overlook the

existence of the Groupe de la Jeune Gravure Contemporaine.

This was founded in 1929 by Pierre Guastalla; its aim is

"to create a friendly link between engravers and engraving

enthusiasts, to develop a taste for engraving and to publicize

the art of engraving through every possible medium."

An exhibition is held every year in Paris, and many more

are also held in the provinces and abroad. The Jeune Gravure

Contemporaine set up a Book Committee in 1945, with the

object of producing luxury editions which are prepared and

illustrated by the Society.

The Salon de Mai

To return to painting and sculpture, we can now review the

main young artists' salons which have sprung up since the

Liberation.

The first one formed was the Salon de Mai, with M. Bazin,

M. Cassou, M. Dupont, M. Huyghe, M. Thibout, M. Dorival,

M. Florisoone, M. Ladoue, on the Honorary Committee, and

with M. Gaston Diehl, founder of this salon, presiding over

the Managing Committee.

The reasons for creating the Salon de Mai have been

summed up by Bernard Dorival: "The new generation's

overriding desire to find a place in the sun and to acquire a

setting which had either been refused them or measured out

parsimoniously by existing organizations; their urge to offer

the public the best they could give, with all the most telling

content of their plastic efforts, no matter what spiritual source

inspired them, and the absolute determination to bring into

focus and to promote this new upsurge of French art which

the Occupation had made indispensable and which the

Liberation had extolled."

Invitations for the Salon de Mai are decided upon by all

the members of the Committee. This salon, founded by
painters, sculptors, avant-garde figurative engravers, and

Surrealists, is not so much concerned with the trends, tech-

nique, or the age and nationality of the exhibitors as with their

genuine creative powers and the novelty of their contribution.

And so at the Salon de Mai one can see works by Picasso,

Villon, or Max Ernst alongside works by fifty-year-old artists

such as Beaudin, Bores, Pignon, Manessier or by artists in

their thirties such as Dufour, Gillet, Busse or Rebeyrolle. A
substantial section is given to sculpture, with, for example,

works by Germaine Richier, Hajdu, Gili, Adam, Couturier,

Auricoste, Etienne Martin, Gilioli, and engraving is exhibited

by Vieillard, Childe, Courtin, Hayter, Viseux, Friedlannder,

Zao-Wou-Ki, among others. Generally speaking, the Salon de

Mai does not show works of more than two hundred painters,

but it is extremely dynamic, and has included artists of

Belgian, British, Brazilian, Italian, Japanese, and Scandinavi-

an origin.

The Salon des Realties Nouvelles

The Salon des Realites Nouvelles was founded in 1946 by

Fredo Sides, no longer with us today, and whose place has

been taken by Fontene. It was composed of works by some

eighty to ninety abstract painters or sculptors, some of whom
could be traced back to the Abstraction-Creation movement
which was formed in 1930.

At first this annual salon, dedicated solely to the display of

abstract art, rigorously selected its members, but later it was

induced to open its doors too wide. For this reason, the 1955

Salon showed some 900 works, said by the organizers to be of
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"very unequal quality." The appearance of an abstract

academism, geometric and decorative, necessitated a change

in the method of selection, which was effected. Each exhibitor

at this salon is now individually invited, and the selections

, are reviewed each year. In 1956, as in 1957, the catalogue

bore the names of some forty to sixty nouveaux artists of varied

ages. This urge for renewal, this continuous readaptation,

does not prevent the manifestation of every abstract trend,

but a certain screening of participants is inevitable. For this

reason, not every artist can exhibit every year, in spite of his

h value; but each nevertheless makes this sacrifice willingly for

the sake of discipline. Only young blood is capable of such

heroism

!

Every year, with the exception of 1957, a folio is published

entitled Realties Nouvelles, which is a useful document for

following the progress of abstract art.

The Salon de la Jeune Peinture

The Salon de la Jeune Peinture, which was introduced in

1949, is dedicated to figurative art. It encompasses elements of

. the younger generation who are now between thirty and forty

years of age.

The Committee of this salon is presided over by the painter

Folk, and the vice-presidents are Garcia, Fons, and Guir-

amand. Every year the choice of works and their hanging are

carried out by a jury which is elected by the members and

exhibitors of the previous salon.

If this salon appears somewhat conservative, flanked as it is

by the Salon de Mai and the Realites Nouvelles, its expression

is nonetheless anti-academic and determinedly up to date.

This is proved, moreover, by naming at random a few of the

exhibitors: Singer, Pierre Henry, Du Janerand, Rene Genis,

Bardone, Fleury, Taylor, Thompson, Jansen.

An award, the Prix des Jeunes Peintres, is given each year

to one of the Salon's exhibitors. This consists of the purchase

of a work by the winning painter, which is given to a museum

with the permission of the Direction of French Museums and

of the curator concerned. In addition, the Marlborough Prize,

founded by the Marlborough Fine Art Gallery in London, is

awarded every year to an exhibitor of the Salon, elected by a

jury of English art lovers.

Les Peintres Te'moins de leur Temps

Along with the big salons and the specialized salons, the fairly

recent appearance of a new formula, Les Peintres Temoins

de leur Temps (Witnesses to Their Time), must be mentioned.

This annual exhibition aims at "grouping French and foreign

artists, with a view to calling forth and displaying plastic

testimony to man and to their time."

Created in 1951, with Jean Cassou as President of the

Managing Committee, the first show of the Peintres Temoins

de leur Temps was dedicated to the theme Labor. Any rivalry

between the various schools was naturally excluded, and only

the set theme was to be represented. Preparation for this took

three years, during which more than thirty collective visits to

factories and yards were organized. Over one hundred artists

took part, including Leger, Lhote, Waroquier, Chagall, and

Gromaire.

The critics unanimously congratulated the painters who

had taken a risk in carrying out such unusual work in order to

join the world of labor. The themes set for following years

were Sundays, Man in the Cities, Happiness, The Portrait,

Sport, and The Parisienne.

La Biennale de la Jeune Peinture

et de la Jeune Sculpture

The last of our salons occurs biennially and is called La

Biennale de la Jeune Peinture et de la Jeune Sculpture. It

was officially opened in April, 1957, at the Pavilion de Mar-

san.

The association of the Biennale proposes to show a pano-

rama of the most representative painters and sculptors of the

new generation, in biennial exhibitions, first in Paris and then

in a few large cities in France and abroad. Each ofthe sixty-eight

painters and twenty-five sculptors who were invited in 1 957 had

achieved a work for this occasion which was, for the most

part, of some considerable size, and which crystallized his

research and thoughts.

By inviting painters under forty years old and sculptors under

forty-five, Jean Albert Cartier, the founder of the Biennale,

decided on a selection which he well knows to be incomplete.

But he states : "At least we have striven to make this exhibition

echo the multiple, even conflicting, endeavors which are at

present competing in the world of arts in the very core of the

Ecole de Paris."

Therefore, non-figurative canvases by Karel Appel or

Germain and abstract compositions by Dewasne or Debr6

can be viewed with figurative pictures by Sebire, Buffet,

Calmettes, Dauchot, Commere, Minaux, Schurr, Guerrier,

etc. All together these artists truly reflect the positions held

by the main young groups. In addition, one of the aims of the

Biennale is to invite a different foreign country to each

occasion.

It should be mentioned that this Biennale, which is organ-

ized in close collaboration with the curatorship of the Musee

des Arts Decoratifs, included on its Honorary Committee,

M. Jacques Bordeneuve, at that time Secretary of State to the

Beaux-Arts, M. Jacques Jaujard, General Director of the

Arts and Literature Department, Jean Cocteau, and painters

such as Braque, Chagall, Picasso, Jacques Villon, Joan Miro

and Zadkine.
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L'Ecole de Paris

4. L'Ecole de Paris

Since 1 954 one of the exhibitions which has attracted the largest

number of enthusiasts is doubtless the one which is held early

every autumn at the Galerie Charpentier. It groups the most

recent and the most characteristic works of the different groups

which make up the Ecole de Paris, which provides its name.

In this way, each year it presents a clear, concise summary

which enables everyone to follow the progress of art in our

time.

Through this general survey one can obtain an idea of the

diversity and number of the Parisian salons. But the number is

unimportant—every year there are around forty or so in

Paris alone—and since it is impossible to discuss them all, it is

mainly an appreciation of the pervading spirit which should

be retained.

From the Independants to the Salon de la Jeune Peinture,

from the Salon d'Automne to the Biennale, from the Salon

de Mai to the Realites Nouvelles emerges the same desire to

serve one's period, the same eye for quality, and the same need

for constant renewal; these stem from a common genuine

youth of soul and the uncompromising quest for perfection.

But the critical turn of mind, the leaning toward criticism,

is so acute in France that we are not prone to indulge ourselves

and our kin, which is, after all, a good way to keep down the

number of shams and to shorten the duration of impostures.

As a complement to our actual art traditions, we in France

have a natural gift for including the world in a stage perform-

ance, a picture, a score, or a poem. And this same disposition

tends to make each one search for and select the most appro-

priate setting for his success. The Paris salons are one of the

aspects of this search and selection, dominated by freedom

in its broadest sense.

The Advocates

All new forms of art are threatened at their inception. They

all need, not only fraternal warmth and understanding, but

also self-revelation in order fully to realize their power and

their necessity.
4

During the second romantic period Baudelaire held open

the door to "Modernite" for Delacroix and Manet; all young

painting was to pass through it. But there had to be Baude-

laire's genius, in the same way as there had to be, later on,

Zola's dedication for Manet, and then the unceasing interest

of such art critics as Theodore Duret, Burty, Duranty, Gustave

Geffroy and Roger-Marx for the Impressionists ... not to

mention the friendship of such men as Victor Chocquet or

Doctor Gachet for Cezanne and Van Gogh.

Through a stroke of good fortune—as always—an elite

living at the end of the last century enthusiastically welcomed

the new tendencies. We feel that it is fitting to recall here some

of these main personalities.

Felix Feneon, who had a curious, penetrating, and caustic
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mind, was one of the first to uphold, in 1884, those painters

who had just formed the Salon des Independants. But he was
mostly devoted to publicizing Neo-Impressionism and the

Nabi movement, particularly in the Revue Independante, or

which he was the editor, and in the Revue Blanche, which was
founded in 1891 by the Natanson brothers. Feneon was a

great admirer of Seurat's, Cross's and Signac's, and was
also interested in Bonnard, Vuillard, and Toulouse-Lautrec.

This did not prevent him from recognizing the value of

Cubism long before many others. When he died in 1944, he

had been the artistic director of the famous Galerie Bernheim-

Jeune for thirty years, where he never ceased to encourage

independent art.

As for the Nabis, the names of the painters Maurice Denis

and Serusier spring to mind, and the role they played as

theorists in the group. We have the first-named to thank for

his two books Theories and Nouvelles Theories, and the second,

for his book A.B.C. de la Peinture, which is of a purely technical

nature, and not so inclusive as the works by Maurice Denis,

which bore witness to strongly defined, prophetic thinking.

Another painter, Paul Signac, deserves a place among these

advocates, for it was his collaboration with Seurat that pro-

duced Neo-Impressionism—in other words, the boldest of all

the movements at the end of the nineteenth century. In his

excellent book From Delacroix to Neo-Impressionism, Signac

substantiated the contribution of the group and the process

of "stippling" with writings by Delacroix, Ruskin and the

American scholar Rood.

Even if he had only helped, with Seurat, to "prepare the

palette" for future painters, he should not be forgotten, for

Signac's direct activity as the head of the Societe des Artistes

Independants (of which he was President for twenty-six years,

from 1908 onward) was remarkable in its devotion and
courage to the cause of art and young artists.

One evening in 1904, when Picasso had only just met the

poet Guillaume Apollinaire, he took his friend Max Jacob

to the Criterion bar in order to introduce him to the future

author oiCaligrammes. Max Jacob says of this meeting: "With-

out in the least stopping his low and violent speech on Nero,

and without giving me a glance, he absently proffered his

short, powerful hand (which made one think: a tiger's paw).

His speech over, he rose to his feet and took us out into the

night, accompanying us with shouts of laughter. From this

time on began the best days of my life."

The friendship between Apollinaire, Picasso, and Max
Jacob was born some months after the magazine Le Festin

d'Esope, which Apollinaire had created with Andre Salmon,

and which was to lead the poet to Montmartre, where he

met Matisse, Vlaminck, Derain, Van Dongen, and all the

inhabitants and visitors at the Bateau-Lavoir. His curiosity,

his irrepressible taste for the pictorial (for he hunted up primi-

tive works, children's drawings, naive productions, and

curios), was such that he became interested in the Fauves' art'

and was a supporter of their first works.

Apollinaire began to extol Picasso's talents in the Revue

Immoraliste and in La Plume, where he stated : "If only we knew,
all the gods would awaken." In 1908 he wrote the introduc-

tion to Braque's exhibition and, in 191 2, he did the same for

Delaunay in Berlin, where he invented the term Orphism."
The following year, in his book Les Peintres Cubistes, he took

up the cause of Cubism with as much farsightedness as passion,

for although he spoke of a revolution which brought about a

renewal in the plastic arts, he pointed out that this newV

aesthetic expression was to "return method and skill to their*

rightful places." Lastly, he gave the precise definition of

Cubism: "not an art of imitation, but an art of conception

which strives to attain creation."

Apollinaire was behind all necessary destructions and all

novel forms of art which appeared for a quarter of a century.

For these he was both seer and guide in the dual fields of
poetry and plastic arts; the enchantment of his expression and
his own prestige earned him a considerable audience.

It was he who launched the Douanier Rousseau, and,

through his discoveries of the importance of the unconscious

and of dreams, it was he who invented, in 1 9 1 7, the term
Surrealism, which he used for Les Mamelles de Tiresias, a Sur-

realist drama.

Noble, familiar, bewildering, prophetic, libertine, senti-

mental, patriotic, revolutionary, Apollinaire had all the

baffling aspects of those dedicated to the "enchanted." The
Apollinaire myth can be challenged, as can all myths, but

he was such a product of his time and brought to light so

many masterpieces which are today uncontested that he has

taken an indisputable place in the history of art.

One of Apollinaire's closest friends, Andre Salmon, who
followed him from Le Festin d'Esope right up to his latest

review, Les Soirees de Paris, is inseparable from the memory
of the poet who wrote Alcools. Himself a poet before becoming <

a journalist and writer, even more familiar with painters than

Apollinaire, Salmon never ceased to share their lives, in all the

Montmartre and Montparnasse studios; there he was, and
still is, loved like a brother. Through such mediums as the

press, books, and introductions to many exhibitions, he tire-

lessly championed the cause of live art and the Ecole de Paris,

from the beginning right up until the eve of the Second World
War. No one other than he could have lived through such a

period or better contributed to its prestige. Andre Salmon is

the last living witness to an extraordinary adventure.

Another witness to the same period and advocate of plastic

expressions is the art critic Maurice Raynal. We owe the first

monograph on Picasso to him, and he was friend and
champion to a substantial number of great contemporary

artists during their leaner days. Raynal collaborated on a

large number of publications, fervently supported Cubism,
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iand was the author of many books, among which L'Anthologie.

de la Peinture en France de igo6 a nos jours (Paris, 1927) is

perhaps the best known. His vigilance, his clairvoyant

enthusiasm, and his generosity were often called upon. He

was one of the few confidants of the present-day masters, and

his testimony is precious.

1

Jean Cocteau, by virtue of his role as magician, must have

a place in this gallery. This eternally lanky young man, who

has not been made the slightest bit academic by his academi-

cian's sword, is an expert at gymnastics and legerdemain,

'and still thinks, like Andre Gide: "Extremes meet me." Of a

,bourgeois background, he felt happy only in the dangerous

zones of thought, and it was from Marcel Proust's top hat,

and in front of fashionable society, that he conjured up live

doves and rabbits which had been tamed in Montmartre by

Apollinaire, Picasso, and Max Jacob.

Cocteau, who is an exceedingly pure poet with manifold

'gifts, is, moreover, eternally on the lookout for talent, fantasy,

and novelty. He bestows a reputation equally on painters,

poets, musicians, singers, dressmakers, and boxers who might

have held the stage in Paris for one hour or half a century—the

time is immaterial. He has also launched hostesses, cabarets,

districts, even provinces.

We well know all that Cocteau did for Montparnasse at

the time when the Ecole de Paris was taking shape and the

amazing spirit which he injected into Le Bceuf-sur-le-Toit.

At the Bateau-Lavoir, in Montmartre, he had already dis-

covered the clue to all the riddles. He immediately made

them high fashion, through speech, pen, or brush (only a pencil

at that time) ; he took his new friends to the Ballets Russes and

began a public performance which he pursues to this day.

"Snow quickly becomes marble in the fated hands," he

has said. In fact, everything he touched over the last forty

years, if it did not exactly become a statue, was always of

quite outstanding quality. He wrote wittily and inspiringly

on Picasso, Chirico, and many other painters. This poet

believes less in schools than in individuals and prodigies.

"Which schools?" he asks. "There are only outstanding men.

These men never leave anything for others. What they begin,

they finish. They provide the last word. But an organized

school jeopardizes on the one hand and buttresses on the

other. No doubt there is some higher chemistry which

motivates this fringe to nibble at the nucleus and build walls

around it."

Jean Cocteau does not need to found a school to be a most

compelling master. His work and his commands were enough

to animate a period which owes him, directly or indirectly,

the revelation of some of its biggest surprises.

Two ofJean Cocteau's friends, Eugenia Errazuriz, who was

Chilian, and Missia Sert, who was Polish, had, through their

charm and wit, the faculty of creating an atmosphere favor-

able to the most unexpected encounters. Renoir at first, and

then Bonnard, painted magnificent portraits of Missia;

Eugenia Errazuriz was among the first to hang Picasso's vast

"still life" studies in her immense all-white apartment on the

Avenue Montaigne. The famous balls given by Etienne de

Beaumont, where dancing went on to a background provided

by Picasso's great curtain, the first Surrealist films, which

were shown in Jean Michel Franck's straw and parchment

colored salon at the home of the Vicomte and Vicomtesse de

Noailles—all this added up to a certain section of Paris

society which had abandoned bourgeois conventions and

stamped an irresistible trend toward a new form of aesthetics.

A special place must be reserved for the painter Gleizes and

his writings on Cubism, and to Andre Lhote, who, in his role

of art teacher and critic, multiplied the original viewpoints

and advice on the new forms of art from Cezanne onward.

Between 1 9 1
5 and 1917, in his review UElan, the painter-

theorician Ozenfant broached the principles of Purism, which

were followed a year later by a manifesto called Apres le

Cubisme, which he published with Le Corbusier. In 1920 they

founded another review called UEsprit Nouveau, in which for

the next five years new trends in postwar intellectual activities

were expressed. Purity, construction, and synthesis were the

watchwords to which Ozenfant and Le Corbusier rallied

artists, writers, philosophers, and scholars.

"The constructive spirit," they said, "is as necessary to the

creation of a picture or a poem as it is to the building of a

bridge." New perspectives were therefore revealed for the

benefit of all. Among the disparate contributors to L'Esprit

Nouveau, the names of Aragon, Eluard, Andre Breton, Tzara,

Cendrars, Paulhan, Max Jacob, the doctors Allendy and

Jaworski, Auguste Lumiere, Jean Epstein, Darius Milhaud,

Erik Satie, Charles Henry, and W. Ratheneau, stand out

especially, along with those of its founders. In 1928 Ozenfant

published his work Bilan des Arts Modernes, which provided the

framework for a new school of thought ; it was translated into

several languages, and has now become a classic.

Ozenfant and Le Corbusier played a big part in bringing

about a beneficial reaction. There was no question of Purist

austerity in the "provocations" published by Marinetti in the

1909 Futurist manifesto. "... we want," he said, "to glorify

aggressive movement, feverish insomnia, gymnastics, the

somersault, the slap in the face and the punch on the jaw."

Every period has men who set its standards. Ozenfant came

at the appointed time, compass in hand, and opposed the dis-

order of feelings with a few eternal measures, measures which

appear like new in Le Corbusier's constructions.

Gertrude Stein, who was born in Pittsburgh, like Mary

Cassatt, came to Paris around 1900 and took up residence

with her brother, Leo, in a small town house on the Rue de

Fleurus, which was soon to become one of the most sought-

after intellectual centers on the Left Bank.

An admirer of Picasso, Juan Gris, Matisse, Braque, and
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Picabia, she became their friend and was one of their very

first purchasers. But she was more than a connoisseur; she

was militantly in favor of Cubism, to which she remained

devoted until her death (1946). Apart from various romantic

works, she elaborated highly personal themes in a book on

Picasso and in many articles on Juan Gris.

From the intellectual Bohemia of Man Ray, Hemingway,

Dos Passos, Miller, and Calder, Gertrude Stein has left a last-

ing memory in the heart of Montparnasse. She was a great

friend to France and its artists and a woman of exceptional

temperament who played a big part in spreading modern art

both in France and in her own country.

Wilhelm Uhde, an art collector of German origin, came to

Paris in 1904. A year later he bought his first Picasso, a canvas

of the blue period, for 10 francs—and then several Fauvist

paintings by Braque at staggeringly low prices. But his good

fortune is riot as remarkable as his intuition. He revered these

painters—whom nobody took seriously at that time—with a

rational kind of passion.

In 1906 Uhde discovered the Douanier Rousseau and was

one of the first to collect his work. He published a book on

Rousseau, and in 1912 organized his first retrospective ex-

hibition. To him we owe not only works on Van Gogh and

Picasso, but particularly his discovery of Seraphine, the char-

woman of Senlis, and his defense of such naive painters as

Vivin, Bauchant, Bombois, etc., on whom he became a

specialist and great expert. The Musee d'Art Moderne, in

Paris, has a Wilhelm Uhde gallery, grouping a collection of

Primitives of the Twentieth Century ; it perpetuates the name
of an art devotee who was one of the first to make known the

boldest kind of contemporary works.

The name Andre Breton conjures up a whole Surrealist

panorama, its barricades, its gin traps, its prophecies, its sleep-

walkers; its taboos, its scandals and cruel passions—also, its

painted images which opened up new mental perspectives for

artists. Whether Surrealism has been mainly philosophy in

literature and mainly oneirocritical pictorialism in painting

depends on appreciation, which does not lessen the impor-

tance of the intellectual phenomenon which Andre Breton

continues to direct. Through his authority and personal

magnetism—which finds expression, according to the occasion,

in manifestoes, conferences, or uprisings—the Surrealist picto-

rial movement has been spread and eventually established in

all the countries of the world. Again, it was a poet who set a

new current of ideas into motion.

Cudgels were wielded vigorously for various disciplines

by such art critics as : Gustave Coquiot, Louis Vauxcelles, who
named the Fauves; Andre Warnod, who invented the term

Ecole de Paris; Georges Besson, whose vehement ardor was

ever dedicated to the cause of youth; Claude Roger-Marx,

whose style in its clearness glorifies Dunoyer de Segonzac and

the new aspects of traditional painting; Maximilien Gauthier,

who befriended the Nai'ves; Robert Rey, to whom official
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circles owe a great deal; Georges Charensol, who speaks on*

the air every week in defense of live art; Raymond Cogniat,

Jacques Lassaigne, Waldemar George, Roger Allard, Florent

Fels, Frank Elgar, Rene Barotte,JeanBouret, Rene Domergue,
Estienne, J. P. Crespelle, and Bernard Dorival. Christian

,

Zervos, in the Cahiers d'Art, and Teriade, at the Minotaure,

upheld the more unusual tendencies in contemporary art.

Similarly, the talent and fervor of writers and poets such

as Jean Cassou, Reverdy, Eluard, Jean Paulhan, Marcel

Arland, and Rene Huyghe offered the best possible kind of

support to their friends, the painters. The same must be said v

of Jacques Jaujard, the Director General of the Art and,,

Literature Department, who was, through his devotion to the

cause of art, able to maintain the authorities' interest in artists,

even though the state was beset with problems.

All the names listed as examples here comprise the sub-

stantial band of advocates and men ofgood will who so ardently

believed in the future of independent art. Others are carry-

'

ing on with confidence, as is, day after day, the young, diverse,

and vigorous Ecole de Paris.

The Principal Dealers

It would be impossible to reconstitute the artistic atmosphere

of this period without recalling some of the principal dealers

who have contributed to the development of independent art

at a time when public authorities, the press, and the public

itself were often hostile.

By "principal dealers" we do not mean the most powerful,

but those who placed financial considerations after the joy of

discovery and whose lives were dedicated to the service of art.

For a very long time, around the close of the last century,

the protection of the state and private patronage were favor-

able to academic art. One either was or was not admitted to

the Salon. The artists who were refused and those who had

not obtained some honor or medal during the year could not <

obtain any private orders! It is known that in the seven-

teenth century Charles Le Brun and the founders of the

Academie Royale wished to remove from plastic arts the

commercial aspect inherent to their origin; therefore they

forbid Academy members to ply a trade, display their work,

or jostle for buyers like the painters and illuminators of the

Rue St. Denis.

Nowadays painters and sculptors are not able, and in fact

do not wish, to open shop in order to sell their creations. They
are more numerous, more vulnerable and, in reality, more

abandoned than they were before. A commercial organization

for art became more and more necessary for the artists. This

was gradually shaped under the pressure of events, and today

it has proved itself irreplaceable.

The beginnings were somewhat hazardous; the experience

ofJulien Tanguy (1825-1894) is representative of the amateur

stage. Successively a plasterer, a railroad employee, then a



crusher in a Montmartre paint shop, Tanguy settled at 14 Rue

Clauzel toward 1870, opening a small shop where he sold

artists' equipment; he soon added canvases painted by his

Impressionist clients and friends. His trade did not prosper

any better for it. Apart from a few passers-by who were more

frightened than won over by the pictures by Cezanne, Monet,

Sisley, and, later, Gauguin and Seurat, exhibited in the

greatest of disorder, the majority of his clients were the

painters themselves, who, moreover, did not even meet their

bills for frames and colors regularly.

It was in his shop that Victor Chocquet, a modest Customs

• employee, discovered the Impressionists, to whom, from this

point onward, he dedicated his admiration exclusively. He
befriended Renoir and was later an ardent supporter of

Cezanne's. At his death his collection included 32 Cezannes,

among them the famous "Mardi Gras," 1 1 Monets, 1

1

Renoirs, and 5 Manets, not including water colors and draw-

ings. It was entirely due to the obstinate fervor of this en-

lightened small employee, Tanguy's client, that Cezanne was

represented by his work "La Maison du Pendu" at the 1889

Exposition Universelle.

Between 1877 and 1893 Tanguy's was the only shop in Paris

where one could see paintings by Cezanne. A philanthropist

more than a dealer, Tanguy was shown by Van Gogh, in a

portrait dated 1886, as being willful, even obstinate, and

crowned with an extraordinary Breton hat ; this good-hearted

fellow, with his revolutionary instinct and faithful heart,

really deserved to be presented to posterity by Van Gogh's

brush. He was the Douanier Rousseau of dealers, and the first

pure-hearted missionary of modern art.

On the subject ofVan Gogh, the Galerie Goupil should not

be overlooked; this was a modest establishment on the Rue

Caulaincourt toward 1 850, and it began to be interested in the

Impressionists in 1877. Van Gogh was employed in The Hague

branch of the Goupil Gallery in 1 869 ; he was later transferred

to the Brussels branch before being sent to London. His

brother Theo replaced him when he left Brussels.

Vincent van Gogh was finally sent to the Central Paris

Agency, Boulevard Montmartre, in 1875, but he was dis-

missed the next year. Later on he sent his pictures to his

brother, but Theo never managed to obtain his employers'

permission to exhibit them. On the other hand, Toulouse-

Lautrec exhibited there in 1893, and five years later, sent his

Montmartre pictures to the London branch.

Around 1855 the Equipment for Painters shop was located

at 103 Rue des Petits-Champs. Paul Durand-Ruel had in-

herited it from his father ; later it was to sell pictures, and under

his direction it became a favorite meeting place for such paint-

ers as Corot, Theodore Rousseau, Millet, and Boudin. He was

both friend and supporter of these artists, spiritually and

materially, and was well disposed to take up the cause of even

more scandalous artists: the Impressionists.

As a refugee in London in 1 870 he met Monet and Pissarro.

From this point onward he contrived to make their works

known, as well as those by Manet, Degas, Cezanne, Renoir,

and Sisley.

The second Impressionist exhibition which he held on his

premises, Rue Le Peletier, in 1876, provoked a scandal. On
this occasion a writer friend of the innovators, Louis-Emile

Duranty, published a book entitled La Nouvelle Peinture, in

which he pointed to the decaying Salon, which had refused

to welcome the Impressionists. He also took up the cudgels on

behalf of his friends by attacking the Ecole des Beaux-Arts,

which, according to him, forced its pupils to respect "a strange

system of painting, bordered to the south by Algeria, to the

east by mythology, to the west by history, and to the north

by archaeology."

His heroic defense of the new-school painters had nearly

brought about the ruin of Paul Durand-Ruel when he decided,

in 1886, to interest America in his proteges. After founding

branches in London and Brussels, he opened a New York

gallery in 1887, which was directed for thirty-five years by

his sons, Joseph and Georges.

He was a genuine prophet and transferred the benefit of

his immense effort on behalf of the painters to faithful con-

noisseurs whom he had won over to the good cause. For nearly

half a century he was, in particular, Renoir's best friend ; in

November, 1893, he organized the first Gauguin exhibition

in Paris. The name Paul Durand-Ruel, as well as those of his

sons, will always remain inseparable from the history of

Impressionism.

One day in November, 1895, the first big exhibition of

Cezanne's works, showing 150 canvases, opened in a small

gallery at number 39 Rue Laffitte, directed by a certain

Ambroise Vollard. The Institut members got wind of this

event, and with Gerome leading, came along to voice lively

protests. Faced with the alternately hostile or hilarious attitude

of the crowd of passers-by, Vollard was obliged to withdraw

the pictures from his window. However, this did not prevent

him from receiving the visit of such genuine enthusiasts as

Auguste Pellerin, the Comte de Camondo and the ex-King

Milan of Serbia. For him, it was the beginning of a fashion

which was to last for close to half a century. But who was

Ambroise Vollard?

He was born in 1865, and discovered Paris around 1890.

This young Creole, who had just arrived from the island of

Reunion, began as a clerk for a small picture dealer. He in

turn became an employer, and struck up an acquaintance

with Alfred Jarry, who convinced him of the stupidity of all

sorts of conformism. Through an association of ideas, Vollard

lost interest in Roybet's pictures of cavaliers and bought a

few drawings by Forain. This young man, with his sure and

certain gift for trading in art, was soon instinctively drawn to

Van Gogh and Cezanne, became friendly with Bonnard and

Odilon Redon, and was more or less the exclusive dealer for

Gauguin's production.
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We have him to thank for the first Picasso exhibition in

1901, and that of Matisse in 1904. During the following years,

he bought up some thirty or so pictures by Picasso for 2000

francs, and acquired all the works in Vlaminck's studio. He

was tremendously interested in the Fauves. He encouraged

Rouault toward ceramics, and in 1916, toward illustration,

and even ended by setting him up in a studio in his own

residence, Rue de Martignac.

As early as 1 895 he, along with Bonnard, inaugurated the

folios by the Peintres-Graveurs, and for over forty years he

supplied French luxury-book collectors with some of their

most beautifully illustrated works. He became a writer, in the

train of Alfred Jarry, with Reincarnations du Pere Ubu and then

wrote his extraordinary memoirs, Souvenirs d'un marchand de

tableaux, of a period which stretched from the Impressionists

to the Fauves and which was decisive for modern art.

Apart from his activities as dealer and publisher, leading to

fame such varying artists as Degas, Picasso, Bonnard, Rouault,

and Chagall—to name only a few—he produced bronzes by

Rodin, Renoir, Maillol, and Picasso. His original personality,

his own brand of humor, which he punctuated with strange

coups de sommeil (sleepy periods), and his innumerable anec-

dotes on art circles, made his presence and conversation

highly sought after.

The portraits of him are all famous : the one painted by

Cezanne demanded no less than 115 sittings; Renoir painted

four, one of them as a toreador; Picasso, one; those by

Bonnard, Rouault, Maurice Denis, Dufy (on ceramics), and

many others complete the iconography of this exceptional

man. He sought no other reward for his profession than

pleasure and has become legendary all through the world as

a unique discoverer and splendid fellow.

At the beginning of this century the Rue Laffitte was the

street for pictures. In this sense it was the ancestor of the

Rue de la Boetie and the Faubourg Saint-Honore. The young

painters of that time—Matisse, Rouault, Vlaminck, Derain

—

and older ones such as Degas and Claude Monet went there

to feel the pulse of contemporary production. They could be

seen stopping and arguing in front of the windows of the

Durand-Ruel, Brame, or Diot galleries, the two last-named

being specialists in 1830 painters such as Corot, Daumier,

Jongking, etc. They visited Tempelaere's, a supporter of

Fantin-Latour's, or of Beugnet's, the dealer who upheld the

feminine floral production of Madeleine Lemaire, or even the

picturesque junk shop run by Salvator Meyer.

There was also Gerard, who operated near the Grands

Boulevards, displaying works by Boudin, Henner, Zeim.

Lastly, there was Sagot, whom Vollard mentions in his

memoirs: "Claude Sagot, called Brother Sagot, so as not to

confuse him with his elder brother, the famous dealer in

engraving, has opened a little shop at the other end of the Rue

Laffitte, near the Church of Notre-Dame-de-Lorette, where

one could see, among others, works by the then little-known

Braque. He also displayed works of the blue and pink periods *

by Picasso. It was there that the Steins bought their superb

pictures by this painter."

This evocation inspired Vollard to make the following

comment: "When one thinks that only a few years before 1

the war, in 1908, a small society, called La Peau de VOurs

(The Bearskin), promoted by Andre Level, should have

acquired that extraordinary picture of Picasso's, 'Famille de

Saltimbanques,' for 1000 francs, a price which had put off

the connoisseurs of that time ! When the Peau de VOurs decided

to liquidate its acquisitions in 1914, this same picture realized

11,500 francs, and more than 1,000,000 francs when it was,

sold in America in 1931."

The Rue Laffitte could also have been called the Rue des

Mirages . . . The difference is that today these so-real "mirages,"

which do credit to Paris and the French school, can be found

in all the museums of the world. All that was needed, in those

days as today, was a certain flair!
'

Before leaving the Rue Laffitte, we must not forget Berthe

Weil, who opened a gallery at the end of her career. This fiery

little person with scowling face was literally "possessed" by

painting. An alert, malicious glint could be detected in her

shortsighted glance: nothing escaped her—particularly the

three drawings on bullfighting which an unknown artist

named Picasso showed her in 1900, during his first visit to

Paris. These were the first of his works to be sold here.

In the beginning her tiny shop in the Rue Victor Masse dis-

played, at a tremendous effort, recent Fauvist works and, later,

those by Metzinger and Juan Gris. Her limited means did not

enable her to pay more than 100 francs for a picture, as sales

were rare. In 1918 she organized the first exhibition of work

by Modigliani, which has gone down in history. It was closed

by the police because of the excessive effrontery of the life

studies displayed. In spite of this, plucky Berthe Weil had

managed, through prodigious efforts, to sell one of Modiglia-

ni's pictures for 250 francs. She was still congratulating her- <

self when, two days later, the purchaser asked her to take the

picture back—he had had second thoughts. If he is still with

us today, or if he has a family, the second thoughts must be

of a somewhat different nature.

As she grow older, her health deteriorated and she had to

give up her painter friends. In fact, without their collective

efforts to help her, she would have fallen on hard times. A
charming work by Pascin, "Berthe Weil's Jubilee," dedicated

to her, is witness even now to the Ecole de Paris painters'

gratitude to this woman, the memory of whom remains so

flawless.

Daniel Henry Kahnweiler left Germany for Paris at the age

of eighteen. He quickly quit his job at a bank, where his

career had been mapped out, in order to spend long hours in

the museums, where he satisfied his veritable passion for

painting. In 1907, at a time when Fauvism predominated at

the Salon des Independants, he opened a gallery at 28 Rue
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Vignon, where he showed works by Derain, Vlaminck, Van

Dongen, and later Picasso, Braque, Leger, and Juan Gris.

The year after his 1908 exhibition of Braque's first Cubist

' pictures, he started his Art Editions with UEnchanteur pourris-

sant by Apollinaire, illustrated with woodcuts by Derain, and

Saint Matorel by Max Jacob, with engravings by Picasso. At

the end of the First World War, he set up a new gallery in the

Rue dAstorg with his friend Andre Simon, while putting the

finishing touches to three books which were published in

1920: one on Derain, one on Vlaminck, and in German,

Der Weg zum Kubismus.

, The new artists in whom he was interested—Andre Masson,

Beaudin, Bores, and the sculptors Manolo and Henri Laurens

—used to meet at his house at Boulogne, together with a select

circle of writers, painters and art collectors. Maurice Raynal,

commenting on Kahnweiler's book onJuan Gris, which he con-

sidered the most authoritative work on that artist, says: "The

author demonstrates the knowledge, the perception and belief

which he has displayed throughout his entire life in behalf of

a cause of which he was one of the most lucid and energetic

champions."

Paul Guillaume, who died so prematurely, deserves a place

among the other champions of this splendid cause. It was he

who revealed Negro art, visited Max Jacob and Guillaume

Apollinaire, and was a great friend of Derain's ; with ceaseless

enthusiasm he helped Modigliani and Soutine find their

rightful place, and, in so short a time, put together the now

famous collection which, according to his wife's desire, will

enrich the Jean Walter bequest at the Musee du Louvre.

There are still others to be named, among whom figures

Modigliani's friend, Zborowski, who was so unconcerned with

personal advantage and who remains one of the legendary

characters of the first Ecole de Paris.

In 1904, when he was twenty-three years of age, Paul

Rosenberg opened a gallery on the Avenue de l'Opera and

settled, from 191 5 to 1933, on the Rue de la Boetie, where he

met and presented the works of his friends Picasso, Braque,

Matisse, Leger, etc., and organized exhibitions which caused

a great stir. He fled to the United States in 1940, where he

tirelessly continued to reveal and arouse admiration for works

by Ecole de Paris artists through contemporary art exhibitions

which traveled throughout the vast American continent. In

1953 he established his gallery in a town house which he

acquired from the famous collector Chester Dale.

Georges Wildenstein, who inherited attraction for ancient

art from his father, directed the Gazette des Beaux-Arts and

acquired, for private enjoyment, Impressionist and Nabis

works which make up a fabulous collection.

There was Bignou, of whom Vollard drew this rapid

sketch: "In the morning, Etienne Bignou is in London, in the

evening, he is opening an exhibition in Paris, and the next

day he leaves for New York. His natural tendency would be

to stay put and be in bed at nine o'clock every evening, but if

he is eternally on the move round the world, it is because

wherever there is a picture to see, he is attracted, as if by a

magnet." Could there be a better definition ofan art collector?

Along with writers, critics, publishers, and enthusiastic

collectors, it can be seen that dealers have earned a place

among the principal advocates of modern art. Through all

the different temperaments possessed by those we have named

runs a common passion for discovery and protection; it binds

them all in the same dedication to painting.

Younger members have set their course along the same

lines. It is still too early to sum up their activities, but so far

the results already show that their tenacity has not been vain

and that their work is in a state of active evolution.

L'Ecole de Paris from ig^ to the Present

France is said to be a paradies for painters, in which case it is

a well-populated paradise, since there are some 40,000 or so,

both professionals and amateurs ! This gift from the gods would

soon become a plague if it weren't for a providential equilib-

rium, which gives each his due. And so there is not a single

painter in France who does not see a reward for a fine work, or

more simply, just a good work, provided it sounds an answer-

ing chord in the public.

In reality, we are fortunate enough to have the most liberal,

the most splendid, the most enthusiastic of publics. It is

certainly not the wealthiest, but it prizes its independence and

taste—even if sometimes to be contested—more than its for-

tune. It could be weary of the 150,000 works displayed for its

approval through salons and exhibitions. It could be dis-

concerted at this increasing growth of painting, sculpture, and

engraving in the most varied forms. Nothing of the kind oc-

curs, for the public's curiosity and interest grow more acute

every day and develop as much in depth as in breadth.

It is true that this public, which is so often divided, partial,

and incensed, does not accept without understanding; it

insists on stating its sometimes highly unexpected opinions,

but it never remains indifferent.

Jacques Laurent, editor of the weekly paper Arts, in a New

Year's greeting to his readers, considers himself fortunate in

having readers with such youthful minds, with such an ag-

gressive turn of the pen, and who hold such highly personal

opinions on any object, be it an exhibition, a book, a film, or

a ballet. And he writes: "It is very pleasant, I assure you, to

know that we are read by individuals and not by a flock of

sheep. I like every reader to be an obstacle."

This idea of conflict, of difficulties to be overcome, is as

stimulating to the creator as it is to the public, for both know-

that the battle is between people oflively wit.

In this case praise for the public and art enthusiasts is not

merely a courtesy. It is expressed only in order to convey the
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great part played by those who contribute, either through

their intelligence or through their good taste, to the Paris we

know. Without them, the extraordinary atmosphere ofenthu-

siasm and curiosity generated at the merest hint of even

slightly exceptional talent would not exist ; without them, our

intellectual field would not have the same breadth and

attraction; and lastly, without them the new Ecole de Paris

would not have had the benefit of such a vigilant, spontaneous

audience.

When examining the position and importance of the

groups which have made up the Ecole de Paris since 1945, and

for the purpose of information, we must quote a list issued

recently: "Naives, Painters of Reality, Classicists, Poets,

Humanist-Intimists, Expressionists (through color), Ex-

pressionists II (through line and value), Synthesis painters

(through color), Synthesis painters II (through form),

Elliptical Synthesis painters, Surrealists, Geometrical Ab-

stracts, Musicalist Abstracts, Expressionist Abstracts, In-

formal Abstracts." The list seems complete, but there are

undoubtedly others.

However, it seems certain that these superficial classifica-

tions do not carry much weight compared with the general

development of the different movements. The progress of

contemporary painting appears in research carried out by

the Symbolists, in aesthetics of the Cezanne era, and in

Fauvist and Cubist research. Toward 1930 everyone became

aware of this, and many fields lay open to painting. Results

were drawn up, and the ground prepared. From Cezanne,

Van Gogh, and Gauguin were derived neo-realistic concep-

tions which were transposed according to a certain balance

where each was expressed characteristically. In this manner,

Legueult, Oudot, Chapelain-Midy, Grange, and then Cavail-

les, Limouse, Caillard, Planson, Brianchon, Poncelet, Chastel,

Le Molt, Terechkovitch, and Laboulaye, for example, carried

out interpretations with refined subtleties, endeavoring to

achieve a form of restfulness, even calmness, which would

reflect a period slowly healing and in a state of aesthetic and

social peace.

This calm after the storm was necessary. Nature itself and

the human organism follow the same laws of alternation!

Artists are affected this way even more than other men.

The orgy of colors in Fauvism and the "intellectual" aspects

of Cubism were thought to be extreme expressions of high

interest—but experiments nevertheless—boundaries to be

exceeded on other planes. The Neo-Realists sought a middle

ground between Corot and Cezanne and between Courbet

and Bonnard; it tended to quell all disquiet in spite of their

own fears, which did exist. But their love of craftsmanship, of

composition, of the renovated subject, and of d£cor enabled

them to achieve splendid perfection on highly personal registers

of sensitivity.

Owing to those Gisele d'Assailly grouped under the heading

Peintres de la Realite Poetique, French Realism, finally freed from

its academic shackles, was able to draw fresh strength from

the finest sources, on the fringe of an irrealism which was its

life line and ever-present temptation.

Today these artists are fully mature. They are at the center

of a wide panorama formed by contemporary painting ; they

hold one of the key positions, and in twenty years it would not

be surprising to hear them called, in their turn, the peintres de

lajoie de vivre.

Following them by a few years are painters from the

Forces Nouvelles group: Rohner, Humblot, and then Lasne,

Pellan, and Tal Coat. The three lastnamed separated from

the group and were replaced by Claude Venard, Lucien ,

Lautrec, and a few other adherents. They ignored the acciden-

tal and successful aspects of the instinct. Their concept of art

"

was full of grandeur, which influenced them in their choice of

such severe masters of the past as Piero della Francesca,

Fouquet, Georges de la Tour, Le Nain, David and Ingres.
'

Among modern artists they carefully studied stylists like

Seurat, La Fresnaye, Picasso, Derain, and certain Surrealists.

This ambitious art, seeking new construction and vibrancy

was inspired by the great classical periods. Its followers,

particularly Rohner, employed ancient methods in order to
(

emphasize certain strange atmospheres, certain qualities of

silence, or to illuminate still-life studies charged with magic.

At the same time a similar determination for readap-

tation of style became apparent in other painters such as

Gruber, Marchand, Rene-Jean Clot, Tailleux, Lucien Coutaud,

Carzou, Bertholle, Pierre Ino, and Labisse. They inclined

more toward the imaginary, and nearly all owed something

to the Surrealists, echoing the research of Neo-Humanism

painters (Christian Berard, Tchelitchev, the Bermann brothers,

etc.), who were in fact little removed from the Neo-Realists

Oudot and Chapelain-Midy.

Obviously, all live elements of the young figurative painting

of the 1930's were seeking an intelligible poetic expression,

portraying as far as possible spiritual preoccupations which

were very different from those of the Fauves and Cubists. As

for craftsmanship, concern for technique dominated. They

sought execution, like Cezanne at the end of his life, when his

only desire, as he said, was to achieve "the Venetians' execu-

tion" before dying. These artists, product of a century in tur-

moil, fully realized that they had to overcome straggling

forces in order to reach a harmony through the simple

accomplishment of their painterly craft.

If the meditation practiced by painters in the 1930's did

not prevent them from feeling the joy of life, they also under-

went the specific disturbances of their period. Unemployment

was the order of the day, riots broke out, and the Second

World War seemed more and more inevitable.

France was invaded. In a desire to escape from all the

spiritual, physical, and moral domination brought by the

German occupation, some painters, whom we will call "the

painters of the forties," endeavored, in Bazaine's terms, "to

redeem essentials through a violence and passion in expres-

sion, based on a choice of colors and elementary forms." All
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that was implied in their immediate predecessors like Legueult,

Desnoyer, Walch, and Limouse broke out in this irrealistic

art, which strove to be primitive and barbaric in order to

retrieve the basis of a purely plastic world. Manessier, Singier,

Pignon, Esteve, Gischia, Lapicque, took up the threads of

a venture which had been for fifty years the main course

of French painting, described by Jean Bazaine as: "Neither

fauve, nor cubist, but inconceivable without them, young

contemporary French painters seem to me to be situated in

the evolution of French art, and their efforts appear to be the

logical continuation of their elders' work."

As is known, research carried out by friends of Jean

' Bazaine's was particularly centered on color, neglecting the

problems of light and space. They conceived a new synthetic

organization of a picture in order to recreate reality from the

plastic—that is to say, in transposing, with the aid of plastic

signs, their inner vision of reality, expressed sometimes by

ellipsoidal and arabesque forms, and at others, by flat

stretches of color.

This exaggeration of color at its highest intensity not only

tended to "stir up the ancient roots of sensuality in man,"

according to Matisse's euphoric viewpoint, but heralded the

deep renewal of modern sensitivity.

At the outset these painters of the forties were semifigurative,

but were as emancipated from the humanistic concepts of

resemblance as is humanly possible; they applied themselves

to the search for the monumental and for rhythmic composi-

tion, unhampered by decorative effect. Their art, which seems

symphonic, is not based on naturalistic notions of values,

details, or taste; its presence is felt through the appearance

of new structures and new harmonies which henceforth will

be included in the modern plastic repertory. Behind the

symphony, alchemy can be detected: the melting down of

sensations, colors, and forms which has given birth to this new

art.

From this it might be deduced that these irrational forces

represent all French painting or that they constitute the main

trend in the Ecole de Paris, but this is not so.

Those young painters who are simply of the concrete

school—Realists, Expressionists, or Surrealists—are extremely

numerous in the present Ecole de Paris, and they do not justify

this fact, which seems quite natural to them. When Delacroix

declared, "Nothing has been told enough, nor properly told,"

it implied, even a hundred years ago, that everything had been

told. And yet Delacroix, and then Gericault, Courbet, Manet,

and Cezanne, among many others, have never stopped telling

or teaching us how to see!

Today, Neo-Realism, which stretches from Dunoyer de

Segonzac to Balthus, from Gromaire to Desnoyer and, in

sculpture, from Maillol to Gimond, to extend to younger

members, is well aware of the transformations and possibilities

of plastic expression. When the sculptor Maillol said, "One

must be synthetic . . . one must, like the Negro sculptors, reduce

twenty forms to one"; and when Marcel Gimond declared,

"Perfection is not only the satisfaction of the eye or the intellect

but also that which always leaves something to discover..."

they plainly interpreted the state of awareness and the spirit-

ual span of their thought.

These problems, all the more illuminated by ever-increasing

information and the inevitable interpenetration of technique,

provide, at the outset, an arresting similarity in outlook. "To

reduce twenty forms to one" and always to leave "something

to be discovered" are surely the constant imperatives of both

abstract and figurative painters.

In Realism there are a thousand forms of expression and a

scale of infinite sensitivity; it affects such painters as Legueult,

who represents the quintessence of subtlety in optical ecstasy,

Sebire, and Bardone, who uphold a distinctive direct vision,

as well as many other young painters of quality, all of whom

should be mentioned.

One has only to mention the totemic art of the Catalan

Clave, the spectral analyses of Bernard Buffet, the Expression-

ist characters of Dauchot, the sound constructions of Minaux,

the subtle experiments by Lesieur and Brusset, or such rich,

diverse works as those by Jansem, Morvan, Guerrier, Schurr,

Aizpiri, Papart, Dayez, and parallel works by Commere,

Rene Genis, Pollet, Faure, Agostini, or the research continued

by Alary, Gillet, and Carron in order to be convinced, by the

number and vigor of its shoots, of the renewed vitality of the

ancient tree of Realism.

If one considers works by painters of a slightly earlier

generation, it can be seen that the diversity is none the less

great among artists such as Andre Marchand, Lorjou, Cou-

taud, Humblot, Despierre, and Carzou, who represent the

main trends of contemporary figurative painting, and who

prove that a pictorial fact can always be made up from

realistic data, as long as these are transposed by a plastician

who is able to control the story.

To many people the open conflict which opposes figurative

and non-figurative art and, even more, the zeal of those who

maintain it have made words meaningless. And so it is

fortunate that some art critics have emphasized that abstrac-

tion is not the privilege of one form of art, and that confusion

of feelings or anarchy or obscurity of ideas is not enough to

bring it to light.

"Genuine 'abstractions,' " wrote Georges Hilaire, "are

only those which reveal, reincarnate and renew, in every

possible form (decorative or plastic, realistic or imaginary,

'figurative' or not), the greatest number of essences—that is,

abstractions—and these abstractions are called grace, charm,

majesty, harmony, detachment, impishness, pleasantness,

nobility, sensuality, irony, cruelty, monstrousness, despair,

horror . . . the enumeration to be carried out is all the more

limitless since personal contribution of the individual—I mean

the artist—in effect his style, is a talent for polyvalence."

During a period in which, everywhere, most people are

appealed to more by externals than by fundamentals, and in

which they know how to judge the texture or quality of a
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material only by its label, this perfection sheds a useful light,

all the more so since it is summed up in the following way:

"Form has value only through the expressive role it fulfills,

through the abstract and therefore universal meaning contained

therein. In other words it is not the writing that counts,

by that I mean the material and special procedure of artistic

technique, it is the style, that is to say the significant content

of a work, the original metamorphosis with which it enriches

reality, the third reality to which it subordinates the inner

world of the artist and the outer world of commonplace

normality."

We are now freer to consider abstract painters and suitably

to rectify Michel Seuphor's statement, "Abstract art has

known such a rise to fame that it may well become the very

symbol of our century."

No doubt abstract art has taken, quantitatively speaking,

an important place in galleries throughout the world; no

doubt this manifestation corresponds to a physical and spiritual

disturbance which has increased since the last world war, and

which cannot fail to influence certain young artists. But we
should not take the letter for the essence and the means for

the end.

Objectively, we can make only a few general observations.

First, young painters of the "informal" tendency prefer the

Musee de l'Homme and the Palais de la Decouverte to the

Musee du Louvre. They think that the development of

culture from Mondrian, Malevitch, and Van Doesburg

shows that the latters' theories are out of date and offer no

solution to their own present-day problems ; they stress, above

all, a veritable "universal imaginary museum," in which are

found primarily primitive art, Chinese and pre-Columbian

art, Etruscan and Egyptian painting, etc.

How can we find our way about the whole of abstract

painting as shown by Michel Seuphor in his Dictionary of

Abstract Painting and in the exhibition which illustrated the

publication of this book?

Although there are as many forms of abstract painting as

there are abstract painters, Alain Jouffroy, in Arts, distin-

guished six main categories:

"i) Geometrical abstract pictures following Mondrian's

theories to the letter: no curves, nothing but surfaces in pro-

portion; no mixtures, nothing but pure color;

"2) Tachiste pictures in the Wols tradition: no outlined

forms, nothing but research in 'substances'

;

"3) Automatic pictures: the brush is not used, only color

squirted, spilled or laid out of the tube;

"4) 'Sign' pictures, inspired by Far Eastern calligraphy

with some calligraphies by actual Japanese painters along-

side;

"5) Research in pure forms and rhythms, but nevertheless

evocative, as demonstrated by Atlan and Alechinsky;

"6) 'Abstract landscapes': viewed from above, imagined

or inspired by real landscapes."

This is only an outline of all the great variety of abstract

painting, but it is a useful guide for those who take an interest

in the intricacies of this composite art, which requires a pre-

disposition on the spectator's part, along with an active co-

operation of his intellect.

In our galleries today, pictures by Bissiere, Bazaine, Lanskoy,

Schneider, Chastel, Vieira da Silva, Atlan, Riopelle, Bott,

Le Moal, Poliakoff, and Hartung are displaying a vast net-

work of forms, colors, and signs—an outpouring of the

morphology of a plastic universe in gestation, which we shall

recognize tomorrow. But time does not matter. These painters

and others such as Manessier, Pignon, Gischia, Esteve, Tal

Coat, Soulages, Bertholle, Germain, and Rebeyrolle, are well

aware that as far as revelation is concerned, novelty cannot'

be gauged by ordinary tools of logic.

While an abstract language is being elaborated (there is

no doubt that abstract art is tending toward, and will one day

correspond to, an expressive language), a new mood, new-

reflexes, and new sensitivity are being evolved, not exactly

among the public, but in the period in which we live and in

the man of this period.

It is only too easy to get into arguments. Naturally, one can

ask oneself whether all abstract painters paint through an

inner need or for exercise. But the same question could also

be put to concrete painters. It would surely be preferable to

recognize the fact that those artists already mentioned as

examples have undeniable painterly qualities, regardless of

their mode of expression; for, as Renoir said, "It is not in

front of nature that one feels a painter, but in front of a

picture."

Jean Cassou, in his splendid study "Situation de l'Art

Moderne," states: "It may appear improper for a language

to strive toward self-creation when at the outset this language

will be unintelligible to the common herd. This is due to a

procedure peculiar to artists, who begin by understanding

themselves—more, that most obscure part in themselves.

Their role is to articulate and set into action a lecture in

hieroglyphics. We can give up the idea that these are just

artifices, interpretations, tricks, or forms of trompe-Voeil

through which he wishes henceforth to translate an aspect of

exterior reality; for him they are the elements of an original,

new style, of a poetic style. Our understanding of the exterior

world, and his, too, which as an ordinary citizen of this

world he has in common with us, will eventually join with this

language; the world will single out its own therein."

To approach a new art, abstract or not, and to feel its im-

pact from the start, it is necessary, convinced of the exceptional

and sometimes unsettling nature of the expression, to be the

opposite of what is called "a highbrow," and, faced with a

canvas full of puzzles, to have the same humility as the artist

who created it.

Sometimes less modest judgments are found under the

cloak of this humility. With Dubuffet, for example, who re-

cently told us that he was recognized as one of the three

greatest painters in the world ! Only the future will confirm
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this clairvoyance, just as only the future will retain, from

among those who participate in the twelve hundred exhibi-

tions and the forty salons every year, the names of those who

have enriched the world with their works in the most valuable

way.

From 1945 the Ecole de Paris has fully realized its new

scope, its power, and its prestige. In the hearts of this fantastic

reserve of artists which it attracts and develops, it has con-

solidated its realistic tendencies and has taken the banner of

symbolism up to the confines of the informal. It is proud to

count among its members, concurrently, Jacques Villon,

Picasso, Braque, Dunoyer de Segonzac, in their full glory, and

to open its doors to such extremely young members as Sinko

and Milshtein, or to Bernard Buffet, Lucien Fleury, Kallos,

and Morvan, who are just entering the first stages of maturity.

It has also known stars who disappeared too soon, such as

Francis Gruber, to whom an entire group of young painting

owes so much, or Nicolas de Stael, who chose death at the

height of his fame.

Under the influence of so many upheavals ("We are not the

masters of our production, it is imposed on us," said Matisse),

even teaching has been transformed. With Gromaire at the

Ecole des Arts Decoratifs and Legueult at the Beaux-Arts,

students no longer learn recipes, but rather how to evolve

their own plastic language from the inner reaches of their

souls. Each year the Prix de Rome proceeds to reveal more

than a painter—an artist. If one recalls all that this institution

stood for in another period, the progress since then can easily

be gauged.

The worth of civilization is judged only by the monuments

and works of art it bequeaths to the next. Some of the works the

Ecole de Paris—through its mixture of talents and races, its

diversity, and its liberty—has produced will most certainly be

recognized, a century hence, as masterpieces. In this way it

will have accomplished a twofold mission : to have embellished

our present period and to have been a witness to our time for

civilizations to come.

The Meaning of UEcole de Paris

There is no doubt that the Ecole de Paris as it appears today,

a vast gathering of all the live and new forms of contemporary

art, is no longer exactly a specific school of painting.

The Ecole de la Loire, where Jean Fouquet became

famous, the Ecole de Fontainebleau, with II Rosso and Le

Primatice; the Ecole de Barbizon, wih the 1830 group of

painters; and the Ecole de Pont-Aven, with Gauguin, consti-

tuted local phenomena, specific periods and artists. With the

Ecole de Paris, which was christened in Montparnasse around

1920, the term ecole had a broader meaning. Today it has

more of a universal meaning.

For thirty years or so our opinions on art have been re-

considered. Long before Malraux and Rene Huyghe, Elie

Faure was the first to envisage art, no longer as an isolated

phenomenon, but as a paramount and universal element in

the history of man. For the old naturalist idea of entertain-

ment, to which art was linked, Elie Faure substituted that

of revelation. 'It is to him that we owe the transference of the

ideas of "locality" and "period," which used to be so im-

portant, to their present rightful place—that is, no longer in

the fore. To the enormous analytical, classifying, and archae-

ological work achieved by his predecessors, Elie Faure contrib-

uted a conclusive synthesis, not only formal but spiritual:

the notion of unity.

The vital current which flows permanently throughout the

pictorial world, under a variety of symbols and myths, cannot

be contained in successive school inventories; no longer can

it be held by local or seasonal formulas. Knowledge has

reached such development, and recent investigation, such

precision, that we are led to unify rather than to oppose.

To the supporters of a continuous conception of history—in

which we believe—it has become obvious that the inter-

penetration of the arts is daily becoming more complete, and

that certain differences in style, previously responsible for

open defiance between groups, are now viewed with more

equanimity the world over. Russian visitors to the Musee de

l'Ermitage and American visitors to art galleries in New York

now decipher Braque with the greatest of ease, just as they

unfailingly assign to their rightful place—as would other

enthusiasts in Zurich or Tokyo—Rouault, Max Ernst,

Matisse, or Vlaminck, in the brillant cluster of Ecole de Paris

artists.

They are even able to realize more spontaneously than we

—who often tend to involve ourselves in subtle appreciation

of the doctrine of artistic "circles" in which, say, twenty

persons are concerned—that all the great names of contem-

porary art are in fact tied to Montmartre, Montparnasse, or to

Saint-Germain-des-Pres, either because it is their birthplace,

or because of lengthy residence, or through a unique revelation

at some point in their career, or again through the early

encouragement or the later recognition which they encoun :

tered there.

Terechkovitch, Lanskoy, and Poliakoff came from Russia

;

Hilpert and Schneider, from Switzerland; Bores and Clave,

from Spain; Zao-Wou-Ki, from China; Hartung, from

Germany; Vieira da Silva, from Portugal, to find a certain

something in Paris, something which they could not have

found anywhere else. They were seeking self-revelation. Paris

made this encounter possible!

Even such Americans as Sam Francis and Tobey, who a

few years ago founded what has now become known as the

School of the Pacific, came to Paris to take in the atmosphere,

to work, and to display this work. Through them, distant

ocean shores can now appear as an extension of the Ecole de

Paris.

Formerly artists went to Rome—Italian painting was not

studied from afar. Now they have to come to Paris in order to

learn, to see, and to feel. To see? When he was in the United
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States in 1951, Raoul Dufy said to young American painters:

"Americans suffer from a great drawback. They cannot see

what is around them without having first seen it in photo-

graphs. The young American artist must learn how to see. He
must break away from this habit of not seeing. I would like to

say to him: Smash all your cameras, never take a photo-

graph. Only then will you begin to paint!"

Such an observation, through its very frankness, is essentially

Parisian. Elsewhere, maybe, the worship one has for Andre

Malraux and his photographic references is exclusive; in

Paris, at the Cafe de Flore or in the painters' studios, worship

for Malraux does not automatically give rise to "canned

painting"; his ideas are considered and discussed ; the painter

then draws a deep breath. The fact of contradicting him or

another writer does not in the least prevent the painter from

completing his half-finished canvas with the utmost tran-

quillity.

In an article entitled La Nouvelle Ecole de Paris which

appeared in the review L'Oeil, October, 1957, Georges Lim-

bour wrote: "The link between the painters of this school is

the atmosphere of Paris, a high temperature of the intellect

which fosters artistic creation. In no other city in the world is

there such a passion for painting. There the painter enjoys

considerable prestige. The enthusiasm of a diverse public,

which is aware and sensitive, encourages the artist to such a

point that it is rare to find any who are unknown or lonely.

It is the exception for a gifted painter to remain unrecognized

for long. The Ecole de Paris is therefore, above all, a center of

enthusiasm, a more or less feverish or ecstatic climate of

research, inspiration, suggestions, and exchange of ideas; a

seat of fervor and emulation. This fervor is maintained by the

multitude and diversity of galleries, small or large, the number
of which increases daily. And so there is not a capital in the

world to compare with Paris in its predilection for painting,

nor, therefore, in the intensity of the resulting art trade."

A tribute like this is the best kind of interpretation of the

up-to-dateness and vitality of the Ecole de Paris—more than,

for example, commentaries linked to historical or collective

imperatives.

Proof of the movement is in its progress. To this end, the

Ecole de Paris has never ceased to exist within the framework

of live art, and its progress has become even more confident

since it was reformed in 1954, at the Galerie Charpentier,

under the only name which could consolidate this spontaneous

fusion. Young blood is not lacking. And so Georges Besson,

who witnessed their elders' early struggles, was able to write:

"In order to convince everyone of the magnificent continuity

of French art, all that was needed was to quote the names of

the young artists present at the Ecole de Paris Exhibition;

their beginnings are at least as convincing as the promises of

the creators who, between the ages of thirty and forty years,

were to cause an upheaval in the painting of this last half

century."

In 1954, Andre Warnod paid a tribute to the first exhibi-

tion: "Ecole de Paris! These words have a power of suggestion

which is most stirring for those who have been involved in the

heroic times of this movement, and for myself in particular,

since I was the first, in an article in Comoedia, to give to these

three words the meaning they assumed, and which sounded

the triumph of new painting. Each school has its own charac-

ter. One of the titles to fame which the Ecole de Paris can

claim is that, after having matured in battle, it has retained

all its independence and liberty.

"All forms of live art are equally esteemed there, from the

abstract expression to realism, and even today this independ-

ence allows it to retain its character and ensures its prestige."

It is events which make history, not the historians whose

role it is to relate it. We are witnessing a fantastic transforma-

tion of the world. Revolutionary techniques are lightening the

work of man, the average life span is lengthening; science,

through the discovery of the secrets of fabulous energy, is

making the conquest of outer space possible! And yet, vain-

glorious humanity in handling, uncontrolled, all the powers

which herald a terrible threat of death, and the world lives in

utter dread. But in spite of this fear, seasons go on producing,

the mystery of our love of life remains just as unfathomable,

and our unextinguishable need for love still gives the greatest

upsurge to our heart.

The intense life of the arts, as indispensable to the intellect

as nourishment is to the body, contains this constant renewal

in which the world, so bent on self-discovery, finds the purest

of harmonies. The relative certainty of science will never

replace, in an artist's soul, the enthusiasm which is both his

torment and his force.

Beauty, diluted by nature and concentrated by art, reaches

its most perfect expression in the secrets of the great plastic

truths which are interpreted by sorrowful or enlightened •tye-

ings as messages of joy or of despair and find an answering

silent echo in our souls. Passion survives experience, and
regardless of the creed of some or the rules of others, for all

men the spiritual will always triumph over the temporal, and
the live spirit, over the dead letter.

The Ecole de Paris has set its course along these lines for

half a century. In its midst, differences and contradictions

emerge as necessary to the equilibrium of an ever-youthful

body which is aware of its wealth and needs to spend it in

extreme tests. This school represents, under cover of its most

contrasting forms, the most complete and developed art of the

Western world. Its passionate destiny is opposition to evil

forces ; the world is enriched by its conquests, and this central

fire, which lights up the universe of sensitivity, burns in Paris;

tomorrow, those in need of its warmth will still be coming to

Paris, and they will find it aflame.
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I. PIERRE BONNARD

Vase de Fleurs (Vase of Flowers), 1923
Oil, 65 X 50 cm. Private Collection, Paris
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3. K. X. ROUSSEL

Fete Champetre (Pastoral Scene), 1930
Oil on paper, 57 X 63 cm. Jacques Salomon Collection, Paris
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6. JACQUES VILLON

Le Joueur de Flageolet ( The Flageolet Player) , 1939
Oil, 162 x 130 cm. Louis Carre Collection, Paris
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7. ALBERT GLEIZES

Composition, 1939
Oil, 184 x 148 cm. Mme. Albert Gleizes Collection, Paris
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8. JUAN GRIS

Le Joueur de Guitare (The Guitar Player), 1918
Oil, 100 x 65 cm. A. L. Collection, Paris
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10. JEAN METZINGER

Composition, 1925
Oil, 92 X 60 cm. Mrs. Malcolm Collection, Vence, France
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II. ANDRE LHOTE

Nu Egyptien (Egyptian Nude), 1955
Oil, 81 X 60 cm. Property of the Artist
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13. ROBERT DELAUNAY

Formes Circulaires (Circular Forms) , 1 9 1 2-
1 930

Oil, 1 10 X 67 cm. Louis Carre Collection, Paris
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14. FRANgOIS KUPKA

Jaillissement HI (Architectural Study III), 1925
Oil, no x 90 cm. Louis Carre Collection, Paris
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15. LOUIS MARCOUSSIS

Autoportrait (Self-Portrait), 1940
Oil, 100 X 81 cm. Berri-Lardy Collection, Paris
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17. HENRI MATISSE

Le Boudoir (The Boudoir), ca. 1921
Oil, 71 X 58 cm. Private Collection, Paris
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l8. GEORGES ROUAULT

La Petite Famille (The Small Family), 1933
Oil, 208 X 116 cm. Private Collection, Paris
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20. KEES VAN DONGEN

La Femme aux Colonnes (Woman between Pillars), 1908
Oil, 100 x 65 cm. Charpentier Gallery Collection, Paris
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23. ALBERT MARQUET

Le Pont-Neuf sous la Neige ( The Pont-Neuf in Winter), 1938
Oil, 9.2 X 73 cm. Mme. A. Marquet Collection
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26. MARIE LAURENCIN

La Femme au Chien ( Woman with Dog) , 1 938
Oil, 65 X 50 cm. Private Collection, Dinard, France
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29- MARCEL GROMAIRE

Portrait d'''Homme (Portrait of a Man), 1925
Oil, 81 X 65 cm. Burki Collection, Paris
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30. EDOUARD GOERG

Les Modeles (The Models), 1958
Oil, 100 x 81 cm. Mme. Edouard Goerg Collection, Paris
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32. SUZANNE VALADON

Portrait de Suzanne Valadon par elle-meme (Self-Portrait), 1927
Oil on wood, 60 x 50 cm. Petrides Collection, Paris
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33- MARC CHAGALL

Fleurs (Flowers), 1928
Oil, 116 x 89 cm. Alph. Bellier Collection, Paris
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34- AMEDEO MODIGLIANI

La Robe Ecossaise (The Scottish Robe), 1918
Oil, 120 x 90 cm. Private Collection, Neuilly, France
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35- JULIUS PASCIN

Les Deux Amies (The Two Friends), 1924
Oil, 82 X 66 cm. Robert Ducroquet Collection, Paris
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36. CHAIM SOUTINE

LEnfant de Choeur (The Choir Boy), ca. 1928
Oil, 62.5 x 49.5 cm. Mme. Jean Walter Collection, Paris
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37- MOISE KISLING

Jeune Gitan (Young Gypsy), 1928
Oil, 73 X 60 cm. Mme. Kisling Collection, Bandol, France
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40. CHARLES WALCH

Roses de Campagne (Roses), 1938
Oil, 55 x 46 cm. Private Collection, Paris
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41. ANDRE BEAUDIN

Le Village Debout ( The Village) , 1 958
Oil, 130 X 81 cm. Louise Leiris Gallery Collection, Paris
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42. FRANCISCO BORES

Devant la Mer (At the Sea), 1954
Oil, 116 X 89 cm. Charpentier Gallery Collection, Paris
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45- MAURICE BRIANCHON

VEtang de Rambouillet (The Pond of Rambouillet), 1954
Oil, 92 x 65 cm. Mine. Jean Baingeres Collection, Fontainebleau, France
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47- KOSTIA TERECHKOVITCH

Portrait de Nathalie (Portrait of Nathalie), 1943
Oil, 81 X 60 cm. Blanche Montel Collection, Paris
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48. JULES CAVAILLES

Ouistreham, 1950
Oil, 65 x 54 cm. Private Collection, Amiens, France
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49- ROGER CHAPELAIN-MIDY

Nature-Morte au Mm Bleu (Still Life against a Blue Wall), 1958

Oil, 80 X 80 cm. Private Collection, Paris
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51. JACQUES DESPIERRE

Venise (Venice), 1958
Oil, 100 x 81 cm. Private Collection, Paris
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52. FRANCIS GRUBER

Job, 1944
Oil, 182 X 130 cm. Tate Gallery Collection, London
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55- CLAUDE VENARD

La Ferme (The Farm), 1957
Oil, 100 X 100 cm. Charpentier Gallery Collection, Paris
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57- GASTON SEBIRE

La Pintade ( The Guinea Fowl) , 1 956
Oil, 100 X 65 cm. Robert Ducroquet Collection, Paris

[178]
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6l. TONY AGOSTINI

Le Chevalet ( The Easel) , 1 958
Oil, 35 X 27 cm. Smeets Collection, Weert, Holland
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62. PAUL REBEYROLLE

Paysage (Landscape), 1958
Oil, 162 X 130 cm. Private Collection, Paris

[188]
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65. MAURICE SARTHOU

Nature-Morte aux Soleils (Still Life with Sunflowers), 1958
Oil, 130 x 89 cm. Marcel Guiot Collection, Paris

[194]





6j. JEAN COMMERE

Le Bain (The Bath), 1958
Oil, 146 X 114 cm. Private Collection, Paris

[198]





68. KAREL APPEL

Personnage 1958 (Figure 1958), 1958
Oil, 97 130 cm. Mme. Willy Gruben Collection. Brussels

[ 200]
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70. MAX ERNST

LEnfant Messaline (The Infant Messalina), 1957
Oil, 150 X 137 cm. Mr. and Mrs. William Nelson Copley Collection, France

[204]
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73- YVES TANGUY

Un sourire continue (A Smile Lingers), 1936
Oil, 54 X 65 cm. Private Collection, Paris

[210]





74- ANDRE MASSON

Genese I (Genesis I), 1958
Oil, 162 :; 130 cm. Louise Leiris Collection, Paris

[212]





75- LUCIEN COUTAUD

Tete et Iris (Head and Iris) , 1958
Oil, 73 X 60 cm. Private Collection, Paris

[214]





76. FELIX LABISSE

Le Maquis de Malaise (The Tortured Bush), 1958
Oil, 138 X 108 cm. Private Collection, Paris

[216]
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79- HENRI ROUSSEAU

La Noce (The Wedding), 1905
Oil, 161 X 114 cm. Mme. Jean Walter Collection, Paris

[ 222]
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8l. MAURICE UTRILLO

Bernot, February 1924
Oil, 100 X 146 cm. Mme. Jean Walter Collection, Paris
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82. SERAPHINE DE SENLIS

Les Grappes (Clusters of Grapes), 1928
Oil, 140 X 113 cm. Uhde Collection, Paris

[228]





83. ARISTIDE CAILLAUD

Leslies (Islands), 1957
Oil, 100 X 73 cm. Vigneron Collection, Clermont-Ferrand, France

[230]





84. WASSILY KANDINSKY

Pfeile (Arrows), 1927
Oil, 89 X 78 cm. Private Collection, Paris

[232]
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87- OTTO-WOLFGANG WOLS

Composition, 1946
Oil, 42 X 34 cm. Private Collection, Paris

[238]





88. JEAN BAZAINE

Composition, 1 956
Oil, 92 X 60 cm. Private Collection, Paris

[240]





89. ANDRE LANSKOY

Le Calcul de I'Acrobate (The Acrobat's Calculation), 1957

Oil, 100 X 73 cm. Louis Carre Collection, Paris

[242]
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gi. ROGER BISSIERE

Gris et Violet (Gray and Violet), 1957
Oil, 92 ;< 73 cm. Museum of Luxemburg, Grand-Duchess of Luxemburg





92. GUSTAVE SINGIER

La Blonde (The Blonde), 1954
Oil, 100 X 65 cm. Charpentier Gallery Collection, Paris

[248]
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95- MARIA ELENA VIEIRA DA SILVA

Composition, 1 956
Oil, 28 X 20 cm. Private Collection, Paris

[254]
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98. HANS HARTUNG

Peinture T 57-ijE (Painting T jy-iyE), 1957
Oil on Wood, 46 33 cm. Private Collection, Paris

[260]
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100. GERARD SCHNEIDER

ID, 1958
Oil, 41 > 27 cm. Property of the Artist

[264]
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102. JEAN ATLAN

Samba ZaP°theque (£apotec Samba), 1957
Oil, 116 X 73 cm. Charles Clore Collection, London

[268]





IO3. PIERRE SOULAGES

Peinture 3-1 1-56 (Painting 3-1 1-56), 1956
0''> 55 X 38 cm - Mme. M. Prevot Collection, Paris

[270]
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AGOSTINI, Tony Born in Bastia, Corsica, April

29, 1916. Studied technical subjects in Paris and subse-

quently engaged in various occupations. A self-taught

artist, he began in 1946 by painting moving crowds

and scenes of nocturnal Paris. Exhibited at the Galerie

Visconti from 1948 to 1953 and at the Galerie Char-

pentier in 1954. Has participated in the Salon des

Tuileries and various group exhibitions in France and

abroad. His paintings are in the museums of Ajaccio

and Munich, the Mus^e d'Art Moderne in Paris, and

in the collections of the French Government and the

City of Paris.

AIZPIRI, Paul August in Born in Paris, May 14,

1919, of Basque parents. Studied at the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts from 1936 to 1939. Had a one-man show

at the Galerie Framond in 1952, another at Drouant-

David's in 1953. Has exhibited regularly at the

Galerie P^trides since 1955, and at the Salon des

Tuileries, the Salon des Independants, the Salon

d'Automne, and the Salon des Jeunes Peintres. Won
the Prix Corsica in 1946 and the Prix National in

1951. He has made twenty-five large lithographs

illustrating Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew.

Reacting against "decorative" painting, Aizpiri gives

his work a certain dramatic quality that is emphasized

by the intensity ofhis colors. He is represented in many
private collections and in several museums in France

and abroad.

ALARY, Pierre Born in Paris, August 7, 1924.

Enrolled at the Ecole Nationale des Arts Decoratifs,

where he studied in Brianchon's stud io. Was appointed

teacher of drawing and design at the Ecole Estienne

in 1947, professor of drawing at the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts in Rennes in 1953. Has had several one-man

shows, including one at the Galerie des Beaux-Arts

in 1957, and has participated in the Ecole de Paris

exhibition at the Galerie Charpentier. Won a poster

prize given by the western suburbs of Paris in 1949.

Has executed tapestry cartoons for a church in

Bergerac and for Gobelins. Alary's painting is figur-

ative, expressing a poetic but well-balanced personal

style. He is represented in several museums and in

many collections.

ALDE, Yvette Born in Paris, June 28, 1 9 1 1 .
Began

to paint in 1929. Studied with Andre Lhote and

Picart le Doux, and at the Grande Chaumiere and

Colarossi academies. Exhibited for the first time at

the Salon d'Automne in 1932. She has had many

one-man shows in France and abroad and has partic-

ipated in international exhibitions in Japan and Sao

Paulo. Yvette Aide has done important murals,

inspired by trips to Spain and Italy, and has also

illustrated books, notably the poems of Robert

Desnos. She is represented in the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris and in foreign museums.

ALECHINSKY, Pierre Born in Brussels, October

19, 1927. Studied at the Ecole Superieure d'Archi-

tecture et des Arts Decoratifs there and became in-

terested in the problems of typography and book

illustration. Participated for the first time in an

exhibition of young Belgian painters in 1947. Went
to Paris for the first time in 1948. Exhibited in the

Mains Eblouies show at the Galerie Maeght in 1948

and again in 1950. Participated in an exhibition of

the Cobra Group in Amsterdam. He was awarded a

French government scholarship, and settled in Paris

in 1951. In 1955 he made a trip to the Far East.

Since then he has had exhibitions in France and

abroad, and has participated in the Salon d'Octobre

and the Salon de Mai. He is represented in museums

in Belgium, the Netherlands, Japan, and the United

States.

ALIX, Yves Born in Fontainebleau, France,

August 18, 1890. Worked at the Academie Jullian

in 1908 and at the Academie Ranson from 1910 to

191 2; there he studied with Maurice Denis and met

La Fresnaye. First submitted work to the Salon des

Independants in 191 2. Met Andre Lhote in the follow-

ing year and temporarily yielded to the influence of

Cubism. From these experiences Alix soon developed

a personal style distinguished by its qualities of

composition. Since 19 18 he has exhibited at the Salon

d'Automne and the Salon des Tuileries. In 1926 he

was well represented in the important retrospective

exhibition, Trente Ans d'Art Independant. He has

also exhibited in many large cities abroad. He

executed the decors for a production of Merimee's

Le Carrosse du Saint-Sacrement. Several museums and

important private collections have acquired his work.

AMBILLE, Paul Born December 23, 1930, at

Beziers, France, he was educated at the Lycee de

Bayonne, and entered the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in

1950. He spent some time at the Legueult studio, and

was at the Villa Medicis for three years. He won the

1955 Grand Prix de Rome, and participates in group

exhibitions at the Salon d'Automne and the Biennale

of Paris. A figurative painter of liberal temperament,

he seeks vibrant color in his art. The Rouen museum

has one of his works.

ANDRE, Albert-Benjamin (1869- 1954) Born in

Lyons, France, May 24, 1869. After completing his

schooling in Lyons, he worked there for a time

designing patterns for silk fabrics. He arrived in

Paris in 1894 and worked at the Academie Jullian,

where he became friendly with Valtat. At the Salon

des Independants in 1894 he exhibited five canvases

which were noted by Renoir, who became, and

remained, his friend until Renoir's death in 1919.

At that time Andr£ took charge of Renoir's estate

and the liquidation of his studio. From 1904 on Andre

participated in all the Salons d'Automne. In 1910, he

designed scenery for Rouche's Theatre des Arts. He

illustrated a number of books, including Les PetiUs

alliees by Claude Farrere, L'Elang de bene by Maurras,

and Stendhal's Les Memoires d'un tourisU. In 1937 he

executed tapestry cartoons for Beauvais. He is repre-

sented in a number of French and foreign museums.

ANDREU, Mariano Born in Barcelona, Spain,

November 7, 1888. Studied on his own in the various

museums of Europe, where he acquired a particularly

thorough knowledge of the technique of painting and

of the arts of enameling and engraving. He has had

many exhibitions in Paris, Barcelona, Munich, and

America, and exhibited at the Salon d'Automne in

1928. In 1933 and again in 1940 he was a prize-

winner at the Carnegie International in Pittsburgh,

to which he has been invited for more than twenty-

five years. In 1953 he won the Prix He de France.

Andreu has illustrated books by Eugenio d'Ors,

Agostini

Aizpiri

Alary

Aide

Alechinsky

Alix

Ambille

Andre
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AIZPIRI, PAUL
Le pot d'etain

ASSELIN, MAURICE
Le Vert-Galant

£*vi^
5 ,

ARGOV, MICHAEL
Le bateau au port

[276]



AUJAME, JEAN
Bouleaux au bord de la riviere

BABOULENE, EUGENE

Les oubliettes

BERARD, CHRISTIAN

Grotte de "Renaud et Armide"

[277]



Andreu

Giraudoux, Jean-Louis Vaudoyer, and Montherlant,

among others, and has designed decors for the Com^die
Francaise, for Jouvet's Theatre Athenee, and for

English theaters. All his work reveals a talent that is

visionary in its inspiration, sometimes resembling

Surrealism. He is represented in many museums and
private collections and is a member of the Institut

de France.

leur Temps, and in exhibitions of the Ecole de Paris

and the Realites Nouvelles group. He has had one-

man shows in Paris at the Suillerot and Gerard
Mourgue Galleries and has exhibited abroad. Origi-

nally an abstract painter, Argov inclined toward
figurative art for a while, but has recently reverted

to abstraction.

Antral

ANTRAL, Louis-Robert (1895- 1939) Born in

Chalons-sur-Marne, France. Began his art studies in

Cormon's studio when he was eighteen. Exhibited

in the principal salons from 1920 on, participated in

numerous group shows, and had several one-man
exhibitions. Harbor scenes and views of Paris pre-

dominate in his work, and water colors are as numerous
and important as oils. A lithographer as well as a

painter, he has illustrated about thirty books, one
of which he dedicated to Hogarth. Retrospective exhi-

bitions of his work were held at the Salon d'Automne
in 1 94 1 and at the Musee Galliera in 1951. He is

represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris,

in various provincial museums, particularly that of

Chalons-sur-Marne, and in many foreign museums.

APPEL, Karel Born in Amsterdam, Holland, April

25, 1 92 1. Studied at the Royal Academy in Amster-

dam from 1940 to 1943. Influenced during this period

by Monet, Van Gogh, Soutine, Picasso, and Matisse.

Arrived in Paris in 1950, where he has exhibited alone

or with groups at the Colette Alendy, the Pierre and
the Rive Droite galleries, and at the Salon de Mai.
He has been represented in important international

exhibitions, and his paintings have been widely

shown throughout the world: at the Biennales in

Paris, Venice, Sao Paulo, and Venezuela, and in

exhibitions in Copenhagen, Barcelona, and Tokyo.

He was awarded prizes at Sao Paulo and Venice and
also received the stcond Prix Lissone in Italy. He
has designed windows for the church of Zaandam in

Holland and has done important murals for various

public buildings in that country, for the UNESCO

headquarters in Paris, and for the International Fair

in Brussels. He is represented in several museums of

modern art.

ARBAS, Avni Born in Istanbul, Turkey, April 27,

1 9 19. Studied art at the School ofFine Arts in Istanbul.

Arrived in Paris in 1946 on a French Government
scholarship and has lived there ever since. Submitted
work to the unesco exhibition at the Musee d'Art

Moderne in 1946 and participated in the exhibition

of recent Turkish painting at the Musee Cernuschi

in Paris and at the Salon d'Octobre. He has had
several exhibitions in his own country. His first one-

man show in Paris was held at the Galerie La Roue
in 1953. Since 1954 he has taken part in several Ecole

de Paris shows at the Galerie Charpentier.

ARGOV, Michael Born in Vienna, Austria, Sep-

tember 1, 1920. Attended school in Haifa, Israel, and
studied painting in Tel Aviv. Arrived in Paris in

1947. Enrolled at the Beaux-Arts, where he studied

fresco painting for one year; then he worked alone.

He has submitted work to the Salon d'Automne, the

Salon de Mai, the Salon des Tuileries, the Salon des

Independants, and the Biennale in Menton. Partici-

pated in the group show called Peintres T^moins de

ARNAL, Francois Born in La Valette, in the Var,
France, October 2, 1924, of a French Catalan father

and a French mother of Spanish descent. Arnal had
obtained degrees in history and forensic medicine
before he met the Dutch painter Hickert in 1943.
It was Hickert who encouraged him to paint and
taught him the fundamentals of his profession. Drafted

for the duration of the war, he did not resume painting

until 1948 when he settled in Paris. An admirer of

Klee, he participated in the exhibitions of the Mains
Eblouies at the Galerie Meaght in 1950 and 1951
and in the Salon de Mai and the Salon d'Octobre
in 1952. He has since had one-man shows in Paris

and abroad and has continued to experiment. In

1957, he took a long trip which included Mexico and
the United States. Upon his return to Europe he

made plans for another visit to Mexico, the United

States, and Peru, where he will show his canvases. He
is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris

and abroad.

ARP, Jean (or Hans) Born in Strasbourg, Alsace,

September 16, 1887. Studied at the Weimar Academy
from 1905 to 1907, then went to Paris in 1908, where
he attended the Academie Jullian. Moved to Switzer-

land in 1909 where he became acquainted with Klee.

Visited Kandinsky in Munich in 191 2 and participated

in the Blaue Reiter exhibition there, then went to

Berlin to exhibit with the Expressionists. He was in

Paris again in 1914, but with the outbreak of war
returned to Switzerland where, in 191 5, he had his

first exhibit of abstractions in Zurich. The following

year, with Tzara and other artists, he founded the

Dada movement. In 192 1 he married Sophie Taeuber,

whom he had met in Zurich in 19 15, and with her

he created his first geometrical collages. From 1928

to 1940 they lived in Meudon, on the outskirts of

Paris, collaborating on several decorations and partici-

pating in the activities of the Surrealists, the Circle

and Square group, and the Abstraction-Creation

group. With the advent of World War II, they fled

to Grasse where they lived and worked until 1943
when, on a trip to Switzerland, Sophie Taeuber-Arp

was accidentally killed. Since the end ofWorld War II,

Arp has had several successful exhibits in the United

States, which he himself visited in 1949 and 1950.

Although he is perhaps known primarily as a sculptor,

particularly for his distinctively characteristic abstract

reliefs, Arp has also established a reputation in the

fields of painting, woodcuts, collages, and poetry.

As a poet, he writes with equal ease in French and
German, and has published volumes in both languages.

ARTOZOUL, Rene Born in Carcassone, France,

October 23, 1927. Studied at the Beaux-Arts in

Toulouse in 1947. Arrived in Paris in 1948 and studied

at the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs, working also in the

studios of Despierre and Gromaire. Received a

Government scholarship for Holland. Participated in

a student's exhibition at the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs

in 1956 and in an Ecole de Paris show at the Galerie

[278]



Charpentier the following year. He received the Prix

d'Avignon in 1957, the Prix Feneon in 1958. He has

illustrated the poems of Raymond Lafaye and done

the decors for Terre brulante by Paul Dunand. Artozoul's

style, originally based on movement, now reveals an

increasing awareness of light. One of his paintings is

in the Musee Calvet in Avignon.

ASSELIN, Maurice (1882- 1947) Born in Orleans,

France, where he was a brilliant student at the

College Sainte-Croix. Joined the Cormon studio at

the Beaux-Arts in 1903. Was influenced by the

Impressionists, particularly Cezanne. From 1906 on

Asselin exhibited regularly in the great Paris salons

and had many one-man shows during his lifetime. He
was a friend of the Fauve painters, but was never

one of them, developing instead a very personal

palette of his own. He is known for the robustness

and sensitiveness of his nudes, still lifes, landscapes,

portraits, and water colors. He also did numerous
lithographs and etched the illustrations for Francis

Carco's novel, Men gu'une femme. His first canvases

were acquired by Eugene Blot, and he is represented

now in several museums of modern art and in many
private collections.

ATLAN, Jean Born in Constantine, Algeria,

January 23, 19 13. Went to Paris to study for a degree

in philosophy, but discovered Montparnasse and
turned to painting in 1941. Working on his own, he
illustrated some poems, thus attracting the attention

of an avant-garde art critic. He had his first one-man
show in 1944, participated in the Salon des Surin-

d^pendants and in the Salon de Mai, and exhibited

alone at the Galerie Maeght in 1947. His work was
also shown in Sao Paulo, Copenhagen, Liege, and
Tokyo. He did not exhibit again for several years,

but in 1956 a large-scale exhibition of his paintings

was held at the Galerie Bing in Paris, and in 1957
his work was shown at the Mus^e d'Antibes. He has

done lithograph illustrations for Kafka's Description

d'un combat. Until 1944 Atlan's vividly colored

canvases showed a figurative tendency; since 1945,
however, he has expressed the "interior forms" more
than the objects themselves. He is represented in

important French and foreign collections.

Died February 12, 1960, in Paris.

AUJAME, Jean Born in Aubusson, Limousin,
France, May 12, 1905. Studied at the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts in Rouen. Was influenced by the art

historian Elie Faure. Had his first Paris exhibition

at the Galerie Drouant in 193 1 and has since exhibited

at the Druet. Berri, and Montmorency galleries. He
has also participated in group shows in France and
in international exhibitions such as the Biennale in

Venice. Received the Prix Paul Guillaume in 1935
and the Prix Singer Polignac in 1 95 1 . Executed murals
for the Conservatoire National de Musique and
frescoes for the church of Vassieux in Vercors and
for the Lycee de GeVardmer. He has also done
decorations for ocean liners and has designed scenery

for the Ope>a Comique in Paris. Aujame is a figurative

painter whose work is characterized by a sensitive

interpretation of nature and a concern with human
presence. He is represented in museums of modern
art in Paris and in the French provinces.

AURIC, Nora Born Nora Vilter in Austria in 1903,
of parents of Russian origin, and married the musician
Georges Auric in 1930. Attended school in Paris and

was one of the very few women admitted to the Ecole

Centrale des Arts et Manufactures, from which she

was graduated with a diploma in engineering while

still very young. Attracted by art, however, she

enrolled in the Academie d'Othon Friesz in 1923 and
later studied with Andr£ Lhote. She had her first

exhibition at Drouant's in 1928, since followed by

others at the Pierre Colle, Charpentier, and Elysee

galleries. She has participated in the Salon d'Automne,

the Salon des Tuileries, and the Ecole de Paris shows.

She has also executed decors for the Ope>a Comique.
During her two visits to the United States, she painted

many portraits and exhibited in several large cities.

Her paintings are, for the most part, poetically con-

ceived compositions of shells, birds, and imaginary

landscapes.

BABOULENE, Eugene Born in Toulon, Provence,

France, August 18, 1905. Attended the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts and the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs in Paris.

Now a professor at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in

Toulon. For the past twenty years, he has done decors

for the theater in Toulon. He confined himself almost

exclusively to decorative work until 1945, when the

painter Antoni Clav£ persuaded him to devote him-
self entirely to painting. Since then he has participated

in numerous group shows. Received the Esso Prize

in 1955, the Grand Prix International at the Biennale

of Menton in 1957. He is represented in the museums
of Marseilles, Toulon, and Avignon.

BALTHUS (Balthus Klossowski de Rola) Born

in Paris, February 29, 1908. His father was an art

critic; his mother, a painter. He began to paint while

still very young. Although he had no teacher, he

came to know Bonnard, Roussel, and Derain, close

friends of his parents, early in his life. Part of his

childhood was spent in Switzerland where he met
Rainer Maria Rilke, who arranged for the first

publication of his drawings and wrote a preface for

them. In 1933 Balthus painted "La Rue," which

attracted attention and won the sympathy of the

Surrealists. About this time he executed a series of

illustrations for Les Hauts de Hurle Vent, and had his

first exhibition at the Galerie Pierre in 1934. In 1936

and 1938 he painted portraits of Derain and Miro
which are now owned by the Museum of Modern
Art in New York. In recent years he has had two

important exhibitions in Paris, one at the Museum
of Modern Art in New York in 1956, and others in

England, Switzerland, and Italy. He has also designed

scenery for a number of theaters. Balthus lives a lonely

life in the countryside, where he continues his experi-

ments, obsessed with the idea of rediscovering that

lost language by which one's internal vision can be

reproduced on the canvas.

BARDONE, Guy Born in Saint-Claude, in the

Franche-Comt^, France, September 19, 1927. En-

rolled in the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs in 1945 and
studied under Brianchon. Since 1952 he has partici-

pated in numerous group shows in Paris and abroad

and has exhibited regularly at the Salon des Jeunes

Peintres, the Salon d'Automne, and the shows of the

Ecole de Paris. In 1955 and 1957 he had one-man
shows at the Galerie Marcel Guiot. Received the Prix

Feneon in 1952 and the Prix Greenshields in 1957.

He has executed a decorative panel for the Ecole de

la Marine Marchande in Paris. A robust figurative

painter, Bardone is represented in the museums of

Besancon, Poitiers, Oran, Grenoble, and Bagnols-

sur-Seze.
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BARON-RENOUARD Born in Vitre, Brittany,

France, in 1 9 1 8. Studied with Brianchon and Legueult.

Did stage settings for several revues, then decided to

devote himselfentirely to painting. He has participated

in the Salon d'Automne, the Salon des Independants,

and the Salon de Mai, and has had one-man shows

in France and abroad. Received the Prize of the City

of Venice in 1948 and won a prize at the Biennale of

Menton in 1957. From 1949 to 1953 he held a

professorship at the Academie Ranson. He is repre-

sented in the Musee d'Art Moderne and the Petit-

Palais in Paris.

BAUCHANT, Andre (1873- 1958) Born in Cha-
teaurenault, France. After an apprenticeship in

Angers in 1890, he became a gardener in Chateaure-

nault. Drafted at the outbreak of war, he was sent to

the Dardanelles in 19 15, where he discovered Greece

and the sea. Learning that there was a demand for

rangefinder candidates, he applied, and although he

had not expected success, he passed the tests so easily

it was assumed he was a professional draftsman.

Actually, he was himself surprised by his own ability.

By the time he was discharged from the Army in

1919, his wife had become mentally ill. He sold what
remained of his nursery garden and retired to a

woodland retreat, where he devoted himself to his

art. In 192 1 he sent sixteen canvases to the Salon

d'Automne, and Le Corbusier devoted an article to

him in VEsprit Nouveau. After a show at Jeanne
Bucher's, he was asked by Diaghilev to design the

costumes and settings for Apollon Musagete. Difficult

years followed, but in 1937 he participated in the

exhibition Maitres Populaires de la Reality, and the

attention of collectors and museums from all over the

world focused on him. A comprehensive exhibition

of his work was held at the Galerie Charpentier in

1949. Bauchant, whose craftsmanship recalls the days

of the ancient fresco painters, was a delicate colorist

and an inventive dreamer. He died in August 1958
at his house in Montoire, where he had happily spent

his declining years.

BAZAINE, Jean Born in Paris in 1904. Holds a

degree in letters. Studied sculpture and later painting

at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. Won the Prix Blumenthal

in 1938. In 1 94 1 he had a one-man show at Jeanne
Bucher's and arranged the exhibition Vingt Peintres

de Tradition Francaise at Braun's. He exhibited at

the Galerie Louis Carre from 1942 to 1948. In 1950

he executed stained glass windows for the church of

Assy and, in 1951, a large ceramic mural for the front

of the church of Audincourt (Doubs). He participated

in the Biennale of Venice in 1948 and 1952 and in

the important exhibition Sur Quatre Murs at the

Galerie Maeght in 1954. His book. Notes sur la peinture

d'aujourd'hui, was published by Editions Floury in

1948. An abstract painter, Bazaine once wrote: "All

art is abstract or it does not exist." He is represented

in a number of museums, including the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris.

BEAUDIN, Andre Born in Mennecy, in the Ile-de-

France, France, February 3, 1895. In 191 1 he enrolled

in the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs where he worked for

four years. A trip to Italy in 1921 and his meeting

with the Cubist, Juan Gris, had a great influence on

his development as an artist. He began to exhibit at

the Galerie Percier in 1923 and has since shown

regularly at the Galerie Georges Bernheim and the

Galerie Simon in Paris, at the St. George Gallery in

London, and in New York and Buenos Aires. Beaudin

has also illustrated several books, including a French

edition of Virgil's Georgics, and poems by Eluard,

Hugnet, Frenaud, and Francis Ponge. An important

retrospective show of his work was held in Bern in

1955. His paintings reveal Cubist inspiration, but are

"humanized," sensitive, and luminous.

BELLIAS, Richard Born in Paris, November 16,

1 92 1. Enrolled in the Ecole des Arts Appliques and
later studied at independent academies. Has exhibited

at the Salon d'Automne, the Salon des Independants,

the Salon des Tuileries, and has participated in various

group exhibitions in France and abroad. Had a one-

man show at Monique de Groote's in 1951 and
another at the Galerie Cardo in 1956. Won the Prix

de la Jeune Peinture in 1951. Bellias, who considers

his own work "rigorously figurative," has a vividly

colored palette. The Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris

and the museums of Poitiers and Lille have acquired

his paintings.

BELLMER, Hans Born at Katowice, Silesia,

March 13, 1902. In 1924 he abandoned the studies

for which he had enrolled in the Polytechnic School

in Berlin in order to design book covers and do
illustrations. The following year he met Chirico, spent

a short time in Paris, and traveled around Europe,

particularly Italy. He first came in contact with the

Surrealists in Paris in 1934, and later participated in

Surrealist exhibitions in Paris, in Chicago, and in

Japan. He met Tzara and Eluard in 1943 and took

part in the Surrealist exhibition at the Galerie Maeght
in 1947. In addition to his painting, Bellner has

executed a number of engravings and has written

several books.

BENATOV, Leonard Born in Kagisman, Russia,

August 16, i8gg. Attended the Academy of Fine Arts

in Moscow from 191 7 to 1922, when he received a

scholarship which enabled him to settle permanently

in Paris. Had his first one-man exhibition at the

Galerie Montparnasse and later exhibited at Berard's

and Daber's. Has exhibited at the Salon d'Automne
and the Salon des Independants, and has participated

in various group shows, particularly those of the

Ecole de Paris at the Galerie Charpentier. He has also

exhibited in London and Moscow, and in 1931 had
a traveling exhibition in America. Primarily a colorist,

Benatov is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne
and the Petit Palais in Paris, and in the Museum of

Grenoble.

BENN Born in Bielostok, Russia, in 1905. His

father was an architect, his mother came from a

family of actors and musicians. In 1919, when Benn
was fourteen, he saw his first exhibition of painting

and created his first composition. He attended the

studio of Nicolay Wadyas from 1922 to 1924. He
received a scholarship for three years of study in

France in 1927, arrived in Paris the following year,

and has not left France since. His first Paris exhibition

was at the Galerie l'Epoque in 193 1 . He became a

member of the Salon des Independants in 1935, but

has also exhibited at the Salon d'Automne. In addition

to painting, he has also done engravings and litho-

graphs. He is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne
in Paris, in several other French museums, and in the

museum of Jerusalem.
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BERARD, Christian (1902- 1949) Born in Paris

in 1902. Studied at the Academie Ranson, where he

worked with Maurice Denis and Vuillard, and with

Bonnard, who was his principal teacher. While still

very young he formed friendships with many well-

known persons in the world of the arts: Cocteau, Serge

Diaghilev, Jouvet. A gifted artist whose portraits, in

particular, have a stirring power, he never abandoned
painting, but he began to devote a large part of his

time to the theater, doing decors for Jouvet, Jean-
Louis Barrault, the Ballets Russes de Monte Carlo,

and others. He developed a very distinct personal style

which has influenced other artists as well as fashion

design. Berard died suddenly at the Theatre Marigny
in 1949, on the eve of the dress rehearsal of the

Fourberies de Scapin, for which he had designed the

decors.

BERAUD, Alain Born in Montceau-les-Mines,

Saone-et-Loire, France, November 3, 1926. Studied

medicine, intending to be a doctor like his father.

However, when he became ill himself, he gave up the

idea of a medical career and decided to devote him-
self to painting. In 1950 he enrolled in the Ecole

Nationale Superieure des Arts Decoratifs. He has

since exhibited at the Salon d'Automne, the Salon

de Mai, the Salon des Tuileries, the Salon de la Jeune
Peinture, and has participated in the Prix Green-
shields exhibition at the Galerie Charpentier. He has

been awarded the Prix Feneon and, in 1959, the Prix

Friesz. He has also done some important decorative

murals. His work consists primarily of portraits,

landscapes, and still lifes, in which he reveals less

interest in the object than in the atmosphere. He is

represented in French museums and in French and
foreign private collections.

BERCOT, Paul Born in Bouligney, in the Franche
Comte, France, July 12, 1898. A self-taught artist, he

began to paint in 1941. His first exhibition was at the

Galerie Carre in 1946. He has since participated in

the Salon d'Automne, the Salon des Independants,

the Salon des Tuileries, in the Ecole de Paris shows
at the Galerie Charpentier, and in other group shows.

Bercot, whose work is close to abstraction, had a
one-man show at the Galerie de France in 1954 and
was awarded the Prix de la Critique in the same year.

BERLAND, Jacques Born in Pre-Saint-Evroult,

Beauce, France, August 6, 1918, of a family of

farmers. Studied at the Beaux-Arts from 1947 to 1953.

Had his first one-man show at the Maison des Beaux-

Arts in 1950. Was granted a travel scholarship for

Italy in 1951 . From 1953 to 1955 studied at the Casa
Velasquez, where he was strongly impressed by the

Castilian scenery. Later worked at the Maison
Descartes in Amsterdam. For the most part, Berland

paints landscapes in which he expresses the poetry

of the French soil. He has done murals for a hotel in

Bayeux, Normandy, for a Norman church in Benzeville,

and for the Conservatoire de Musique in Paris.

BERNARD, Emile (1868-1941) Born in Lille, in

the north of France. Attended the Cormon studio,

where he met Toulouse-Lautrec. In 1886 he met Van
Gogh and Gauguin, and later worked with the latter

at Pont-Aven. He invented Cloisonnism, which
Gauguin adopted. Later, when Gauguin was consid-

ered the leader of the Ecole de Pont-Aven, Bernard
asserted his priority with respect to Cloisonnism. He

was also a sculptor in wood and a poet, and he founded

the magazine La Renovation Esthitique. He lived in

Italy for a while, then in Egypt for ten years, and

later visited Cezanne in Aix-en-Provence. He defended

and promoted Cezanne, Van Gogh, Gauguin, and
Redon. An artist of great culture, Bernard played an

important part in the history of modern art. His later

work, influenced by the Italian Renaissance, reveals

an unexpected return to traditional classicism.

BERSIER, Jean-Eugene Born in Paris, June 8,

1895. Worked successively with J. L. Laurens, Mau-
rice Denis, and Prinet at the Academie Jullian, later

studied at the French Institute in the Netherlands and
at the Villa Abd-el-Tif in Algeria. He has had one-

man shows at Druet's and Marcel Guiot's and has

participated in the Salon d'Automne, the Salon des

Peintres-Graveurs, and in other important exhibitions.

A figurative painter with a solid craftsmanship and
excellent taste, Bersier has won the Prix Bordin, the

Prix Cottet, and, in 1937, the Gold Medal of the

International Fair in Paris; he is also an excellent

engraver and illustrator. Bersier is a teacher at the

Ecole National des Beaux-Arts. His paintings are in

the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and in various

provincial and foreign museums.

BERTHOLLE, Jean Born in Dijon, France, June
26, 1909. Studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in

Lyons. Arrived in Paris in 1932 and worked on his

own. Had his first exhibition at the Galerie Breteau

and has since exhibited at the Galerie Braunn, the

Galerie de France, Jeanne Bucher's and the Galerie

Roque in Paris. His work has also been shown in

other parts of France and in various foreign countries.

In 1937 Bertholle executed an important mosaic of

the Passion for the Church of the Annunciation at

Lyon-Vaise; in 1939 he helped decorate the French
Pavilion at the New York World's Fair. Artistic

director of the faience works of Gien in Loiret from

1943 to 1956, he has, since 1952, done stained-glass

windows for several churches in France. Bertholle

was influenced at first by the fantastic aspects of

Flemish art, but has turned gradually toward abstrac-

tion. He is represented in the museums of Paris, Lyons,

Dijon, Essen, and Oslo.

BERTHOMME-SAINT-ANDRE, Louis Born in

Barbery, France, February 4, 1905. Arrived in 1922
in Paris, where he enrolled at the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts. Received the Villa Abd-el-Tif scholarship in

1925 and spent two years in Algeria. Had his first

one-man show at Drouant 's ; has since been represented

in all the great salons and in numerous exhibitions

at home and abroad. Berthomme-Saint-Andre has

executed important murals for the Lycee Charle-

magne, the Lycee d'Enghien, and the Centre d'Ap-
prentissage Feminin in Paris. He is represented at the

Musee d'Art Moderne, in various French and foreign

museums, and in many private collections.

BERTINI, Gianni Born in Pisa, Italy, in 1922.

Received his doctorate in mathematics. A figurative

painter at first, he later became one of the most
important abstract painters in Italy as a result of his

experiments in 1947. He established residence in

Paris in 1951. He had a series of one-man shows in

Milan between 1948 and 1951, and later had exhibi-

tions in Venice and Florence, at the Palais des Beaux-
Arts in Brussels in 1951 and in Paris in 1956. He
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ARTOZOUL, RENE
Adolescente

ANDREU, MARIANO
Rythmes desaxes (1936)

BELLIAS, RICHARD

La table de cuisine

BOUSSINGAULT, JEAN-LOUIS

Portrait de Mme X.
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BERgOT, PAUL
La maison dans un pare

BERTHOLLE, JEAN

Paysage metaphysique

BERNARD, EMILE

La recolte du ble
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Bertini

Bertrand, H.

Bertrand, J.

Bezombes

Bierge

Bigorie

Bisiaux

Bissiere

exhibited at the Biennale of Venice in 1951, the Salon

de Mai in 1954, and has participated in a number of

group shows. His book, Prologo per un Arte Attuale,

a theoretical treatise, was published in Venice in 195 1

.

BERTRAND, Huguette Born in 1923 at Ecouen,
Seine-et-Oise, France, she gave her first exhibition in

Prague at the age of twenty-three. She lives in Paris,

and has participated in many group exhibitions, in-

cluding "Les Mains Eblouies," at the Galerie Maeght
in 1949 and 1950; the Salon de Mai in 1952, 1953, and
1956-58; and, since 1957, the Salon des R£alit£s Nou-
velles. She has had one-man shows at the Galerie

Arnaud in 1953 and 1959, and exhibits abroad, partic-

ularly in New York City (at the Meltzer Gallery),

where she had her last show in 1956. In her own
words, her abstract compositions "divide space in re-

creation." The City of Paris and private collectors

own some of her works.

BERTRAND, Jean-Claude Born on July 3 1 , 1 928,

at Saint-Etienne, Loire, France, he went to Paris at

the age of sixteen. For five years he studied at the

Ecole Nationale Supe>ieure des Arts Decoratifs (in

Gromaire's studio). He traveled in Scandinavia and

spent six months at Amsterdam in 1955. He takes part

in various group exhibitions, including the Salon de

laJeune Peinture since 1955 and the Salon d'Automne
and the Ecole de Paris since 1959. He was awarded
the Prix Feneon in 1956 and the Prix Blumenthal in

i960. He is a figurative painter, and he finds his in-

spiration in nature. His work is in several private

collections.

BEZOMBES, Roger Born in Paris, January 17,

1913. Studied fresco painting, and then in 1932
attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts sporadically. He
also received some counsel from Maurice Denis.

Exhibited for the first time at the Salon d'Automne
in 1936, and later at the Salon des Ind^pendants and
the Salon des Tuileries. Had his first one-man show
in Paris in 1938. Influenced bv Oriental art and the

works of Delacroix and Matisse, he developed a great

interest in "exoticism" and wrote the book Exotisme

dans I'art el la perish, which was published by Editions

Elsevivier. He executed decorative works for the H6tel

de Ville in Algiers and for a church in Courneuve,

as well as tapestry cartoons for Aubusson and Gobe-
lins. Bezombes is now a professor at the Academie
Jullian. He is represented in the Musde d'Art Moderne
in Paris and in other French and foreign museums.

BIERGE, Roland Born in Boucau, France, August

26, 1922. Worked as a house painter in his father's

firm. Arrived in Paris in 1945 and entered the scenic

studio of the Comeclie Francaise, meanwhile visiting

galleries and museums and painting on his own. He
had his first one-man exhibition in 1950 and has

participated in the Salon des Ind^pendants, the Salon

d'Automne, the Salon de Mai, and in many group
shows in France and abroad. He was awarded the

Grand Prix de la Ville de Marseilles in 1957. His

work, somewhat stylized but figurative, is in French

museums and in French and foreign private collec-

tions.

BIGORIE, Francois de Born in Paris, February

16, 191 6. Worked in Bouchard's sculpture studio in

1935, but has devoted himself entirely to painting

since 1937. Had a one-man show at the Galerie

Charpentier in 1945 and exhibited drawings in one

of the shows of the Ecole de Paris. A figurative painter,

Bigorie docs some still lifes, but is known especially

for his portraits, which are painted with extreme care

and in a very personal style. He works very slowly and
does not complete more than three or four canvases

a year. His paintings are in various private collections.

BISIAUX, Pierre Born in Valenciennes, France,

February 12, 1924. Attended the Ecole des Beaux-
Arts in Valenciennes and, from 1943 to 1945, the

Ecole des Arts Decoratifs in Paris. Has exhibited at

the Salon de la Jeune Peinture since 1949, as well as

at the Salon d'Automne, the Biennale of Menton, the

Comparaisons and Decouvrir shows in Paris, and in

other group shows in France and abroad. He was
awarded third Prix de la Jeune Peinture in 1957.

Bisiaux's pleasing figure paintings, landscapes, and
still lifes are in French museums and in French and
foreign private collections.

BISSIERE, Roger Born at Villereal, Quercy,

France, September 22, 1888. Attended the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts in Bordeaux. Arrived in Paris in 19 10 and
worked as a journalist until 19 14. Exhibited at the

Salon des Independants with Lhote and Favory in

1920. After meeting Braque, he experimented with

Cubism, which he tried to "humanize," at the same
time publishing studies on modern art in L'Esprit

Nouveau. He refrained from exhibiting between 1925

and 1938, when he was a professor at the Academie
Ranson; in 1939 he gave up painting for five years

and retired to the Lot region when a serious eye disease

threatened his sight. About this time, however, he

developed a new technique, combining scraps of old

materials of various textures to create monumental
compositions. The exhibition of ten of these tapestries

and canvases at the Galerie Drouin in 1947 aroused

a new interest in this almost forgotten artist. When a

successful operation cured his glaucoma, he resumed

work, winning wide recognition for his new form of

expression. An exhibition of his Images sans litres

was staged at Jeanne Bucher's in 1951. He received

the Grand Prix National des Arts, which had never

before been awarded to a painter. Since then Bissiere,

having regained his place among the foremost painters

of our time, has continued to reveal a very personal

concept of abstract art. He is represented in the

Muse> d'Art Moderne in Paris and in various

museums in Europe and America.

BLANCHARD, Maria (1881-1932) Born in San-

tander, in Old Castile, of a Spanish father and a

Franco-Polish mother. Crippled from birth, she worked

in Madrid during her young years and later in Paris,

where she became friendly with Marie Laurencin,

Juan Gris, Lipchitz, and Andre
1

Lhote. Her paintings

did not receive attention until she was almost forty

years old. Although she was close to the Cubists and

her work reveals a certain debt to them in its construc-

tion, it never became abstract. The pictures she painted

from memory disclose her triple ancestry: scenes of

everyday life reveal an iridescent Slavic imagery;

children's faces, inspired by the reminiscences of her

youth, convey the tragedy and grandeur of Spain;

while her severity and restraint—even in voluntary

deformation—are indicative of her French blood. She

participated in a number of exhibitions, particularly

at Paul Rosenberg's, and her paintings were acquired

by private and public collections. Her painful life

came to an end in Paris on April 5, 1932.
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BLONDEL, Emile Born in La Havre, France, in

1893, of a poor family with many children. A farm-

worker and a sailor by turns, he eventually settled

in Paris, where he went to work for the city transpor-

tation service as a bus driver. He included all these

events in a picture called "Ma Vie," an enormous

landscape stretching from the cliffs of Le Havre to

the Church of Pantin, the last stop in his career as a

bus driver. He did not actually devote himself to

painting until after his retirement in 1950, but he

had his first one-man show at the Galerie Cambaceres

that same year. He has since had exhibitions at the

Galerie Conti in 1953 and at the Galerie Cambaceres

in 1955. Blondel also writes poetry which he frequently

inscribes on the reverse of his canvases. He is repre-

sented in the museum in Le Havre, the Musee des

Arts et Traditions Populaires and the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris, and in many private collections in

France and abroad.

BOMBOIS, Camille Born in Venarey-les-Laumes,

Burgundy, France, February 3, 1883. Began working

as a farm laborer at twelve. When he was sixteen, he

started to draw scenes of the rustic life he saw around

him. Later he became a champion wrestler, joined a

traveling circus and used circus life as his subject

matter. After a few years he arrived in Paris on foot

and went to work, first as an unskilled laborer in the

subway workshops, then in a printing office, where he

worked every night for seven years so that he could

paint during the day. In 1922, at the age of forty,

he decided to exhibit his canvases, displaying them

on the ground along the street. They attracted the

attention of a few art lovers, then of a dealer, and

finally of Wilhelm Uhde, the celebrated art critic

who was a friend of Rousseau and of Seraphine de

Senlis. Bombois became famous. A Naive painter,

and an absolutely authentic one, Bombois has devel-

oped a highly individual style of painting ; it has a

strange power which curiously reflects the physical

strength of the man. His landscapes and figures are

found in many private collections and in some of the

important museums of modern art.

BONNARD, Pierre ( 1 867-
1 947) Born in Fontenay-

aux-Roses, in the Ile-de-France, France. Studied at

the Academie Jullian, where he met Vuillard,

Maurice Denis, K. X. Roussel, and S^rusier, with

whom he participated in the Nabis. As a young student

he was influenced by Degas, Renoir, Van Gogh, and

Toulouse-Lautrec, and developed a great interest in

Japanese prints. In 1891 he exhibited for the first time

at the Salon des Independants and in group shows

with the Nabis. Five years later he had his first one-

man show of paintings, posters, and lithographs at

Durand-Ruel's. During this period his lithographs

appeared in the Revue Blanche and L'Escarmouche, as

well as in a portfolio called Quelques Aspects de la Vie

de Paris which Vollard published in 1895. He also

worked on sets, costumes, and posters for the Theatre

de l'CEuvre and the Theatre des Pantins and modeled

marionettes for a play with music by his brother-in-law,

Claude Terrasse. In 1900 Ambroise Vollard com-

missioned him to illustrate with lithographs Parellile-

ment and Daphnis et Chloi. Both are masterpieces of

graphic art. In 1903 Bonnard exhibited in the first

Salon d'Automne and in the Viennese Secession show

and subsequently participated in many important

exhibitions in Europe and America. He also had a

number of one-man shows in Paris, London, New-

York, and other cities. His style, at first decorative

and subdued in color, became much freer and brighter

after 1900. Transposing the universe into colors, he

painted landscapes, still lifes, and nudes transfigured

by a shining light. Revolting against the fashions and
theories of his contemporaries, Bonnard went his

own way. He was an extremely modest man and very

hard on himself, but his work is characterized by a

charming ever-youthful, good-natured cheerfulness

and by an increasing audacity of color harmonies.

In 191 2 he bought a house at Vernnet, in the Seine

Valley, not far from Paris, and subsequently divided

his time between there and the south of France. He
died in 1947 in his house in Le Cannet on the Cote

d'Azur.

BONNEVILLE, Robert Born in Courneuve, on

the outskirts of Paris, January 20, 1931. Studied

engraving at the Ecole Boulle from 1945 to 1948, later

enrolled at the Beaux-Arts as an independent student.

Has devoted himself entirely to painting since 1956.

Bonneville has participated in the Salon d'Automne
and in the exhibitions of the Ecole de Paris at the

Galerie Charpentier. Although originally strongly

influenced by Modigliani and at first primarily inter-

ested in drawing, he is now concentrating more fully

on color.

BORES, Francisco Born in Madrid in 1898, the

son of the governor of the Philippine Islands. He
studied art in a private academy and discovered the

Spanish masters for himself at the Prado. After World
War I he participated in the avant-garde Ultraist

movement, and exhibited for the first time at the

Salon of Iberian Artists in Madrid in 1923. Shortly

afterward he went to Paris, where he met Juan Gris,

Miro, and Picabia, and where his entire career as a

painter was to develop. He was greatly encouraged

by Matisse. His first Paris exhibition at the Galerie

Percier in 1927 disclosed his desire to avoid the static

concept of the Cubists and to achieve movement in his

paintings. Later, under the influence ofrock paintings,

he developed a style, neither realistic nor abstract, in

which he expresses himself in characteristic symbols

against a background of delicate colors. Bores has had

many exhibitions in Paris at the Leonce Rosenberg,

Vavin-Raspail, Renou et Colle, de France, Pierre,

Kahnveiler andLouis Carre' galleries. He is represented

in many museums and private galleries.

BOTT, Francis Born in Frankfurt-am-Main, Ger-

many, March 8, 1904. A journalist and writer, he left

his country in 1933 to live in Austria and later in

Czechoslovakia. While in Prague in 1936 he took

Kokoschka's advice and began to paint. The following

year he went to Yugoslavia, where he painted analytic

portraits, and later in the same year went to Paris,

where he settled permanently and established his first

contacts with the Surrealists. He exhibited at the

Salon des Tuileries in 1939. While the world of art

was disrupted during the war, he sought a form of

expression between Surrealism and abstraction. Since

1945 he has had many one-man shows in France and

abroad, and has participated in the Salon des Sur-

independants, the Salon des Reality Nouvelles, and

the Salon de Mai. He has also done illustrations and

decors for the theater. He is represented in the Musee

d'Art Moderne in Paris and in the Museum of Modern
Art in Basle.

BOUCHE, Georges (1879-1941) Born in Lyons.

Began to paint at the age of fourteen. Arrived in Paris

in 1899 to study architecture, but devoted most of

his time to painting. Resumed his studies after his

return from World War I. Exhibited at Blot's and

Georges Bernheim's, participated in the Salon des

Independants, the Salon d'Automne, the Salon des

Tuileries, and in numerous group shows in France and

abroad. His canvases, painted with great control and

with a full brush, give an impression of calmness and

power. His last exhibition at Katia Granoff's in

1939 was particularly successful. He is represented in

the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and in many
private collections.
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BOUCHENE, Dimitri Born in Saint Tropez,

France, in 1898. His parents were Russian, although

his father was of French origin. While still very young,

he went to Russia and enrolled in the School for the

Advancement of Fine Art in St. Petersburg. After

traveling around for a time, he arrived in Paris in

1912, where he attended the Academie Ranson and
was encouraged by Maurice Denis and Se>usier. He
established permanent residence in Paris in 1925 and
had his first exhibition at the Galerie Druet in 1928.

He has since exhibited in London, Brussels, Antwerp,

and in the United States. A painter of traditionalist

tendencies, Bouchene has painted murals and designed

scenery and costumes for the theater, particularly foi

Louis Jouvet, La Scala in Milan, and the Ballets de
Monte-Carlo. He is represented in several French and
foreign museums and in a number of private collec-

tions.

BOUNEAU, Emile Born in Avignon, Provence,

France, February 7, 1902. Attended the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts there before enrolling in the Ecole des

Arts D^coratifs in Paris in 1920. Has exhibited at the

Druet, Jeanne Castel, Charpentier and Durand-Ruel
galleries. Received the Prix Florence Blumenthal in

1928 and the Prix de la Villa Abd-el-Tif in 1932.

A figurative painter, also known for his graphic art,

Bouneau's work is highly stylized and sensitive. He is

represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne and the

Musee de la Ville de Paris, in the museums of Algiers

and Oran, and in numerous private collections in

Europe and America.

BOURDIL, Andre Born in Pau, France, June 1 1,

191 r. Was an art critic for a time, then studied at the

Ecole Nationale des Arts Decoratifs in 1933 and 1934.
A serious illness interrupted his studies until 1 941,
when he became a resident-student at the Casa
Velasquez. Awarded the Prix Abd-el-Tif, he went to

Algiers in 1943. In 1946, when he was again stricken

by illness that forced him to refrain from activity of
any kind, he went to live in Manosque with the writer

Jean Giono. In 1950 and 1951 he taught drawing at

the Lycee J. B. Say and the Lyc^e Montaigne in

Paris, and in 1958 founded the Academie de Peinture

Moderne in Marseilles. He has participated in various

exhibitions, including those of the Ecole de Paris at

the Galerie Charpentier, and has published a number
of studies on painting. An abstract painter, his work
reveals great imagination and a strong sense of color

harmony. He is represented in the Musee d'Art
Moderne in Paris.

BOUSSARD, Jacques Born in Blois, Touraine,
France, February 3, 1915. Studied painting at

various academies in Paris. Had his first exhibition

at the Galerie Blot in 1935 and another at the Galerie
Kaganovitch in 1936. Has participated in the Salon
d'Automne, the Salon des Tuileries, in exhibitions of
the Ecole de Paris at the Galerie Charpentier and in

numerous group shows in France and abroad. Bous-
sard's highly stylized paintings preserve natural forms
but show an abstract tendency. He is represented in

the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris.

BOUSSINGAULT, Jean-Louis (1883- 1943) Born
in Paris, a grandson of the famous chemist of the

same name. He studied at the Academie Jullian where
he became friendly with Dunoyer de Segonzac and
L. A. Moreau. Exhibited at the Salon des Indepen-
dants for the first time in 1909. Later participated in

the Salon d'Automne and exhibited regularly at the

Galerie Marseille. Familiar with fashionable bars and
race tracks, he chronicled Parisian life after World
War I in his paintings and his witty contributions to

the satirical review Le Temoin. He also painted delicate

still lifes and flower pictures, illustrated books by
Baudelaire, Leon-Paul Fargue, and others with

engravings and lithographs, painted a large mural
for the Palais de Chaillot in 1937, and did some
decorations for Paul Poiret, the famous fashion

designer. He is represented in several museums and
private collections.

BRAQUE, Georges Born in Argenteuil, in the

Ile-de-France, France, May 13, 1882. In 1890 his

parents moved to Le Havre where his father, a house-

painting contractor and Sunday painter, gave him
his first lessons. He studied at the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts in Le Havre, and later in Bonnat's Studio at the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris and at the Academie
Humbert. He exhibited six canvases done in the Fauve
manner at the Salon des Ind^pendants in 1906, and
the following year Kahnweiler became his dealer. It

was about this time that Braque met Picasso and saw
his painting, "Les Demoiselles d 'Avignon,"which had
just been finished. In 1908 the term Cubist was used

in scorn to describe several of Braque's paintings

rejected by the Salon d'Automne and later exhibited

at Kahnweiler's. Within a short time Cubism was a

recognized movement revolving around Braque and
Picasso. About 19 12 Braque began experimenting

with collage, creating compositions by pasting scraps

of actual objects on board or canvas and surrounding

them with painted areas. When he returned from
World War I, in which he served with distinction and
was wounded, his style had changed. For a while,

beginning in 1919, he painted in great flat strokes,

then in 1922, he went into his so-called "neo-classic"

period, followed from 1931 to 1939, by a period in

which he produced his most mature work. During
this time he also did sculpture and colored plaster

reliefs. Since 1940 he has shown a tendency to use

more naturalistic elements in his paintings. The Saloti

d'Automne devoted a whole gallery to Braque's work
in 1943, and in 1948 he was awarded the Grand Prize

of the Venice Biennale. With Matisse, Rouault, L^ger,

and others, he contributed to the decoration of the

church in Assy in 1950. That same year he did the

ceiling of the Etruscan Hall of the Louvre. A product
himself of Impressionism and Fauvism, Braque has

introduced a new plastic language with its roots in

the ancient tradition of French painting. He has said,

"I am no revolutionary," but his development since

1908 has been characterized by the audacity of an
innovator and the increasing sureness of a master.

In his most recent work—large paintings of interiors

—

the objects are suggested rather than clearly defined,

and there is an atmosphere and sensitivity that

precludes the coldness for which Cubist art has been

criticized. Braque has a typically French way of

balancing the elements of emotion and reason in his

work. Considered one of the greatest of contemporary
painters, he is represented in museums and private

collections throughout the world.

BRASILIER, Andre Born in Saumur, Anjou, France,
October 29, 1929. Enrolled in the Ecole des Beaux-
Arts, where he worked in Brianchon's studio for four

years. His first one-man show in 1952 at the Galerie

Saint-Placide was followed by others there and at

Weil's. He has participated in the Salon d'Automne,
the Salon de la Jeune Peinture, and in the exhibitions

of the Ecole de Paris, and has also exhibited in Geneva
and Mexico. Received the Prix Blumenthal in 1952
and the Grand Prix de Rome in 1953. Brasilier, who
paints figure subjects primarily, is represented in the

museums of Poitiers and Oran.
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BRAYER, Yves Born in Versailles, November 18,

1907. Studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, where he

received the Grand Prix de Rome in 1930. Has partic-

ipated in the Salon d'Automne and the Salon des

Independants since 1927. Had his first Paris exhibition

in 1933, followed by numerous others both in Paris

and in the provinces. He has also exhibited in London,

New York and Geneva. Since 1939 when he did the

scenery and costumes for the Joan de £arissa ballet at

the Paris Opera, Brayer has designed L'Amour Sorcier

and Mithridale for the Com&iie Francaise and La Vie

breve for the Amsterdam Opera. He has illustrated

Le Soulier de satin by Claudel and Malatesta by Monther-
lant, among other works. His paintings, primarily

landscapes, won for him the Grand Prix de la Ville

de Paris in 1 954. Many French and foreign museums
have acquired his works.

BRIANCHON, Maurice Born in Fresnaye-sur-

Sarthe, France, July II, 1899. Says of himself, "I

was only five years old when I decided to become a

painter." Studied briefly at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts

in Bordeaux, then, in 19 17, enrolled in the Ecole

des Arts Decoratifs in Paris. Studied Velasquez,

Watteau, and Poussin at the Louvre and was influenced

at first by Manet and Bonnard. Submitted work to

the Salon d'Automne in 1920 and has since partici-

pated in many important exhibitions. Has also had a

number of one-man shows. Received the Prix Blu-

menthal in 1924, the Carnegie Prize in 1939. Exe-

cuted a decorative panel for the Conservatoire Na-

tional de Musique in 1941, murals for the Lycee

Janson-de-Sailly and the Palais de Chaillot, tapestry

cartoons for Aubusson and Gobelins. He has done

a great deal of stage design and illustrated Andr6

Gide's Thidtre complet. Brianchon chiefly paints wo-

men, but his landscapes and other compositions

also show the great refinement which makes him

known as a master of the group called Peintres de la

Reality Poehque. He is represented in the Mus£e dArt
Moderne in Paris and in important museums abroad.

BRO, Rene Born in Paris on November 21, 1930.

Of Poitevin origin, he studied until the age of sixteen

and then enrolled in various art schools (including the

Ecole Boulle) and studied drawing at evening classes.

He studied architecture at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts

and then, at nineteen, undertook a walking tour of

Italy, where he studied the Quattrocento. He has

lived in Paris since 1950, although he spends long

periods in the country, particularly at Le Pin au

Haras. He exhibits in Paris galleries, particularly the

Galerie Iris Clert, and was selected byjacques Lassaigne

to take part in the 1959 Ecole de Paris. Numerous
American collectors own his works.

BRUSSET, Jean-Paul Born in Pont-du-Gard,

Languedoc, France, June 23, 19 14. Arrived in Paris

in 1929 and attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and

independent academies. Submitted his first canvas to

the Salon dAutomne at the age of nineteen. Has
participated in the Salon des Tuileries and has had

several one-man shows at the Maeght, Marcel Bern-

heim, and Vendome galleries in Paris. From 1946 to

1954 he lived in the United States, where he exhibited

his paintings, primarily of Parisian scenes, in New
York, New Orleans, San Francisco, and Montreal.

Since his return to Paris in 1954, he has illustrated

several albums, executed decorations for the Casino

of Cannes, and worked with Jean Cocteau in decorat-

ing the Chapel of Saint-Pierre at Villefranche-sur-

Mer. The French Government and several American

museums have acquired his paintings.

BUFFET, Bernard Born in Paris, July 10, 1928.

Attended evening classes of the City of Paris in 1943
and later studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts for one

year. Had his first one-man show in a bookstore on the

Rue des Ecoles in 1947. Has exhibited at the Salon

des Independants and the Salon d'Automne. Was
awarded the Prix de la Critique in 1948. He has had
several important one-man shows in Paris, at the

Drouant-David and the David et Gamier galleries,

where the following paintings received particular

acclaim: "La Passion" (1952), "Horreurde la Guerre"

(1954), "Le Cirque" (1956), "Paysages de Paris"

(1957) and "Jeanne d'Arc" (1958). In 1 958 the Galerie

Charpentier staged a retrospective show called Cent

Tableaux of the paintings which had brought Buffet

such outstanding success in the brief period since the

end of World War II. He has also designed decors

for two ballets—one of them Rendez-vous Manque' by

Francoise Sagan in 1958—and has illustrated several

books, including Jean Cocteau's La Voix humaine and

La Passion. He is represented in the Mus6e d'Art

Moderne and the Petit Palais in Paris, in the museums
of Grenoble and Lille, and in many foreign museums
and private collections.

CADORET, Michel Born in Paris on September 7,

1 9 1 2, he entered the Ecole des Beaux-Arts at the age of

seventeen, and attended the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs

(1929-32). In 1933 he made several voyages to

Egypt, South America, and the West Indies. He fol-

lowed this with many exhibitions in France, the

United States, Austria, and Germany. He painted

murals in Mexico (1950-53), and in New York (1959),

and drew up a series of tapestry designs at such cities

as Caracas and Dallas. He also participates in group

shows abroad and in France, where he exhibited in

the 1959 Ecole de Paris.

CAHN, Marcelle Born March 1, 1895, in Stras-

bourg, she began painting at a municipal academy,

and associated with "Der Sturm" painters during the

First World War. She went to Paris in 19 19, where she

still lives. She was influenced by Vuillard, Leger, and
Ozenfant, and, in 1922, she met Munch at Munich.

She participated in the "Art d'Aujourd'hui" exhibi-

tion for the first time in 1926; it was an international

event grouping Surrealist, Cubist, and abstract

paintings. She became a member of the "Cercle et

Carr6" in 1930 and was friendly with Mondrian and

Arp. Has given many one-man shows, and is an active

participant in group events both abroad and in

France, particularly in the Salon des Independants

and the Salon des R^alites Nouvelles, and joined the

Groupe Espace in 1955 and the Ecole de Paris in 1959.

Her monochrome compositions, with their linear geom-

etry, lend themselves to a sober art and place her

among the most rigorous of abstract painters.

CAILLAUD, Aristide Born in the Vendee district,

France, January 28, 1902. Inactivity as a prisoner-of-

war during World War II led him to the discovery

of his artistic vocation. He did his first drawings and

tapestry cartoons to decorate the camp chapel. Since

the end of the war he has participated in many group

shows, including the exhibition L'Art Brut organized

by Dubuffet in 1949, Cent Tableaux d'Art Religieux

at the Galerie Charpentier, and the Salon de l'Art

Sacr£ in 1954. He had his first one-man show in

Paris in 1950, another in Rouen in 1955. He has

executed a tapestry cartoon, "Le Village," for Gobe-

lins, and has illustrated several books. Classified as a

Naive painter because of the quaint freshness of his

figures and rural scenes, Caillaud has said, "I prefer

the poetic concepts of a simple picture painter to the

plastic pretensions of some of the bemedaled young
artists." His paintings are in several private collections.
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CAILLARD, Christian Born at Clichy, on the

outskirts of Paris, July 26, 1899. Attended independent

academies and studied at the Louvre. In 1923 he met
Loutreuil, who influenced his development as an

artist. In 1926 he took a trip to Morocco, a country

which he has revisited frequently. Between 1929 and

1932 he traveled around the world, stopping for long

periods at Bali, Bora-Bora, and Martinique. Upon
his return he exhibited at the Portique and Bernier

galleries, where he was considered one of the group

called Peintres de la Realite Poetique. He won the

Prix Blumenthal in 1934, the Prix de l'Afrique du
Nord in 1936. He has done decorative murals for the

Palais de la Decouverte, for the little foyer of the

Theatre de l'Odeon, and for the conference room of

the Musee Guimet. Caillard is in love with light,

which he considers of prime importance. A painter

of great distinction and sensitivity, he is represented

in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris, in several

French provincial museums, and abroad.

CALMETTE, Jean-Marie Born in Wissous, on the

outskirts of Paris, April 14, 1918. Studied at the Ecole

des Arts Decoratifs and the Ecole des Beaux-Arts.

Helped to form the group called L'Echelle, with

which he exhibited in 1943. Had his first one-man
show at Garnier's in 1951. Exhibited in various group
shows in Italy, Canada and the United States.

Received the second Prix Drouant-David in 1947,
the Hallmark Prize in 1949, the Prix Othon Friesz

in 1954 and the Prix du Dome in 1955. His still Iifes,

restrained in coloring but violent in expression , have
been aquired by the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris

and several museums and private collections abroad.

CAMOIN, Charles Born in Marseilles, September
23, 1879. He exhibited at the Salon des Independants
in 1903 and later at the Salon d'Automne, especially

at the famous exhibition in 1905 which marked the

birth of Fauvism. However, his contact with Cezanne
in Aix-en-Provence and his enthusiasm for the works
of Renoir, whom he met during World War I, and
of Bonnard, were stronger influences on his work.
Camoin has a natural taste for clear and candid
colors and a predilection for nudes, intimate scenes,

and Mediterranean landscapes. He has exhibited at

the Druet, Bernheim, Andre Maurice and Charpen-
tier galleries, and has published an album of prints.

In 1955 he was awarded the Prix du President de la

Republique at the Biennale of Menton. He is repre-

sented in the Musee d'Art Moderne and the Petit

Palais in Paris, in many provincial museums, and
abroad.

CAMPIGLI, Massimo Born in Florence, Italy,

July 4, 1895. Was sent to Paris as correspondent for

an Italian newspaper in 1909. Began painting on his

own, visiting the Louvre regularly while working as

a journalist at night. He was influenced at first by
the discipline of Cubism, but his discovery in 1928
of the archaic art forms in the Etruscan Museum in

Rome had a marked impact on his painting. An
exhibition of his paintings at Jeanne Bucher's in 1929
was followed by many others in Paris, Milan, New
York, Venice, London, and Holland. In 1948 the
Biennale of Venice devoted a whole gallery to his

work. Campigli's very distinctive personal style,

characterized by his "amphora-shaped" women, has
a quality of poetic magic which the writer Jean
Paulhan has described in an important study. Cam-
pigli's work has been acquired by leading museums
of modern art throughout the world.

CAPRON, Jean-Pierre Born in Cannes, France,
August 4, 1 92 1. Studied architecture in Lausanne,
Switzerland, then moved to Paris in 1945. Enrolled
at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts where he formed a
friendship with Buffet. Exhibited for the first time

at the Salon d'Automne in 1949 and has since par-

ticipated in several important salons and in group
shows in France and abroad. He has also had several

one-man shows. Received the Prix Conti-Carriere in

1951. His paintings, once restricted to ochre tones,

recently have become more vivid and show a tendency

toward a non-figurative style. He is represented in

the Musee d'Art Moderne, the Musee de la Ville de
Paris and the Musee de Poitiers.

CARDINALI, Franco Born in Rapallo, Italy,

February 28, 1926. Studied at the school of drawing
in Rapallo while a student at the naval academy.
When he was nineteen, he went to Milan, where he
worked on his own. Visited Paris for the first time

in 1950, then returned to Milan to exhibit. Moved to

Vallauris later in the same year and settled in Paris

in 1954. In 1955, sponsored by Cocteau and Picasso,

he exhibited at the Galerie Guenegaud with the

artists of the Cit£ Vercingetorix ; he has participated

in the Ecole de Paris shows at the Galerie Charpentier

and has had one-man shows in Saint-Paul de Vence,
Abidjan, and Dakar. He is represented in many pri-

vate collections in France, Italy, Germany, and the

United States.

CARO-VBEILLARD, Anita de Born in New York,
October 19, 1909. Worked with Hans Hofman at the

Art Students' League in New York for one year. Left

for Zurich in 1933, where she studied with Haas-Heye
for three years. Her meeting with Paul Klee in 1935
had an important influence on her work. Moved to

Paris in 1937 and worked at Atelier 17 with Stanley

Hayter. Married Roger Vieillard in 1939. Had her
first one-man show at the Galerie des Quatre Chemins
in 1937, others at the Hanover Gallery in London,
Grace Borgenicht's in New York, Jeanne Bucher's
and Adrien Maeght's in Paris. She has illustrated

L'Histoire des bites by Maurice Toesca. A non-figurative

painter, she aims at an original expression of space.

CARRA, Carlo Born in Quargnento, near Ales-

sandria, Italy, February 11, 1881. He began to work
as an interior decorator in Valenza Po in 1895 and
later in Milan, where he studied painting. He went
to Paris for the first time in 1900, where he discovered

French painting while working at the pavilions of the

World's Fair. In 1906 he enrolled in the Academy
ofFine Arts in Milan. In 1909 he, with Balla, Boccioni,

Russolo, and Severini signed the Futurist Manifesto.

He participated in that movement until 191 1. Carra
later settled in Paris, where he became friendly with
Apollinaire, Max Jacob, Vlaminck, Picasso, and the

Cubist painters. In 191 6 he met Chirico and was so

impressed with his Metaphysical paintings that he
began to experiment in the same direction. The year

191 7 was a particularly productive one for him, and
his Metaphysical painting met with marked success

from 191 7 to 1 92 1. In later years he has developed a

more naturalistic style. In 1950 he was awarded the

Grand Prize of the Venice Biennale. Carra is also a

sensitive art critic.

CARRADE, Michel Born in Tarbes, France, in

1923. Studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Toulouse
in 1942 and 1943. Had his first one-man show at

the Galerie Arnaud in 1952; he has since had others
both in France and abroad. He has also participated

in the Salon de Mai and in the shows of the Realites

Nouvelles, Comparaison, and Divergences groups.

He is a non-figurative painter.

CARRON, Pierre Born in Fecamp, Normandy,
France, December 16, 1932. Enrolled in the Ecole
des Arts Decoratifs in 1952 and later in the Ecole
des Beaux-Arts, where he is now studying under
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Raymond Legueult. Has participated in the Salon

des Jeunes Peintres, the Salon d'Automne, the Salon

des Tuileries, and in several group shows including

those of the Ecole de Paris and such exhibitions as

Les Maitres et leurs Eleves and Un Siecle d'Art et de

Chemin de Fer. He won the Prix de la Critique in

1957. A highly stylized figurative painter, Carron is

represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and

the Musee de Rodez.

CARZOU, Jean Born in Paris, January 1, 1907.

Studied at the Ecole Speciale d'Architecture and

attended independent academies in Montmartre.

Since his first one-man show in 1939, he has partici-

pated regularly in the great _ salons, and has been

awarded the Grand Prix de l'lle-de-France. He ex-

hibited in Switzerland in 1951 and won the Hall-

mark Prize in both 1949 and 195 1. In 1953 he had

a large-scale exhibition on the theme Venice at the

Galerie Drouant-David. At the exhibition of the

Peintres Temoins de leur Temps, his painting "La

Promenade des Amants" was the most popular with

the visitors. Carzou did the decors for Rameau's

opera Les Indes Galantes in 1952; for Le Loup, a ballet

by Roland Petit, in 1953; for the Paris opera's Giselle,

and for the Comedie Francaise's production of Athalie

in 1954. He has also executed decorations for a

Messageries Maritimes liner and a tapestry cartoon,

"L'Invitation au Voyage," for Gobelins. He is re-

presented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and

in other French and foreign museums.

CASTRO, Sergio de Born in Buenos Aires, Argen-

tina, September 15, 1922, of an ancient Spanish

family. Since his father was in the diplomatic service,

he lived in several different countries as a child. He
studied music in Switzerland, then moved to Monte-

video, where he worked toward a degree in architec-

ture. He began to paint in 1939, his only teacher

being J. Torres Garcia. Since establishing residence

in Paris in 1949, he has had one-man shows at the

Jeanne Castel, Pierre, and Rive Gauche galleries, and

has participated in the Ecole de Paris shows at the

Galerie Charpentier. He has also had three exhibitions

in Buenos Aires, a show in London at the Matthiesen

Gallery, and has participated in the Biennale of Turin,

the International Exhibition in Tokyo, and an exhi-

bition called Peintres d'Allemagne et de France in

Lucerne. In addition to his painting, he has designed

windows for the Benedictine Monastery of Saint-

Sacrement in Couvrechef, Caen.

CATHELIN, Bernard Born in Paris, May 20,

19 1
9. Studied in Brianchon's studio at the Ecole des

Arts Decoratifs. Has participated in the Salon

d'Automne, the Salon des Tuileries, the Salon de la

Jeune Peinture, and in group shows of the Charpentier

and Montmorency galleries. Has had two one-man

shows at the Galerie Saint-Placide. Received the Prix

Blumenthal in 1950, the Emily Lowe Prize in 1953 and

the Prix Othon Friesz in 1958. A figurative painter,

he interprets nature with great vigor.

CAVAILLES, Jules Born in Carmaux, France,

June 20, 1 90 1. Arrived in Paris in 1921, and attended

the Academie Jullian for two years. Participated in

the exhibitions of the Artistes Francais, the Salon des

Independants, the Salon d'Automne, and the Salon

des Tuileries from 1923 on. For many years he and

his wife operated a grocery store in the Vaugirard

district in order to earn a living. Since 1936, when

he won the Prix Blumenthal, he has exhibited fre-

quently in group shows in Paris, Venice, London,

Melbourne, and Helsinki, and in one-man shows at

the Druet and Elysee galleries. He has done decora-

tions for ocean liners, murals for the town hall of

Poissy, and tapestry cartoons. He is a professor at the

Ecole des Arts Decoratifs. A painter who expresses a

poetic feeling for atmosphere through his handling

of color,. Cavailles is represented in the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris, in several provincial museums in

France, and in foreign museums.

CERIA, Edmond Born in Evian, France, 1884.

Attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts of Geneva and

the Academie Jullian in Paris. He participated in the

great salons, has taken part in numerous group exhi-

bitions in foreign countries, and has had many one-

man exhibitions, notably at the Vildrac, Schoeller,

and Bernheim galleries. In 1935 he received the

Carnegie Foundation Prize. He has executed cartoons

for Beauvais tapestries, and illustrated La Gerbe d'or

by Beraud and Les Amours jaunes by Tristan Corbiere.

Ceria's work is light, poetic, spiritual, and sensitive.

He is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in

Paris and in numerous French and foreign museums

and collections.

CHAGALL, Marc Born in Vitebsk, Russia, July 7,

1887. As a youngster he was apprenticed to the town

portrait painter, then went to St. Petersburg to study.

While there he met Leon Bakst, the theatrical designer,

who had returned from Paris with news of modern

art. In 1910 Chagall went to Paris himself and settled

in La Ruche, the warehouse-tenement on the Rue

de Dantzig, where he became friendly with the poets

Blaise Cendrars, Apollinaire, and Max Jacob, and

with the painters La Fresnaye, Delaunay, and

Modigliani. During this period he painted a number

of important pictures in a style that was affected by

the experiments he saw about him but nevertheless

completely different. His work has an imaginative

dream-and-memory quality—unconcerned with the

laws of nature—that was later recognized as a fore-

runner of Surrealism. In 19 14 he had his first one-man

show, arranged by Apollinaire, who also wrote the

introduction for the catalogue, at Der Sturm gallery

in Berlin. This exhibit had a marked effect on the

development of Expressionism in Germany after the

war.

Chagall returned to Russia in 19 14, where he was

married to Bella, whose love is celebrated in so many

of his paintings. He served in a camouflage unit during

the war and, after the Revolution, was for a time

Commissar for the Fine Arts in Vitebsk. In 1919 he

executed murals and designed scenery and costumes

for the Yiddish Theater in Moscow. He returned to

Paris in the early twenties and had his first retro-

spective at the Galerie Barbazange in 1924. At the

suggestion of Vollard he did a series of etchings to

illustrate Gogol's Dead Souls. This was followed by

illustrations for the Fables de La Fontaine, the Arabian

Nights, Les Contes de Bocace, Daphnis et Chloi, and an

edition of the Bible. He had gathered impressions for

the Bible scenes while visiting Palestine and Syria

in 1 93 1.

During the thirties, deeply concerned with the

spread of persecution and the approach of war,

Chagall produced a number of somber, dramatic

paintings on religious themes. His fame was already

world-wide and was continuing to grow. In 1933 a

large-scale exhibition of his work was held at the

Kunsthalle in Basle, and in 1939 he was awarded

first prize at the Carnegie International in Pittsburgh.

In 1 94 1, at the invitation of the Museum of Modern

Art in New York, he came to the United States,

where he lived until 1 946, when he returned to France.

While in America, he designed scenery and costumes

for Stravinsky's Fire Bird and other ballets. Since the

end of World War II, large retrospective exhibitions

of his work have been held in museums in New York,

Chicago, Paris, London, Amsterdam, and other

important cities throughout the world. His autobiog-
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raphy, Ma Vie, first published in 1931, has recently

been reissued. Though hardly classifiable as a painter,

Chagall has always been linked with the painters of
the Ecole de Paris by the spirit of his work.

CHAPELAIN-MIDY, Roger Born in Paris, August
24, 1904. Studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and the

Academie Colarossi. Became a full member of the Sa-
lon d'Automne at twenty-four. He has had one-man
shows at the Drouant, Simonson and Marcel Bern-
heim galleries in Paris, as well as in London and
Copenhagen. Received the Carnegie Prize in 1935,
the Grand Prix de la Ville de Paris in 1955. In 1935
he established his studio in the building celebrated
as the Vauquer boardinghouse in Balzac's Pere Goriot.

When World War II broke out, he was in Guade-
loupe, in the French West Indies, following a tour of
South America. Back in France after the war, he did
his first deror—for Marcel Delannoy's Ginevra—and
subsequently designed scenery and costumes for The
Magic Flute and other productions. He has illustrated

several important books, including the complete works
of Andrd Gide. A painter of classical inspiration,

Chapelain-Midy is represented in many museums in
France and abroad.

CHARCHOUNE, Serge Born in Bougourouslan,
Russia, August 4, 1888. After attending academies
in Moscow, he arrived in Paris in 1912, where he
studied with Fauconnier at the Academie de la

Palette. That same year he submitted for the first

time to the Salon des Independants. His first one-man
show in Paris was at the Galerie Foumet in 1920.
This was followed by one-man exhihits in Berlin in

1922 and 1923. He exhibited in some of the Dadaist
shows and has participated in many group exhibitions
abroad. Since 1947, he has exhibited at the Galerie
Greuze. For a time he lived in Spain, where he
became an admirer of the azulejos (faience tiles),

which, he has said, changed his pictorial concept.
His work, once characterized by an "ornamental
Cubism," is now abstract. He is represented in many
museums in France and abroad.

CHARON, Guy Born in Ecueille, Indre, France,
February 4, 1927. Worked for a notary public, and
later, for five years, for a photographer in Orleans.
During this period he painted landscapes of the Beauce
and Sologne regions and attended evening classes at

the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. In 1951 he went to Paris,

where he participated in the Salon des Independants,
the Salon de la Jeune Peinture, and the Salon de la

Nationale des Beaux-Arts, meanwhile supporting
himself by working as a photographer. Since 1956 he
has devoted himself entirely to painting. In 1957,
after a visit to Greece, he had an exhibition at the
Galerie Stiebel. He has also participated in Ecole de
Paris exhibitions at the Galerie Charpentier and in

the Peintres Temoins de leur Temps show. His bright,

colorful, somewhat stylized, landscapes of Provence,
Spain, and Paris are in French and foreign private
collections.

CHAS-LABORDE (1 886-1 941) Born in Buenos
Aires of French parents. Arrived in Paris while still

quite young. Enrolled first at the Academie Jullian,
later at the Beaux-Arts, and studied sculpture on his

own. He exhibited but rarely and only in the Salon des
Tuileries. His fame rests primarily on his graphic work
—dry-points, etchings, and illustrations formany books,
including the works of Anatole France, Charles-Louis
Philippe, Giraudoux, and Carco, and a remarkable
edition of Erasmus's Eloge de la folie. He was also

known for his contributions to journals of satire and
humor. His drawings—elegant, incisive, and spiri-

tual—express much ofthe spirit of his times, the period

between the two world wars. Revealing documents
of an epoch, they are models of reporting by an artist.

His series of engravings devoted to five of the large

cities of the world—Paris, New York, London, Berlin,

and Moscow—is held in the highest esteem by art

and book lovers. He died in Paris, December 30. 1941

.

CHASTEL, Roger Born in Paris, March 23, 1897.
Attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and the Jullian
and Ranson academies. Has had one-man shows at

the Jeanne Castel, Drouant-David, Maeght and
Galanis galleries. Has participated in the Salon de
Mai and in many group shows in France and abroad.
Won the Grand Prix de Peinture in 1932, and prizes

at the Biennales of Menton and Sao Paulo in 195 1.

He has illustrated books, done tapestry cartoons for

Gobelins, executed murals, including one for the
League of Nations in Geneva, and designed scenery
for the theater. Chastel's work, which is almost non-
figurative, is in many museums in France and abroad.

CHIRICO, Giorgio de Born in Volo, Greece, July
10, 1888, of Italian parents. Studied fine arts at the

Polytechnic School in Athens and decided to devote
himself to painting. Went to Italy in 1905. The next
year, attracted by Boecklin and the German roman-
tics, he visited Munich. Spent some time in Milan
and Turin, where he was impressed by the rigid

architectural forms. Moved to Florence in 1910 and
painted his first characteristic canvases, "Enigma of
the Oracle" and "Enigma of an Autumn Night."
These first Metaphysical paintings suggest an occult

relationship between objects, persons, and architec-

ture. In 191 1 he arrived in Paris, where he exhibited
at the Salon d'Automne and later at the Salon des
Independants, attracting the attention of Picasso and
Apollinaire. The latter, who became his friend, called

him "the most astonishing painter of his time."
Incidentally, Chirico painted a prophetic portrait of
Apollinaire, marking a wound on his forehead at the
exact place where he was one day to be hit by a shell

splinter. The architecture of Ferrara, where he spent
some time in 1915, influenced the development of his

Metaphysical compositions. In 1918, at the L'Epoca
exhibition in Rome, Chirico celebrated a real triumph

;

the following year he became one of the leaders of
the Valori Plastici group. Upon his return to Paris
in 1924 he was welcomed by the Surrealists as one of
their masters. He did scenery for the Ballets Suedois
and the Ballets Monte Carlo during this period and
began to paint a series of themes featuring horses and
gladiators. He also wrote a strange dream novel,
Hebdomeros, which was published in 1929. The next
year Chirico suddenly changed his style completely,
broke with his friends, and disowned all his previous
pictures. One of the most disquieting masters of
contemporary art, Chirico is represented in all the
important museums of modern art.

CIRY, Michel Born in La Baule, France, August
31, 1919. Studied at the Ecole des Arts Appliques in

Paris. He has exhibited as painter and engraver at the
Salon d'Automne, the Salon des Tuileries, and the
Salon des Peintres Graveurs. In 1945 he won the
Prix National. A musician as well, at nineteen he
studied harmonic composition with Nadia Boulanger.
He has since composed six symphonies and a concerto
for piano and orchestra. He performed La Pieta at the
Concerts Lamoureux in 1955. His Stile pour un hews
is played all over the world. Ciry's paintings tend
toward a stylized realism. The French Government
has acquired some of his canvases.
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CLAIRIN, Pierre-Eugene Born in Cambrai,

France, March 14, 1897. Attended Cormon's studio

at the Beaux-Arts in 191 3 and later worked with

Serusier at the Academie Ranson. Participated in the

Salon d'Automne and the Salon des Tuileries, and

since 1921 has had many one-man shows at Berthe

Weil's, Zborowski's, and the Galerie Charpentier.

Received the Grand Prix de l'lle-de-France in 1957.

A member of the Peintres-Graveurs, he has made many
lithographs and colored woodcuts. His illustrations

for Tordet's La Jeune fille verte were shown at the

International Fair in Brussels in 1958. He has done

several murals, including one for the Conservatoire

Musique in Paris. The Mus^e d'Art Moderne in Paris

and other museums in France and abroad have

acquired his paintings.

CLAVE, Antoni Born in Barcelona, Spain, April 5,

19 13. Attended the School of Fine Arts in Barcelona

for six years. Since 1941 he has exhibited frequently

in Paris, where he now lives, and in London, Copen-

hagen, and other cities. He has illustrated de luxe

editions of Merimee's Lettres d'Espagne, Pushkin's La

Dame de Pique, and other books. He has done decors

for theaters in Paris, Munich, London, and New York.

He won a prize for his engravings at the Biennale of

Venice in 1954, a prize at the Biennale of Sao Paulo

in 1957, and has won the Hallmark Prize, the

Bridgestone Prize, and a Unesco prize for engraving.

He is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in

Paris, the Museum of Modern Art in Barcelona, and

several other museums in France and abroad.

CLOT, Rene-Jean Born in the vicinity of Medina,

Algeria, in January, 19 13. Attended the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts in Algiers. Arrived in Paris on an Algerian

Government scholarship, and had his first one-man

show in 1935. A writer as well as an artist, Clot won
a poetry prize in 1937, the same year he received the

Prix Paul Guillaume for painting. One of his novels,

published by N.R.F., later won him the Prix des

Deux-Magots. Having accompanied the Tchad-

Tibesti-Fezzan mission, in 1943 he recaptured the

adventures of General Leclerc's unit in its march

from the Tchad to Gabes in two hundred canvases

that convey the austerity of the African desert. Clot's

paintings, Surrealist in inspiration but without rigid-

ity, are in various museums and private collections.

COCHET, Gerard Born in Avranches, . France, in

1888. Attended the Academie Jullian in 1909 and

exhibited at the Salon des Independants and the Salon

d'Automne after the war. He was granted the Blumen-

thal scholarship for engraving in 1924, was chief of

studio at the Academie Ranson from 1932 to 1935

and is vice-president of the Jeune Gravure Contem-

poraine. He has painted important murals for the

Palais de la Decouverte, has designed scenery and

costumes for the theater, and has illustrated many
books, including the Fables de La Fontaine, Voltaire's

Candide, and Jules Laforgue's Les Moralites Ugendaires.

He is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris

and in other French and foreign museums.

COLIN, Paul Born in Nancy, Lorraine, France,

June 27, 1892. Attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts

in Nancy and later in Paris. Exhibited at the Salon

des Independants in 19 12. Turned to stage design

in 1925 as a painter for the Theatre des Champs-
Elys^es, doing decors for the Revue Negre, Maya, and

plays by Giraudoux. Between 1925 and 1939 he did

almost 1500 posters, many of them for the theater,

and about 700 stage set models for Paris theaters,

including the Ope>a. His posters have been included

in many exhibitions in France and abroad. In 1929
he established a school ofdrawing, painting, and poster

art which has trained 3000 students from 39 countries.

Since 1940 Colin has devoted himself entirely to

painting, exhibiting at the Maison de la Pens^e

Francaise and at the Galerie Drouant.

COMMERE, Jean Born in Paris, April 5, 1920.

Studied briefly at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts but is

mostly self-taught. Began to paint in 1942, and

within a few years had participated in five group

shows in the provinces. Had his first one-man show

at the Galerie Pascaud in 1950, and has since had

others at the Monique de Groote's and in London.

He has participated in the Salon d'Automne, the

Salon des Independants, the Salon des Tuileries, the

Salon de Mai, the Salon de la Jeune Peinture, and in

the exhibitions of the Ecole de Paris at the Galerie

Charpentier. He won the Prix Othon Friesz in 1952.

Commere is an abstract painter with a rather supple

style of expression.

CORAN, Georges Born in Martinique, French

West Indies, March 26, 1928. Studied ceramics at the

Ecole des Arts Appliques in Fort de France. Granted

a scholarship, he went to Paris, where he enrolled in

the Ecole Boulle to study copper engraving. He has

since designed upholstery fabrics and painted fabrics,

enamels, and jewelry. He is now a teacher at the Ecole

des Beaux-Arts in Douai. In 1954 he began to paint

vigorous, evocative figure pieces and still lifes, touched

occasionally with exoticism. Some of his work has

been acquired by private collectors.

CORNEILLE Cornelis Guillaume Van Beverloo,

called Corneille, was born in Liege, Belgium, in 1922.

In 1940 he moved to Amsterdam, where he enrolled

in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. He had his first exhibition

in Groningen, Holland, in 1946. He made contact

with the young French abstract painters while visiting

Paris in 1947, returned to Paris in 1948 to found the

international "Cobra" group with Constant and

Appel, and then established himself in Paris in 1 949,

after having an exhibition at the Galerie Colette

Allendy. He has since had other exhibitions both in

France and abroad, and has participated in the Salon

de Mai and the Salon des R^alites Nouvelles. He
received the Guggenheim Prize for the Netherlands

in 1956. Corneille has made pottery, done illustrations,

and taken extensive trips to Africa and South America.

In most of his recent work he begins by making

circles from which his compositions develop and take

shape.

CORSIA, Gilbert Born in Oran, Algeria, March

23, 191 5. Came to Paris when he was fifteen. To earn

a living he worked at such jobs as barber, groom,

and fruit peddler. A figurative painter, Corsia exhib-

ited in the Salon des Independants for the first time

in 1945, later in the Salon d'Automne and in the

Ecole de Paris exhibition at the Galerie Charpentier.

In 1948 he had a one-man show at Katia Granoff's,

followed by others at the same gallery.

CORTOT, Jean Born in Alexandria, Egypt, of

French parents, February 14, 1925. Worked in the

studio of Othon Friesz in Paris in 1942 and subse-

quently attended academies in Montparnasse. He
joined the Groupe de l'Echelle in 1943 and has

participated in several salons and various group

exhibitions in Paris and abroad. He has had one-man
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ARP, JEAN (HANS)

Horloge (1924)

BOUkDIL, ANDRE
Maternite

CORAN, GEORGES
Masque rituel

CAMPIGLI, MASSIMO

Femmes aux robes multicolores
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CAILLARD, CHRISTIAN

L'arlequine

CAMOIN, CHARLES

La jetee au bateau noir

CARRON, PIERRE

L'Annonciation
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exhibits in Lausanne, Switzerland, and, in 1956, at

the Visconti Gallery in Paris. Cortot has executed
several tapestry designs for the Aubusson workshops,
has painted ballet decors for the Casino d'Enghien
in France, and has done some illustration, notably
a luxury edition of Balzac's La Peau de chagrin. He
received the Prix de la Jeune Peinture in 1948 and
the Prix de l'Union Mediterraneenne pour l'Art

Moderne in 1953. His paintings have been acquired
by the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and by several

private collectors.

COTTAVOZ, Andre Born in St. Marcellin, Isere,

France, July 21, 1922, of a family of Spanish descent.

Although he was attracted to painting as a youngster,

his father was opposed to the idea and put him to

work in a hat factory, where he spent his time doing
portraits of his co-workers. He later enrolled in the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Lyons. After World War II

he spent all his spare time painting while working for

potters in Vallauris. He was awarded a prize at the

Biennale of Menton in 1949, the scholarship of the
Prix National in 1950 and, in 1953, the first Prix

Feneon. He also had his first exhibition at the Galerie
Art Vivant in 1953. He has had several others since,

and has participated in the Salon de Mai, the Salon
des Tuileries, the Salon des Jeunes Peintres and the

Salon d'Automne. His figure paintings and land-

scapes are characterized by density and a large-scale

treatment. He has also done lithographs. He is repre-

sented in French museums and in French and foreign

private collections.

COUBINE, Othon Born in Boskovice, Czechoslo-
vakia, October 22, 1883. Studied at the schools of
fine arts in Prague and Antwerp. Traveled in France
and Italy from 1903 to 1905, then settled in Paris.

Influenced at first by Impressionism, later by Fau-
vism, his experiments led eventually to a very per-

sonal style. He has exhibited in the great salons, has
participated in group shows, and has had a number
of one-man shows. Coubine is known primarily for

his landscapes, particularly those of Upper Provence
where he now lives, and for his engravings. He is

represented in French and foreign museums and in

private collections.

COUTAUD, Lucien Born in Meynes, near Nimes,
France, December 13, 1904. Learned the goldsmith's

trade from his father, which may account for the

attention to minute detail characteristic of his

canvases. Enrolled in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in

Nimes in 1920. Arrived in 1924 in Paris, where he
attended independent academies, the Ecole des Beaux-
Arts, and the Ecole des Arts D^coratifs. Began de-

signing decors for the Theatre de Charles Dullin in

1926. Has had countless one-man shows and has

participated in innumerable group exhibitions in

Paris and abroad. The extent of his work is in itself

remarkable: 1500 paintings and gouaches, 100 etchings

and lithographs, 80 tapestry cartoons, and stage

designs and costumes for 15 theatrical productions.

A meticulous realist, Coutaud creates an imaginary
and very poetic universe. He is represented in the

Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and in many other

museums in France and abroad, as well as in private

collections.

COUTY, Jean Born in Saint-Rambert-l'Ile-Barbe,

on the outskirts of Lyons, France, March 12, 1907.
Studied architecture in Lyons for eight years, then

attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. Has been
exhibiting regularly since his first Paris show at the

Galerie Granoff in 1945. He has done some decorative

work for private societies and theaters. He shared the

Prix de la Critique with Le Moal in 1950 and a prize of

the Biennale of Menton with Deyrolle. A figurative

painter who works with a full brush in a boldly

stylized manner, Couty is represented in the Musee
d'Art Moderne in Paris, in the Picture Gallery of the

National Museum in Athens and in other foreign

museums, as well as in many American collections.

CROSS, Henri-Edmond (1856-igio) Born in

Douai, in northern France. His name was actually

Delacroix. He was one of the founders of the Salon

des Independants, where he met Seurat and Signac.

Adopting Seurat's theories on the laws of optics,

simultaneous contrast, and the use of pure colors,

Cross—who was himself gifted with a marked color

sense—developed a Pointillist technique of very vivid

color, which sometimes bordered on the abstract.

"Because of my particular temperament," he once
said, "my sensations call for grammar, rhetoric, and
logic." His vigorous audacity and his skillful use of

contrasting colors influenced Matisse when he came
to work with Cross and Signac in the south of France
in 1904.

CROTTI, Jean (1878- 1958) Born in Bulle, in the

Canton ofFribourg, Switzerland. Studied at the School
of Decorative Art in Munich. Arrived in Paris in 1901,

where he attended the Academie Jullian. Exhibited at

the Salon des Independants and at the Salon d'Au-
tomne in 1907. Came under Cubist influence for a
time. Exhibited his Dada paintings in the United
States in 1916, had his first French Dada exhibition

at the foyer of the Theatre des Champs-Elyse>s in

1 92 1 . This was followed by many other exhibitions in

France and abroad. He became a French citizen in

1927. Married to the sister of Jacques Villon, Marcel
Duchamp and Raymond Duchamp-Villon, Crotti

pursued his course with remarkable independence all

his life.

DALI, Salvador Born in Figueras, Catalonia,

Spain, in 1904. Studied drawing with Nunez, and
later studied at the School of Fine Arts in Madrid
under Moreno Carbonero, a painter of historical

subjects. Possessed by an insatiable desire for scientific

and philosophic knowledge, he became an ardent
admirer of Freud, acquired a highly classical painting

technique, and followed the work of the Cubists,

Futurists, and Metaphysical painters with eager
interest. He had his first one-man show in Barcelona
in 1925 and exhibited in Madrid the following year.

After a brief period of Cubist influence, he found his

own distinctive style. He then went to Paris to meet
Picasso and to establish contact with the Surrealists.

In 1928 he provoked a scandal in Barcelona when he
published the Groc Manifesto. About the same time,

he married Gala, former wife of the poet Eluard,

became a close friend of the poet Andre Breton, and
defined his way of painting as "paranoiac critical

activity." Now a Surrealist painter, he exhibited at

the Goemans Gallery in Barcelona and enjoyed a
real triumph. His work of this period expresses the

subconscious by traditional plastic means. Simple
identifiable objects are painted with almost photo-
graphic precision, but so combined or distorted as to

have new meaning. In 1937, influenced by the Italian

Renaissance, Dali changed his style, whereupon the

Surrealists, in anger, severed connections with him.
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In 1940 he came to the United States, where he has

had spectacular success, attributable at least in part to

his eccentric, newsworthy personality. In recent years

he has painted a number of religious themes in which

he calls an "atomic" style. He has also found renewed

inspiration in the much-loved scenery of his childhood

days in Spain. The books he has written, The Secret

Life of Salvador Dali and Fifty Secrets of Magic Art are,

for the most part, personal revelations. He also did

fifteen color lithographs for a special luxury edition

of Don Quichotte (Editions Foret). Dali is represented

in all the great museums of modern art and in many
private collections.

DARAGNES, Jean-Gabriel (1 886-1 950) Born in

Guetary, in the Basque region, France. Studied in

Paris. Became known as a landscape painter and
exhibited at the Salon de la Nationale des Beaux-

Arts and at the Salon d'Automne. However, he is

best known for his drawings and book illustrations.

By introducing a new style, he contributed to the

rebirth of the illustrated book after World War I.

He studied typographic techniques and became an

editor in order to be able to present his own work

without hindrance, and all his books show the mark
oforiginality. Daragnes's illustrated editions ofBaude-

laire's Les Pieces condamnies, Goethe's Faust, and
Giraudoux's Suzanne et le Pacifique, among others, are

much sought after by those who love fine books.

DARDEL, Nils ( 1888-1943) The descendant of an

old Swiss family whose grandfather, a water colorist,

had acquired Swedish citizenship. Dardel studied in

Stockholm, then went to Paris in rgio, where he

developed his concepts on art. Very fond of traveling,

he made a trip to Japan in 191 7. He also visited Italy

and North Africa. From 1920 to 1930 he tended

toward Naturalism and became famous as a portrait

painter. In 1939 he established residence in New
York, and devoted himself to exotic studies—fre-

quently marked by strange cruelty—of the Indians of

Mexico and Guatemala. His complex art, fascinating

and macabre, presents a peculiar psychological enigma.

Dardel died in New York in 1943.

DAT, Simone Born in Paris, July 19, 1927. At-

tended the Academie Jullian and the Academie de

la Grande Chaumiere. She began to paint in 1949,

the year ofher marriage to Rebeyrolle, who influenced

her early work as a painter. She has since participated

in various Paris salons and in group shows, both in

France and abroad. The Prix Fernand Leger was

awarded to her in 1953. A figurative painter, Simone

Dat paints scenes of everyday life and landscapes of

the Limousin area.

DAUCHOT, Gabriel Born in Gargan-Livry, near

Paris, May 10, 1926. Enrolled in the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts in 1942 and subsequently worked with Yves

Brayer for one year. Was admitted to the Salon

d'Automne in 1944, when only eighteen years old.

Has since participated in various salons and in the

Ecole de Paris shows. Had his first one-man show at

the Galerie Granoff in 1945, another at the Galerie

Cardo in 1947. Received the Prix de la Society des

Amateurs et Collectionneurs in 1951. In 1953 Edward
G. Robinson sponsored a Dauchot exhibition at the

Hatfield Gallery in Los Angeles. In his paintings

Dauchot creates a kind of "social fairyland" in a

spirited personal style. He is represented in the

Mus^e d'Art Moderne in Paris and in several private

collections.

DAVID, Hermine Born in Paris, April 19, 1886.

Enrolled in the Academie Jullian in 1901, after study-

ing for a time at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. Beginning

in 1903 she exhibited at the Salon des Artistes

Francais, and later at the Salon d'Automne, the Salon

des Independants, and the Salon des Tuileries. After

World War I she exhibited at the Berthe Weil and

Druet galleries and, since 1932, at the Galerie Lucy

Krohg. She has illustrated a number of books, in-

cluding several by Verlaine and Le Grand Maulne by

Alain Fournier, has decorated Sevres china, and has

made enamels. Her work, restrained, sensitive and

poetic, is in French and foreign museums and in

private collections.

DAYEZ, Georges Born in Paris, July 29, 1907.

Attended independent academies and the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts. Exhibited for the first time at the Salon

d'Automne in 1928, and has since participated in the

Salon des Independants, the Salon des Tuileries, and

the Salon de Mai. He has had shows at the Galerie

Galanis in Paris and in many foreign cities. Has
designed tapestries for the Mobilier National and

executed an important mosaic for the Lyc6e Francais

in Lisbon. A non-competitor for the Prix de la Jeune

Peinture in 1946, he won the Prix des Wikings in

1947, and a prize at the Biennale of Venice in 1948.

His painting is true to nature, between naturalism

and irrealism. He is represented in the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris, abroad, and in other French

museums.

DEBRE, Olivier Born in Paris, April 14, 1920.

Began to paint at an early age. Studied architecture

at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in 1937. Received his

degree in literature, but continued to paint. In 1949,

he had a one-man show at the Galerie Bing and

participated in the Salon d'Automne for the first time.

He has also exhibited at the Salon de Mai and has

participated in various group shows in France and

abroad.

DECHELETTE, Louis-Auguste Born in Cours,

near Lyons, France, January 11, 1894. Apprentice

in a building firm at the age of twelve. Left after four

years, to tour France as a plasterer and painter. Began

painting water colors while quite young, but did not

complete his first canvas until 1921. Exhibited in

Paris for the first time in 1940. Two years later had
the first of a number of one-man shows at Jeanne
Bucher's. Has participated in Salon des Independants

and the Peintres T^moins de leur Temps exhibitions.

A creator of popular and humorous scenes, he has

been classified as one of the Naive painters. He is

represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne and the

Musee des Arts et Traditions Populaires in Paris.

DELANGLADE, Frederic Born in Bordeaux,

France, March 13, 1907. Influenced by studies of

psychoanalysis, he created the Style Onirique (dream-

born style) in addition to his marginal activities within

the Surrealist group. In 1936 he painted an Onirique

mural in the nurses' room of the Psychiatric Hospital

of Sainte Anne in Paris. He exhibited at the Salon

d'Automne, the Salon des Independants, and the

Salon des Surindependants until 1937. In 1947 he

was one of the organizers of the international exhi-

bition of Surrealism at the Galerie Maeght. He has

written poems which he has also illustrated, among
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Delanglade

Delaunay, R.

Delaunay

(Terk), S.

Delvaux

Demeurisse

Denis

Derain

Derieux

them: A Lys, Bravo Tow, and UApocalypse. Passion-

ately independent, Delanglade does not wish to be
associated with any school whatever.

DELAUNAY, Robert (1885-1941) Born in Paris.

Enrolled in a studio of stage design when he was
seventeen. Influenced at first by the Impressionists

and Gauguin, later by Cezanne, but found his own
form of expression around 1900 when he did his series

of "Towns" and "Eiffel Towers," which have been
considered his Cubist period. Exhibited in 191 1 at

the Blaue Reiter in Munich. In 19 12 he showed a

large painting, "La Ville de Paris," at the Salon des

Independants, and later that year began his series of

"Windows." His use of circular forms approached
abstraction. Apollinaire, who dedicated a famous
poem to him, invented the term Orphism to describe

his work. He exhibited at the Galerie Barbazanges
in 1912 and, in 1913, at Der Sturm Gallery in Berlin.

The war caught him in Spain, and he lived there and
in Portugal until 1920, when Diaghilev asked him
to design the settings for his CUopalre. Upon his return

to Paris, Delaunay became friendly with the poets of
the Surrealist group. For a time he devoted himself

to ancient themes, then returned in 1930 to a com-
pletely abstract art. He did decorations for the Palais

de l'Aeronautique and the Pavilion des Chemins de.

Fer at the Paris Exposition in 1937. An illness com-
pelled him to abandon painting almost completely,

but he devoted his last few years to working with a
group of young painters and architects. Robert
Delaunay is represented in the principal museums in

France and abroad.

DELAUNAY (Terk), Sonia Born in the Ukraine,
in 1885. Studied in St. Petersburg, then went to

Karlsruhe in 1903 to study drawing. Married first to

the art critic Wilhelm Uhde, she later became the

wife of painter Robert Delaunay. She was influenced

by Gauguin, Van Gogh, and Cezanne in the be-

ginning, later experimented on her own. The result

was her painting "Bal Bullier" and her first published

book. She exhibited "Les Prismes Electriques" at the

Salon des Independants in 19 14, then went to Spain
and Portugal to live until 1920. Diaghilev asked her

to create costumes for his production of CUopalre, for

which her husband did the scenery. Up to 1935 she

designed fabrics and decorative ensembles in addition

to her painting. She did important murals for the

Palais de l'Aeronautique and the Pavilion des Che-
mins de Fer at the International Exposition in Paris

in 1937. She is represented in the principal museums
of modern art.

DELVAUX, Paul Born in Antheit, near Huy,
Belgium, September 23, 1897. After classical studies

in Brussels, he spent three years at the Academie des
Beaux-Arts in the studio of Montald. His early

paintings were done in the manner of the Belgian

Expressionist, Permeke. In France and Italy he dis-

covered Chirico and the Surrealists. He turned toward
Surrealism in 1935 and took part in the exhibitions

of that group without ever identifying himself com-
pletely with its program. He has had one-man shows
in Belgium, at Drouin's in Paris in 1947, and in

New York, London, Venice, and Sao Paulo. He has

painted important murals for the Kursal in Ostende,
the Institut de Zoologie in Liege, and the Palais de
Congres in Brussels. Delvaux's Surrealist paintings

are characterized by a strange and poetic atmosphere.
They are more realistic than those of Miro or Ernst,

closer in spirit to the Metaphysical paintings of

Chirico. Delvaux is represented in many museums
and private collections.

DEMEURISSE, Rene Born in Paris, August 24,

1894. Attended the Academie de la Grande Chau-
miere. Exhibited for the first time at the Salon de la

Nationale des Beaux-Arts and has since participated

in the Salon des Independants and the Salon d'Au-

tomne. He has had one-man shows at Marcel Bern-

heim's, Andre Maurice's and, regularly, at Katia

Granoff's. He is known particularly for his landscapes

of the Ile-de-France and the forest of Villers-Cotteret

and for his still lifes. He has illustrated books by
Herriot, Fromentin, and Mallarm£, and decorated

the Pavilion des Arts et Metiers of the Cit6 Universi-

taire in Paris. He is represented in the Musee d'Art

Moderne and the Musee de la Ville de Paris and in

various foreign museums.

DENIS, Maurice (1870-1943) Born in Granville,

Manche, France. Attended the Academie Jullian

where he met Serusier and became attracted by the

aesthetics of Gauguin and his followers at Pont-Aven.

Exhibited at the official Salon in 1890 and later with

the Nabis. After two trips to Italy, the humanist and
classical traditions dominated his painting. In 1907
he met Cezanne, whose work had inspired him to

paint "Homage a Cezanne" in 1901. He traveled

widely, visiting Belgium, Spain, Germany, Russia,

Switzerland, North Africa, Greece, Palestine, and the

United States. In 1919, with Desvallieres, he founded
the Ateliers d'Art Sacr£, dedicated to the rejuvenation

of religious painting. He painted both small, intimate

canvases and large pictures on religious and secular

subjects. Among his important murals are those in

the Chapelle Sainte-Croix in Le Vesinet and in the

Palace of the League of Nations. He illustrated several

books, including L'Imitation de Jesus Christ, for which
he did 216 woodcuts. A penetrating theoretician as

well as a sensitive and vital painter, Maurice Denis

wrote two important books, Theories and Theories

nouveawc. He is represented in many museums of

modern art.

DERAIN, Andre (1880- 1954) Born in Chatou, on
the outskirts of Paris, the son of a pastry-shopkeeper

who wanted him to be an engineer. However, he
showed an early talent for painting, and in 1898
attended the Academie Carriere, where he worked
with Matisse. He met Vlaminck, who also lived in

Chatou, and the two young men frequently got

together to paint canvases in pure colors, the tech-

nique that was to become known as Fauvism. In 1905
Derain participated in the Salon d'Automne and
exhibited at Berthe Weil's. That same year Vollard
bought up his entire studio. Influenced by Cezanne
and Cubism, he abandoned pure colors and broke
with Fauvism in 1908. He began a concentrated study

of the old masters and was particularly attracted to

the French and Italian primitives. In 1910 he painted

"Pont de Cagnes," which reflects both his Cubist

concern with construction and his interest in styli-

zation. It initiated his so-called Gothic period. "Le
Samedi," now in the Museum of Moscow, and "La
Cene," both painted in 1914, mark the end of his

Cubist period. After World War I, his work became
more realistic in the classical tradition. His land-

scapes, nudes, still lifes and portraits, particularly

those done after 1930, are characterized by an
affirmative quality, a tendency toward schemati-

zation and a classically inspired purity of style. In

1928 he was awarded first prize at the Carnegie
International in Pittsburgh. In addition to his

paintings, he designed sets and costumes for the

Ballets Russes and illustrated several books, notably

L'Enchanteur pourrisant by Apollinaire and Pantagruel.

Since his death following an automobile accident in

1954, two important retrospective shows have been
held in Paris—one at the Mus^e d'Art Moderne and
the other at the Galerie Charpentier. A painter of
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great mastery, Derain is represented in all the im-

portant museums ofmodern art throughout the world.

DERIEUX, Roger Born in Paris in 1922. At first

he worked along the lines suggested by Picabia and

Andre Lhote, then attended the Ecole Superieure des

Arts Decoratifs, and finally enrolled in the Academic

de la Grande Chaumiere. Originally a painter of

stage scenery, since 1948 he has devoted himself

entirely to his personal art. He has participated in a

number of group shows in France and abroad, has

had several one-man shows, and has exhibited at the

Salon des Moins de Trente Ans, the Salon des Jeunes

Peintres, the Salon d'Octobre, the Salon des Tuileries,

and the Salon de Mai. He has executed some deco-

rative murals and has illustrated luxury editions of

several books.

DESGRANGES, Gerard Born in Coutances, Nor-

mandy, France, February 24, 1919. Enrolled in the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts in 1942. He has taught at

various colleges and is at present a teacher of design

at the Lycee d'Evreux. A figurative painter who began

to paint on the advice of Brayer, Desgranges has

devoted himself to pictural construction. He has had

several exhibitions in Le Havre and Paris, has par-

ticipated in group shows, and has exhibited at the

Salon d'Automne and the Salon de la Nationale des

Beaux- Arts. He received the second Othon Friesz

Prize in 1956 and the Grand Prix des Jeunes de la

Nationale des Beaux-Arts.

DESNOS, Ferdinand Born in Pont-Levoy, France,

July 29, 1 90 1. Learned the trade of baker and later

worked in his father's vineyard. Began to paint on

his own when he was about fifteen years old. In 1928

he moved to Paris, exhibiting for the first time in 1930

at the Salon des Independants. He has exhibited

regularly in the Independants and the Salon des

Tuileries, and has participated in the Salon d'Art

Sacre and in two exhibitions of the Ecole de Paris at

the Galerie Charpentier. A colorist whose paintings

express a rustic poetry, Desnos is classified as a Naive

painter. The Musee du Chateau de Plesis-les-Tours

owns one of his paintings.

DESNOYER, Francois BorninMontauban, France,

September 30, 1894. Enrolled in the Ecole des Arts

Decoratifs in Paris in 1913. He has exhibited regularly

at the great salons and has had one-man shows at

the Drouant-David and Guiot galleries. A long period

of his life was devoted to teaching : eighteen years in

elementary schools and twelve years at the Ecole des

Arts Decoratifs. He received the Prix Blumenthal in

1923, the Gold Medal of the International Exhibition

in 1937, the Grand Prix de la Peinture Contemporaine

in 1939 and the Grand Prix at the Biennale of Menton

in 1955. Since 1945 he has had several retrospective

shows in France and abroad. He has executed tapestry

cartoons, designed decors for the Opera Comique,

made some thirty lithographs, and illustrated a

modern edition of La Fontaine's Dies Irae. Influenced

at first by Fauvism and Cubism, Desnoyer eventually

synthesized these two styles in a very personal way.

In all his work, whether landscapes, still lifes. or nudes,

one finds the same rigid, powerful forms with shadow-

less coloring. At the Musee d'Art Moderne a whole

gallery is devoted to Desnoyer's work. He is also

represented in the Petit-Palais in Paris and in the

museums of Madrid. Prague, and several French

cities.

DESPIERRE, Jacques Born in Saint-Etienne,

France, March 7, 191 2. Attended the Academie

Colarossi, worked with Charles Dufresne, then spent

three years at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. He has had

numerous exhibitions and received the Prix Paul Guil-

laumein 1938. He has executed murals for the Faculte

de Pharmacie of Paris, the town hall of Clamart, and

the Lycee d'Enghien. He has contributed decorations

for many ocean liners, and has executed cartoons for

tapestries and rugs for Gobelins, Beauvais, and La
Savonnerie. Originally a figurative painter, Despierre

has gradually developed a stylized interpretation of

"emotional equivalents." He favors constructivism.

His ambition is "to re-introduce man and his myths

into the picture." A professor at the Ecole Nationale

Superieure des Arts Decoratifs, his paintings are in

the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and in numerous

other museums.

DESVALLIERES, Georges (1 861 -1950) Born in

Paris. Enrolled in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts at the

age of eighteen. Exhibited at the Salon des Artistes

Francais, the Salon de la Nationale des Beaux-Arts

and, from its inception, at the Salon d'Automne, of

which he was later president. Had several one-man
shows, most of them at the Galerie Druet. His interest

in religious themes developed about 1906 and con-

tinued until his death. During World War I his work

became simultaneously religious and dramatic, an

important stage in his artistic development. In 1919,

with Maurice Denis, he founded the Ateliers d'Art

Sacre. In addition to easel painting, he executed a

number of decorative commissions for churches.

Among the most important are those in Verneuil-sur-

Avre, the Chapel of Saint-Privas in Languedoc, and

a church in Pawtucket, Rhode Island. He also designed

windows for the Ossuary of Douaumont. The origi-

nality and turbulence of Desvallieres' work have won
him a special place in modern art. He is represented

in all the important museums of modern art through-

out the world.

DEWASNE, Jean Born in Hellemmes, in the north

of France, May 21, 1921. He studied music, worked

in a studio of architecture for two years and attended

the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris for five years. His

first exhibition was in 1942, and he painted his first

abstract picture the following year. In 1945 he

participated in a joint exhibition with Deyrolle,

Hartung, Marie Raymond, and Schneider, which

the painters believed marked the birth of a new form

of abstract art. Dewasne was awarded the Prix

Kandinsky in 1946. He found his present style in

1948, while working on the first version of a mural

painting "La Joie de Vivre." He is also the inventor

of what he calls "antisculptures." From 1950 to 1953

he taught at the Atelier d'Art Abstrait and frequently

lectured in France and abroad. He has participated

in many group shows in France and in the United

States.

DEYROLLE, Jean Born in Nogent-sur-Marne, on

the outskirts of Paris, August 21, 191 1. Studied in

Paris at the Ecole d'Art et de Publicite. Was influenced

by Serusier and later by Braque, whose works made
him realize the possibilities of abstraction. Submitted

non-figurative paintings to the Salon des Independants

in 1944 and later to the Salon des Surindependants.

He has also participated in the Salon de Mai and

in numerous group exhibitions in Paris and the French

provinces. He won the Prix Kandinsky in 1946, the

same year he took his place among the young abstract

painters of the Galerie Denise Rene. He has executed

several tapestries and two albums of lithographs. He
is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris

and in the museums of Menton, New York, Turin,

Sao Paulo, Oslo, and Copenhagen.

DIGN1MONT, Andre Born in Paris, August 22,

1 89 1. Studied at the College de Juilly. Worked for a

time in England and then returned to the Academie

Jullian in Paris. He has exhibited in the Salon d'Au-

tomne, the Salon des Independants, and the Salon de

l'Araignee, and has had several one-man shows at
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Les poids
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Bouquet de Mediterranee
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Dobashi

Doesburg
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Bernier's and at the Galerie Charpentier. Known for

the personal style of his gouaches, water colors, and
drawings, Dignimont excels in rendering the life of

the demimonde with a characteristic touch of delicate

humor. His fame rests particularly on his book illustra-

tions. Among the more than fifty books he has il-

lustrated are works by Carco, Colette, Mac Orlan,
and Jules Romain. He has also done decors for the

Opera, the Opera Comique, and the Comedie
Francaise.

DMITRDENKO, Pierre Born in Paris in 1925, of
Russian parents, he studied architecture at the Ecole
des Beaux-Arts, at the same time painting with his

colleagues Rezvani and Arnal. He exhibited for the

first time in 1948, with "Les Mains Eblouies" at the

Galerie Maeght. Since then his pictures have been
shown in all the principal capitals of Europe, in New
York, and at the 1958 Brussels Exhibition. He has
been taking part in the Salon de Mai since 1950, and
in the Salon des Realites Nouvelles since 1956. His
direction, within the framework of poetic abstraction,

has become more defined during exhibitions of his

work which were held atLucien Durand's (1951-56)
and atJacques Massol's in 1958. In 1959, at the first

Biennale of Paris, he obtained the highest award to

be given to a French painter. His works are on view
at the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and in the

Melbourne and Tel Aviv museums.

DOBASHI, Jun Born in Tokyo in 1910. Studied
at the School of Fine Arts in Tokyo. Arrived in Paris

in 1938. Returned to Japan for a while, but re-

established residence in Paris in 1953, and had his first

one-man show there the following year. He has partic-

ipated in the Salon d'Automne, the Salon de Mai,
the exhibitions of the Ecole de Paris at the Galerie
Charpentier, and in various group shows in France
and abroad, particularly in Germany and the United
States. His abstract paintings, characterized by pleas-

ing composition and colors, are in the Musee dArt
Moderne in Paris, in foreign museums, and in French
and foreign private collections.

in Montmartre and Montparnasse. He met the poets

Andre Breton and Paul Eluard, and joined the Sur-

realist group. He participated in all the Surrealist

shows in Paris and abroad (Copenhagen, London,
Tokyo, Oslo, Amsterdam, Mexico) from 1935 until

he abandoned Surrealism in 1945 in order to engage
in more plastic experiments. He had his first one-man
show at the Galerie Louis Carre in 1942, others at the

Galerie de France in 1950, the Galerie Drouant-David
in 1953, and in Belgium in 1949 and 1950. He partici-

pated in the Salon de Mai from its beginning. Domin-
guez also illustrated a number of books and contri-

buted to various modern art publications. Suffering

from mental depressions, he ended his life by slashing

his wrists in his Montparnasse studio on December 3 1

,

'957-

DONGEN, Cornelius van Born in Delfshaven,
Holland, January 26, 1877. Began to paint at an early

age. Went to Paris when he was twenty and worked at

various types of jobs, including house painter and
porter, to earn a living. He also did sketches at side-

walk cafes and contributed satirical drawings to

L'Assiette au Beurre. He lived at the Bateau-Lavoir in

Montmartre, where he met Picasso and his friends;

later he moved to Montparnasse, where the parties he
gave became famous. He exhibited in the principal

salons, participated in many shows in France and
abroad, and had several group exhibitions with other
painters at the Galerie Charpentier. Influenced at

first by Impressionism, he turned to Fauvism in 1906
and gradually developed a very personal style,

characterized by rich, intense color, a fluid line, and
an underlying Expressionism. Toward the end of
World War I he was taken up by the fashionable inter-

national set as a portrait painter and, working in Paris,

Deauville, Versailles, Venice, and at the Cote d'Azur,
created a style ofportraiture that was in great demand.
He has also painted very effective landscapes and
scenes of Paris life, which may be considered authen-
tic testimony of an epoch. He has illustrated several

books, including Kipling's Tales and the Arabian
Nights. He is represented in the principal museums of
modern art.
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DOESBURG, Theo van (1 883-1 931) Born in

Utrecht, Holland. Began to paint when he was sixteen.

Had his first exhibition at The Hague in 1908. In 1915
he wrote an article praising Mondrian, whom he met
shortly afterward. He sought to establish a relation-

ship between architecture and painting, and showed
a rapid development toward abstract art. In 1917,
with Mondrian and others, he founded the magazine
De Stijl, which served as an outlet for Mondrian 's

theories on Neo-Plasticism and gave its name to the
group of painters associated with it. In 1921 Van
Doesburg left Holland for a prolonged lecture tour

which had wide repercussions, particularly in Ger-
many where he visited the Bauhaus in Weimar and in

1924 published his book Grundbegrisse der neuen Gestal-

tenden Kunst (Fundamentals of the New Art). He partic-

ipated in the exhibition of the De Stijl group in 1923,
then began to abandon Mondrian's rigid Neo-
Plasticism for a new style which in 1926 he called

Elementarism. In 1927 he worked with Arp and
Sophie Taueber in the decoration of L'Aubette, a
cabaret in Strasbourg (since destroyed), where he
applied his principles of Elementarism. In 1929 he
ordered a house to be constructed after his own design

at Meudon, near Paris, and the following year published
the only issue of a review called Art Concret. He died
in Davos, Switzerland, in March, 193 1.

DOMINGUEZ, Oscar (1906- 1957) Born at Tene-
riffe, in the Canary Islands, the son of a planter.

Self-taught, he began to paint about 1924, and ex-

hibited in Teneriffe in 1927. Later that year he went
to Paris, where he studied at independent academies

DOUCET, Jacques Born in Boulogne-sur-Seine,
on the outskirts of Paris, in 1924. Since graduating
from high school, he has devoted himself entirely to

painting. A non-figurative painter, Doucet has had
several one-man shows at the Collette Allendy and
Ariel galleries and has participated in group shows at

the Maeght and Arnaud galleries. He has also ex-
hibited at the Salon de Mai, the Biennale of Marseilles,
and in such cities as Amsterdam, Liege, and Brussels.

DRIAN, Adrien-Etienne Born in Bulgneville,

Lorraine, France, October 3, 1885. Arrived in Paris

in 1900, where he attended the Academie Jullian.

Has lived in the United States since 19 10. Working
for magazines such as Harper's Bazaar, he started a
fashion for painted screens and mirrors which won
him considerable fame. He is also very popular in

Paris society for his portraits of such celebrities as

Cecile Sorel and the Duke of Windsor. The books he
has illustrated include La Princesse de Cleves, Perrault's

Contes, and the Mimoires of Saint-Simon. He has
executed decors, notably those for Manon at the Opera
Comique. His recent one-man shows at the Galerie
Charpentier have been devoted to "fixes-sous-verre,"

which reveal a flawless technique. Drian, a master of

romantic fantasy, is represented in many collections

throughout the world.

DRIES, Jean Born in Bar-le-Duc, Lorraine, France,

October 19, 1905. Dries, whose name was originally

Driesbach, enrolled in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in

Paris. He submitted his first paintings to the Salon des

Independants and the Salon d'Automne in 1927, and
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has since participated in other important salons. Since

1929 he has had many one-man shows at the Durand-

Ruel, Charpentier and Monique de Groote galleries

in Paris, as well as in the provinces and abroad. He
has done murals for the Cit6 Universitaire in Paris and

the Chambre de Commerce in Caen. Received the

Grand Prix des Beaux-Arts de la Ville de Paris in 1958.

A figurative painter, Dries has devoted himself to

exhaustive pictorial research. He is represented in the

Musee dArt Moderne and the Petit-Palais in Paris,

and in many other French and foreign museums.

DUBUFFET, Jean Born in Le Havre, France, in

1909. Arrived in Paris in 1928. Studied at the Acadd-

mie Jullian for a short time, then began to experiment

on his own. Developed an interest in "visionary art"

during his military service with the Army Meteoro-

logical Service at the Eiffel Tower. Then, tied down
with the responsibilities of family life, he became a

wine merchant and gave up painting, although he

never lost his interest in art. About 1942 he returned

to painting, and within a few years had achieved

international fame and notoriety. His pictures are

painted with a heavy paste, composed of such ingre-

dients as tar, asphalt, sand, coal, and dammarlike

varnish. His first exhibition in Paris was at the

Galerie Drouin in 1945. It attracted the attention of

such writers as Jean Paulhan, Paul Eluard, and

Francis Ponge, and was followed by other shows at the

Drouin and, in recent years, at the Galerie Rive

Gauche. In 1948 he established the Soci£t£ de l'Art

Brut, collecting more than 1000 items executed by

"irregulars" in art—clairvoyants, mediums, and in-

mates of mental institutions—which he exhibited first

at the Galerie Drouin and later at the Nouvelle Revue
Francaise, where they remained on display for four

years. Dubuffet had his first exhibition in New York

at the Pierre Matisse Gallery in 1948, and has ex-

hibited there every year since, showing lithographs

and collages as well as paintings; he has also been

included in shows at the Museum of Modern Art in

New York. In the catalogue to his 1 952 show he wrote

:

"I would like people to look at my work as an enter-

prise for the rehabilitation of scorned values."

DUCHAMP, Marcel Born in Blainville, Normandy,

France, in 1887. A brother of the painters Jacques

Villon and Suzanne Duchamp and of the sculptor

Raymond Duchamp-Villon. Marcel began following

the family tradition in 1908 by sending an illustration

to the Courrier Franfais. He worked as a librarian for a

while and between 1908 and 191 o painted several-

pictures in the Impressionist manner "to find out how
they did it." In 191 1 he began to find his own way,

"dissociating the forms," and produced a number of

paintings, including the famous "Nude Descending a

Staircase" which caused a sensation when it was

exhibited at the Armory show in New York in 1913.

It established his reputation in the United States and

brought offers of various commissions, all of which he

refused in order to preserve his freedom to do as he

pleased. Meanwhile, to support himself, he gave

French lessons in New York. In 19 16 he met Picabia,

who was visiting the United States, and together they

and the American painter Man Ray established the

Dada movement in New York, exhibiting at the 291

Gallery. In 191 7 Duchamp caused another sensation

by submitting one of his so-called "ready-mades,"

mass-produced objects which could be viewed as works

of art, to the first Independents Show in New York.

What he submitted was a porcelain urinal signed

"R. Mutt." Two years later his "L.H.O.O.Q..," a

copy of the Mona Lisa adorned with a mustache,

shocked Paris when exhibited there. Duchamp's
principal work, "The Bride Stripped Bare by the

Bachelors," executed between 1915 and 1923, consists

of a group of nine figures made of fragments of tin, cut

out, painted, and attached to a sheet of transparent

glass about ten feet high. Despite the acclaim he

received for this and other work, he suddenly gave up
painting, although he continued to take an active

part in the Surrealistmovement and created attention-

getting effects for the international Surrealist exhibi-

tions in Paris in 1938 and 1947. A large collection of

his work is in the Philadelphia Museum of Art.

DUCHAMP, Suzanne Born in Blainville, Nor-

mandy, France, in 1889. She is the sister ofJacques

Villon, Raymond Duchamp-Villon, and Marcel Du-

champ, and widow of the painterJean Crotti, who died

in 1958. She enrolled in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts of

Rouen in 1905, exhibited in that city in 19 10 and

was invited to the Section d'Or in Paris in 1912. Her
canvas "Construction," painted in 1913, stems from

abstract art. Having established residence in Paris,

she joined the Dada movement in 1916. Since 192

1

she has participated in the great salons, and since

1923 has had several one-man shows at the Zakand
Marcel Guiot galleries in Paris, and in various foreign

countries. She has also participated in many group

shows abroad. Through the years Suzanne Duchamp
has wavered between abstraction and the representa-

tion of nature in her paintings, and has even had a

Naive period. Her paintings have been acquired by-

several museums.

DUFOUR, Bernard Born in Paris, October 21,

1922. In 1946 he was an agricultural engineer, but,

attracted by art, he became an abstract painter and

in 1949 participated in the Mains Eblouies exhibition

and in other group shows. He has since exhibited at

the Salon de Mai and the Salon d'Octobre, has had

one-man shows at the Galerie Pierre in 1955, 1956,

and 1957, and has exhibited in Lausanne, Stockholm,

and Copenhagen. He is represented in the Musee
d'Art Moderne in Paris, in the museums of Lausanne

and Rio de Janeiro, and in private collections in

France and abroad.

DUFRENOY, Georges-Leon (1870-1943) Born in

Thiais, on the outskirts of Paris. Worked with D6sire

Lauger and, for two years, at the Academie Jullian.

Participated in the great salons, had six one-man

shows at the Galerie Druet in Paris, and exhibited in

many foreign capitals. Won a Carnegie Prize in 1930.

He also painted a fresco for the Chateau de Pradines

and has illustrated several books. Dufrenoy's scenes of

Paris, Beaujolais, and Venice, and his solidly con-

structed still lifes were shown in an important retro-

spective exhibition of his works at the Muse> Galliera

in Paris in 1948. He is represented in the Musie d'Art

Moderne and the Petit-Palais in Paris, and in the

museums of Algiers, Nantes, Albi, Nancy, Brussels,

and Belgrade.

DUFRESNE, Charles (1876- 1938) Born in Mille-

mont, France, November 23, 1876. Attended the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts. In 1910 he received the Villa

Abd-el-Tif scholarship, which took him to Algiers for

two years. An admirer of Delacroix, his favorite

subjects were exotic landscapes, hunts and jungles

populated by wild beasts, imaginative scenes which

he interpreted with purity of form and richness of

color. While serving with a camouflage unit in World
War I, he painted imaginary scenes in a Cubist spirit.

He exhibited at the Soci^te' Nationale des Beaux-Arts,

the Salon des Ind^pendants, and, in 1923, was one of

the founders of the Salon des Tuileries. He designed

decors for Antar for the Opera, did tapestry cartoons

for the Mobilier National and, in 1937, painted two

large panels for the Palais du Chaillot on "Le Theatre

de Moliere." He finished the large murals at the Ecole

de Pharmacie a few months before he died at La Seyne,

in the Var, in 1938. He is represented in the Muse>
d'Art Moderne in Paris and in private collections in

France and abroad.
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DUFY, Raoul (1877-1953) Born in Le Havre,
France. Compelled to earn his own living, he went
to work for an export firm at the age of fourteen and
used his rare leisure hours to attend classes at the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Le Havre. Granted a scholar-

ship of 100 francs a month to study at the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts in Paris, he enrolled there in 1900. The
following year he exhibited at the Salon des Artistes

Francais. The Van Gogh exhibition at Bernheim's in

1 90 1, together with his discovery of Cezanne and the

Impressionists, exercised a considerable influence on
his work until 1905, when he saw Matisse's "Luxe,
Calme et Volupte" and threw off Impressionism to

join the Fauves. In 1908 he worked with Braque at

L'Estaque and for a time was influenced by the

restrained color and analytical design of Cubism ; but
he soon reverted to the bright, clear colors and dec-

orative design more suited to his nature.

To illustrate Apollinaire's Bestiaires, he tried his

hand at woodcuts and found he enjoyed doing them.
His friend, couturier Paul Poiret, then suggested he
do woodcut designs for fabrics—which he did. Bian-

chini, the Lyons textile manufacturer, liked them and
also employed Dufy for this work. Shortly after World
War I, Bianchini suggested to Dufy that he study

ladies' fashions at the race tracks, but the horses

interested the artist even more than the fashions, and
he began painting his paddock themes. During the

twenties he worked in Vence, Nice, and Deauville,

visited Sicily and Morocco, and produced oils, water
colors, woodcuts, ceramics, textile and tapestry designs

which established his reputation. In 1937 he painted

an enormous fresco for the Palais de l'Electricite at the

International Exposition in Paris. In 1939 and 1940
he did large-scale decorative panels for the monkey
house of the Paris Zoo and the smoking room of the

Palais de Chaillot. In 1944 he designed sets for the

Fiancees du Havre by Salacrou. From 1940 to 1949 Dufy
lived in Perpignan. He returned to Paris, then came
to America in 1951 to consult doctors about the

arthritis which had deformed his hands. He received

one of the first cortisone treatments, then returned

to his country house at Forcalquier in the Basses-

Alpes, where he died of a heart attack on March 23,

1953. During his astonishing career Dufy undertook
to solve the problems of color and dynamism. This

induced him to reduce colors to as little as one, as in

his "Le Violon Rouge." However, his originality is to

be seen in his discovery of rhythm which provides a

poetic solution to the problem of movement. He is

represented in all the important museums of the

world.

DU JANERAND, Daniel Born in Paris, July 18,

19 19. A self-taught painter, he received a Govern-
ment scholarship in 1951. He has had one-man shows
in Paris, Lyons, Vichy, and Nantes and has partici-

pated in the Salon des Tuileries, the Salon des Inde-
pendants, the Salon des Jeunes Peintres, the Salon du
Dessin et de la Peinture a l'Eau, and in many group
shows. A figurative painter, he won the Prix Maurice-
Pierre at the Salon de la Jeune Peinture and a Prix
d 'Aquarelle from the review Le Peintre in 1952. He
has also done murals. His paintings have been bought
by the French Government, the City of Paris, and by
private collectors.

DUMITRESCO, Natalia Born in Bucharest on
December 20, 191 5, she studied fine arts there and
went to Paris in 1947. She traveled in the Netherlands
and in Italy in 1948, and five years later, in Spain.

She has given several exhibitions since 1950, and has

participated in many group shows, particularly at the

Galerie Denise Rene and at the Salon des Realites

Nouvelles. After experimenting with monochrome,
her development toward color led her to produce work
of intense freshness and highly personal non-figurative

compositions. She was awarded the Prix Kandinsky

in 1955 and the Prix des Amateurs et des Collection-

neurs in 1957. Married to the painter Istrati, she ex-

hibited with him at the 1959 Ecole de Paris.

DUNOYER DE SEGONZAC, Andre Born in

Boussy Saint-Antoine, Seine et Oise, France, July 6,

1884, of a very ancient family of the Quercy. Although
he had been expected to attend the Military Academy
of Saint-Cyr, he obtained his father's consent to study
to become a painter instead. He enrolled in the Ecole

des Beaux-Arts and, at the age of twenty-three,

exhibited at the Salon d'Automne and the Salon des

Independants. In 1910 "Les Buveurs," shown at the

Salon d'Automne, was acquired by the famous fashion

designer Paul Poiret, through whom Segonzac met
Dufy, Max Jacob, Vlaminck, and others. He also

became a friend of Apollinaire's, with whom he was
to have endless controversies on modern art, since

Segonzac was ardently independent and opposed to

many of the fashionable theories of the day. With
Luc-Albert Moreau, he rented Signac's house in

Saint-Tropez and began to paint landscapes of the

Esterel. These and his affectionate paintings of the

woods and rivers of Ile-de-France, where he spent his

childhood and developed his love of nature, are

characteristic of all his work. He had just had his first

exhibition at Barbazange's in 1914 when the mobili-

zation interrupted his work. He was in command of
the famous camouflage unit of the Third Army during
the war and was discharged with a brilliant service

record. After the war he turned to engraving, and has
since produced a considerable body of graphic work
—drawings, engravings, and book illustrations—in

addition to his oils and, since 1940, large water
colors. Among the books he has illustrated are Croix

de bois, Tableaux de la boxe, La Treille muscate by Colette,

and Bubu de Montpamasse, and particularly Les Geor-

giques ( 1 947) and Ronsard ( 1 956) . Segonzac received the

first prize at the Carnegie International in Pittsburgh

in 1933 and that of the Biennale of Venice in 1934.
He was appointed successor to Bonnard at the Royal
Academy in London in 1947 and a member of the

National Institute of Arts in the United States in 1955.
He is represented in the principal museums through-
out the world.

DUPONT, Jacques Born in Chatou, France,

January 16, 1909. Showed an early interest in paint-

ing. Studied for a time at the Academie Ranson, but
tended to work alone. The 1924 season of the Ballets

Russes and his acquaintance with Max Jacob, Jean
Cocteau, Christian Berard, and Georges Auric had a
strong influence on his work. He had his first exhibi-

tion at the Galerie des Quatre Chemins in 1933.
During the same period he designed his first sets for

the theater which, because of his fondness for the

stage, have been followed by many others. He has had
several one-man shows in Paris, as well as an exhibi-

tion at the Knoedler Gallery in New York in 1955.
Though highly individualistic, Dupont is bound to

tradition by his humanism and his predilection for

subtle harmonies.

DUREY, Rene Born in Paris, November 16, 1890.

A self-taught painter, he acquired an excellent

technique by studying the work of Claude Lorrain,

Chardin, Corot, and Cezanne. He has had a number
of one-man shows at the Bernheim-Jeune, Druet,

Katia Granoff, Petrides and Elysee galleries, has

participated in the great Paris salons, and has
exhibited in Cairo and Alexandria, Egypt. An in-

dependent figurative painter, Durey is known pri-

marily for his forthright landscapes in which the

experiments of several modern schools seem to be
skillfully blended. He is represented in the Musee
d'Art Moderne in Paris and in other French and
foreign museums. Died December, 1959, in Paris.
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EITELWEIN, Jacques Born in Paris, August 15,

1926. Studied at the Ecole Boulle and the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts. Since 1948 he has participated in several

salons, in the Ecole de Paris exhibitions and in many
group shows in France and abroad. Had his first one-

man show at the Galerie Raffy in 1957 and won the

Prix de Montmartre. A figurative painter, Eitelwein

has a vigorous, happy way ofrendering the atmosphere

of the Breton scenery. The French Government and

the City of Paris have acquired his paintings.

ERNST, Max Born in Briihl, Germany, April 2,

1 89 1. Studied philosophy at the University of Bonn

from 1909 to 191 1. Became interested in the work of

Picasso, Chirico, and the German Expressionists, and

participated in the first Der Sturm autumn show in

1913. Met Hans Arp in 1914 and, after World War I,

founded the Cologne Dada movement, along with

Arp and Baargeld. The group's exhibition in April

1920 caused a tremendous scandal and was closed by

the police. Two years later Ernst went to Paris. His

new approach to collage, juxtaposing unrelated ele-

ments of old prints to create bizarre pictures, and his

use of frottage (pencil rubbings of actual textures) as

a pictorial element fit in very well with the developing

Surrealist movement, and he quickly became one of

its leading figures. He illustrated a book of poems by

the Surrealist poet Paul Eluard, participated in the

first Surrealist exhibition at the Galerie Pierre in

1925, and, with Miro, designed sets and costumes for

the Ballets Russes production of Romeo el Juliette in

1927. His first "collage-novel," La Femme 100 tiles,

appeared in 1929, and was followed in 1934 by Une

Semaine de bonte. In recent years he has devoted him-

self mostly to painting, and has produced imaginative

pictures of intense poetic power. From 1941 to 1950

Ernst lived in America. Since his return to Paris he

has had important exhibitions in 1950 and 1958,

which revealed the wide scope and subtlety of his gifts

as painter and story teller. He is represented in all the

important museums of modern art.

ESPAGNAT, Georges d' (1870- 1950) Born in

Melun, Ile-de-France. Pursued his artistic studies

completely independently. He liked to say that he

had spent only four hours at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts

and not more than half an hour at the Ecole des Arts

Decoratifs. Submitted to the Salon des Refuses in

1891 and, the following year, to the Salon des

Independants. Helped to found the Salon d'Automne
in 1903. During his career he had numerous exhibi-

tions in Paris, many of them at the Galerie Durand-
Ruel. In addition to his painting, he illustrated books

by Alphonse Daudet, Gide, Francis Jammes, and
others, and did decorative paintings for the town hall

of Vincennes and the law courts of Toulouse. He was
appointed professor and chief of the studio at the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris in 1934. His style lies

somewhere between Naturalism and Impressionism.

He is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in

Paris and in other French and foreign museums.

ESTEVE, Maurice Born in Culan, Berry, France,

May 2, 1904. Attended independent academies in

Paris. Directed a studio of fabric designs in Barcelona

in 1923. Had one-man shows at the Galerie Yvangeot
in 1930 and at the Galerie Louis Carre in 1948. Has
participated in the great salons and in many group
shows in France and abroad. At the International

Exposition in Paris in 1937 he worked with Delaunay
on the decoration of the aviation and railroad

pavilions. In his search for expression through the

intensity of color tones, Esteve has gradually turned

to abstraction. He is represented in the Musee d'Art

Moderne and the Petit-Palais in Paris and in several

foreign museums, including those of Goteburg, Stock-

holm, and Copenhagen. The Royal Museum of Fine

Arts in Copenhagen held a retrospective exhibition of

his work in 1956.

EVE, Jean Born in Somain, in northern France, in

1900. A self-taught artist, he began painting at fifteen.

Had his first show at the Galerie Manteau in 1930,

and has since exhibited at the Berri-Raspail and
Romanet galleries. To help support himself, he went

to work for the Paris City Toll in 1935. He took part

in the exhibition of the Maitres de la Realite Populaire

in Paris in 1937. A precise landscape painter, Jean
Eve is sometimes classified as a Naive painter, but

his sensitive work defies any label. It is simply that of

a good painter who sees things as they are. He is

represented in various public and private collections.

FABIEN Born January 18, 1925, at l'lsle-Joudain,

Vienne, France. At fourteen he began to study in-

dustrial drawing at a special school in Vierzon. After

the war he spent a great deal of time at the Musee de

l'Impressionnisme, and this greatly influenced his voca-

tion as painter. He later frequented the "Ruche"
group, where he befriended Rebeyrolle. He took part

in the Salon de Mai in 1957 and 1958, and in the

Ecole de Paris in 1957. He was awarded a prize for

painting at the 1959 Biennale of Paris. His art is

drawn from humanity and transposed into a poetic

vision which is highly personal.

FAGES, Arthur-Raoul Born in Toulouse, France,

May 1 1, 1902. Arrived in Paris at the age of twenty-

one and studied at the Academie Jullian. His first

one-man show in Toulouse in 1925 was followed by

others at Bernheim's, Andre Maurice's, and Andre
Weil's in Paris. He has also participated in group shows

in France and abroad. Fages, a figurative painter and
interpreter of nature, has executed decorations for

ocean liners, for the library of the Toulouse Capitol,

and for the Ecole Polytechnique, and has made
tapestry cartoons for Beauvais and Gobelins. The
Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and the museums of

Toulouse, Grenoble, Albi, and Helsingfors have

acquired his paintings.

FAURE, Pierre Born in Meudon, on the outskirts

of Paris, May 8, 1932. Enrolled at the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts in 1 95 1. Exhibited for the first time at the Salon

d'Automne in 1952, and in the following year, at the

Salon des Jeunes Peintres. His paintings, primarily

figure subjects and still lifes, reveal the influence of

Vuillard and Braque. He won first place for the

Second Prix de Rome.

FAUTRIER, Jean Born in Paris, May 16, 1898.

Studied at the Royal Academy of Arts and the Slade

School in London until the outbreak of World War I

brought him back to France. In 1921 he exhibited ten

canvases in a Paris garage, but by 1925 he was ex-

hibiting at the Paul Guillaume and Jeanne Castel

galleries and, in 1935, at Bernheim's. He did a series

of lithographs to illustrate L'Enfer and painted rather

gloomy nudes and animals. In 1943 he created a new
non-figurative style, and his exhibition "Les Otages"

at the Galerie Drouin in 1945 was hailed by the critics

as an important event. In 1950 he showed his new
pictural method "Les Originaux Multiples" at the

Galerie Caputo in Paris and at the Iolas Gallery in

New York. In 1955, 1956 and 1957 he had important

exhibits at the Galerie Rive Droite in Paris. For the

1955 exhibit, Jean Paulhan wrote a book, Les Objets

de Faultier, about his work. Malraux has also been

interested in his art, as has Francis Ponge, who has

said Fautrier is "the most revolutionary painter since

Picasso." A comprehensive show of his work was held

by the Janis Gallery in New York in 1957. His

canvases have been acquired by several museums,
particularly the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and
that of Rio de Janeiro.
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Germination
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FAVORY, Andre (1889- 1932) Born in Paris.

Attended the Academie Jullian, and from 191 3 on

devoted himself entirely to painting. After 19 19 he

exhibited regularly at the Salon des Independants and

the Salon des Tuileries, and had many one-man
shows. Influenced at first by Cubism, he abandoned
this style in 1922 when he visited Flanders and dis-

covered Rubens. He created large compositions of

uninhibited sensuality, executed with remarkable

ardor and the sure touch of a powerful colorist.

Favory also illustrated several books, including Paul

Morand's Overt la nuil. Five years before his death the

painful illness which was to triumph over him put

almost a complete end to a career full of promise. He
is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne and many
other museums in France.

FEITO, Luis Born in 1929 in Madrid, where he

studied at the San Fernando Art School. A French

Government grant enabled him to establish contact

with the experimental research carried out by the

young representatives of the Ecole de Paris. As early

as 1954-55 he held his own exhibitions at Madrid.

His painting, however, progressed rapidly from trans-

posed figuration to an abstract form where contrast

in substance took on a cosmic character. He takes part

in several Paris salons, was invited to the Biennales of

both Venice and Sao Paulo in 1956 and 1958, is a

member of groups in London, Amsterdam, Vienna,

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Copenhagen, Rio de Janeiro,

among other cities. In Madrid he exhibits with the

"El Paso" group, while in Paris, where he has now
settled, he has exhibited at the Galerie Arnaud every

year since 1955. In 1959, Luis Feito was awarded the

U.M.A.M. Prize at the first Biennale of Paris and
the Prix Lissone International de Jeune Peinture.

FfiRAT, Serge (1881-1958) Born Serge Gastreb-

zofF, in Moscow, Russia. It was Apollinaire who later

gave him the pseudonym Ferat. He studied law in

Kiev, then went to Paris in 1901. He worked at the

Academie Jullian and exhibited at the Salon des

Artistes Francais and the Salon des Independants

under the name of Roudniev. He met Braque and

Picasso in 191 1, joined the Cubist movement, and

participated in the exhibitions of that group at the

Salon des Independants. In 1913 he became director

of Les Soirees de Paris, a review in which he defended

modern painting. He designed scenery and costumes

for Apollinaire's Mamelles de Tiresias and executed

tapestry cartoons for Beauvais. He exhibited at

Maratier's and, in 1953, took part in the exhibition

of Cubism at the Muse> d'Art Moderne in Paris. He
is represented in a number of museums.

FINI, Leonor Born in Argentina, August 30, 1918,

of an Italian mother and an Argentine father, Leonor
Fini combines Latin, Slav, and German ancestry.

She began to paint while still a youngster, and had
her first exhibition in Milan. Her show of gouaches

was introduced by Jean Cassou at the Galerie Bon-
jean in 1935 and, shortly afterward, she exhibited

with the Surrealists in Paris and London. Her first

New York exhibition at Julian Levy's in 1938 was
sponsored by Chirico and Eluard. She has since

exhibited in Zurich, New York, Brussels, Paris, and
Egypt. She has designed scenery for about twenty

theatrical productions and has illustrated several

books, including French editions of Shakespeare's

Sonnets and Poe's Fantastic Tales. A short film about

Leonor Fini was awarded the Prix du Court Metrage
in 1 95 1, and an important monograph on her work by
Marcel Braun was published in Paris in 1955 (Edi-

tions J. J. Pauvert). Leonor Fini combines excellent

technique with an authentic visionary talent. She is

represented in the Museum of Modern Art in Rome,

the museums of Grenoble, Trieste, Milan and Lodz,

and in a number of private collections in Europe and
the United States.

FINK, Don Born in Duluth, Minnesota, September
1, 1923. Studied at the Walker Art Center in Minneap-
olis from 1945 to 1949, then the St. Paul Art School

and the Art Students' League in New York in 1951.

Had one-man shows in the United States before going
to Paris in 1952. His first solo exhibition in Paris was
at the Galerie Craven in 1954. A non-figurative

painter, he exhibited in the Salon de Mai in 1957 and
1958, and has participated in the Biennale of Menton
and in many group shows, including those of the

Comparaisons and the Realites Nouvelles. He is repre-

sented in the Whitney Museum of American Art in

New York City and the Munson-Williams-Proctor
Institute in Utica, New York.

FLEURY, Lucien Born in Sevres, on the outskirts

of Paris, May 26, 1928. Worked at the Ecole des Arts

Decoratifs for four years. Has participated in the

great salons, in exhibitions of the Ecole de Paris at

the Galerie Charpentier and in many group shows in

France and abroad. Received the Prix de Wikings

in 1 95 1 and, in 1954, a Feneon scholarship and the

Prix de la Biennale de Conches. Has painted murals

for the Ecole Normale Superieure in Paris and for

the Luxeuil air base, has executed tapestry cartoons

for Aubusson and Gobelins, and illustrated Roman du

Renard for the Club de Livre. Fleury's work is figura-

tive but reveals a highly stylized approach to nature.

He is represented in the museums of the City of Paris,

in the museums of Poitiers, Rodez, and Oran, and in

private collections in France and abroad.

FLORES, Pedro Born in Murcia, Spain, February

5, 1899. Studied at the school of Fine Arts of Murcia
and the San Fernando School in Madrid. Exhibited

in Spain and South America from 1923 on. Arrived

in Paris for the first time in 1928, where he met
Picasso and exhibited at the Galerie des Quatre
Chemins. Settled permanently in Paris in 1939. Has
since had several one-man shows at the Delpierre and
Framond galleries, and has participated in the great

salons and in many group shows. He has illustrated

several books, including Moliere's Don Juan, and has

designed decors for the Opira Comique and for

other theaters in Paris and abroad. He has also created

tapestry cartoons. A painter of Spanish baroque

inspiration and an excellent plastic artist, Flores

creates a world of his own, at once facetious and
visionary. He is represented in the Muse> d'Art

Moderne in Paris and in many other museums in

France and abroad.

FONTENE, Robert Born in Paris, January 6,

1892. Worked at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and
attended Montparnasse academies for seven years.

Has had one-man shows at the Simone Heller, the

Gentilhommiere, and Breteau galleries. He has

participated in several group shows, and has exhibited

in the Salon des Independants, the Salon des Tuileries,

the Salon d'Automne, the Salon de Mai, and the

Salon d'Art Sacr£. An abstract painter, Fonten6 has

also exhibited at the Salon des Realit^s Nouvelles,

of which he has been president, since its founding in

1946. The City of Paris, the Bibliotheque Nationale,

and the Mus£e de Bordeaux have acquired his works.

FORAIN, Jean-Louis ( 1 852-
1 93 1 ) Born in Reims,

Champagne, France. Studied at the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts, copied the old masters, and admired the graphic

work of Rembrandt. After the war of 1870 he met

Monet and Degas, who were his elders, at the Cafe
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La Nouvelle Anthenes in Montmartre. He won his

first fame as a caricaturist for satirical journals, took

part in political struggles, and acquired an immense
reputation as a man of spirit. He became a master of

lithography, and established the Salon des Humoristes.

As a draftsman and illustrator, Forain had a vast

admiring audience; but he was also a painter whose
work was sometimes very modern in its approach.

His paintings, predominantly genre scenes, are sub-

dued in color, with emphasis on the contrast of light

and shadow, but they are marked by a quality of

observation and humor that is reminiscent ofDaumier.

Forain was elected a member of the Institute, and is

represented in important museums throughout the

world.

FOSS, Olivier Born in Paris, of American parents,

October 17, 1920. Attended American and Swiss

universities. His mother, Hilda Foss, a well-known

painter, was his first teacher. Attended the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts in Paris from 1948 to 1950. Has exhibited

in New York and Philadelphia and at the Drouant-

David, Art Moderne, and Atelier V galleries in Paris.

Has participated in the Paris salons and in the Ecole

de Paris exhibitions at the Galerie Charpentier. He
received the Medaille de la Ville de Paris and the

Grand Prix du Paysage de Monaco in 1954. He has

executed decors for several productions in France and
England. A figurative painter with a vigorous style,

Foss is represented in the collections of the French

Government and in several American museums.

FOUGERON, Andre-Alfred Born in Paris, Oc-
tober 1, 1913. A precocious painter, he submitted his

first canvas to the Salon des Independants at the age
of fifteen. Since 1937 he has participated in exhibi-

tions of the Maison de la Culture, the Salon des Sur-

independants, the Salon d'Automne, the Salon des

Tuileries, and several group exhibitions at the Galerie

Billiet-Worms and the Galerie de France. He received

the Prix National de la Direction des Arts et Lettres

in 1946. He has executed decors for the Theatre de
Rochefort and decorated the Sanatorium des Etudi-

ants de France and the town hall of Romilly-sur-

Seine. A vigorous painter inclined to large-scale

compositions, Fougeron changed his style after he
joined the Communist Party. Since 1948 he has de-

voted himself to realistic scenes of workers and social

life. He is represented in the principal museums of

modern art in Paris and abroad.

FOUjl'lA, Tsugouhara Born in Edogawa, Japan,
November 2, 1886, of a Samurai family. Studied at

the School of Fine Arts in Tokyo, where he acquired

a knowledge of both Oriental and Occidental art.

Arrived in Paris in 1913. Had his first exhibition in

1917 at the Galerie Cheron, and subsequently partic-

ipated in the great salons and had one-man shows
at Colette Weil's and Bernheim-Jeune's in Paris; he
has also exhibited in other large cities ofEurope and in

New York. He became well known for his portraits,

nudes, and still lifes. He took a world cruise in 1929,

returned to Paris in 1930, and later visited the two
Americas. He established residence in Tokyo in 1940,
but returned to Paris after the war and has since exhi-

bited at the Galerie Petrides. Foujita, whose work in

black and white is also outstanding, has illustrated

many books. He is represented in the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris and in most of the important
museums throughout the world.

FOURNIER, Gabriel Born in Grenoble, France,

in 1893. Studied art in Grenoble and Lyons, then at

the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs in Paris. He met many
painters of the Ecole de Paris in Montparnasse and, in

19 16, with Waroquier and Dufy, joined the group
known as La Jeune Peinture. Has had several one-

man shows and has participated in various group

shows and in the principal Paris salons. Fournier

has executed murals for the Lycie des Jeunes Filles

in Fontainebleau and for the Church of Saint-Cassien

in Isere, has illustrated an edition of Virgil's Georgics,

and has made tapestry cartoons for Gobelins. He re-

ceived the Silver Medal at the Biennale of Menton
in 1953. His paintings are in the Musee d'Art Moderne
and in other museums in France and abroad.

FREUNDLICH, Otto (1878-1943) Born in Stolp,

Pomerania, Germany. Studied art in Munich and
Florence. In 1908 he developed his individual "sur-

faces—colored, plain and purely constructive," a

technique which is considered one of the precursors

of non-figurative art. The following year he occupied

a studio at the famous Bateau-Lavoir in Montmartre
and began to exhibit with the Cubists in Paris. He
participated in a number of salons, joined the Circle

and Square group in 1930, and later the Abstraction-

Creation group. In addition to his paintings, he exe-

cuted mosaics and stained-glass windows. Having
been put on the list of "degenerate art" in 1934, all

his paintings in the possession of German museums
were destroyed. An important exhibition of his

remaining work was held at the Galerie Jeanne
Bucher in Paris in 1938. Arrested by the Germans and
deported to a camp in Poland as a Jew in 1943,

Freundlich died there later that year. A retrospective

Freundlich show was held at the Galerie Rive Droite

in Paris in 1954. He is represented in the most
important museums of modern art in the world.

FRTBOULET, Jef Born in Fecamp, Normandy,
France, November 11, 19 19. Won a prize in a local

painting contest at the age of six. Served in the Air
Force from 1939 to 1946, during which time he
decorated many military bases. His first one-man show
in Le Havre was followed by an exhibition in Rouen,
and, later, by a show at the Galerie Andr6 Maurice
in Paris. During all this time, until 1955, he supported
himself by working as a chauffeur. He has participated

in the principal Paris salons and in numerous group
shows in France and abroad, and has received several

important awards: the Prix de Monaco in 1950, the

Prix du Peintre in 1954, and the Coupe Shell in 1956.

His paintings, Expressionist in style, have been
acquired by French and foreign museums.

FRIESZ, Othon (1 879-1 949) Born in Le Havre,
France. Attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, first in

Le Havre and later in Paris. There he met Dufy,

Matisse, Marquet, and Rouault, with whom he

exhibited at the Salon des Independants in 1903. Two
years later, at the Salon d'Automne, he was included

in the famous Cage awe Fauves. However, although he
was one of its first protagonists, Fauvism had little

hold on him. In 1907 he abandoned its violent colors

and "flat" painting to return to meaning and mass.

He exhibited widely and had a number of one-man
shows. In 19 1

9 he received the Carnegie Prize for

Painting, and in- 1938 he became a member of the

Carnegie Foundation. An excellent teacher, Friesz

taught at the Academie Moderne, the Academie
Scandinave, and the Academie de la Grande-
Chaumiere. Influenced by both Cezanne and Rubens
and an admirer of the Baroque style, which he dis-

covered during a trip to Portugal, Friesz painted

sound, robust, sensual pictures which accurately reflect

his own disposition and temper. Among his best-

known paintings are "La Cath^drale de Rouen"
(1908), now in the Moscow Museum; a portrait of

Madame Othon Friesz (1915); and "La Seine"

(
: 937)> a large-scale decorative painting, done with
Dufy for the Palais de Chaillot. Friesz is represented

in all the important museums of modern art in France
and abroad.
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FRUHTRUNK, Giinter Born at Munich in 1923,

he completed secondary school and then began to

study architecture at the age of seventeen. After

spending five years in the army, he worked with

William Straube and, in 1952, with Fernand Leger.

He took up permanent residence in Paris in 1954, and
has since taken part in group exhibitions at the Galerie

Creuze (1956), at the Galerie Denise Ren£ (1957), at

the Kunstverein Kassel, and at the 1959 Ecole de

Paris, where, in the group of paintings arranged by

Michel Seuphor, he displayed abstract work with

great economy of expression.

FUSARO, Jean Born in Marseilles in 1925. Studied

at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts of Lyons for three years.

Had his first exhibition in Lyons in 1947, and partici-

pated in the Biennale of Menton in 1951. He sup-

ported himself in various ways until he was awarded
a Feneon scholarship in 1953. Since then he has

devoted himself entirely to painting. He has exhibited

at the principal Paris salons and has participated in

the Ecole de Paris exhibitions at the Galerie Char-

pentier. In 1957 he received the Prix de la Ville de

Marseilles. Revering nature as a source of inexhaust-

ible poetry, Fusaro paints very vivid compositions.

He is represented in several French museums.

GACHET, Jean Born November 12, 1920, at Quim-
per, Finistere, France, he was educated at the Rheims
College Moderne et Technique, and began his art

studies at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in that city. He
entered the Ecole Nationale des Beaux-Arts in 1945,

where, for four years, he worked at the Dupas studio.

From 1955 to 1958 he lived in Algiers, which influ-

enced his artistic growth. In July, 1958, he obtained

a study and travel grant for the Netherlands. He first

exhibited at the Galerie Chaix (1956), and later at

the Galerie Creuze (1958) and the Galerie Saint-

Placide (1959) in Paris. He was awarded the Prix de

la Critique in 1959. The Algiers museum has acquired

some of his work.

GALANIS, Demetrius-Emmanuel Born in

Athens, Greece, May 23, 1882. Arrived in Paris in

1900, where he attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts.

Submitted to the Salon de la Nationale des Beaux-

Arts in 1904, and subsequently participated in the

Salon dAutomne, the Salon des Humoristes, and the

Salon des Independants. He has had several one-man

shows. He is especially known as the illustrator of

such books as Deuil des primeveres by Francis Jammes,
Voyage musical au pays du passe by Romain Rolland,

Morand's Rien que la ierre, and Valery's Odes. A skill-

ful engraver with a very personal style, he was never

affected by Cubism. In a book devoted to his work,

Andre Malraux has compared Galanis to the Italian

primitives of the early Renaissance.

GALLARD, Michel de Born in Villefranche-sur-

Allier, Bourbonnais, France, April 22, 192 1. Studied

medicine for a while, then turned to art, attending

independent academies while earning a living as a

chemist and journalist. He.has had one-man shows

at the Galerie Framond, has submitted to the major

salons, and has participated in numerous group

shows in France and abroad. Gallard's stylized inter-

pretations of nature have won several prizes, including

the Bourse Nationale de Voyage in 1949, the Prix

Antral in 1952 and the Prix Partica at the Biennale of

Menton. The French Government has acquired

several of his paintings.

GANNE, Yves Born in Angers, Anjou, France,

July 13, 1 93 1. Studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts

of Nantes and with Fernand Leger in Paris. First

received critical notice at the exhibition of the Prix

de la Jeune Peinture in 1950, and was awarded the

Prix de la Ville de Menton in the same year. Had his

first Paris exhibition in 1954 at Drouant-David's,

where he exhibited again in 1957. Has since exhibited

in London at Tooth and Son's and in several group
shows in France and abroad. Ganne's vividly colored

landscapes and still lifes have been acquired by the

French Government, the City of Paris, and the Musee
dArt Moderne in Paris.

GARBELL, Alexandre Born in Riga, Latvia, in

1903. Began to paint at the age of thirteen. In 1923
went to Paris, where he studied at the Acad^mie
Ranson under Bissiere. He had his first exhibition at

B^nezit's in 1928 and has since had a number of one-

man shows in France and abroad. In 1952 he partic-

ipated in an exhibition in Lausanne called Rhythms
and Colors and in the Painting in Paris Today show
at the Kunsthaus in Zurich. He has since taken part

in other group shows in Paris, the United States, Italy,

and Switzerland, as well as in the Salon des Tuileries,

the Salon dAutomne, the Salon des Surindependants,

and the Salon de Mai. His experiments, inspired by a

kind of lyricism, have led him to surprising and re-

markable color harmonies. He is represented in the

Musee dArt Moderne in Paris and in some foreign

museums.

GENIS, Rene Born in Hue, Annam, French Indo-

china, July 26, 1 922; his family came originally from
Bordeaux. Studied for five years at the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts in Bordeaux, where he was granted a scholar-

ship which enabled him to continue his studies for

four years at the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs in Paris.

Exhibited at the Salon de la Jeune Peinture and has

participated in several group exhibitions in France

and abroad. His first one-man show of twenty land-

scapes at the Galerie Charpentier in 1956 won the

attention of collectors and museums. He has illus-

trated Vercel's Remorques for the Bibliophiles de
France. A figurative painter, Genis teaches at the

College de Pontoise.

GEN-PAUL Born in Paris, July 2, 1895, on the Rue
Lepic. A genuine son of Montmartre, Gen-Paul's

ability as a painter developed without benefit of

academic training. He began by selling his canvases

on cafe
1

terraces. His first exhibition at Bing's in 1926

was followed by others at Bernheim's. A retrospective

exhibition of his work was held at the Galerie Drou-

ant-David in 1952. He has also participated in shows

abroad. An artist of vigorous originality, his land-

scapes, portraits, and racetrack scenes reflect a force-

ful, dynamic temperament.

GEORGES, Claude Born April 29, 1929, at Fumay
in Ardennes, he was unusual, in that he began by

studying science and working for a degree at the Fac-

ulte de Lille. Still studying science, he began to paint

in 1952, which soon took all his time. He participated

in many group shows, both in France and abroad,

including the Salon des Realites Nouvelles in 1956,

and the Salon de Mai in 1957, 1958, and 1959. He
gave three exhibitions at the Galerie Ren£ Drouin, in

1955, 1957, and in 1959, and was represented at the

Biennale of Paris in 1959, in the section chosen by

the Jeune Critique. He is an abstract painter with a

liberated, fluid style.
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GERMAIN, Jacques Born in Paris, January 13,

19 1
5. Attended the Academie Moderne in Paris, then

the Bauhaus in Dessau in 1932, where he had Kan-
dinsky as a professor; later studied applied art in

Frankfurt. Exhibited for the first time at the Salon des

Independants in Paris in 1947, participated in the

Salon de Mai, the Salon des Realites Nouvelles, and
in the exhibitions of the Ecole de Paris at the Galerie

Charpentier, as well as in group exhibitions in France
and abroad. He has had one-man shows at the

Maeght, Pierre, Michel Warren, and Jacques Massol
galleries. Influenced at first by Surrealism, Germain
later turned to abstraction. He is represented in the

Musee dArt Moderne in Paris and in the museums
of Lille and Bergen.

GERNEZ, Paul-Elie (1888- 1948) Born in On-
naing-les-Valenciennes, in northern France. Enrolled

in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris in 1908, and
became a teacher of drawing at Honfleur. Played an
important part in the art life of Paris from 19 19 on,

exhibiting at the Druet and Berthe Weil galleries and
participating in the great salons and group shows in

France and abroad. Illustrated several books. In all

Gernez's work—as painter, engraver, lithographer,

pastelist and water-colorist—there are two outstanding
qualities: grace and lightness. He is represented in

many French and foreign museums.

GHIGLION-GREEN, Maurice Born in Cannes,
Provence, France, November 8, 1913, of a French
father and an English mother. Worked as a croupier

in the Casino of Cannes for many years before paint-

ing became his principal occupation in 1952. Began
to show his paintings in 1955. Has exhibited with the

Ecole de Paris at the Galerie Charpentier, in the

Comparaison exhibition at the Musee d'Art Moderne
of Paris, at the Salon des Surindependants, and in

various group shows. Regarded as a Naive artist,

Ghiglion-Green paints landscapes, figures, and genre
scenes, such as his "Noce campagnarde," with vivid

and poetic freshness. One of his paintings has been
acquired by the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris.

GIACOMETTI, Alberto Born in Stampa, Switzer-

land, October 19, 1901. He began to paint and do
sculptures while still very young, working with his

father, who was an Impressionist painter. He enrolled

in the Ecole des Arts et Metiers in Geneva in 191 9,

then went to Paris in 1922, where he studied with

Bourdelle and at the Academie de la Grande Chau-
miere. He has participated in the Salon des Indepen-
dants, the Salon des Tuileries, and the Salon de Mai,
and has had several one-man shows in Paris and in

the provinces. He has illustrated books by Andre
Breton and Tristan Tzara, among others. Giacometti

joined the Surrealist group in 1925 and did non-
figurative sculptures between 1926 and 1934, but he
has since returned to nature as the source of his sub-

jects. He is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne
in Paris and in museums in New York, Chicago,

London, Basle, Copenhagen, and other important
cities throughout the world.

GILLET, Roger Edgar Born in Paris, July io,

1924. Studied cabinetmaking at the Ecole Boulle,

then enrolled in the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs. Taught
at the Academie Jullian from 1946 to 1948. Had his

first exhibition in Paris at the Galerie Craven in 1953,
has participated in the Salon d'Octobre, the Salon de
Mai, and many group shows. Received the Feneon
and Catherwood scholarships. Gillet's abstract paint-

ings are characterized by vivid color and a plastic

quality.

GISCHIA, Leon Born in Dax, Les Landes, France,

June 8, 1903. Studied literature, art history, and
archaeology, then became a pupil of Friesz's, and later

of Lager's at the Academie Moderne. Went to the

United States in 1927 and did no more painting until

1934. After his return to Paris he worked with Ldger

and Le Corbusier on the Pavilion des Temps Nou-
veaux at the International Exposition in Paris in 1937.

He has since had one-man shows at Jeanne Bucher's,

Poyet's, Friedland's, and the Galerie de la France, and
has participated in the Salon dAutomne and the

Salon de Mai. Gischia has designed scenery and
costumes for many productions of the Theatre Natio-

nal Populaire, among them Moliere's L'Avare. Mon-
therlant's Pasiphae, and Pirandello's Henri IV. He has

illustrated several fine editions, and in co-operation

with others, has written two books, Les Arts primitifs

and La Sculpture en France depuis Rodin. Primarily an

abstract painter, Gischia is represented in many
museums of modern art.

GLEIZES, Albert (1 881 -1953) Born in Paris.

Working alone, he began to paint in 1901. Influenced

at first by Impressionism, he began about 1906 to

seek a simplification of color and form which led him
toward Cubism. A writer and philosopher as well as

a painter, he joined the writers Vildrac and Duhamel
in establishing the famous Abbaye de Creteil, and
participated in the aesthetic discussions of the Section

d'Or at Jacques Villon's studio in Puteaux. He
exhibited for the first time at the Salon d'Automne in

igio and later participated in the Salon des Inde-

pendants, the exhibitions of the Section d'Or, and in

many international exhibits, including the New York
Armory Show of 19 13. In 1912 he published Du
Cubisme, a book on the theory of that movement
written with Metzinger. After his discharge from
military service in 191 7, he made a trip to the United
States, during which he had a religious experience

that affected all his subsequent work. His book La
Peinture et ses lois, a study of the laws of art based on
religious art of the Middle Ages, was published in

1923. He wrote other important studies of religious

art, particularly of the Romanesque period, and worked
out a philosophy and discipline based on religious

thought expressed through modern symbolic rhythms.
In addition to his paintings on religious themes, he
also did tapestries, ceramics, and fresco decorations

for many churches, and in 1927 founded an associa-

tion of artisans at Moly-Sabata in the Isere region.

L'Homo-centrisme, ou retour a I'homme chretien and La
Forme et I'histoire, two of his other important books
on religion and art, were published in 1932. In 1939
he retired to Saint-Remy-de-Provence, where he
engraved fifty-seven original etchings for Pascal's

Pensees. Gleizes, who died in Avignon in 1953, is

represented in all important museums of modern art

throughout the world.

GOERG, Edouard Born in Sidney, Australia, in

June 1893, of French parents. Completed his school-

ing in Paris, and enrolled in the Academie Ranson in

191 2. Sent his pictures to the Paris salons for the first

time in 1920 and had his first one-man show at

Berthe Weil's in 1925. Since then he has exhibited

regularly in Paris at Paul Guillaume's, Jeanne Castel's,

and Drouant-David's, and has also shown in the

provinces and abroad. He received the First Hallmark
Prize in 1949 and the first prize for engravings in

Lugano. Goerg's naturalistic paintings reveal man
in a poetic, even fantastic way. Between 1935 and
1940 he painted pictures of an "apocalyptic concep-
tion," circus scenes and scenes of social life, religious

compositions, portraits, and nudes. His work as an
illustrator is particularly varied and deserving of
attention. It includes editions of Baudelaire's Les

Georges

///+
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DELAUNAY, SONIA
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Peinture 1959
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GALLARD, MICHEL DE

Paysage de l'Allier

GUIGNEBERT, VINCENT

La femme aux poissons

FAURE, PIERRE

Le concert champetre

HEUZE, EDMOND
Loge de cirque
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Goldkorn

Gondouin

Gontcharova

Gregori

Grenier

Gris

Groll

Fleurs du mal, Dante's Inferno, and Les Nouveaux conies

cruels by Villiers de l'lsle-Adam. Goerg is the Presi-

dent of the Soci^te des Peintres et Graveurs Francais

and a professor of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris.

He is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in

Paris, in the museums of Grenoble, Limoges, The
Hague, and Copenhagen, and in the Art Institute of

Chicago.

GOLDKORN, Georges Born in Szydlowice,

Poland, in 1906. Studied at the Royal Academy in

Brussels and at the Institute of Fine Arts in Antwerp.

Had his first Paris show in 1946, and has since ex-

hibited at various salons. While working on Expres-

sionist paintings, he also did a series of abstract

gouaches, but in 1955 he "put a definite end to the

figurative past." Following a trip to Spain, Goldkorn
created Images de Sefarad, an important iconographic

work on the Judaic spirituality of medieval Iberia, for

which Jean Cassou wrote an introduction.

GONDOUIN, Emmanuel (1883- 1934) Born in

Versailles, France. Studied drawing in Paris. Lived

in Montparnasse in extreme poverty until 1916, when
he moved to the country. Exhibited at the Galerie de

la Licorne in 1921, then settled in Cavalaire, together

with Gleizes. Upon his return to Paris in 1930,

Gondouin began to build a house at Sevres, but did

not live to see it finished. After an exhibition at Bern-

heim-Jeune's, he went into the hospital for a serious

operation and, weakened by privation, died shortly

afterward on January 6, 1934. Gondouin's work
includes an illustrated edition of Goha le Simple, large

landscapes which are vigorous interpretations of

nature, and paintings like "Le Negresse" in the

Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris, which represent a.

highly sensual aspect of Cubism.

GONTCHAROVA, Nathalie Born near Moscow,
June 4, 1 881; is married to the abstract painter

Larionov. Attended the Academy of Fine Arts in

Moscow, and began to exhibit there in 1900. Partic-

ipated in the exhibition of Russian art in Paris in

1906. The introduction to the catalogue of her first

Paris exhibition in 1914 was written by Apollinaire.

After World War I she participated in the great Paris

salons and showed her canvases in many foreign

cities. A meeting with Serge Diaghilev aroused her

interest in stage design, and she did the decors for

several Russian ballets, including Coq d'Or and
L'Oiseau de Feu. Between the two wars she did a

series of "espagnoles," flower pieces, and some
abstract compositions which reveal Larionov's influ-

ence. Gontcharova is represented in museums through-

out the world.

GORIN, Jean Born in 1899 at Saint-Emilien de
Blain, Loire-Inferieure, France, he attended the Aca-
demic de la Grande Chaumiere in 191 6, and then the

Ecoles des Beaux-x'Vrts in Nantes (191 9). His art

changed radically after he read Gleizes' works; having
experimented with Purism, he inclined toward Neo-
Plasticism as early as 1926. His first contacts with

Mondrian were in 1927, and in 1930 he joined the

"Cercle et Carre." A member of Espace in 1953, he

took part in many exhibitions, showing, in particular,

a monumental construction at Rome in 1955 and,

in 1958, a model of a vast space construction in steel

for the O.T.U.A. He also participated in the 1959
Ecole de Paris exhibition.

GRAU SALA, Emile Born in Barcelona, Spain,

June 22, 191 1. Attended the School of Fine Arts in

Barcelona. Exhibited for the first time in 1929, and
at the Salon du Printemps in 1932. Designed decors for

a ballet by Blancafort. Arrived in Paris in 1937, and

has since exhibited at the Barreiro, Charpentier,

Drouin, and Monique de Groote galleries in Paris and
in various foreign countries. He has done decorations

for ocean liners, has designed stage decors, and since

1941 has won fame through the illustration of about

thirty fine editions. A figurative painter with a strong

poetic feeling, Grau Sala is represented in the muse-

ums of the City of Paris, the Ile-de-France, Barcelona,

Madrid, and Buenos Aires.

GREGORI, Gino Born in Milan, Italy, January 6,

1906. After winning the Antoniano award in a Milan

art show in 1931, he participated in various national

and international exhibitions in Italy, and won the

Modigliani prize for drawing at Leghorn. Established

residence in Paris in 1946 and has since exhibited in

the great salons and in many group shows in France

and abroad. An abstract painter, Gregori has had
three one-man shows in Paris and one in Milan.

GRENIER, Madeleine Born in Marseilles, Novem-
ber 5, 1929. Worked at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in

Cairo for one year and subsequently in Paris with

Andre Lhote and, in 1952, at the Academie Ranson.

She participated in the Salon d'Automne, the Salon

de la Jeune Peinture, in the exhibitions of the Ecole

de Paris at the Galerie Charpentier, and in numerous

group shows in France and in other countries. Her
first one-man show was in Lille in 1957. Originally a

figurative painter, she has since turned to abstract

art. Her paintings are in private collections in France

and abroad.

GRIS, Juan (1887-1927) Jose Victoriano Gonzalez,

known as Juan Gris, was born in Madrid. He began

drawing at the age of six, and studied at the School

of Arts and Crafts in Madrid. When his studies were

interrupted by the financial ruin of his family, he

supported himself by selling humorous drawings to

Madrid papers. Meanwhile he began to devote him-

self to painting and worked briefly under the Spanish

academic painter Moreno Carbonero. But he was
aware of what was going on in Paris, and dreamed of

going there. He arrived in 1906 and moved into the

Bateau-Lavoir where Picasso and his friends lived.

The dealer Clovis Sagot was the first one to buy his

pictures in 1911. The following year Gris sent his

"Hommage a Picasso" to the Salon des Independants

and also exhibited in Barcelona, Rouen, and with the

Section d'Or. About the same time Kahnweiler

became his dealer and introduced him to Gertrude

Stein and Leonce Rosenberg, who bought his paint-

ings. About 19
1
3 Gris began to depart from the pre-

cepts of Analytical Cubism and to develop the doctrine

known as Synthetic Cubism. Thus, instead of starting

with the object and breaking it down, he started with

the abstract conception and introduced objects to

make the design concrete. His work may be divided

into various periods: in 19 16, colored architecture; in

1919, a series of harlequins and pierrots; in 1920,

poetic painting, particularly in his illustration for the

poems of his friend Reverdy; in 1921, the open
window; in 1924, polyphonic harmonies. In addition

to painting, he designed sets for several of Diaghilev's

ballets and for two operas, including La Colombe by-

Gounod. In 1924 he read a paper called "Les Possi-

bilities de la Peinture" to a scientific and philo-

sophical study group at the Sorbonne. It was later

published in several languages and had wide reper-

cussions. Gris probably achieved his greatest success

in 1925, when he was painting his most perfect

canvases. However, his health began to fail, and he

died in Paris on May 1 1, 1927. He is represented in

the principal museums of modern art throughout the

world.
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GROLL, Henriette Born in Grenoble, France,

February 28, 19 10. Arrived in Paris in 1931 and
pursued her art studies at the Louvre. Has had several

one-man shows, including two at the Galerie Char-
pentier, and has participated in many group shows
and in the great salons. A figurative painter, Henriette

Groll is known primarily for her well-composed still

lifes. She is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne
in Paris and in provincial and foreign museums.

GROMAIRE, Marcel Born in Noyelle-sur-Sam-
bre, in northern France, July 24, 1892, of a French
father and a Flemish mother. Studied law, then turned
to art, working in various independent studios in

Montparnasse. After World War I he did a series of

paintings on the life of farmers and workers. In 1925
he exhibited "La Guerre," a painting characterized

by a new pathos, at the Salon des Independants. The
essentially mural quality of "La Guerre" appears
again some years later in his tapestries "Les Quatre
Elements" and "Les Quatre Saisons" which were to

mark a stage in the renaissance of the art of tapestry.

In 1937 he decorated the facade of the Sevres Pavil-

ion at the International Exposition in Paris. An im-
portant retrospective show of his works was held in

Basle in 1935 and he has had shows at the Galerie

Louis Carre in Paris and in New York in 1947 and
1949, respectively. Gromaire's work, sober, powerful,

and monumental in its effect, reveals a boldness of

concept and a sure technique. He is represented in

the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris, in private collec-

tions and in many museums in France and abroad.

GRUBER, Francis (191 2-1948) Born in Nancy,
France. Attended school irregularly because of

delicate health. Settled in Paris in a studio near

Bissiere and Braque, who gave him the benefit of their

advice. In 1928, he enrolled in the Academie Scan-

dinave, where he worked with Friesz and Dufresne.

At the age of eighteen he exhibited at the Salon des

Tuileries, revealing a talent which quickly brought

him fame in Montparnasse where he displayed great

verve in living a somewhat disorderly life. Neverthe-

less, he was a great worker, capable of tackling

monumental works such as the one he did for the

Lycee Lakanal in Paris. An admirer of Breughel,

Bosch, Diirer, and Griinwald, he added to the

fantastic realism derived from these masters a poetic

quality of his own. In 1942 he temporarily succeeded

Bissiere as a teacher at the Academie Ranson, and he
won the Grand Prix National in 1947. But he was
debilitated by tuberculosis, and died on December 1,

1948. During his last months, he worked in seclusion

on compositions that became more and more abstract,

the last ones reaching a high level of purity. An im-

portant Expressionist painter, Gruber is represented

in the principal museums of modern art.

GUERRIER, Raymond Born in Paris in 1920. A
painter who is extremely concerned with technique

and composition, Guerrier studied on his own in the

museums. He has exhibited regularly at the Galerie

Stiebel since 1952, when his work was discovered in

the Salon de la Rue de Seine. He has participated in

several Paris salons and in the Biennales of Paris,

Menton, and Turin. In 1953 he won the Prix de la

Jeune Peinture. Guerrier's restrained paintings, which
blend the inspiration of Cezanne with Cubist order,

are in several museums, including the Musee d'Art
Moderne in Paris.

GUIGNEBERT, Vincent Born in Paris, May 15,

1 92 1. Attended the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs and the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts. Had his first one-man show in

Paris in 1945, followed by others in London in 1946-

1947 and in Stockholm in 1948. Has since exhibited

regularly at the Galerie Drouant, the Salon des

Tuileries, the Salon de Mai, and the Salon des Jeunes

Peintres. Won the Prix de la Jeune Peinture in 1946.

A figurative painter, Guignebert is particularly

interested in doing tapestry designs. He is a founder
of the Association des Peintres Cartonniers and has

participated in important tapestry exhibitions in

Europe and the United States. He is represented in

several museums of modern art.

GUIRAMAND, Paul Born in Saint-Quentin, in

Picardy, France, February 1, 1926. Enrolled in the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris in 1947. He has partic-

ipated in the Salon d'Automne, the Salon de Mai,
the Salon de la Jeune Peinture, and in group shows

at the Saint-Placide, Montmorency, Art Vivant and
Andre Weil galleries. He has also exhibited in London,
Mexico, and Houston, Texas. Received the Prix de
Rome in 1952, the second prize at the Biennale of

Menton in 1957 and, in the same year, the Marl-
borough Prize in London. He has designed settings for

the Swedish National Theater. An excellent colorist,

Guiramand is primarily a figure painter.

GUITET, James Born in Nantes, France, in 1925.

Studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Nantes in

1944 and 1945. Arrived in Paris in 1946, and became
a teacher of drawing two years later. At the same time

his own style became definitely non-figurative. Since

1954 he has had one-man shows in France and
Germany and has participated in the Realites

Nouvelles and Comparaisons exhibitions and in group

shows abroad.

HALICKA, Alice Born in Krakow, Poland, Decem-
ber 20, 1894. Went to Paris and enrolled in the Aca-
demie Ranson, where Maurice Denis and Serusier

supervised her studies. Married the painter Mar-
coussis in 1913. Traveled widely in Europe and to

North Africa and India. From 1935 to 1938 she lived

in the United States, where she designed scenery and
costumes for Stravinsky's Ballet de la Fee in an atmos-

phere which appealed to her imaginative and sensitive

art. She has had one-man shows at the Berthe Weil
and Druet galleries in Paris, and in Switzerland,

England, and the United States. She is represented in

the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris, in several foreign

museums and in private collections.

HAMBOURG, Andre Born in Paris, May 5, 1909.

Attended the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs and the Ecole

des Beaux-Arts. Had his first one-man exhibition at

the Galerie du Taureau in 1928, participated in the

Salon des Tuileries in 1929, and has since had many
exhibitions both in France and abroad. A winner of

the Prix Abd-el-Tif in 1933, he lived in North Africa

for six years until the outbreak of war, during which
he was a war correspondent. He has painted murals,

particularly for the International Exposition in Paris

in 1937, has illustrated luxury editions of books and
has made ceramics. Hambourg, whose work is stylized

and figurative, is represented in the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris, in other museums in France and
abroad, and in many private collections.

HARTUNG, Hans Born in Leipzig. Germany,
September 21, 1904. Studied at the Academy of Fine

Arts in Leipzig and later in Dresden. Established

residence in Paris in 1935 and has since become a

French citizen. In 1944, while serving in the French
Army, he was seriously wounded near Belfort and lost

a leg. Since 1931 he has had many exhibitions in

Paris at Henriette Gomez's and at the Galerie de
France, and in Germany, Norway, and Belgium. He
received the Prix Guggenheim Europe-Afrique in

1956. Hartung is considered one of the most remark-
able of the "second generation" of abstract painters.

He is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in

Paris, in many museums in Europe and the United
States, and in a number of private collections.

Gromaire

Gruber

Guerrier

Guignebert

Guiramand

Guitet

Halicka
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HASSELT, Willem Joseph van Born in Rotter-

dam, Holland, September 3, 1882. Studied at the

School of Fine Arts in Rotterdam and in London.
Arrived in Paris in 1903. Participated in the great

salons, and between 1923 and 1936 had many one-

man shows at Druet's. In 1948 the Galerie Berri-

Raspail presented an important retrospective show,

comprising thirty years ofVan Hasselt's work. He won
a Gold Medal at the International Exposition in Paris

in 1937, was elected a member of the Institute in 1935,

and named president of the Academie des Beaux-Arts

in 1 95 1. Van Hasselt's paintings, mostly interiors

and landscapes, are in the important museums of

France and Holland.

HAZAN, Guy Born January 29, 1934, in Paris, he

entered the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, in Legueult's studio,

at the age of nineteen. With his friends Faure, Carron,

and Humbert, he formed a goup which came to be

called the Ecole de Rosny. A Societaire of the Salon

d'Automne, he takes part in the Salon des Tuileries,

and has obtained a Government grant which enables

him to travel. A figurative painter, he transposes

nature, using tones which are always subtle.

HELMAN Born in Galatia, Romania, on February

9, 1910, he became a French citizen and has lived in

Paris since 1927. He obtained a law degree, but turned

to painting in 1938. He lived in Barcelona for three

years and exhibited there; his stay in Spain exercised

some influence over his art. He gave his first French
exhibition in 1946 at Paris Galerie Berri-Raspail.

followed by others at the Galerie Breteau in 1948 and

1949, and at the Henri Benezit in 1955 and 1957. He
takes part in many group shows and salons—the

Salons des Surindependants, the Salon de Mai, and
the Ecole de Paris—and exhibits at Brussels, London,
Chicago, and Montreal. A nonfigurative painter, he

tends toward emotionalism, expressing himself ia an
economical manner. The Musee National d'Art Mo-
derne at Paris, the Modern Museum of Milan, and
the Tate Gallery have some of his work.

HERBIN, Auguste Born in Quievry, in northern

France, April 29, 1882. Attended the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts in Lille. Exhibited at the Salon des Inde-

pendants in 1905 and at the Salon d'Automne in

1907, but the following year his paintings, already

Cubist in character, were refused by the Salon

d'Automne, along with those of Braque. In 1926 he

began to incline toward abstraction, and in 1930 he

and Vantongerloo founded the Abstraction-Creation

group. His book V'Art non-figuratif, non-objectif (Edi-

tions Lydia Conti, Paris) defines the system of

abstract painting which he originated and which

has won him many adherents among young abstract

painters. Throughout his career Herbin has had many
exhibitions in France and abroad. Since 1946 he has

shown at the Salon des Realites Nouvelles. He is

represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and
in the principal museums of modern art throughout

the world. Died January 31, i960, in Paris.

HERVIEU, Louise (1878- 1954) Born in Alencon,

France. Louise Hervieu was not only a fine draftsman,

illustrator, and painter, she was also a writer. She

exhibited paintings only once, at the Galerie Blot in

1 9 10. Thereafter she showed only drawings at the

Salon des Independants and, regularly, every three

years, at the Galerie Bernheim-Jeune. Among the

books she illustrated are Les Fleurs du mal (1920),

Le Spleen de Paris and L'Album de vingt nus (1922). She

wrote and illustrated L'Ame du cirque (1924) and Le
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Bon vouloir (1927). In spite of declining health and
near-blindness during the last years of her life, she

still had an indomitable energy and continued to

write. Her later books, Sangs (1936), Le Malade vous

park (1943), and La Rose de sang (1953), were all well

received. Her marvelous drawings form part of many
private and public collections.

HEUZE, Edmond Born in Paris, September 26,

1883. A self-taught artist, he developed a skillful

painting technique. He was appointed professor at

the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, later was elected a member
of the Academie des Beaux-Arts and became an official

portrait painter. In his youth he engaged in many
strange occupations to earn a living. For a time he

was with a traveling circus, and, on the advice of

Rouault, brought back from these trips a series of

canvases of circus life which clearly indicated his

genuine talent as a painter. He has participated in the

great salons and has had one-man shows at the Bern-

heim-Jeune, Cheron, Weil, Blot, and Dewambez
galleries. Heuz£ is also the author of Monsieur Victor,

an excellent novel dealing with the world of thieves.

As a painter, he is represented in the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris and in many private collections in

France and abroad.

HILAIRE, Camille Born in Metz, Lorraine,

France, August 2, 1916. Attended the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts and independent academies. Had his first

Paris exhibition at the Galerie Valloton in 1951, has

participated in the great salons, in group shows in

France and abroad, and has exhibited in New York.

Received the Prix de Venice in 1948, the Prix Antral

and the Prix de la Casa Velasquez in 1950. Has done
murals for public buildings in Nancy and for ocean

liners, and has executed tapestry cartoons for the

French embassies in Tokyo and Helsinki. A painter

whose robust style stems from Cubism, Hilaire is

represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and
in the museums of Poitiers, Metz, Epinal, and
Strasbourg.

HILPERT, Max Born in Zurich, Switzerland,

May 28, 1928. Studied at the School of Fine Arts in

Naples. Has participated in the Salon des Sur-

independants and in the Ecole de Paris shows at the

Galerie Charpentier. Has had exhibitions in Naples,

Zurich, and Spain. Hilpert's style is based on the

experiments of the Surrealists.

HUGO, Jean Born in Paris. November 19, 1894.

the son of Georges V. Hugo and the grandson of

Victor Hugo. He studied for a degree in arts from

1912 to 1914, but it was during his military service in

World War I that he decided to be a painter. A friend

of Cocteau, he designed the scenery for "Maries de la

Tour Eiffel" in 1921. This was the first of a series of

important commissions for the theater, which includes

Romeo et Juliette in 1924, Orphee in 1926, Ruy-Blas in

1938, Phedre in 1942, and Le Carrosse du Saint-Sacrement

in 1 95 1. He has also done dry-point etchings, litho-

graphs, and gouaches to illustrate such books as Romeo

et Juliette (1926), Climats by Maurois (1929;, Limita-

tion de JV. S. Jesus-Christ ( 1 946) , and Le Cornet a des by

Max Jacob (1948), and has designed stained-glass

windows for the Monastery of Sarte. He has exhibited

at the Jeanne Bucher, Pierre Colle, and Lefevre gal-

leries in Paris, as well as in London, New York, and

other cities. He is represented in a number ofmuseums
and private collections.



HUMBLOT, Roger Born in Fontenay-sous-Bois,

on the outskirts of Paris, May 13, 1907. Studied at the

Sorbonne till he was twenty-four, then enrolled in the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts in 1 931. With Rohner and
Jannot, he founded the Forces Nouvelles group. Had
his first exhibition at the Galerie Billiet-Worms in

1936, participated in group shows at Van der Klip's,

has had regular exhibitions at the Galerie Romanet,
with a particularly important one in 1955. Won the

Prix Conte-Carriere in 1952 and the Grand Prix de la

Biennale de Menton in 1953. Humblot's landscapes,

still lifes, figures, and allegorical compositions reveal

his particular concern with light and the problems of

light and dark. He is represented in the Musee d'Art
Moderne in Paris and in other museums in France
and abroad.

HUMBERT, Raymond Born in Verdun, France,

May 23, 1932. Arrived in Paris at the age of eighteen,

enrolled at first in the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs and
later in the Ecole Nationale Superieure des Beaux-
Arts. He has exhibited at the Salon desJeunes Peintres

and with the Ecole de Paris. Awarded the Prix de
Rome in 1 958. A painter of figurative, colorful can-
vases, he is represented in the collection of the City of
Paris.

INGUIMBERTY, Joseph Born in Marseilles,

France, January 18, 1896. Attended the Ecole des
Arts Decoratifs. Taught decorative arts at the Ecole
des Beaux-Arts in Hanoi, Indochina, from 1925 to

1945. Has had one-man shows in Paris at the Galerie
Charpentier in 1936 and at Drouant-David's in 1948.
Received a Blumenthal scholarship, the Prix Natio-
nal, and the Prix Conte-Carriere. A figurative painter

with a sensitive stylized manner, Inguimberty is

represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and
in private collections.

INO, Pierre Born in Petrograd, Russia, November
11, 1909. Arrived in Paris in 1927, studied at the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts for a time, then began working
alone. He has exhibited in the Salon des Independants,

the Salon des Surindependants, and the Salon
d'Automne, and has had one-man shows at the Berri

and Berri-Raspail galleries. In 1939 he was invited

to participate in the Carnegie International Exhibi-

tion in Pittsburgh. He has staged several group shows
on the theme of "the fantastic" and participated in the

Bordeaux Festival Exhibition, Le Fantastique dans
l'Art, in 1957. A figurative painter, Ino is represented

in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and in private

collections.

ISCAN, Ferit Born in Trieste, May 8, 1931, of a
family of Turkish origin. Moved to France in 1938.
Studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and later with
Souverbie and Andrei Lhote. Influenced at first by
Paul Klee, he experimented with abstract art forms
from 1949 to 1952. Since then he has reverted to

Realism, and tends toward a figurative-synthetic art

based on the decomposition of planes. He has partic-

ipated in group shows and has had one-man shows
in Paris in 1955, 1957, and 1958, the last two at the
Galerie Ventadour.

ISTRATI, Alexandre Born March 9, 19 15, at

Dorohei, Romania, he began painting at a very early

age. After obtaining a law degree, he resumed painting

in 1930. He graduated from Bucharest's Academie
des Beaux-Arts in 1937, and was able to go to Paris

in 1947 on a grant from the French Institute in Roma-
nia. He worked under Lhote, and then alone. He
gave his first exhibition at the Galerie Breteau in 1950,

and later ones at the Colette Allendy, Denise Rene,
and Craven galleries. He also takes part in many
group shows at Brussels, New York, Caracas, Washing-
ton. An abstract expressionist, he says he "feels form
through color." He was awarded the Prix Kandinsky
in 1953, and exhibited in the 1959 Ecole de Paris,

together with his wife, Natalia Dumitresco.

JACQUEMIN, Andre Born in Epinal, Vosges,

France, September 3, 1904. One of the founding
members of the Societe de la Jeune Gravure Con-
temporaine in 1929, a full member of the Peintres

Graveurs Francais since 1931. Has participated in

many exhibitions in France and abroad. Awarded the

Prix National des Arts in 1936. In addition to the 750
etchings, dry-points, and engravings which comprise
his graphic work, Jacquemin has also done water
colors and pastels. Among the many books he has

illustrated are La Colline inspiree by Maurice Barres,

Colette's La Naissance du jour, and Mac Orlan's La
Couronne de Paris. He is represented in many French
and foreign museums. At present he is custodian of

the Musee D^partemental des Vosges and the Mus^e
International de l'Imagerie.

JANIN, Jean Born in Geneva, Switzerland, in

1900, of French parents. Attended the Ecole des
Beaux-Arts in Geneva and the Academie Ranson in

Paris. Since 1923 he has participated in the great

salons and in a number of group exhibitions in France
and abroad. He has decorated screens and lacquer
panels and interiors, and has executed decors for the
Petite Scene and for the Boris Kniaseff Company. In

1929, with William Gwinn, an American, he founded
the Theatre Ambulant pour les Enfants (Traveling
Theater for Children), for which he designed scenery,

for ten years. He also did cartoons for mosaics for the

town hall of Poissy. Janin's work, characterized at first

by a surrealistic atmosphere, has been developing to-

ward a more personal style of transposed expression.

He is represented in the collections of the French
Government, the City of Paris, several museums in

France and other European countries, in the museums
of Cincinnati and Los Angeles, and the Art Institute

of Chicago.

JANNOT, Henri Born in Paris, January 9, 1909.
Attended the studio of Lucien Simon at the Ecole des
Beaux-Arts until 1932. Like his friends of the Forces
Nouvelles group, Jannot felt the necessity of a return

to the object and a new humanism—modern, some-
times tragic in its concept, as it appears in "Noy£" by
Jannot and "Epave" by Rohner. Has submitted to the

principal salons, had one-man exhibitions and partic-

ipated in group shows in France and abroad. Jannot
has received recognition for his Vexin landscapes,

his seascapes and compositions which reveal his

great charm and poetic feeling. He is represented in

the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris, in several provin-
cial museums, and in private collections.
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OARBELL, ALEXANDRE
Les Halles de Paris

GERMAIN, JACQUES

Construction grise

FONTENE, ROBERT
Peinture 1957

ISTRATI, ALEXANDRE
Espace 1959
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FUSARO, JEAN

Fete de nuit

FLEURY, LUCIEN

Poste d'aiguillage, la nuit

GHIGLION-GREEN, MAURICE

Le jardin public
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Jansem

Jouffroy, J

Jouffroy, P

Kandinsky

Kerg

Kermadec

Kikoine

JANSEM, Jean Born in Seulejze, Armenia, March 9,

1920. Arrived in Paris in 1 931, where he later attended

the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs. Exhibited for the first

time at the Salons des Independants in 1944, and has

since participated in various Paris salons, including

the Salon de la Jeune Peinture, of which he became
the President in 1956. Received the Prix Populiste in

1 95 1 and a national scholarship in 1954. Jansem is a

figurative painter. His work has been acquired by the

French Government, the City of Paris, and various

foreign museums.

JEANNERET, Charles-Edouard, see Le Corbusier.

JOUFFROY, Jean-Pierre Born in Paris, April 20,

1933. Studied political science before turning to paint-

ing. Has exhibited at the Librairie du Passeur, at

Bernheim's and Andr£ Weil's, and in exhibitions of

the Ecole de Paris at the Galerie Charpentier. Won
the Prix Pacquement in 1957. Jouffroy began as an

Expressionist, then turned toward abstraction, but

has now reverted to a more figurative style. He is

represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris.

JOUFFROY, Pierre Born in Vaujaucourt, Franche-
Comte, France, September 21, 1912. With little

formal education, he taught himself the rudimentary
principles of a solid painting technique. Arrived in

Paris in 1933. Has had one-man shows at the Weil and
Anjou galleries, has participated in the Salon d'Au-
tomne and the Salon des Independants, has exhibited

throughout France and in Lausanne and Geneva.
Jouffroy is known particularly for his excellent still

lifes, in which he seeks to create a poetry of objects and
lights. He is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne
in Paris and in several other French museums.

KALLOS, Paul Born in Hernadnemeti, Hungary,
in 1 928. Studied at the School ofFine Arts in Budapest.
Arrived in France in 1950. Exhibited in Paris at the

Galerie Pierre in 1955 and 1957, and in London in

1955. Has participated in the Salon de Mai, the Salon
des Realites Nouvelles, and in the exhibitions of the

Ecole de Paris at the Galerie Charpentier. An abstract

painter, Kallos is represented in the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris and in private collections in France
and abroad.

KANDINSKY, Wassily (1866-1944) Born in

Moscow. Studied law and political economy at the
university there. Though attracted to painting as a
youngster, he did not devote himself to the fine arts

until he was thirty, when he abandoned a brilliantly

begun law career. In 1896 he went to Munich to study
painting, first with Azbe and then at the Academy.
He discovered Impressionism around the turn of the
century and questioned "whether the painter did not
have the right to go further and to do compositions
as free as those of musicians." In 1902 he opened his

own school and organized the Phalanx group. In the
following years he traveled quite a bit, visiting Tunisia,

Holland, and Italy, and spending a year in Paris.

During this period the Impressionist influences in his

work gave way to Fauvism. By 1908 he was back in

Germany, exhibiting with Die Brticke and the new
association of Munich artists, and working toward
a non-figurative art. In 1910 he painted his first paint-

ing completely unrelated to nature. A book explaining

his theories, Uber das Geistige einder Kunsl (Concerning

the Spiritual in Art), was published in 1912, and has

since become a classic. About the same time he edited

the Blaue Reiter yearbook, which gave its name to the

group whose exhibitions in 191 1 and 1912 had a

tremendous impact on modern painting in Germany.
With the outbreak ofwar, Kandinsky went to Switzer-

land. After the Revolution he returned to Moscow
where, during the years that modern art was encour-

aged, he was a member of the Arts Section for Popular

Culture, taught at the Academy of Moscow, was
director of the Museum of Pictorial Culture, and in

1 92 1 founded the Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Later that year, the art climate changed and Kandin-
sky returned to Germany. He taught at the Bauhaus,

first in Weimar, then in Dessau until 1933 when the

Nazis closed the Bauhaus and confiscated Kandinsky's

work as degenerate art. He then went to Paris where
he lived at Neuilly-sur-Seine until his death on Decem-
ber 13, 1944. One of the most important painters of

abstract art, Kandinsky is represented in all important

museums ofmodern art. The Guggenheim Museum in

New York has an unusually large collection of his

work.

KERG, Theo Born in Luxembourg in 1909. Arrived

in 1929 in Paris, where he attended the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts, the Sorbonne, and the Institut d'Art et

d'Archeologie. He returned to Paris in 1946 after

about a ten-year absence. He has had one-man shows
at the Galerie Bellechasse, has participated in the

great salons, and has exhibited abroad. Kerg has also

illustrated books, including Eluard's Dignes de vivre,

and has done tapestry cartoons for Aubusson. He is

generally classified with the Abstraction-Creation

group. The City of Paris and several French and
foreign museums own his paintings.

KERMADEC, Eugene de Born in Paris, May 21,

1899. Studied at the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs in 191 5,

then at the Beaux-Arts, and finally at the Academie
Colarossi. He originally wanted to be a sculptor, but

gradually his interest turned more and more toward
painting. Although he started with the concrete,

Kermadec clearly inclines toward abstraction and
tends "to inscribe new symbols on the canvas." He has

exhibited very little—once at the Salon des Inde-

pendants and most recently at the Galerie Louise

Leiris in 1957.

KIKOINE, Michel Born in Gomel, Russia, May 3 1

,

1892. Attended the School of Fine Arts in Vilna and
the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris, where he met
Soutine. Since his first show at the Galerie de la

Licorne in 1919, he has exhibited at the Bernheim,
Zborowski, and Clausen galleries in Paris, in the

French provinces, and abroad. He has also partici-

pated in the great salons. Kikoine's painting, formed
in the atmosphere of the Ecole de Paris of 1920, is

sober, tender, and poetic. He is represented in the

Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and in several impor-

tant foreign museums.

KISLING, Moise (1891-1953) Born in Krakow,
Poland. Studied at the academy there. Arrived in

France in 19 10, where he met Picasso, Braque, Derain,

Juan Gris, and Modigliani. Cezanne influenced his

early work. Kisling was living in Holland at the out-

break of World War I, but returned to Paris and en-

listed in the Foreign Legion. Seriously wounded in

1915, he was demobilized and granted French citizen-

ship on the strength of his military record. An exhibi-

tion of his paintings at Druet's in 1919 revealed a very
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personal style, growing out of his spirited use of color

in his native tradition and the discipline acquired

through his contact with French painters. His nudes,

portraits, and other compositions are sensual, elegant,

and dynamic, with a certain melancholy resembling

that of Modigliani. One of the best painters of the

Ecole de Paris, he is represented in important

museums and private collections throughout the world.

He died in his villa at Sanary, Provence, in 1953.

KOENIG, John Born at Seattle, Washington, in

1924, he began painting immediately after the war,

in Europe, at the American G.I. University at Biar-

ritz. He continued his studies in the U.S. (drawing,

decoration, and architecture) at the University of

Washington, then returned to Paris in 1948, where he

has lived ever since. He exhibited at the Libraire

Selection and, in 1952, began exhibiting regularly at

the Galerie Arnaud. He has also exhibited at Munich
and Milan in 1958, and then in Germany; he has

been in many group shows, and also in the Salons des

Realites Nouvelles and Comparaisons. In 1959 he

won the Prix des Critiques at the Biennale of Paris.

An abstract painter of intense and subtle refinement,

Koenig brings effects of substance to collages and a

play of nearly identical shades of color to painting.

KREMEGNE, Pinchus Born in Zaludock, Russia,

July 28, 1890. Studied fine arts in Vilna. Arrived in

Paris in 191 2 and established contact with the artists

of the Ecole de Paris. Tried sculpture for a time, but

has devoted himself entirely to painting since 1915.

He has had one-man shows in France and abroad,

including one in Philadelphia in 1958. He has also

participated in the principal salons and in several

group shows. Influenced by Fauvism but preserving

a strong Slavic inheritance, Kremegne's work, fre-

quently painted with a full brush, reveals a rather

violent plasticity transformed by an inner lyricism.

He is represented in several museums, including those

of Grenoble, Tel Aviv, and Melbourne, and in private

collections.

KROHG, Per Born in Oslo, Norway, in 1889, the

son of Christian Krohg, an eminent Norwegian artist

and professor at the Academie Colarossi in Paris.

Per Krogh studied under his father from 1907 to 1909,

then with Matisse. He has exhibited in Paris at the

Druet, Licorne, and Bernheim galleries and has

participated in many group shows and salons. He has

also exhibited in several other European cities. He is

a professor at the Maison Watteau in Paris and at the

Academy of Arts in Oslo. A figurative painter whose

work combines elements of both the Scandinavian

school and the Ecole de Paris, Krogh is represented

in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris, in various

Scandinavian museums, and in museums in Washing-

ton and San Francisco. His mural "Peace," which

Norway gave to the United Nations, is in the United

Nations Security Council in New York.

KROL, Abram Born in Pabianice. Poland, in

1 919. Arrived in France in 1938. Enrolled in the

university of Caen, and later attended the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts in Avignon in 1943. Since 1946 he has had
shows in Paris at Katia Granoff' s, Bignou's, and
Sautier's, and has also exhibited in the provinces and

abroad. He has participated in the Salon d'Automne
and the Salon de la Jeune Gravure. Received the

Feneon scholarship in 1951 and the Prix Daragnes in

1952. He has illustrated many books and has executed

tapestry cartoons. Krol's stylized but original art can

be seen at the Bibliotheque National in Paris and in

various foreign museums.

KUPKA, Francois (1871-1957) Born in Opocno,
Czechoslovakia. Enrolled in the School of Fine Arts in

Prague in 1888 and later continued his studies in

Vienna, where he exhibited for the first time at the

Kunstverein. Established residence in Paris in 1895.

Received a Gold Medal at the International Exhibi-

tion in St. Louis in 1902. He exhibited at the Salon

d'Automne in 1906, enjoying a growing reputation

as a painter and illustrator. About this time his paint-

ing began to change. He became interested in dis-

tortion of the figure and the use of bold, strident

colors. A large nude exhibited in the Salon d'Automne
in 1910 is constructed of patches of bright colors. It

links Fauvism and Cubism and is a forerunner of

Kupka's first completely abstract paintings, "Fugue
en Rouge et Bleu," exhibited in 1912, and "Plans

Verticaux" (19 13). These were among the earliest

non-representational paintings: Apollinaire grouped

them with Delauney's and created the term "Orphist"

to describe them. Kupka participated in the exhibi-

tion of the Section d'Or in 191 2. and subsequently

exhibited in Paris in 1921 and 1924. Retrospective

shows of his work were held at the Musee du Jeu de

Paume in 1936, the Prague Museum in 1946, the

Louis Carre Gallery in New York in 1951, and the

Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris in 1958. He was an

honorary president of the Salon des Realites Nouvelles.

at which he exhibited regularly until his death, and
an officer of the Legion of Honor. He died at his home
in Puteaux, near Paris, in June. 1957. Considered one

of the most important innovators of abstract art. he is

represented in the principal museums of modern art

throughout the world.

LABISSE, Felix Born in Bouai, in the north of

France, March 9, 1905. A self-taught painter, he had
already had several one-man shows, notably at the

Galerie Boussole in Antwerp, before arriving in Paris

in K132. Exhibitions in Paris were followed by others

in Brussels, Cologne and South America. Since 1934
he has executed decors for many stage productions and
has also illustrated several books. Though admitting to

a surrealist influence, Labisse shows his independence

from this school by his somewhat decorative realism

and his concern with plastic problems. He is repre-

sented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and in

various French and foreign museums.

LABOUREUR, Jean Emile (1877-1943) Born in

Nantes, France, August 16, 1877. After receiving his

degree in arts, he engraved his first plates in 1896, and
was encouraged at once by Lepere and Toulouse-

Lautrec. Curious about countries and people he did

not know, he visited Germany, America, and Eng-

land between 1900 and 19 10, then a scholarship

enabled him to take a trip to the Orient. Upon his

return to Paris he was caught by the war and assigned

to the British Army, but he continued to draw and
engrave, using brass shell cases as plates. Laboureur

was a prolific and hard-working artist. When he died

on June 16, 1943, his life's work comprised 544 en-

gravings, 250 woodcuts, 40 lithographs, and some

50 illustrated books, including Petites images de la

guerre (191 6), Suzanne et le Pacifique by Giraudoux

(1926), and Les Contrerimes by Toulet (1929). He is

represented in the Cabinet des Etampes of the Biblio-

theque Nationale in Paris, in the Musee de Nantes,

and in various foreign museums.
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La Fresnaye

Laglenne

Lagrange

Lanskoy

La Patelliere

Lapicque

Laprade

Larionov

LA FRESNAYE, Roger de (1885- 1925) Born in

Le Mans, Sarthe, France. Attended the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts in 1903, and subsequently the Academie
Jullian and the Academie Ranson. His first paintings,

such as "Eve" and "Nus dans un Paysage," were
inspired by Gauguin and Cezanne. Although he

adopted the Cubist technique and discipline in 191 1,

he did not accept the complete theory, even stating,

"Painting in our time, being unable to measure up to

that of the past, is following side lines as a way out."

When he returned from the war in 191 8, he brought

with him drawings and water colors still in the Cubist

style, but in 1920 he reverted to Realism. Actually,

from "La Conquete de l'Air," done in 1913, to the

classic "Paysage d'Hauteville", painted toward the

end of his life, the work which really built La Fres-

naye's reputation was of a traditional nature, in the

spirit of his life-long masters, El Greco and Poussin.

He was always an excellent draftsman with a great

sense of style. La Fresnaye died in Grasse in 1925 from

the consequences of a serious case of pneumonia which
he had contracted while in the Army. He is represented

in many museums in France and abroad.

LAGLENNE, Jean-Francis Born in Paris in 1899.

Attended the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs. Worked with

H. G. Ibels, with whom he had studied, on the sets for

the Theatre Gemier. His first Paris exhibition was
arranged by Lugne-Poe. Has participated in the

important salons and has exhibited in foreign

countries. Executed decorations for the Palais de la

D^couverte in Paris and for the city hall of Philippe-

ville in Algeria. Laglenne has illustrated books, has

designed costumes and scenery for various theaters in

Paris and London, and has made tapestry cartoons.

He is represented in several French and foreign

museums.

LAGRANGE, Jacques Born in Paris, July 28,

191 7. Studied at the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs and the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts. Participated in the Salon des

Tuileries in 1936, the Salon de Mai in 1944. Worked
on decorations for various pavilions at the Inter-

national Exposition in 1937. He has designed several

tapestries and has made some hundred ceramic items,

including a large ceramic mural at the Lyce> Clima-

tique in Arcachon. A colorist, Lagrange has developed

an original style based on Cubism. He is represented

in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and in various

foreign museums, including the Philadelphia Museum
of Art.

LANSKOY, Andre Born in Moscow, March 31,

1902. Studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in St.

Petersburg. Arrived in Paris in 1919, where he

attended the Academie de la Grande Chaumiere.
Despite his studies, he considers himself a self-taught

artist. He participated in a group exhibition at the

Galerie de la Licorne in 1923, and had his first one-

man show at Bing's in 1925. His first canvases

(interiors and portraits) are Slavic in character, with

a "modernist" accent which later was to lead him
close to pure abstraction. His first non-figurative

gouaches were done in 1939; his abstract paintings

date from 1944. Since 1948, when he first exhibited

his work in this vein at the Galerie Louis Carre, he

has had one show after another, both in France and
abroad, and has submitted regularly to the Salon de

Mai. Lanskoy has also executed tapestry cartoons.

LA PATELLIERE, Amedee Dubois de (1890-

1932) Born in Bois-Benoit, near Nantes, France.

Enrolled in the Academie Jullian in 191 2, and studied

there until the outbreak of World War I. In the war

he received a serious wound which eventually caused

his premature death. He began exhibiting at the

Salon des Independants in 1922, participated in group

exhibitions, and had several one-man shows. Strongly

constructed Cubist-inspired paintings of rural scenes,

large-scale frescoes, and excellent drawings comprise

the work of this artist, who gave promise of becoming

one of the foremost painters of his generation before

his untimely death. He is represented in several French

museums and in private collections.

LAPICQUE, Charles Born in Theize, in the Rhone
district, France, October 6, 1898. Began exhibiting at

the Galerie Jeanne Bucher in 1925, and gave up his

career as an engineer in 1928 to devote himself to

painting. In 1937 he painted a large mural, "La
Synthese Organique," and the same year submitted

a thesis for his doctorate on L'Optique de Vail et de la

vision des contours. In it he showed the relation between

his observations as an artist and his scientific stud-

ies. He was appointed painter of the Navy Depart-

ment in 1948. His paintings, influenced by Cubism
and his own scientific research, are sometimes

figurative, sometimes abstract. He has had several

one-man shows, has participated in a number of

group shows, and has exhibited in the principal Paris

salons. In 1953, he won the Prix Raoul Dufy at

the Biennale of Venice. Lapicque is represented in

the museums of modern art in Paris and New York
and in other museums in France and abroad. His

book Essais sur I'espaces, I'art et la destinie was published

by Grasset Editions in 1958.

LAPRADE, Pierre (1875-1932) Born in Nar-

bonne, France. Attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts of

Montauban and the Academie Carriere in Paris. An
outstanding "intimist," with a gift for rendering

poetically the placid and meditative moments of life,

Laprade was presented to the public by Ambroise

Vollard. He exhibited for the first time at the Salon

des Independants in 1901 and subsequently at the

Salon d'Automne, the Salon des Tuileries, and at the

Druet and Granoff galleries. He loved Italy, which he

considered his second home, but lived in a charming

house in Fontenay-aux-Roses, from which he went

every day to his Paris studio. Laprade illustrated books

by La Fontaine, Verlaine, Valery, and many other

writers. He is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne
and the Petit-Palais in Paris, in the museums of Lyons

and Grenoble, and in private collections.

LARIONOV, Michel Born in Tiraspol, near Odessa,

Russia, May 22, 1881. Studied at the Academy of

Fine Arts in Moscow and, from 1898 on, participated

in the art shows of that city. With his wife, Nathalie

Gontcharova, he arranged seven exhibitions of

modern Russian art between 1907 and 19 14. In 1910

he created a style of painting known as Rayonism,

and published its manifesto in 1913. Upon his arrival

in Paris in 1914, he and his wife exhibited at the

Galerie Paul Guillaume in a show introduced by

Apollinaire. Since 1921 he has participated in the

Salon d'Automne, the Salon des Independants, and

the Salon des Tuileries, and has had several one-man
shows in France and abroad. After meeting Serge

Diaghilev, he designed decors for the Ballets Russes

for many years. He is represented in many museums
of modern art, including the Guggenheim Museum
and the Museum of Modern Art in New York.
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LARRIEU, Gaston Born December 9, 1908, at

Eugcnie-les-Bains, Landes, France, he studied at the

Petit-Seminairc and helped his parents in the hotel

trade after his graduation. Drawn to painting, he

spent much time at Pau with the painter Castaing,

and later on pursued his research alone. One of his

friends became interested in his work and organized

an exhibition for him in Paris in 1951. He subsequently

had other one-man shows in Paris, and took part in

group exhibitions, particularly in the 1957 Ecole

de Paris. His art is drawn directly from nature, which

he transposes according to his own vision with a

palette of warm tones. The Musee National d'Art

Moderne, the City of Paris, and private collectors own
some of his work.

LATAPIE, Louis Born in Toulouse, France, in

1 89 1. Arrived in Paris in 1895. Painted his first

canvas in 1906, and became a pupil of Serusier's at

the Academie Ranson in 1909. Exhibited with Villon

at Povolowski's in Paris in 1920 and at the Galerie

Druet in 1923. He lived in Toulon from 1926 to 1932.

An important comprehensive show of his works was
held at the Salon d'Automne in 1936. He has painted

murals, notably those at the Stade Coubertin (1938),

and has designed tapestry cartoons. He is represented

in a number of museums and private collections in

France and abroad.

LAUBIES, Rene Born in Saigon, Indochina. April

27, 1924. Lived in Indochina and Morocco, and
traveled widely in Europe before settling in France,

where he divided his time between Paris and Nice.

A self-taught artist, he began to paint at the age of

fourteen. He has participated in group shows in France

and abroad, has had one-man shows—his first at the

Galerie Colette Allendy in 1952, the most recent, at

the Galerie Facchetti in 1958—and won the Prix

Feneon in 1954. He has also illustrated several books.

An abstract painter, Laubies is a colorist of great

refinement.

LAUNOIS, Jean-Charlemagne ( 1 898-
1 942 ) Born

in Sables d'Olonnes, Vendue, France. Studied with

Charles Milcendau. Received an Abd-el-Tif scholar-

ship in 1920 and toured Southern Algeria with his

friend Albert Marquet. In 1923 he was awarded the

Indochina prize and scholarship. His first Paris ex-

hibitions were arranged by Van Leer and Druet in

1926, and he subsequently exhibited in other French

cities and abroad. He illustrated books by Mirbeau,
Dorgeles, Carco, and others. Launois, an honest,

sensitive painter, combined penetrating vision with a

cult of drawing. He died in 1942 in Algiers, which he

visited every year. Two retrospective shows have been

held since his death : one at the Salon d'Automne in

1945, the other at the Musee d'Alger in 1947. He is

represented in the Muse.e d'Art Moderne and the

Petit Palais in Paris and in the Musee des Beaux-Arts

d'Alger.

LAURENCIN, Marie (1885- 1956) Born in Paris.

Studied at the Academie Humbert. The art dealer

Clovis Sagot became interested in her work and intro-

duced her to Picasso and Apollinaire. She soon became
a frequent visitor at the famous Bateau-Lavoir in

Montmartre, where she took part in the heated dis-

cussions which gave rise to Cubism. She was hardly

influenced by that movement, however, and in 1906

painted a group of her friends, including Apollinaire,

in that simple, personal style which she was to main-
tain throughout her career. Apollinaire described her

art as one that "dances between that of Picasso and
that of Rousseau." She participated in the Salon des

Independants from 1906 on, and exhibited at the

Galerie Rosenberg from 19 13 to 1940. She designed

sets for the Ballets Russcs (Les Biches by Poulcnc) and
the Comedie Franchise, and illustrated some thirty

books, including a very fine edition of La Tentative

amoureuse by Gide. She was noted for her light, very

feminine style, and her charming use of color. A des-

cription she wrote of herself begins: "Loves luxury.

Very proud of having been born in Paris." Marie
Laurencin died in June, 1956.

LE BARON, Maice Born in Lorient, Brittany,

France, May 31, 1910. Studied briefly at the Ecole

des Beaux-Arts and later in the studio of Gromaire,

by whom she was influenced. She has had one-man
shows, one at the Galerie Andre in Paris in 1946, and

others in Brussels and Amsterdam, has participated

in the Salon d'Automne, the Salon de Mai, and the

Ecole de Paris exhibitions. She has done decorative

murals for the town hall of Sceaux. Maice Le Baron's

semi-abstract paintings are in the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris and in the museums of Toulouse

and Rodez.

LE BRETON, Constant Born in St. Germain des

Pres, Maine-et-Loire, France, March 11, 1895.

Attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts of Nantes and an

independent academy in Montparnasse. Has had

several one-man shows in Paris and has participated

in the great salons and in numerous group exhibitions

in France and abroad. He received the Blumenthal

Scholarship in 1922 and also the Fragonard Scholar-

ship. His book illustrations include those for Baude-

laire's Petits poimes en prose and Voltaire's Candide.

Lc Breton is known as a painter of classical land-

scapes and of portraits in the tradition of Manet and
Derain. (The latter was one of his models.) He is

represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne and the

Petit Palais in Paris and in the museums of Albi,

St. Etienne, Angers and Algiers.

LE CORBUSIER Born in La Chaux-de-Fonds,

Switzerland, October 6, 1887, of a French family.

Enrolled in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in La Chaux-
de-Fonds, where he studied engraving for four years.

Turned to architecture in 1905, and arrived in Paris

in 1908. He became a French citizen in 1930. Painted

his first canvases in 191 7 and met Ozenfant, with

whom he had an exhibition at the Galerie Thomas. In

1920, with Ozenfant, he founded the review VEsprit

Nouveau, in which they set forth the tenets of Purism,

which was meant to counteract the decorative tend-

encies in Cubism. In addition to his important work
as an architect, Le Corbusier has continued to paint.

Until 1929 he confined himself to still lifes, but since

then he has painted other subjects, including dramatic

nudes. Up to 1928 he signed himself "Jeanneret,"

and thereafter, "Le Corbusier." In 1939 he designed

several tapestries for Aubusson. He has had many
exhibitions abroad and at the Druet and Louis Carr6

galleries in Paris. An important retrospective show of

his works was held in 1953 at the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris, in which a permanent gallery has

been reserved to him since 1955.
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GILLET, ROGER
Peinture 1957

HERBIN, AUGUSTE
Nature II

LAGRANGE, JACQUES

Jardin de Juillet
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GUIRAMAND, PAUL
L'atelier

LEFRANC, JULES

Le remorqueur

JANSEM, JEAN

Le mariage
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Le Fauconnier

Lefranc

Leger

Legueult

Lelong

Le Mod

Le Molt

Leopold-Levy

LE FAUCONNIER, Henri (1881-1946) Born in

Hesdin, in northern France. Began working at the

Academie Jullian in 1906. Became a teacher at the

Academie de la Palette in 1910. Participated in the

Cubist movement and was one of the exhibitors in the

gallery reserved for the Cubists at the famous Salon

des Independants in igii. Gave up Cubism for

Expressionism, drawing his inspiration from the

Gothic works of art in the north of France. Rejected

for military service, he spent the years of World War I

in Holland. When he returned to Paris in 1920, his

work had developed a great solemnity. Very success-

ful among the avant-garde, Le Fauconnier was nick-

named "Le Prestigieux" by his friends. He is repre-

sented in a number of French museums and private

collections.

LEFRANC, Jules Born in Laval, Perche, France,

May 12, 1887. At eighteen he was working in a hard-

ware store when he watched Claude Monet painting

by the sea; he then decided he had to be an artist. He
arrived in Paris in 1922, but it was 1936 before he

could devote himself entirely to painting. He had his

first exhibition at the Galerie Carrefour in 1938 and
has since exhibited at the Berri, Dragon, and Jeanne
Castel galleries and in the great Paris salons. Lefranc,

classified as a Naive painter, interprets the industrial

aspects of the landscapes he paints in an austere style.

LEGER, Fernand (188 1-1955) Born in Argentan,

Normandy, France. He was apprenticed to an
architect in Brittany at sixteen, worked for two years

as a draftsman in Paris, and served a year with the

Army Engineers before enrolling in the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts. In 1910 he exhibited at the Salon des

Independants, and met Braque and Picasso later that

year. In 191 1, with Gleizes, Delaunay, and Metzin-

ger, he participated in the first show of Cubism. After

World War I, in which he served in the Transport

Corps and was gassed, he turned for inspiration to the

man-made objects of a machine age. In 1921 he began

to create a universe haunted by the workingman in

his surroundings of industrial machinery. About 1924

Leger became preoccupied with the problems of

creating space with color, and his subsequent paint-

ings are essentially abstract. Much of his later work

has a mural quality, and he has in fact executed a

number of murals, large frescoes, tapestry cartoons,

mosaics, and stained-glass windows, including large

decorations for the auditorium of the General Assem-

bly of the UN in New York, stained glass for the

church in Audincourt, and mosaics for the church in

Assy, for which Matisse, Lurcat, Braque, and others

also did decorations. In the early twenties, Leger was

one of the creators of Le Ballet Mecanique, one of the

first avant-garde movies. In this film short, simple

objects like kitchen utensils were photographed so

they appeared to be moving to lively jazz rhythms.

He also designed scenery and costumes for the Ballets

Suedois and the Paris Opera. As an easel painter he

had his first exhibition at Kahnweiler's in 1912, and
from then until his death he exhibited regularly. In

1948 the Musee dArt Moderne in Paris held a

comprehensive retrospective show of the various

phases of Leger's work. In July, 1955, just a few weeks

before his death, he was awarded the First Prize at the

Biennaleof Sao Paulo. One of the outstanding modern
painters, who always followed a course distinctively

his own, Leger is represented in all the important

museums of modern art throughout the world.

LEGUEULT, Raymond Born in Paris in 1898.

Attracted to painting while still very young, he enrolled

in the Ecole Nationale des Arts Decoratifs at the

age of sixteen. He was drafted for military service

during World War I, but resumed his studies in the

studio of Eugene Morand at the Arts Decoratifs in

1920 and was appointed a teacher in 1925. He began
exhibiting at Les Portiques in 1929, and has since had
a number of important shows, including a compre-

hensive exhibit at the Galerie Georges Bernheim in

1933, a joint retrospective with his friends Brianchon

and Oudot at the Galerie Jean Charpentier in 1936,

and one-man shows at the Galerie Druet in 1938 and
the Galerie Louis Carre in 1941 and 1948, and a gal-

lery at the Biennale of Venice in 1958. He has also

exhibited regularly at the Salon d'Automne, the Salon

des Tuileries and with the Ecole de Paris at the Galerie

Charpentier. In 1933 he was awarded the Grand Prix

de Peinture, established by Georges Bernheim. One of

the Poetic Realists, Legueult is concerned primarily

with color. Although his paintings are based on sound

drawing, it is his use of color, extremely subtle, highly

personal and poetic, that distinguishes his work. He is

represented in many French and foreign museums and
in private collections.

LELONG, Pierre-Emile Born in Neuilly, near

Paris, March 24, 1908. Attended the Academie
Jullian. Since 1950 he has had one-man shows at the

Doucet, Suillerot, and Gerard Mourgue galleries, and
has participated in group shows and the great salons.

Exhibited at the Biennale of Menton in 1953 and

1955. Won the Prix des Beaux-Arts in 1945 and the

Prix Portier in 1955. Lelong, who paints figures and
landscapes, is represented in the Musee de la Ville de
Paris and the Musee Carnavalet.

LE MOAL, Jean Born in Authon, Perche, France,

October 30, 1909. Studied at the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts in Lyons and at the Academie Ranson and the

Ecole des Arts Decoratifs in Paris. Has exhibited at

the Galerie Drouin and at the Galerie de France in

Paris, and has participated in numerous group shows.

He has done decorative murals for the International

Exposition in Paris in 1937, for youth hostels, the

school of Eaubonne and the French Pavilion at the

1939 New York World's Fair. He has also designed

decors for the Theatre des Quatre Saisons and the

Studio des Champs Elysees. Le Moal, a non-figura-

tive painter, is represented in the Musee d'Art Mo-
derne in Paris and the museums of Lyons, Saint-

Etienne, Oslo, and Luxembourg.

LE MOLT, Philippe Born in Senlis, Ile-de-France,

March 26, 1895. Studied law, then attended the

Academie Moderne and the Academie de la Grande-
Chaumiere. Participated in the Salon des Tuileries in

1928 and subsequently in the Salon dAutomne. Won
the Prix des Jeunes in 1934, and later shared the

first prize of the Biennale of Menton with Chapelain-

Midy in 1953. Has had one-man shows in Paris at the

Portique, Friedland and Jeanne Castel galleries, and
has participated in numerous group exhibitions in

France and abroad. Has done decorative murals for

the Ecole des Mineurs in Wittenheim, in Alsace, and
for the Lycee des Jeunes-Filles in Fontainebleau. La
Molt is known for his atmospheric interpretations of

interiors, religious subjects, and flowers. He is repre-

sented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and in

provincial museums.

LEOPOLD-LEVY Born in Paris, September 5,

1882. Attended the College Chaptal and the College

Rollin (where he had Mallarme as a teacher), and
later enrolled in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts as an
independent student. Around the turn of the century
he met Matisse, Marquet, Derain, and Fargue. He
exhibited for the first time at the Salon des Indepen-

dants in 1899, and continued to paint and engrave
until the outbreak of war in 191 4. After World War I

he exhibited at the Salon de la Nationale des Beaux-
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Arts and the Salon d'Automne. He was one of the

founders of the Salon des Tuileries in which he par-

ticipated until 1937, when he went to Turkey at the

request of the Turkish government to direct the depart-

ment of painting at the Academy of Fine Arts in Istan-

bul. He returned to France in 1949. A retrospective

show of his work was held at the Galerie des Beaux-

Arts in 1 95 1, and he has since had two exhibitions of

recent work. He is represented in the museums of

modern art and private collections in France and

abroad.

LEPAPE, Claude Born in Paris, February 9, 1913.

Studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and various

academies, including the Art Students League in

New York (from 1931 to 1932). Since 1938 he has had

many one-man shows in Paris, and in recent years

has exhibited at Saint-Tropez. He has shown regu-

larly at the Salon d'Automne, and has participated

in the Comparaison and Les Peintres Temoins de leur

Temps exhibits. He has designed scenery and cos-

tumes for plays by Georges Feydeau and Andre
Roussin, decorated the Chapelle Saint-Joseph at Le

Beausset, in the Var, and illustrated, with etchings,

Marcel Ayme's Travelingue and Images de noire deli-

vrance by Georges Duhamel. In 1954 he created

Portraits par I'Objet, psychological still lifes which, by

the choice of the objects, reflect the character and

habits of the person represented. He is represented in

various museums and private collections.

LEPRIN, Marcel (1891-1933) Born in Cannes,

Provence, France. He sailed as a ship's boy at a very

early age, became a bullfighter in Barcelona, and
engaged in various other occupations in Marseilles,

where he also did decorative paintings for saloons in

the harbor district. Having thus taught himself a solid

painting technique, he went to Paris in 1921. The
first canvas he submitted to the Salon d'Automne
created such an impression that he was at once made
a member. He now painted Montmartre, and later

Normandy and Brittany, in the same vigorous way
he had once painted Marseilles. He also painted genre

scenes, figures, and still lifes. A "born Bohemian,"
Leprin died at the age of forty-two, prematurely

exhausted. One of his paintings was acquired by the

Musee du Luxembourg in Paris in 1930. He is now
represented in several French museums and private

collections.

LEQUIEN, Ginette Born in Gif-sur-Yvette, on the

outskirts of Paris, January II, 1926. Studied at the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts. Has had a one-man show at the

Galerie Dauphine and has participated in the Ecole

de Paris exhibitions of 1955 and 1956, and in the Salon

de la Nationale des Beaux-Arts, the Salon d'Automne,
and the Salon des Jeunes Peintres. Received a Feneon

scholarship in 1953, the Prix Antral in 1955, and the

Prix des Jeunes Peintres at the Salon d'Automne in

1957. A figurative painter with a delicate palette,

Ginette Lequien is represented at the museums of

Rodez and Villeneuve-sur-Lot.

LERSY, Roger Born in Paris, April 2, 1920.

Attended the Ecole des Arts Appliques a l'lndustrie.

His first exhibition in Paris at the Galerie Bourdon in

1946 was followed by others at the Drouant-David
and Fricker galleries. Has also exhibited in London,

Geneva, Houston, Los Angeles, and New York. Has
designed tapestry cartoons for Gobelins, Aubusson,

and Beauvais. Received the Prix des Amateurs d'Art

in 1953, the Shell Prize in 1954, and the Grand Prix

de la Ville de Marseilles in 1 953. Primarily a landscape

painter, Lersy is represented in several private col-

lections in France and abroad.

LESIEUR, Pierre Born in Paris, May 31, 1922.

Attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and the Academie

Montmartre. Had his first one-man show at the

Galerie Bignou in 1950 and exhibited at the Galerie

Coard in 1955. Has participated in the Biennale of

Turin, the Peintres Temoins de leur Temps, the

Salon de Mai, and Ecole de Paris shows at the Galerie

Charpentier. Lesieur is primarily a colorist. His work

is both abstract and figurative.

LEVEE, John Born in Los Angeles, California,

April 10, 1924. Since 1951 he has participated in the

Salon d'Automne, the Salon de Mai, and the Salon

des Realites Nouvelles, and in a number of group

shows. He has had several one-man shows as well as a

joint show with Gillet and Maryan at the Galerie de

France in 1958. A non-figurative painter, he is

represented in the Kunst Museum in Basle, the

Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam, Carnegie Institute

in Pittsburgh, and the Whitney Museum of American
Art in New York City.

LHOTE, Andre Born in Bordeaux, France, July 15,

1885. Began studying with a sculptor-decorator when
he was thirteen, later attended the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts. First exhibited at the Salon des Independants in

1906, the Salon d'Automne in 1907. The following

year he established residence in Paris, where he had

his first exhibition at the Galerie Druet in 19 10. He
discovered Cezanne and participated in the Cubist

movement, but countered the esoteric Cubism advo-

cated by Gleizes with a French Cubism whose con-

cepts he defended in his paintings and his writings.

He founded his own school in 1922 where he encour-

aged and helped develop the talents of many young

artists. One of his teaching techniques was to make
them rethink the classical problems in the light of an

ingenious interpretation of optical phenomena. An
outstanding personality in contemporary art, Lhote

for many years was an art critic on the Nouvelle Revue

Frangaise, and he has written several books analyzing

the aims and technique of art. His paintings, geometric

in concept, are based on analysis and construction.

He is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in

Paris and in many other museums in France and
abroad.

LIMOUSE, Roger Born in Collo, Algeria, October
18, 1894. Prepared at first for an engineering career.

In 191 9 arrived in Paris, where he attended the Ecole

des Beaux-Arts and the Academie Jullian. In 1924 he
became a teacher of drawing in the schools of the City
of Paris, a position which he still holds. Exhibited for

the first time in 1924 at the Salon des Artistes Francais

and later the same year at the Salon d'Automne. He
has since shown his canvases regularly in all the

important Paris salons. In 1941 he had a one-man
show at the Galerie Van der Klip, and he has since

exhibited at the Galerie Bernier every other year. He
received the Prix des Wikings in 1933 and the Grand
Prize of the Biennale of Menton in 1951. Limouse has
also illustrated a book of poems by the Countess de
Noailles and has done a mural for the Ecole des Filles

of Pontoise-L'Hermitage. An excellent colorist, whose
work is vivid and striking, he is represented at the

Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and in several other
French and foreign museums.
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Lombard

Lorjou

Lotiron

Louppe

Loutreuil

Lurgat

Mac'Avoy

Macris

LOMBARD, Jean Born March 8, 1895, in Dijon,

C6te-d'Or, France, he completed his secondary educa-

tion, then enrolled in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts at

Lyons and, later, the Ecole Nationale Superieure des

Beaux-Arts at Paris. He suddenly tired of official

teaching and continued his work alone. Since 1922 he

has taken part in various salons, particularly the

Salon d'Automne (until 1939). He gave many exhi-

bitions at the Galerie Druet and in various other Paris

galleries, and at the Galerie Synthese in 1958. Since

1942 he has directed an art academy, the students of

which comprise the "Vert-Bois" group. After 1945,

his art grew away from the direct study of nature and
became more abstract. He lives at Paris and in Aix-

en-Provence, where the surrounding scenery is often

a source of inspiration. Museums and both French

and foreign private collections possess his work.

LORJOU, Bernard Born of a worker's family in

Blois, Touraine, France, September 8, 1908. At the

age of fourteen he painted a portrait of his parents.

A self-taught artist, he acquired great technical skill

as a painter while engaged in another occupation

which he later abandoned. He has participated in the

Salon d'Automne, the Salon des Ind^pendants, and
the Salon des Tuileries. In 1948 he shared the Prix de

la Critique with Bernard Buffet. That same year he

participated in an exhibition at the Galerie du Bac
called Hommes-T6moins, affirming the belief that art

should be figurative and should derive its inspiration

from the realities of life. He has also exhibited at the

Galerie Charpentier in Paris and in the United States

under the sponsorship of Georges Wildenstein. In

1957 he erected a makeshift shack on the Esplanade

des Invalides, where he exhibited his large canvases

and distributed a violent manifesto on art. He repeated

his unusual type of exhibition in a shack erected in

the Pare des Jeux at the Brussels Fair. Lorjou is

represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and
in other French and foreign collections.

LOTIRON, Robert Born in Paris, October 29,

1886. Attended the Academie Jullian, and soon ex-

hibited in the great salons and in many group shows

in France and abroad. Has exhibited at the Marseille,

Druet, Jeanne Castel, Louis Canrf, and Andre

Maurice galleries. Has participated in the Biennale of

Venice, and in 1953 won the prize at the Biennale of

Menton. Received the Prix de la Kermesse aux

Etoiles in 1954. He has illustrated books by Mau-
passant, Chabaneix, Francis Jammes, and others.

Lotiron, a Neo-realist, has been ranked alongside

Dufresne, Waroquier and Dunoyer de Segonzac. In

his vigorous, sensitive landscapes he tries to resolve the

problems of form and light. He is represented in the

Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris, many French provin-

cial museums, museums in Algiers, Zurich, Geneva,

Cairo, and Los Angeles, the British Museum and in

the Barnes Foundation collection.

LOUPPE, Marguerite Born in Commercy, in the

Meuse, France, September 3, 1902. Attended the

Academie Jullian. In 1937 she married the painter

Brianchon and joined the group which he, Legueult,

and Oudot inspired. She has participated in the Salon

d'Automne and the Salon des Tuileries, and has had

several one-man shows since 1928. She has illustrated

Le Jardin des bites sauvages by Duhamel, painted a

decorative mural for the Conservatoire de Musique,

and designed tapestries for Aubusson and Gobelins.

She is represented in various museums in France and

abroad.

LOUTREUIL, Maurice (1885- 1925) Born in

Montmirail, Sarthe, France. Studied fresco painting

with Maret. An anarchist and an undisciplined painter,

passionately independent, he lived in and around

Paris, traveled in Europe and Africa, and died at the

Broussais Hospital in Paris in 1925. Though little

known during his lifetime, an important group of his

powerfully realistic paintings—landscapes, nudes, and

figures—was included in the exhibition of the Maitres

de l'Art Independant at the Petit Palais in 1937. He is

represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and

in several provincial museums.

LURCAT, Jean Born in Bruyere, France, July 1,

1892. Studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and the

Academie Colarossi. Participated in the Salon des

Independants in 1920 and has since had many ex-

hibitions in Paris at the Povolowski, Vildrac, Bignou,

Jeanne Bucher and Carr£ galleries, and in many
foreign cities. Since 1915 Lurcat has been devoted to

tapestry designs, a medium whose renaissance he

brought about. He has executed more than 400

tapestries, including designs for Aubusson and Gobe-

lin. His tapestry "Salon de David Weil," done in

1927, is in the possession of the Musee d'Art Moderne

in Paris. He also designed a tapestry on the theme of

the Apocalypse for the choir of the church at Assy. An
artist of world-wide fame and great productivity,

Lurcat, in addition to his tapestries, has produced

hundreds of oil paintings and gouaches, about 100

ceramic designs, and 50 engravings and lithographs

as illustration for books. He is represented in many
museums of modern art throughout the world.

MAC'AVOY, Edouard Born in Bordeaux, France,

in 1909. Studied in Switzerland, then went to Paris in

1929 where he attended the Academie Jullian. Had
his first one-man show at the Galerie Charpentier in

1937. Originally he was a landscape painter, but in

1937 his portrait of the Mother Superior of the

Franciscans marked the beginning of a long series of

portraits, which now includes a number of outstanding

personalities of our time. He has exhibited at the

Salon d'Automne and the Salon des Tuileries, in the

exhibition Peintres Temoins de leur Temps, and in a

number of group shows in France and abroad. An
important show of his work was held at the Galerie

Drouant-David in 1956. Mac'Avoy has also designed

decors for the theater and has illustrated books. He is

represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and

in other French and foreign museums.

MACRIS, Constantin Born in Cairo, Egypt, of

Greek parents, January 1, 1919. Arrived in Paris at

the age of eighteen and studied at Leger's studio.

Since 1954 he has participated in several group shows
in France, including those of the Ecole de Paris at the

Galerie Charpentier, and had his first one-man show
at the Galerie Pierre. He has also exhibited in the

Salon des Realites Nouvelles, the Salon de Mai, and
at the Carnegie Institute in Pittsburgh. A non-

figurative painter, Macris is represented in several

private collections in France and abroad and in the

Art Gallery of Toronto, Canada.

MAGNELLL Alberto Born in Florence, Italy,

July 1, 1888. A self-taught artist, he painted his first

picture at the age of sixteen and exhibited for the first

time at the Biennale of Venice in 191 1. Arrived in

Paris in 191 3 and joined the Cubists, then returned to

Italy where he began a series of vividly colored

abstract-geometrical paintings. Reverted to figurative
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painting for a period of twenty years, then returned to

abstraction in Paris in 1933, creating compositions

on tar-lined paper which he called pierres eclatees.

Since then he has had many exhibitions, including

important ones at the Galerie Drouin in 1947 and at

the Musee d'Antibes in 1955. He has participated in

the principal salons of abstract painting. Magnelli,

who now lives in Paris, is considered one of the

masters ofcontemporary abstract art. His paintings are

in many private collections and in the principal

museums of modern art throughout the world.

MAGRTTTE, Rene. Born in Lessines, Belgium,

November 21, 1898. Attended the Academie des

Beaux-Arts in Brussels from 1 914 to 19 16, and had his

first exhibition at the Brussels Art Centre. Influenced

by Futurism and Cubism for a short time, he eventu-

ally joined the Surrealist movement, participating in

its exhibitions and promoting it in Belgium. He arrived

in Paris in 1927 where he became a friend of the

poet Eluard. His first Surrealist canvases, which bring

together incongruously unrelated objects, remind one

of Chirico. From 1936 to 1940 he gave up combining

unexpected elements and concentrated instead on

exploring the relation of the object to its immediate

environment in a way that was often equally astonish-

ing. In 1940 Magritte gave up Surrealism for Impres-

sionism. About 1 946 he reverted to his former manner,

but now with a clearer and more brilliant palette. He
has illustrated the Chants de Maldoror and Les Necessites

de la vie by Paul Eluard and has painted several large

murals, including one for the Palais des Beaux-Arts in

Charleroi. A visionary Realist, Magritte is considered

one of the foremost Belgian Surrealists. His work has

been exhibited in Paris several times, in other Euro-

pean cities, and in the United States. He is represented

in many museums of modern art throughout the

world.

MAINSSIEUX, Lucien Born in Voiron, Dauphin^,

France, August 4, 1885. Studied in Paris at Flandrin's

studio and at the Academie Jullian. Since 1912 he has

participated in the Paris salons, and has had a number

of one-man shows at the Berthe Weil, Bernheim, Blot,

and Druet galleries in Paris, and has exhibited in

other European cities. He likes to work in water color

as well as in oil, and has illustrated many books.

Though his work is very modern in treatment, it is

in the Greco-Latin tradition. A man with an inquiring

mind, Mainssieux is very interested in astronomy, and

has served as music and theater critic for the review

Le Crapouillot. He is represented in the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris and in several museums in France

and abroad.

MANE-KATZ Born in Kremenchug, Russia, June

5, 1894. Began his art studies there and continued

them at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris in 191 3.

Established permanent residence in Paris in 1921 and

became a French citizen in 1928. Had his first one-

man show at the Galerie Percier in 1922 and has since

exhibited at the GranofT, Petit, and Charpentier

galleries and in the principal salons. Has exhibited in

various foreign countries, notably the United States

and Israel. A painter of the ghetto, who interprets

with a very personal lyricism the rites and customs

of Jewish life, Man^-Katz is known in most Jewish

communities throughout the world. The community
of Haifa has built a museum which bears his name.

The Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris, the Metropolitan

Museum in New York, the Art Institute of Chicago,

and the museums of Amsterdam and Sao Paulo are

among those in which he is represented.

MANESSIER, Alfred Born in Saint-Ouen, France,

December 5, 191 1. Arrived in Paris in 1929, where he

studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and the academies

of Montparnasse. Since 1935 he has participated in

the great salons, has had many one-man shows at the

Galerie de France and the Breteau and Jeanne Bucher

galleries, and has exhibited abroad. In 1955 he had

exhibitions at the Museum of Modern Art in New
York and the Carnegie Institute in Pittsburgh. He
won the first prize at the Biennale of Sao Paulo in

1953 and the Grand Prize of the International Exhibi-

tion of Valensa in Venezuela in 1955. He has done

cartoons for several stained-glass windows, has created

tapestry cartoons for Aubusson and Gobelins and for

the oratory of the Dominicans of Saluchoir, and, in

1954, did a large-scale decoration for the Lycee

Climatique in Argeles, in the Pyrenees. Manessier,

who has opened up new vistas in the field of sacred

art, has been called the "spiritual interpreter of

abstract art." He is represented in the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris, in several provincial museums in

France, and in foreign museums.

MANGUIN, Henri (1874- 1943) Born in Paris.

Studied at Gustave Moreau's studio at the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts. Beginning in 1903, he exhibited at Berthe

Weil's, together with Matisse, Marquet, Puy, and

Camoin, and participated in the Salon d'Automne

from the time of its foundation. He had one-man

shows at the Druet, Vollard, and Bernheim-Jeune

galleries. Manguin's technique was more restrained

and less systematic than that of the leading Fauve

painters. He considered himself the painter of a

"happy life." He spent many years in the south of

France, where he painted some very beautiful still

lifes and water colors that reveal his facility and rare

virtuosity. Manguin, who died at Saint-Tropez in

1943, is represented in several French museums.

MARCHAND, Andre Born in Aix-en-Provence,

France, February 10, 1907. Began painting when he

was thirteen. Six years later, when his family opposed

his intention of following his vocation, he broke with

them and went to Paris. He exhibited for the first time

at the Salon d'Automne in 1932, and at the Salon des

Ind^pendants the following year. His deepest aspira-

tions materialized during a stay in Algeria in 1933.

"La Jeune Fille et le Paralytique," painted while he

was in Biskra, won the Prix Paul Guillaume in 1937.

Since 1934 he has had many exhibitions in France and

abroad, including retrospective shows in Holland and

Belgium in 1951 and 1952. He has executed several

tapestry cartoons and did a mosaic decoration for the

air ministry building at Etampe. He has illustrated

many books, including Andr6 Gide's Les Nourritures

terrestres, and has designed decors for a ballet by

Marius Milhaud and for Gounod's Mireille at the

Ope>a Comique. A comprehensive exhibition of his

work was held at the Galerie Charpentier in 1956.

Marchand is represented at the Mus6e d'Art Moderne

in Paris and in various museums in France and

abroad.

MARCHAND, Jean Hippolyte ( 1 882- 1 94 1 ) Born

in Paris. Attended the Bonnat, L. O. Merson, and

Henri Martin studios of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts.

Joined the Cubist movement and experimented in

the direction of revived classicism. Exhibited at the

Salon des Ind^pendants in 1908 and at the Salon

d'Automne and the Salon des Tuileries. Visited Russia

in 191 1 and 191 2. During a stay in Syria in 1928, he

did murals for the Palais de la Residence in Beirut.

He did important graphic work and illustrated, among
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others, Cimetiere Marin by Paul Valery, Chimin de Croix

by Claudel and books by Francis Jammes, Charles
Mauras, and Courteline. Marchand is represented in

museums in France, in the Tate Gallery in London,
and in museums in Manchester, Brussels, New York,
Tokyo, and other cities.

MARCON, Charles Born in Terrenoire, Loire,

France, July I, 1920. Taught himself to paint during
a long and serious illness. His work is characterized

by a form of Expressionism bordering on phantasm
which follows in the tradition of Goya and Soutine.

He exhibited for the first time at the Salon des
Independants in 1955, had a one-man show in

Paris in 1957, and participated in the Prix Greenshields

exhibition at the Galerie Charpentier the same year.

He has since participated in group shows in France,

Belgium and Switzerland. He is working on a series of
plates illustrating Poe's Tales. Marcon is represented

in several French and foreign collections.

MARCOUSSIS, Louis (1 883-1 941) Born Louis
Markous, in Warsaw, Poland. It was Apollinaire who
gave him the pseudonym "Marcoussis," the name of a
village in the He de France. He studied painting in

Krakow, then moved to Paris in 1901, where he
attended the Academie Jullian. He was influenced by
Impressionism until 1907, but participated in the

experiments of the first Cubists and joined the Section

d'Or in 1912. Participated regularly in the Salon des

Independants and the Salon des Tuileries. Compre-
hensive exhibitions of his work were held at the

Galerie Pierre in 1926 and at Georges Bernheim's in

1929. He has illustrated several books, the most recent

being a collection of dry-point etchings called Devins.

His illustrations for Alcools by Apollinaire and Amelia

by Gerard de Nerval were shown at La Hune, those

called Planches de Salut at Jeanne Bucher's. Marcoussis,

though inspired by Cubism, has developed a very

personal style. He is represented in various French
and foreign museums.

MARFAING, Andre Born in Toulouse, Langue-
doc, France, December II, 1925. Studied at an aca-

demy of sculpture before he began to paint in 1940.

Established residence in Paris in 1949. He exhibited at

the Galerie Claude Bernard in 1958 and has partici-

pated in the Salon des Surindependants, the Salon de
Mai, the Salon des Realites Nouvelles, and in group
exhibitions. Originally a figurative painter, since 1953
Marfaing has inclined toward abstraction.

MARIN, John (1870-1953) Born in Rutherford,

New Jersey. He was almost thirty when he abandoned
his career as an architect in 1889 and began to paint.

He studied at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts

in Philadelphia and the Art Students League in New
York before going to Paris in 1905, where he attended

various academies. He learned etching on his own,
and sent ten prints to the Salon d'Automne in 19 10.

Meanwhile, he had also turned to water color, and
was producing aquarelles that were lyrical, forceful,

and distinctly modern. He returned to New York in

191 1 and exhibited at "291," the little gajlery where
Alfred Stieglitz was quietly introducing modern art

to the United States. He also participated in the

famous Armory Show of 191 3. His name has always

been associated with the modern movement in Amer-
ica, primarily as a water colorist—although in his later

years, after he was sixty, he began to paint in oils. In

1936 an important exhibition of his work was held by
the Museum of Modern Art in New York, and in

1950 two rooms at the Biennale of Venice were
devoted to a retrospective Marin show. Although he

has sometimes been compared to the Fauves because

of his use of color, he was not particularly affected by
their ideas. He seemed to respond to an inherent

violence in cities, mountains, and the sea, which he

expressed in a way that was both real and abstract.
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Marin has had a profound influence on the painting

of his time in America and is represented in a number
of museums here and abroad. He died just a few
months before his eighty-third birthday.

MARQUET, Albert (1875- 1947) Born in Bor-
deaux, France. Arrived in Paris at the age of fifteen.

Attended the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs and Gustave
Moreau's studio at the Beaux-Arts, where he met
Rouault and Matisse, who became his friends. Began
exhibiting at the Salon d'Automne in 1903 and, in

1905, found himself in the famous section called Cage
aux Fauves. Had his first one-man show at Druet's in

1907. He visited the ports of Europe, and settled in

Marseilles in 1915. Meanwhile, he had broken with
Fauvism, and his paintings of this period are char-

acterized by a balanced harmony of hardly varying

color tones and an astonishing exactness of vision. His
water colors and drawings are also remarkable. He
returned to Paris, but the waterfront still held his

attention. From his fifth-floor window at the Quai aux
Fleurs he painted bird's-eye views of the Seine. He
never tired of painting the quays and the Pont-Neuf.
He painted them at every hour of the day, every sea-

son of the year, and created a different picture every
time. In 1940 he went to Algiers. He returned to

Paris in 1945, and visited Russia in 1947. He died in

Paris later that year. As an artist, Marquet never tried

to please anyone. He worked as he himselfwanted and
led an independent life, rejecting the Cross of the

Legion d'Honneur and membership in the Institut de
France. His work, original, disciplined, and rich in

color nuances, is in the principal museums of modern
art throughout the world.

MARYAN Born in Nowy Sacz, Poland, January 1

,

1927. In 1947 he went to Israel, where he lived for

three years, holding his first exhibition in Jerusalem.

Arrived in Paris in 1950 and enrolled in the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts. His first Paris exhibition was at the Gale-

rie Breteau, and he has since shown at the Galerie

Saint-Placide and in Brussels. He has also participated

in several salons and in group shows in Paris and in

the provinces. In 1953 he illustrated a de luxe edition

of Kafka's Proces and did tapestries for the Tomb of

the Unknown Jewish Martyr in Paris. Maryan is an
abstract painter whose compositions are solidly

constructed.

MARZELLE, Jean Born in Lauzun, France,

January 24, 19 16. Studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts

in Montpellier. Arrived in Paris in 1935. Received

advice from Desnoyer and was influenced by Villon.

Studied Cezanne, the masters of the Louvre, and the

Spanish painters in Toledo. Exhibited for the first time

at the Salon d'Automne in 1942, and has since partic-

ipated in the Salon de Mai and in shows of the Ecole

de Paris at the Galerie Charpentier. Has had one-

man shows at the Guiot and Suillerot galleries and in

New York. Received the Prix de la Critique in 1957.

Marzelle's work is figurative and stylized in a very

personal manner.

MASSON, Andre Born in Balagny, in the Oise.

France, in 1896. Studied art in Brussels and at the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. For a time he was

influenced by Cubism, but his symbolic painting,

"The Four Elements," attracted the attention of

Andre Breton when it was exhibited in 1924, and

Masson soon joined the Surrealists, participating in

the first show of this group at the Galerie Pierre. In

addition to his painting, he has illustrated a number
of books, including those of Blake, de Sade. Nietzsche,

Kafka, and Malraux. In 1946 he published his

Bestiaires composed of twelve drawings and litho-

graphs. He has also designed scenery for Sartre's Mori

sans sepulture and Barrault's production of Hamlet.

With Miro, he exhibited in New York in 1933. From

1942 to 1945 he lived in the United States. Since 1947



he has lived in Provence. A retrospective show of his

work held in Basle in 1950 revealed the symbolism

Masson has created to express the movement, rhythm,

and metamorphoses of man and his destiny. He is

represented in many museums throughout the world.

MATHIEU, Georges Born in Boulogne-sur-Mer,

in the Pas-de-Calais, France, in 1921. Originally

studied law and philosophy, but began to paint in

1942, and established residence in Paris in 1947. He
has participated in the Salon des Realites Nouvelles,

the Salon des Surindependants, and in several group

shows. He has had one-man shows in Paris at the

Galerie Drouin in 1950, and the Galerie Rive Droite

in 1954 and 1956, and in New York at the Kootz

Gallery in 1954. Mathieu advocates what he calls

"lyric and psychic abstract art" as a reaction to a

> certain "abstract formalism." He has declared his

adherence to American Neo-Expressionism.

MATISSE, Henri (1869- 1954) Born in Le Cateau,

in the north of France. He had studied law and was
unenthusiastically beginning his career as a clerk in a

law office when a minor illness confined him to bed
for a time. To relieve the monotony of his convales-

cence, his mother, herself an amateur painter, bought

him a paintbox and a book on painting. He did his

first picture, a still life, and suddenly knew what he

wanted to do. After overcoming his father's opposition,

he went to Paris in 1892, where he studied with

Bouguereau, Gustave Moreau, Cormon, and Carriere,

and copied the old masters in the Louvre. His early

paintings are very traditional, but about 1898 Impres-

sionism began to influence his work, and within the

next few years he went through a succession of modern
influences. He emerged as one of the original Fauves

at the famous Salon d'Automne, along with Derain,

Vlaminck, Rouault, Friesz, Marquet, Van Dongen,

and Dufy, who exhibited in a special room which a

critic called the Cage aux Fauves. He subsequently

participated in several group exhibitions with his

Fauve friends at Berthe Weil's and Ambroise Vollard's

and in 1 906 had a one-man show of fifty-five canvases

at the Galerie Druet. Two years later he had his first

exhibition in the United States at the "291" gallery

in New York, and during the next few years exhibi-

tions in London, Berlin, and Moscow made him
known internationally. About 19 10 he began to veer

away from the vibrant color and rhythmic line of his

Fauve painting to a more subdued palette and an
interest in construction related to Cezanne and
Cubism—though Matisse was never a Cubist. But
after he settled in Nice in 191 7, he turned again to

bright colors and rhythmic arabesques. Many of his

paintings of this period are on the theme of the

Odalisque, with decorative details that reveal his

interest in Oriental and Mohammedan art.

Very fond of traveling, Matisse visited Morocco
twice and toured Spain, Italy, Germany, England,

and Russia. In 1931 he went to Tahiti, returning by
way of the United States, where he painted an
important decorative composition of more than 600
square feet for the Barnes Foundation in Merion,

Pennsylvania. Through the years Matisse had done
a number of engravings and some book illustration,

but about 1939 he began to take particular interest in

the problems of typography and illustration, and dur-

ing the following decade illustrated fine editions of

several books. His collages or cutouts of colored paper
also date from this period. In' 1949 he undertook the

decoration of the Chapel of the Dominicans at Vence.
This project, he believed, represented in a sense all the

artistic problems which had confronted him during

his career. The following year he collaborated with

Braque, Leger, and others in the decoration of the

church of Assy.

Important retrospectives of Matisse's work had
been held in Berlin, Paris, and New York in the

thirties and in London in 1945, but the exhibition

which provoked the widest echo abroad was held at

the Philadelphia Museum ofArt in 1948. It comprised

271 items, including paintings, drawings, and sculp-

tures, and revealed Matisse as one of the great

contemporary artists. As early as 1929 he had received

First Prize at the Carnegie International in Pittsburgh.

In 1950 he was awarded the Grand Prize for Painting

at the Biennale of Venice. Although seriously handi-

capped by illness during his last few years, Matisse

continued to paint until his death on November 3,

1954-

MAYET, Dominique Born in Pratz, Franche-

Comte, France, April 9, 1925. Arrived in Paris in

1947, and studied at the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs

until 1 95 1. He worked for a time in a studio which

specialized in the restoration ofold paintings, was later

appointed assistant professor of drawing at the Ecole

des Beaux-Arts of Bourges. He has participated in the

Salon d'Automne, the Salon de la Jeune Peinture,

and in many group shows, particularly those of the

Ecole de Paris at the Galerie Charpentier. He has

completed a large painting, measuring approximately

1 30 square feet, for the Church of the Assumption in

Jura.

MENTOR, Blasco Born in Barcelona, Spain,

November 13, 1919. Attended the School of Fine Arts

in Barcelona. Went to live in the south of France in

1939, and arrived in Paris in 1945. A designer, painter

and printmaker, Mentor has executed decors for

several productions at the Theatre Sarah Bernhardt,

has had one-man shows at the Altarriba and Elysee

galleries, and has participated in the great salons and
in group shows in France and abroad. He won the

Prix du Dessin in 1953. His very stylized figurative

work has been acquired by the Musee d'Art Moderne
in Paris and the museums of Mulhouse and Besancon.

METZINGER, Jean (1883-1956) Born in Nantes,

Vendee, France. He was fifteen when he decided he

wanted to be an artist after seeing a painting by

Ingres. While still in school, he had exhibitions in

Nantes and later went to Paris, where he attended the

academies. His interest in Cubism began in 1908. In

point of time, he was the third painter, following only

Picasso and Braque, to become fascinated by the

geometrical problems of painting. He participated in

the shows of the Cubists at the Salon des Independants

and in the movement of the Section d'Or. His book

Du Cubisme, written in collaboration with Gleizes and

published in 19 12, has become a classic. To the co-

herent and very sure pictural qualities of his work,

Metzinger added his personal views on certain Cubist

theories, especially the "construction of a new space"

on the canvas. He is represented in most of the

museums of modern art in the world.

MILSHTEIN, Zwy Born in Kishinev, Bessarabia,

June 25, 1934. Of Russian origin, he went to Israel

in 1948. He attended school in Tel Aviv until 1951,

then studied in various Russian and Israeli studios as

well as at the Bezalel Institute in Jerusalem in 1952

and the Academy of Fine Arts in Tel Aviv from 1953
to 1956. He settled in Paris in April, 1956. He has

since participated in group shows, particularly those

of the Ecole de Paris in 1957 and 1958, and has had
one-man shows in Israel in 1951 and 1956 and at

Katia Granoff's in Paris in 1958. For the most part,

Milshtein paints pictures of people in a very personal

style that borders on reality and is characterized by
strong somber color.

MINAUX, Andre Born in Paris, September 5,

1923. Attended the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs from

1 94 1 to 1945. Had his first one-man show in a gallery

on the Rue des Ecoles, and subsequently exhibited at

the Bernier and Le Garrec galleries. Has participated

in the Salon d'Automne, the Salon de Mai, and the
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Salon des Independants. Has illustrated several fine

editions, including books by Cendrars, Barbey

d'Aurevilly, and Jules Renard. Was awarded the Prix

de la Critique in 1949. Minaux, whose painting

combines Realism and Expressionism, is represented

in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and in several

French provincial and foreign museums.

MIRO, Joan Born in Montroig, Catalonia, Spain,

April 20, 1893. Studied at the School of Fine Arts and

the Gali Academy in Barcelona. Had his first exhibi-

tion at Dalmau's in Barcelona in 1918, at which time

he appeared to have been influenced by Van Gogh.

Arrived in Paris in 19 19. Met Picasso and painted a

series of Cubist still lifes. Had his first Paris exhibition

at the Galerie Licorne in 1921. An anarchist, opposed

to all rules and tradition, he discovered a kinship with

the Surrealists. In 1924 he signed his first Surrealist

picture "Terre Labouree," and, in 1925, participated

in the exhibition of this group at the Galerie Pierre.

Since then he has been considered one of the fore-

most representatives of Surrealism. With Max Ernst,

he designed decors for the Ballets Russes production of

Romeo and Juliette, and in 1 93 1 he did dehors for Jeux

d'Enfants for the Ballets de Monte Carlo. In 1937 he

painted a large mural for the Spanish Pavilion of the

International Exposition in Paris. Forced by the war
to return to Catalonia in 1940, he continued to paint,

took up lithography, and collaborated with Artigas

in the production of ceramics. He returned to France

in 1944, and has since divided his time between Paris

and Barcelona. He visited the United States in 1947

and executed a large mural for the Plaza Hotel in

Cincinnati. Miro is represented in most of the muse-

ums of modern art throughout the world.

MODIGLIANI, Amedeo (1884- 1920) Born in

Leghorn, Italy. Worked at the Academies of Florence

and Venice. Arrived in Paris in 1907, and submitted

his first six pictures to the Salon des Independants in

the following year. In 191 3 he settled in Montpar-

nasse, where he lived a hazardous, often miserable,

life. Although he sought oblivion in alcohol and

narcotics, his paintings are among the most original

of the Ecole de Paris. His meeting with the Rumanian
sculptor Brancusi in 1909 precipitated Modigliani's

discovery of the style for which he had been vainly

searching for several years. He was also deeply im-

pressed by the great Cezanne exhibition at Bernheim-

Jeune's, and the two canvases he submitted to the

Salon des Independants of 1910 clearly reveal this

influence. He appears to have gained maturity all at

once. From 191 5 on, his work was limited to portraits

and nudes in a very original and intensely poetic style.

An exhibition of his nudes at Berthe Weil's in 1918

provoked a scandal and was closed by the police. After

a winter in Cannes necessitated by his very delicate

health, he returned to Paris in the spring of 19 19 for

the birth of a daughter borne him by his young

mistress, Jeanne H^buterne. The following winter he

contracted a pulmonary disease and was finally taken

to a hospital, where he died in a charity ward

January 25, 1920. Unable to live without him, Jeanne

H^buterne jumped to her death from her fifth-floor

apartment. In 1958 the Galerie Charpentier staged

an important retrospective loan show of Modigliani's

works. His paintings are now owned by the principal

museums of modern art throughout the world.

MONDRIAN, Piet (1872-1944) Born in Amers-

foort, Holland. Studied to be a teacher, then decided

to be a painter instead, and in 1892 enrolled in the

Academy ofAmsterdam. From 1895 to 1907 he painted

naturalistic landscapes in delicate but rather dull

colors, then a stay at Dombourg on the island of

Walcheren in 1 908 changed his mannerand brightened

his palette. He arrived in Paris in 191 1, where he

was influenced by Cubism and inclined toward

abstraction. He spent the war years in Holland,

continuing his experiments with abstraction until in

1916 he produced openly non-figurative paintings,

rhythms consisting of horizontal and vertical lines

which later became known as the "plus and minus"

series. While in Holland, he became the center of a

group of artists interested in geometrical proportions

as the basis of art. With Theo van Doesburg, a mem-
ber of this group, Mondrian founded an art magazine

called De Stijl, which gave its name to the group and

in which its ideas of Neo-Plasticism were set forth.

Mondrian elaborated on these theories in his book

Le Neo-Plasticisme, published in 1920 after his return

to France. In Paris he became a member of the

Circle and Square Group and, later, of the Abstrac-

tion-Creation group. He participated in large inter-

national exhibitions of abstract art in Paris and the

United States. He lived in London from 1938 to

1940, then came to New York, where he was very

warmly received, and had two exhibitions at the

Valentine Gallery in 1 942 and 1 943 . He began painting

in the more exuberant mood of "Broadway Boogie-

Woogie," which is still geometrically abstract but uses

bright, garish color in insistently repeating patterns

that suggest the jangling pulse of Times Square at

night. Since his death at Murray Hill Hospital in

February, 1944, important retrospective exhibitions

of Mondrian's work have been held at the Museum
ofModern Art in New York, the Whitechapel Gallery

in London and the Municipal Museum at The Hague.

His canvases, which inaugurated a new style, are in

the principal museums of modern art throughout

the world.

MONDZAIN, Simon Born in Lublin, Poland,

October 15, 1890. Studied at the Academy of Fine

Arts in Warsaw and at the Imperial Academy of

Krakow. Arrived in Paris in 1909. Since the end of

World War I, in which he fought, he has exhibited in

the Salon des Independants, the Salon d'Automne,

and the Salon des Tuileries, has had one-man shows

at the Druet, Barreiro, and Jacques Callot galleries,

and has participated in many group shows abroad.

A realistic painter, Mondzain does not belong to any

particular school. He is represented in several muse-

ums of modern art.

MONNERET, Jean Born in Chalons-sur-Saone,

France, November 27, 1922. Arrived in Paris in 1946,

where he attended the Ecole Nationale Supe>ieure

des Beaux-Arts. He has participated in various group

shows, including the Decouvrir at the Galerie Char-

pentier in 1955, and has exhibited at the Salon

d'Automne, the Salon de la Nationale des Beaux-Arts,

the Salon des Jeune Peintres and the Salon des Inde-

pendants. He teaches drawing in Paris. A figurative

painter who combines tradition with a modern view-

point, Monneret is represented in private collections

in France, the United States, and Germany.

MONTANE, Roger Born in Bordeaux, France,

February 27, 1916. Attended evening classes at the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Toulouse. Began to paint in

1942, and established residence in Paris in 1946. Was
granted a French Government scholarship in 1947,

and won the Prix B^thouard in the following year.

Had his first one-man show at the Galerie de Berri in

1949, has participated in various salons, and has

exhibited in London and Lausanne. Montane, whose

work is simple and spontaneous, is particularly fond

of lively city scenes. His paintings have been acquired

by the French Government, the City of Paris, and

various provincial museums.
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MONTANIER, Francis Born in Lyons, France,

November 18, 1895. Studied art in Lyons, then went
to Paris in 1923. Had his first one-man show at Jeanne
Castel's in 1939. Has participated in the great salons

and in many group shows in France and abroad,

including international exhibitions in New York

(1947) and in Tokyo. Although his education was in

the classic tradition, Montanier has developed toward

a transposition of forms that is almost abstract, though
still inspired by nature. He is represented in the Musee
d'Art Moderne of Paris, in other French and foreign

museums, and in private collections.

MOREAU, Luc-Albert ( 1882-1948) Born in Paris.

Studied law, but felt a vocation for painting. Worked
at the Academie La Palette and later at the Academie
Jullian, where he became friendly with Dunoyer de
Segonzac and Boussingault. Came under the influence

of Cubism in 19 12 and participated in the exhibition

of the Section d'Or at the Galerie La Boetie. The same
year he achieved his first critical success with "Les
Nymphes de la Seine" at the Salon d'Automne. He
was seriously wounded in World War I, but returned
from the war with his famous painting "Soldats dans
la Tranchee." From then on he had many exhibitions

in Paris and abroad. He later abandoned Cubism and
turned to painting popular scenes and sports, especially

boxing. He divided his time between the ring, back-
stage at the theater, and the circus, where the most
famous clowns were his models. He was also an excellent

engraver and lithographer and illustrated many books.

Moreau is represented in several French and foreign

museums.

MORTENSEN, Richard Born in Copenhagen,
Denmark, October 23, 19 10, where he studied at the

Royal Academy of Fine Arts. Visited Berlin and be-

came familiar with Kandinsky's work. Did his first

abstract painting in 1932. Established residence in

Paris in 1947. Has since participated in several group
shows in France and abroad and had a one-man show
at the Galerie Denise Rene in 1956. Won the Prix

Edouard Munch in 1945, the Prix Kandinsky in 1950.
He has also designed scenery for productions of
L'Histoire du Soldat by Ramuz and Le Rossignol by
Stravinsky. A non-figurative artist, Mortensen's highly

detached paintings reveal unexpected relationships.

He is represented at the Cabinet des Estampes of the

Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris and in various foreign

museums.

MORVAN, Jean-Jacques Born in Morlaix,
France, January 7, 1928. Took some courses at the
Ecole des Arts Decoratifs in 1945, but is, for the most
part, self-taught. Had his first one-man show at the
Galerie La Boetie in 1951 and has exhibited regularly

at the Galerie Saint-Placide since 1955. Has partici-

pated in the great salons, in numerous group shows,
and in the Biennale of Menton in 1957. Won the Prix
du Peintre in 1956. Morvan is represented in the Mu-
see d'Art Moderne and in several provincial museums.

MOSER, Wilfrid Born in Zurich in 1914. During
his school years he developed a passion for music and
learned to play the violin expertly. Then he abandoned
music to devote himself entirely to painting. He
arrived in Paris in 1945, where he worked with Lhote
and Leger. Since 1949 he has had exhibitions in

Zurich, Stockholm, Lausanne, New York, Cologne,
Bern, and Basle, and at the Galerie Jeanne Bucher in

Paris. He is a non-figurative painter.

MOTTET, Yvonne Born in Lyons, France, Janu-
ary 6, 1906. She has devoted herself to painting since

finishing school. In 1948, with Lorjou, Rebeyrolle,

Buffet, Simone Dat, and Minaux, she participated in

founding the Homme Temoin (Man as Witness)

movement. She has exhibited at the Salon d'Automne,
the Salon des Independants, the Galerie Charpentier,

the Galerie Beaux-Arts and, since 1954, exclusively at

the Wildenstein Galleries in Paris and New York. In

1953 she was awarded the Prix de la Critique. In 1954
George Besson wrote of her: "If someday this modest
woman should decide to show her entire, already-

considerable production, one will be all but stunned
by her determination to be a witness of her time."

Her work is included in private collections in America,
England, Japan, and France.

MOULIN, Joel Born in La Rochelle, Charente
Maritime, France, April 4, 1935. Arrived in Paris in

1948. Studied under Brianchon at the Ecole Nationale
Superieure des Beaux-Arts for five years. Exhibited at

the Salon d'Automne and the Salon de la Jeune
Peinture in 1958. Received the Prix de la Jeune
Peinture in 1959. His experiments tend to relate him
to the Rosny group. His work has been acquired by
the French Government and the City of Paris.

MOULY, Marcel Born in Paris, February 6, 19 18.

Began to paint in 1935, studying art in the evening
classes of Montmartre 80. In 1943, he participated in

the Salon d'Automne; in 1945, in the exhibitions of

the Ecole de Boulogne with Leger and Pignon. He
received a Prix National traveling scholarship in 1947
and had his first one-man show of paintings, gouaches,

and ceramics at the Galerie de Berri the same year.

Since then he has exhibited frequently in France and
abroad. He has also done tapestry cartoons. His highly

stylized, but figurative, paintings, expressing "inward
themes" inspired by nature, are in the Musee d'Art
Moderne in Paris and in many private collections.

MUSIC, Zoran Antonio Born in Gorizia, Italy,

February 12, 1909. Attended the Academy of Fine
Arts of Zagadria. Lived in Spain and Dalmatia for a
time. In 1940, established residence in Venice, where
he did frescoes for several churches. Arrived in Paris

in 1953. Has since exhibited at the Salon de Mai and
in group shows in France and abroad. He has had
several one-man shows at the Galerie de France. He
has done a number of engravings and an important
series of color lithographs and received the prize for

engraving at the Biennale of Venice in 1956. He has
designed two tapestries for Italian ocean liners. Music,
who seeks to achieve "transfiguration" rather than
figuration, is represented in many collections and
museums in France and abroad.

NAKACHE, Armand-Henri Born in Bone, Algeria,

January 11, 1894. Arrived in France at the age of
ten. Studied with a professor of the Beaux-Arts from
1 9 10 to 19

1 4, then continued his work alone. Has
had thirteen one-man shows since 1934, including a
very important retrospective at the Galerie "Arts." Has
participated in numerous exhibitions in France and
abroad, notably at the Antwerp Exhibition in 1958
and at the Burgundy Nights Festival in 1954, where
a special gallery was reserved for him. Nakache is

President of the Salon des Independants and of the

engravers' society Le Trait, and is a founding member
ofthe Salon Populiste. He has illustrated several books.

His ceramics have been shown at international ex-

hibitions in Cannes, Helsinki, and other cities. After
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LESIEUR, PIERRE

Le marchand de pasteques

LORJOU, BERNARD
Clown 1959

MANE-KATZ
Musiciens

MANGUIN, HENRI

Jeune femme a la grappe
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LOUTREUIL, MAURICE

La sieste

LURCAT, JEAN

Mats et voiles (1930)

MINAUX, ANDRE
Composition champetre
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a long period of evolution, color has become his main
concern. He has reached a stage which he calls

"Fantastic Expressionism." His work is found in the

Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and in other French
and foreign museums.

NALLARD, Louis Born in Algiers, June 17, 19 18.

Studied music and attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts
there. Arrived in Paris in 1947, and has since partici-

pated in the Salon de Mai, the Salon des Realites

Xouvelles, and the Salon d'Octobre, as well as many
group exhibitions in France and abroad. Won a Prix

Feneon in 1 950-1 951. An abstract artist, he had his

first one-man show at the Galerie Jeanne Bucher in

'957-

NEILLOT, Louis Born in Vichy, France, February

10, 1898. Attended the Ecole d'Art in Vichy until 1914.

Arrived in Paris in 191 9 and exhibited at the Salon

des Jeunes in the following year. Submitted work
to the Salon des Independants for the first time

in 192 1 , and had his first one-man show at the Galerie

Hekking in 1922. Has since participated in the

important salons and in group shows, and has had
several one-man exhibitions. He has done illustrations

and has made many woodcuts. A figurative painter

with a very sure personal style, Neillot is represented

in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris, in the Petit-

Palais, and in several other French museums.

NEJAD, Mehmed Born in Istanbul, Turkey,July I,

1923. Began to paint at the age of fifteen after a short

stay in France. Enrolled subsequently in the Academy
of Fine Arts in Istanbul and studied Byzantine art and
Arabic calligraphy. Settled in Paris in 1945. Has had
one-man shows at the Maratier, Lydia Conti,

Fachetti, and De Beaune galleries and has exhibited

in Turin, London, Brussels, and New York. Nejad,

whose work is characterized by an abstract aestheti-

cism, is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in

Paris.

NEY, Lancelot Born July 26, 1900, in Budapest,

Hungary. He studied humanities at Pecs, and continued
at a university in Budapest, where he also attended

the free Ecole des Beaux-Arts. In 1922, as a student,

he traveled to Munich and Berlin, where he met
Moholy-Nagy and Kandinsky. In 1923 he went to

Paris for a few weeks, and has been there ever since.

He rapidly followed the trend toward abstraction, and
held his first exhibition, with a foreword by Michel
Seuphor, in Paris in 1929. He later returned to classi-

cism, but grew away from it again in 1946. Since when
he has painted both strongly interpreted figurative

pictures and decidedly abstract compositions. Up to

1940 he had many one-man shows, and is a regular

contributor to the Salon des Tuileries, the Salon

d'Automne, and the Salon des Independants, among
others. Since 1946 he has exhibited at the Salon des

Realites Nouvelles. His pictures have also been shown
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (1956),

the Worcester Art Museum (1957), the Victoria and
Albert Museum, London, and at the Contemporary
French Painting Exhibition in Yugoslavia (1958).

NONDA (Papadopoulos Epaminondas) Born in

Athens, Greece, October 11, 1922. Always fond of

painting, he was granted a French Government
scholarship in 1947, and went to Paris to study at the

Ecole Nationale des Beaux-Arts. To support himself,

he worked for a tailor, but continued to paint. He had
his first one-man exhibition of figure paintings and
still lifes at the Galerie Allard in Paris in 1955. Since

then he has exhibited at the Salon d'Automne, the

Salon des Independants, and in the Ecole de Paris

shows at the Galerie Charpentier. He has also partic-

ipated in group exhibitions abroad.

OBERLE, Jean Born in Brest, Brittany, France, in

1900. His first job was working as a cartoonist for

satirical newspapers in Paris when he was nineteen.

Since 1925 he has illustrated the work of some thirty

important contemporary authors. During this time he
has also continued painting. In 1934 he won the Prix

Blumenthal. He has participated in the Salons des

Independants, the Salon des Tuileries, and in a

number of group shows. He has had several one-man
shows, most recently at the Galerie Charpentier in

1944, 1947, and 1952. During World War II he was
part of the famous B.B.C. team, Les Francais patient aux

Franfais. He has designed settings for productions at

the Comedie Francaise and the Theatre des Mathu-
rins, and has written three books of reminiscences.

Oberle, who paints portraits, popular scenes, interiors,

and landscapes of Brittany, is represented in the Mu-
see d'Art Moderne in Paris, the museums of Bordeaux,

Quimper, and Algiers, and in many private collections.

O'BRADY, Gertrude Born in Chicago, Illinois, in

1 90 1 . Arrived in Paris in 1 935. An illness was the turn-

ing point in a previously leisurely life. In the fall of

1939, during a walk at Bougival, in the country dear

to the Impressionists, she did her first water color,

"Le Tandem," which she reproduced in oil a few days

later without ever having learned to draw. Since then

she has devoted herself to painting with a single-

minded passion that distracts her from her physical

discomfort. She has had one-man shows at the

Maratier, Bac, and Maeght galleries. Classified as a

Naive painter, Gertrude O'Brady usually paints

attractive scenes of everyday life which she enlivens

with amusing characters and charming shops. How-
ever, while interned in a concentration camp in Vittel

during the German occupation, she painted portraits

which are intensely moving.

OSTERLIND, Anders Born in Lepaud, Limousin,

France, June 19, 1887. His mother was French; his

father, the Swedish painter Allan Osterlind. While still

very young, he began painting landscapes in Creuse
and Brittany. Has participated in the important salons

and in many group exhibitions in France and abroad.

Has had several one-man shows, especially at the

Druet and Danton galleries. Teaches at the school

of painting called Les Trois Ateliers in Paris. Oster-

lind's opulent still lifes and landscapes, in which green

predominates, reveal a very personal style. The
Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and various museums
in France possess his paintings.

OUDOT, Roland Born in Paris, July 23, 1897.

Studied at the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs from 1 9 1 1 to

19 1
4. Exhibited for the first time at the Salon d'Au-

tomne in 191 9 and at the Salon des Independants the

following year. Since 1926 he has had several one-man
shows at the Portique, Girard, Druet, Bernier, and
Andre Weil galleries, has participated in many group
shows, and has exhibited in London, New York,

Amsterdam, The Hague, and other cities. He has

done tapestry cartoons for Aubusson and Gobelins,

has painted several murals, including two for the

Palais de Chaillot, has designed scenery for La Reine

Morte by Montherlant at the Comedie Francaise, and
for productions at the Paris Opera, and worked with

Leon Bakst on decors for the Ballets Russes. He has

engraved some sixty plates for prints and has illustrated

several books, including Mauriac's Thtrese Desqueyroux.

Considered a Poetic Realist, he paints Ile-de-France

and Provence landscapes, austerely transposing nature

into contrasting harmonies. He is represented in the

Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and other museums
in France and abroad.
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OZENFANT, Amedee Born in Saint Quentin,

Picardy, France, April 15, 1886. Arrived in Paris in

1906. Studied both architecture and painting, the

latter at the Academie de la Palette. In 19 16 he
founded L'Elan, a review in which he outlined the

principles of his aesthetic theory of Purism. In 191 8,

with Jeanneret (who later became known as Le
Corbusier), he published Apres le Cubisme, the mani-
festo of Purism. The two men continued to expound
their theories in Esprit Nouveau, a magazine they

edited jointly from 1921 to 1925. Ozenfant's book
Art, published in 1928, has become a classic, and has

been translated into several languages (Foundations of
Modern Art, Dover, New York, 193 1). In 1925 he
began to devote himself to mural painting in the

Purist style. He spent three years in London before

he moved to New York in 1938, where he founded
the Ozenfant School. He had an exhibition in Paris

in 1957. The Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris has

several of his paintings, including "Vie," a composi-

tion in the Purist manner which includes about one
hundred figures, and which took Ozenfant about
seven years to complete.

PAALEN, Wolfgang Robert Born in Vienna,
Austria, July 22, 1905. Visited Italy and Paris, then
attended the art school of Hans Hofman in Munich
in 1926 and the Academie Ranson in Paris in 1927.
Participated in the Salon des Surindependants in

1929 and had his first one-man show in Paris in 1934.

Joined the Surrealist group in 1937 and helped to

organize the international Surrealist exhibition in

Paris in 1938. In 1939 he left France, and has since

lived in the United States and Mexico. In 1942 he
founded Dyn, an art magazine in which he announced
his withdrawal from Surrealism. In recent years he
has had many exhibitions in the United States, Mexico,
and Paris. He is represented in the Musee d'Art
Moderne in Paris and the Museum of Modern Art in

New York.

PAILES, Isaac Born in Kiev, Russia, December 25,

1895. Studied at the academies of fine art in Kiev
and Paris. A naturalized Frenchman, he has had one-

man shows at the Jacques Callot, Bernheim, and
Kaganovich galleries since 1928. He has participated

in several group shows in France, particularly those of

the Ecole de Paris at the Galerie Charpentier, and the

Peintres Temoins de leur Temps. He has also shown
abroad. Although inspired by natural forms, Pailes

has shown an increasing tendency toward the grand
style. The Musee d'Art Moderne has some of his

works.

PALMEIRO, Jose Born in Madrid, August 18,

1903. Studied at the Royal Academy of San Fernando
in Madrid from 1922 to 1925. Settled in Paris in 1926
and attended the Academie de la Grande Chaumiere
and the Academie Jullian. Became a member of the

Salon d'Automne and the Salon des Tuileries in 1929.

Had his first one-man show at the Galerie Cheron in

1930 and has since had others both in France and
abroad. From 1951 to 1956, while living in South
America, he exhibited in Buenos Aires, Lima, and
Sao Paulo. Upon his return to Paris in 1957, he had
an exhibition at the Galerie Drouet. Palmeiro, whose
work is characterized by a poetic realism, is repre-

sented in many French and foreign museums and in

private collections.

PAPART, Max Born in Marseilles, December ig,

191 1. Left school when he was fourteen in order to

earn his living. Attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts
for a short time, but is mostly self-taught. Lived in

Paris from 1936 to 1939, then returned to Marseilles,

and has since devoted himself to painting. Had his

first exhibitions in Nice and Marseilles. After a pro-

longed period of evolution, Papart has developed a

personal style that is in the Mediterranean tradition,

yet thoroughly modern. His paintings are in the Musee
d'Art Moderne of Menton and the Musee Cantini in

Marseilles.

PARKER, Bill Born in Josephine, Texas, March 2,

ig22. After his initial studies, worked in California

with the painter Fred Hocks, then completed his

education in New York. He arrived in Paris on a U.S.

Government scholarship in 1951, had his first one-

man show at the Kaganovich Gallery in 1954, and
has since shown his canvases in many European
cities. Parker received the Prix BuhrM in 1952. His

style is original bordering on abstraction; his palette

is vivid, his forms, very dynamic. The Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris and the museums of Amsterdam
and Moscow have acquired his paintings.

PARTURIER, Marcel Born in Le Havre, France,

April 7, 1 90 1. Enrolled at the Academie de la Grande
Chaumiere in Paris in 1920, and exhibited for the first

time at the Salon des Artistes Francais the same
year. Later studied with Friesz and attended the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts. His first one-man show at the

Galerie Carmine in 1925 was followed by many
others, principally at Barreiro's and Andri Weil's.

Won a prize at the Academie des Beaux-Arts in 1922

and received the Medaille de Peinture at the Inter-

national Exposition of 1937. Parturier's art is figur-

ative. Primarily a landscape painter, he is represented

in several museums in France and abroad.

PASCAL, Jean-Luc Born in Paris, July 5, 1927.
Enrolled for a time as an independent student at the

Ecole des Arts D^coratifs and later worked on his

own. Received first prize in an exhibition at the Union
des Arts Plastiques at Montreuil. Participated in the

D^couvrir exhibition at the Galerie Charpentier.
Pascal paints portraits, circus scenes, and scenes of
social life.

PASCIN, Julius (1885-
1 930) Born in Vidin,

Bulgaria, of a Spanish-Jewish father and a Serbian-

Italian mother. Pascin, whose real name was Julius

Pincas, studied in Vienna, Berlin, and later Munich
where, while still quite young, he was a contributor

to Simplicissimus, a satirical review. He arrived in

Paris for the first time in 1905, and lived there, off

and on, until the beginning of World War I. In 1918
he married Hermine David, herself a talented painter.

He rented a studio in Montmartre, where he painted
nudes. His models were the women of Montmartre,
most ofthem prostitutes, and he surrounded them with

an atmosphere of trouble, at once tender and cynical,

that has caused him to be compared to the eighteenth-

century painters, whom he admired greatly. An excel-

lent draftsman, he was never without his sketchbook.

He did numerous water colors and illustrated many
books, revealing that nostalgic and voluptuous talent

which made him famous. When he had to leave Paris

during World War I because of his Bulgarian national-

ity, he came to the United States, where he acquired
American citizenship. However, he was a true

cosmopolitan who traveled continuously and could be
seen regularly in the bars of all the large cities of the

world. Despite his apparent success, Pascin failed to

find peace of mind. For unknown reasons he com-
mitted suicide by hanging himself in his Montmartre
studio on June 2, 1930, the day of the opening of his

exhibition at the Galerie Georges Petit. He is rep-

resented in all the important museums of modern art

in the world.
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PATRIX, Michel Born in Cabourg, Normandy,

France, May 25, 191 7. Began to draw while still in

school. Arrived in Paris in 1941, studied first at

independent academies, later with Lhote and Friesz.

Has participated in the Salon de Mai since its found-

ing, has had one-man shows at Drouant-David's, and

has exhibited in New York and in Canada. A non-

figurative painter since 1943, Patrix says he now wants

to achieve "a traditional art, well balanced, not closed

to any ideas."

PELAYO, Orlando Born in Gijon, Spain, Decem-
ber 14, 1920. Encouraged by his mother, who was also

an artist, he began to draw and paint. Lived in Oran
in 1 94 1, where he had his first exhibition at the Galerie

Colline. Established residence in Paris in 1947. Has
participated in several salons and has had one-man
shows at the Suillerot and Monique de Groote

Galleries in Paris as well as in the provinces. Has
studied fresco and mosaic techniques and has done

some book illustration. Received the Prix Jeckel at

the Biennale of Menton in 1953 and the Prix Friesz

in 1955. A colorist with a dynamic style of expression,

Pelayo is represented principally in the museums of

Poitiers, Algiers and Oran.

PERRAUDIN, Paul Born in Moret, Ile-de-France,

France, November 13, 1907. Studied with Legueult.

Now a professor at the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs, he

has had one-man shows at the Galerie Charpentier

and has participated in group shows in France and

abroad. Perraudin, a figurative painter, has a pre-

dilection for marine subjects and themes of Parisian

life, which he paints with poetic realism. He is

represented in several French museums.

PETIT, Jacques Born October 13, 1925, at Mon-
tauban, Tarn-et-Garonne, France, he went to Paris

in 1938 and completed his secondary education at the

Lycee Charlemagne. He was admitted to the Ecole

des Arts Decoratifs in 1945 and worked in Gromaire's

studio. Various grants enabled him to go to Spain in

1950, and then to Holland in 1954-55. Although he

was at the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs, he obtained the

second Prix de Rome in 1951, the Prix des Vikings

in 1953, and the Prix Feneon in 1955. His first group

show was in 1954, and the first exhibitions of his own
works, in 1959. He taught art, particularly drawing,

at the City of Paris (1952-59) and takes part in the

Salon de la Jeune Peinture, the Salon de Mai, the

Salon des Tuileries, and the Salon d'Automne. His

temperament leads him toward an art in which trans-

posed reality stems directly from nature, an art which

is not aloof to mankind.

PETTORUTI, Emilio Born October 3, 1895, at

La Plata, Argentina, he completed his secondary

education, but while still very young showed a pro-

nounced disposition for painting. At eighteen he went

to Florence, where he met avant-garde Italian artists

and became fascinated with the problems of Futurism.

He painted his first abstract pictures shortly afterward.

Pettoruti had exhibitions at Florence, Rome, and

Milan until 1922, when he left for Germany. In 1923

his show at the Der Sturm gallery caused a sensation.

His first visit to Paris was in 1924, where he met Juan
Gris and Gino Severini. He returned to Argentina to

see his mother, intending to return to France, but it

was not until 1953 that he was able to realize this

dream and take up permanent residence. He was

awarded the Guggenheim Prize in 1956, and in 1958

he gave two shows at the Galerie Hautefeuille, one

of previous works and the other, of more recent ones.

Stripped of all superfluous elements, the rigor of

his line, the subtlety of his palette, classes him among
abstract painters, who combine analysis with syn-

thesis. Many museums and private collections own
his works.

PEYRONNET, Dominique (1872-1943) Born in

Talence, near Bordeaux, France. Was a lithograph

printer in various French cities before settling in Paris

in 1902, where he worked in a printing office for

eighteen years. He did not begin to paint until 1920,

and it was 1932 before he exhibited at the Salon des

Independants and the Salon des Artistes Francais.

In 1937 he became a popular success through the

traveling exhibition, Les Maitres Populaires de la

Reality, and in 1939 he had a one-man show. Clas-

sified as an Instinctive artist, Peyronnet painted very

few pictures, and those in a realistic style with extreme

attention to detail.

PHILD7PE, Francois Born in Paris, August 17,

1920. Apprenticed to a molder at the age of fifteen,

he took evening courses in drawing while engaging in

various occupations. Philippe went on several deep-

sea fishing cruises to the North Cape, gaining a knowl-

edge of marine life which has been the source of

inspiration for many of his paintings. Since 1945 he

has devoted himself to painting. He has exhibited at

the Salon des Independants and the Salon d'Automne
since 1951 , and was included in the Ecole de Paris

exhibitions in 1955 and 1956. Philippe is a figurative

painter.

PIAUBERT, Jean Born in Feydieu, in the Gironde,

France, January 27, 1900. Attended the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts in Bordeaux. Arrived in Paris in 1922,

where he worked for fashion designer Paul Poiret,

creating patterns for fabrics and theater costumes.

Had his first one-man show in 1932. Since his first

abstract exhibition in 1946, he has exhibited at the

Denise Rend and Bing galleries. Has participated in

the Salon de Mai, the Salon des Realites Nouvelles,

and many group shows in France and abroad.

Received the Gold Medal of the Triennale in Milan

in 1 95 1. He has illustrated several books, including

Jean Cassou's Trenle-lrois sonnets. At first preoccupied

with drawing and then with color, Piaubert has now
discovered "signs" and a very personal plastic world.

He is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in

Paris, the Musee de Valenciennes, and museums in

Rome, Brussels, Amsterdam, New York, and Santiago,

Chile.

PICA HI A, Francis (1879-1953) Born in Paris, of

Spanish parents. Studied at the Ecole des Arts Decora-

tifs and the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. He began by paint-

ing Impressionist pictures, came under the influence

of Cubism in 1909, participated in the meetings of the

Section d'Or in 191 2, then switched to Orphism.

While visiting New York in 191 5, he met Marcel

Duchamp, and with Man Ray and a few others, they

began exhibiting at the 291 Gallery. The kind ofwork

they showed was later called Dadaist. Back in

Barcelona in 1916, Picabia founded a review called

jgi, in which he continued to promote the same

ideas of anti-art. In the succeeding years he served as

a liaison between the Swiss, French, and German
Dadaists, but broke with them in 1921 to join the

Surrealists. He gave up Surrealism after a while to

paint in a very representational way, but resumed

abstract painting in 1945. He had an exhibition of

purely abstract work at the Galerie Drouin in 1949.

Picabia was restless, aggressive, contradictory, amus-

ing—an individual, who was opposed to all the

established rules and traditions. He escaped them in

compositions reflecting a most ingenious intelligence

and a great sensitivity. He is represented in a number

of museums of modern art throughout the world.

PICART LE DOUX, Charles Born in Paris, July

12, 1 88 1. Attended the Academie Jullian and the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts. Submitted to the Salon

d'Automne for the first time in 1904. Had a one-man

show at the Galerie Blot in 19 10, followed by others
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at the Vildrac, Bernheim, and Georges Petit galleries.

Has participated in the great salons and in many
group shows. He has done many engravings and has

illustrated books by Gobineau, Verlaine, Duhamel
and many others. His large-scale murals include those

for the Prefecture de Tours, the Lycee du Cours in

Vincennes, the liner Normandie and the city hall of

the fourteenth district in Paris. Inspired by the

Impressionist masters, Picart le Doux has resisted the

trend of his time and shows a tendency toward

Realism. He is represented in some French museums
and in private collections.

PICART LE DOUX, Jean Born in Paris, January

31, 1902. His work in the field of bookbinding and

editing led him to the graphic arts in 1933 and he

exhibited for the first time at the Galerie Billiet-

Worms in 1935. He won a first prize for theater posters

at the Salon de l'lmagerie. A meeting with Jean

Lnrcat during the war turned his attention to tapestry

design, and he did his first cartoons for the decoration

of the liner La Marseillaise. He later decided to devote

himself entirely to tapestry design. He has been

highly successful in this medium, having been com-

missioned to create tapestries for many public and

private buildings. He has had one-man shows at the

Galerie de France in Paris, the Guilde du Livre in

Lausanne, and the St. Annahof in Zurich, and has

participated in the great salons and in about three

hundred group shows in France and abroad. A
figurative artist, Picart le Doux's stylized, poetic work

may be seen at the Musee d'Art Moderne, at the

Mobilier National, and at Gobelins, in Paris.

PICASSO, Pablo Born in Malaga, Spain, October

25, 1 88 1. Began drawing and painting while just a

child, and had his first exhibition in Barcelona at the

age of sixteen. Visited Paris for the first time in 1900.

While there, he sold three sketches at Berthe Weil's

and had his first Paris exhibition at Vollard's. He
returned to Spain where, under the influence of the

Lautrecs he had seen in Paris and the El Grecos he

had discovered at home, he painted the tragic

elongated figures of his Blue Period (1901-1904). In

1904 he settled permanently in Paris, and soon his

studio at the Bateau-Lavoir in Montmartre became

the rallying point for a new aesthetic. For a short time

(1905- 1
906) Picasso painted the rather charming

nude harlequins and scenes of circus life that are now
assigned to his Rose Period, but before long, probably

influenced by his discovery of African sculpture, he

was off in a completely new direction. "Les Demoi-

selles d'Avignon," completed in 1907 and sometimes

called the first Cubist picture, had a tremendous effect

on the development of modern painting. Soon after it

was finished Picasso met Braque and within a year

the two artists had assumed joint leadership of the

Cubist movement. Picasso went from Analytical

Cubism (1908) to Synthetic Cubism (19 12) to collage.

He then returned to the study of the old masters for a

while, a period during which he also designed

costumes and scenery for the Ballets Russes, for Erik

Satie's Parade and for Three-Cornered Hal.

About 1920 he began his so-called Neo-Classic

Period which includes "Still Life with Antique Head,"

now in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris, and the

series of monumental nudes and giants' heads. From

1925 to 1927 he painted Surrealist pictures, and these

gave way to the sculpturesque monsters by the sea

known as the Metamorphoses. A trip to Spain in 1934
gave rise to the series of Tauromachies and to one of

his most important paintings, "Guernica," now in the

Museum of Modern Art in New York. During the

Spanish Civil War Picasso sided with the Republicans

and was made director of the Prado in Madrid. He
returned to Paris in 1939. In 1948 he moved to the

Cote d'Azur, where he still lives. Since 1948 he has

devoted himself primarily to lithography and ceramics.

He has had many exhibitions throughout the years

and his work is included in every important museum
and collection of modern art. The subject of innumer-

able articles, books, and even films, his fame seems

likely to surpass that of any other painter of his

epoch.

PICHETTE, James Born in Chateauroux, France,

August 1, 1920. Arrived in Paris in 1946 and worked

as an actor until 1951. Since 1949 he has had one-man
shows at the Morihien, de Beaune, Dina Vierny and

Benefit galleries in Paris, has participated in the Salon

des Realit^s Nouvelles and the Salon de Mai, and in

shows of the Ecole de Paris at the Galerie Charpentier.

He has also exhibited in Switzerland, Belgium, and
Holland. He received a scholarship for the Nether-

lands in 1952. Pichette's non-figurative paintings in

vivid colors and black and white are in the Musee
d'Art Moderne in Paris and in various foreign

museums.

PIGNON, Edouard Born in Bully, France, Febru-

ary 12, 1905. A miner's son, he began working in a

mine when he was fifteen, was later a cement worker.

He had shown precocious artistic ability, however,

which took him to Paris in 1927; there he attended

the Ecole de Montparnasse and the Ecole des Arts

Decoratifs. Exhibited for the first time at the Salon

des Independants in 1932, and four years later de-

cided to devote himself entirely to painting. Had his

first one-man show at the Galerie d'Anjou in 1939.

Since then he has had many exhibitions in Paris,

principally at the Galerie de France and the Maison

de la Pensee Francaise, as well as in various foreign

countries. Pignon did stage designs for Sheherezade and

for Mere Courage for the Theatre Nationale Populaire.

He has illustrated several books, including the poems
of Prevert. Inspired by Picasso, he has made more than

three hundred ceramic pieces at Vallauris. Pignon's

art is based on a transposition of objects of nature. He
is represented in the Musde d'Art Moderne in Paris,

in other French museums, and in museums in Lon-

don, Brussels, Amsterdam, Stockholm, Warsaw, New
York, and Sao Paulo.

PIPO, Emmanuel Ruis Born in Granada, Spain,

July 9, 1929. A graduate of the Beaux-Arts of Barce-

lona, he obtained a Spanish Government scholarship,

and exhibited in Madrid and Barcelona. In 1955 a

French Government scholarship took him to Paris to

study. Since then he has had three one-man shows at

the Galerie Jeanne Castel. He was a prize winner at

Villeneuve-sur-Lot in 1957.

PISIS, Filipo de (1896- 1956) Born in Ferrara,

Italy, Luigi Tibertelli, known as Filipo de Pisis, showed

a precocious talent for art. He studied in Ferrara,

where he met Chirico and Savinio. In 1 914 he began

corresponding with Apollinaire, Max Jacob, and

Cocteau. A poet and art critic, De Pisis lived in Rome
for five years, then settled in Paris in 1925 where he

remained until 1939. He participated in the Salon

d'Automne, had several exhibitions at the Galerie de

France and at the Quatre Chemins in Paris and

exhibited in Rome, Venice, and Moscow. A sensitive

painter, De Pisis also wrote about art. His book

Pittura Moderna, published in Ferrara in 19 19, is

particularly important. He is represented in the

important museums of modern art throughout the

world.

PLANSON, Andre Born in Ferti-sous-Jouarre,

France, April 10, 1898. Studied at the Academie
Ranson for a short time and then on his own. Has
exhibited at the Salon des Independants, the Salon

des Tuileries, and the Salon d'Automne since 1923.

Has had frequent one-man shows at the Danthon,

Bernier, Renou, and Colle galleries since 193 1.

Picabia

Picart

le Doux, C.

Picart

le Doux, J.

Picasso
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LE CORBUSIER

Taureau XVI
MORTENSEN, RICHARD
Avignon I

MAYET, DOMINIQUE

Champier
MARYAN
L'homme grenouille No. i
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MOREAU, LUC-ALBERT

Le clown musical (Grock)

NEJAD, MEHMED D.Z.

La muerte

PARKER, BILL

Composition No. 72

OZENFANT, AMEDEE
Nocturne en transatlantique
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Planson

Plisson

Poliakoff

Pollaci

Pollet

Poncelet

Pougny

Prassinos

Received the Prix Blumenthal in 1932. Participated in

the Biennale of Venice in 1938 and that of Sao Paulo

in 1949, and has shown at the Rath Museum in

Geneva and the Adams Gallery in London. Decorated

the Lycee Janson de Sailly, the Lycee d'Enghien, and

the French Institute in Athens. Executed two murals

for the Theatre de Chaillot and two large composi-

tions for the Institut Agronomique. Assisted in the

decoration of several ocean liners, executed two

tapestry cartoons and has illustrated several books.

A painter who enjoys his work and has a happy' out-

look on life, Planson paints strongly rhythmical land-

scapes, popular scenes, portraits, and nudes. He is

represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris,

and in other museums in France and abroad.

PLISSON, Henry Born in Saint-Gaultier, . Berry,

France, September 20, 1908. Studied at an academy
in Montmartre in 1925 and attended evening classes

of the Paris schools. He exhibited for the first time at

the Salon des Independants in 1932, and has since

participated in the Salon d'Automne, the Salon des

Tuileries, and in various group shows. He has also

had several one-man exhibitions. In 1934 he became
interested in ceramics and has since made about 100

plates and 2000 character pieces. A figurative artist,

Plisson has illustrated several books and has painted

a number of decorative murals, notably those at the

Beaujon and Bichat hospitals in Paris and at the Ecole

Maternelle of Asnieres.

POLIAKOFF, Serge Born in Moscow, January 8,

1906. Lived for a while in St. Petersburg. His studies

having been interrupted by the Revolution, he toured

Europe with his aunt, a well-known singer whom he

accompanied on the guitar. Settled in Paris in 1923
and studied painting at private academies. Met
Kandinsky in Montparnasse in 1937 and became
interested in doing "geometrical painting." Exhibited

at the Salon des Independants, participated in the

Salon de Mai and the Salon des Realites Nouvelles.

In 1947 had a one-man show at Denise Rene's,

followed by others in Paris and abroad. Poliakoff's

paintings do not suggest any known forms, nor have

they any connection with nature. They may be found

in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and in several

provincial and foreign museums.

POLLACI, Charles Born in Nice, France, Octo-

ber 19, 1907. Arrived in Paris as a young man to

attend the Academie Frochot in Montmartre. Sub-
mitted his first work to the Salon des Independants

and later had several exhibitions at the Clausen and
Seine Galleries. Has participated in all the great Paris

salons and has also exhibited in Egypt, Germany and
the United States. Pollaci is a figurative painter who
belongs to what has been called the Ecole de Pon-

toise. The City of Paris, the Amis du Musee de Pon-

toise, and several private collections, including that

of Henry Ford, have acquired his paintings.

POLLET, Jean Born in Romaneche-Thorins, in

the Maconnais, France, May 10, 1929. Studied

architecture at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris, then

turned to painting. Has exhibited at the great salons

and in many group shows in France and abroad,

including the Biennale of Paris and that of Menton,

and exhibits of figurative art in Tokyo, French art in

Montreal, and young French painters in Germany.

Received an honorable mention in connection with

the Prix Othon Friesz, and was awarded the Prix de

la Jeune Peinture in 1954. A figurative painter, Pollet

is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris,

the museums of Poitiers and Menton, and in many
private collections in France and abroad.

PONCELET, Maurice-Georges Born in Mul-
house, Alsace, France, June 4, 1897. Began to paint

when he was sixteen. Studied with the Polish painter

Wielhorsky. He has participated regularly in the

Salon d'Automne, the Salon des Tuileries, the Salon

des Independants, and in many group shows in France

and abroad, and has also had several one-man shows

in Paris. He was awarded the Prix Blumenthal in

1930. A talented painter, Poncelet advocates a non-

academic reversion to reality. He is particularly fond

of rustic subjects. The Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris

has acquired some of his paintings.

POUGNY, Jean (1894-1956) Born in Konokkala,

near St. Petersburg. Arrived in Paris in 1910, where
he studied at the Academie Jullian. Returned to

Russia in 19 12, and participated in avant-garde shows

in St. Petersburg. Exhibited at the Salon des Inde-

pendants in Paris during a visit there in 19 14. Back

in Russia in 19 15, he and Malevitch founded the

movement known as Suprematism. He was appointed

professor at the Academy of Fine Arts of Petrograd in

1918, wrote a book on modern art in Berlin in 1920,

and participated in the International Exhibition in

Dusseldorf in 1922. After his return to Paris in 1923,

he had his first exhibition there at the Galerie Barba-

zanges, followed by others at the Galerie Louis Carre

in 1943, the Galerie de France in 1947, Coard's in

1952 and 1956, and Knoedler's in 1949 and 1952. He
exhibited regularly at the Salon d'Automne, at the

Ecole de Paris, the Salon des Tuileries, and partici-

pated in many shows in France and abroad. He also

designed scenery for several theaters. Pougny's paint-

ings, small in size, are full of poetic atmosphere and

reflect an absolutely personal vision. He is represented

in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and in several

French and foreign museums. After his death in 1956

the Musee d'Art Moderne held a large-scale retro-

spective show of his work, which was subsequently

repeated at the Musee Toulouse-Lautrec in Albi and

at the Musee de St. Etienne.

PRASSINOS, Mario Born in Constantinople (Is-

tanbul), of Greek parents, July 30, 191 6. A volunteer

in the war of 1939- 1940, he is now a naturalized

Frenchman. Exhibited for the first time at the Salon

des Independants in 1937, and has since participated

in the Salon d'Automne, the Salon de Mai, and in

numerous group shows in France and abroad. Since

1938 he has had many one-man shows at the Galerie

de France, La Pleiade, Caputo and La Hune galleries.

He has executed decors for the Ballets des Champs-
Elysees and the Theatre National Populaire of Paris

among others, and has illustrated a number of books,

including those of Queneau, Apollinaire and Sartre.

A very imaginative non-figurative painter and print-

maker, Prassinos is represented in the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris, in the Picture Gallery of the National

Museum in Athens, and in museums in Turin, New
York, London, and The Hague.
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PRESSMANE, Joseph Born at Beresteczko, in the

Ukraine, July 22, 1904. Studied at art schools in Lvov
and Warsaw, traveled widely in Central Europe and
the Near East, then settled in Paris in 1926 and
acquired French citizenship. He worked at various

independent academies in Paris, but particularly at

the Academie Ranson under Bissiere. He participated

in the Salon d'Automne for the first time in 1929, and
later became a full member of the Salon des Indepen-

dants. He has also exhibited at the Salon des Tuileries,

in the Ecole de Paris shows, in the exhibit called

Peintres Temoins de leur Temps, and in other group
exhibitions, and has also had one-man shows at the

Galerie Saint Placide. In 1951 he won the Prix de la

Critique, in 1952, the First Buhrl£ Prize in Switzer-

land. He is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne
in Paris, in other French and foreign museums, and in

private collections.

PUY, Jean Born in Roanne, Loire, France, Novem-
ber 8, 1876. Studied art first in Lyons, then at the

Academie Jullian and Carriere's studio in Paris. Has
exhibited at the Salon d'Automne and the Salon des

Independants, has had many one-man shows, and
has participated in group shows in France and abroad.

Worked in Paris and at Belle-Ile in Brittany before

returning to Roanne, where he now paints in retire-

ment. Although he has been classified as a Fauve
because of his vividly colored palette, Puy's paintings

have always revealed great control, an instinct for

order, and a sound painting technique. He has painted

some beautiful nudes. A very modest man, Jean Puy
has not yet received the recognition he deserves as one

of the best painters of his generation. The Musee d'Art

Moderne has three of his paintings. Others are owned
by the museums of Lyons and Albi.

QUELVEE, Francois Born in Evreux, Normandy,
October 13, 1884. Started painting in 1900. Alter-

nately influenced by Gauguin, the Fauves, and the

Cubists, he began a baroque period in 1 92 3 , later turned

toward a Neo-Classicism which he called Neo-Synthetism

because, in his opinion, "the purpose of a painting is

to create a harmony of line and color that will repre-

sent nature." He has participated in the great salons

and in numerous group exhibitions in France and
abroad, and has had one-man exhibitions at the Druet,

Berthe Weil, Bernheim, Drouant-David and Charpen-

tier galleries. A teacher at the Ranson, Falguiere, and
Grande Chaumiere academies and at the Ecole des

Arts D6coratifs, Quelvee has also done numerous
mural decorations as well as decors for the Opera, the

Comedie Francaise, and the Theatre Atelier. His

paintings are in various French and foreign museums.

QUENTIN, Bernard Born in Flamicourt, in the

Somme, France, in 1923, Studied at the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts and the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs in Paris.

Since 1947 he has participated in many group shows

in Paris, in the provinces and abroad. He has also

exhibited at the Salon d'Automne, the Salon des

Jeunes Peintres, the Salon de Mai, and the Salon des

Realites Nouvelles. He designed stained-glass windows
and painted frescoes for the French pavilion at the

Brussels Fair in 1958. He has also done illustrations,

tapestry cartoons, and mosaics.

QUIZET, Alphonse-Leon (1885- 1955) Born in

Paris. Worked as a draftsman for several firms until

he was twenty-five. Studied the paintings in the Lou-

vre on his own. Began to paint, working by himself, in

1903. Submitted work to the Salon de la Nationale des

Beaux-Arts for the first time in 191 4, and later ex-

hibited in the great salons in France and abroad. He
was awarded the Silver Medal at the 1937 Interna-

tional Exposition in Paris. In 1947 he was appointed
a member of the Superior Council for the Teaching
of Fine Arts. He also painted decorative panels for

the town hall of Pr^-Saint-Gervais, the Paris suburb
where he lived in a charming little house. Quizet's

paintings, many of them scenes of Paris, particularly

of Pre-Saint-Gervais and the Canal Saint-Martin,

are authentic, almost naive in their freshness. They
are usually ranked between similar scenes of Lepine
and Utrillo. Quizet is represented in the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris and in a number of French and
foreign museums.

RAFFY LE PERSAN Born in Paris, April 28, 1 9 1 9,

ofFrench parents of Persian origin. A self-taught artist,

he began to paint in 1951, and had his first one-man
show at the Galerie Saint-Placide in 1957. He has

participated in various salons and has exhibited in the

United States. Received the Prix Othon Friesz in

1955. Considered an "inspired Naive," he paints

views of Paris which are as "rustic" as his rural

scenes. Some of his paintings have been acquired by

the French Government.

RAY, Man Born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in

1890. Interrupted his architectural studies in 1907 to

take up painting. Had his first exhibition in 1912, and
showed his predilection for abstract art in the follow-

ing year. In 191 7 he met the French painters Picabia

and Marcel Duchamp, with whom he established the

American Dada movement. Went to Paris in 1921,

where he worked with the Dadaists and later with the

Surrealists. He also participated in the German Der
Sturm movement and the Dutch De Stijl group. In

1922 he began to show his first "rayograms," in which

he made use of photography. Between 1941 and 1950

he- produced several Surrealist films. He has been a

resident of Paris since 1951 . Man Ray, whose work is

both surrealist and abstract at the same time, is

represented in many museums.

REBEYROLLE, Paul Born in Eymoutiers, Limou-
sin, France, November 3, 1926. Attended the Acade-
mie de la Grande Chaumiere. Has participated in the

Salon d'Automne, the Salon des Independants, the

Salon des Tuileries, the Salon de Mai, the Salon des

Jeunes Peintres, and the shows of the Ecole de Paris.

He has also exhibited at the Galerie Drouant-David,

the Maison de la Pensee Francaise and the Marl-
borough Gallery in London. Received the Prix de la

Jeune Peinture in 1950 and the Prix Feneon in 1951.

Originally a realistic artist known for his vigorous

landscapes and paintings of dead animals, Rebeyrolle

has become more and more interested in non-

figurative art. He is represented in the Tate Gallery

in London and in a number of private collections.

REICHEL, Hans Born in Wtirzburg, Germany, in

1892. Attended the Hoffman School in 1918, later met
Klee and Kandinsky. Arrived in Paris in 1928, and
had his first one-man show at the Galerie Vavin the

following year. He has since participated in the Salon

de Mai and has exhibited at Jeanne Bucher's and
Roque's in Paris and at Marian Willard's in New York.
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I Reichel
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Rezvani

Rimbert

Riopelle

Rivera

1&\ ^J Roche

In 1952 he won the Prix Jongking. Reichel creates a

partly abstract imaginary world in his paintings, most

of which are in water color. He is represented in

museums and private collections in France and

abroad.

RETH, Alfred Born in Budapest, February 29,

1884. Of French nationality, he settled in Paris in

1905, and studied painting. Began exhibiting Cubist

canvases in 1910 at the Salon d'Automne and the

Salon des Independants. In 1913 he exhibited at

Der Sturm Gallery in Berlin, publishing his theories

in the Revue at the same time. His first one-man show
in Paris was at the Galerie Berthe Weil in 1914. He
has since participated in group shows in Paris and
abroad, and took part in the Cubism exhibition at the

Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris in 1953. Since 1914
he has been experimenting with the use of sand,

pebbles, coal, and the like, in compositions which he
calls "Harmony of Materials." A retrospective show
of his work was held in the gallery of the Institut de

France in 1955.

REZVANI, Serge Born in 1928 at Teheran, he

went to Paris with his family at the age of three. He
was a student, at an early age, at the Acad^mie Libre,

and gave an exhibition of figurative art when he was
seventeen. His pictures, exhibited with "Les Mains
Eblouies" at the Galerie Maeght in 1947, 1948, and

1 949, showed that he was breaking away from reality.

His second exhibition at the Galerie Arnaud in 1951
was completely abstract, and his style, progressively

economical, nevertheless retains its chatoyant color.

Rezvani regularly takes part in the Salon de Mai and
the Salon des Realit^s Nouvelles; he also exhibited at

the Galerie Bergruenn in 1953 and at the Galerie

Durand in 1958 and 1959. He is not involved in major
trends, and his research into matter and color has not

led to informality.

RIMBERT, Rene Born in Paris in 1896. Joined
the postal service at the age of seventeen and is now a

chief clerk. Gromaire was the first to notice his work
at the Salon des Independants in 1920. Rimbert has

had one-man shows at the Galerie Percier in 1927,

the Galerie Berri-Argenson in 1950, and the Galerie

Montmorency in 1956. Classified as one of the Naive

painters, he participated in the exhibition called

Maitres Populaires de la Reality in Paris in 1937 and
in the Masters of Popular Painting exhibition at the

Museum of Modern Art in New York in 1938.

Rimbert's peaceful landscapes of the Saint-Sulpice

district in which he lives convey a great freshness of

sentiment. Max Jacob, who has been interested in

his work for many years, once wrote: "Rimbert is

never uneasy about his picture. It is achieved before

it is begun; it is ready to let itself be painted. He
approaches his work with that peace of mind which
brings us closer to God and all things."

RIOPELLE, Jan-Paul Born in Montreal, Canada,

in 1 923. Enrolled in the Polytechnic School of Montreal

at the age of seventeen. Later devoted himself to

painting, participating in various official salons, where

he showed his Canadian landscapes. Abandoned figur-

ative painting in 1945, and established residence in

Paris two years later. His first exhibition at Nina
Dausset's in 1949 was followed by others at the Creuze,

Pierre Loeb, Rive Droite, and Jacques Dubourg gal-

leries. He has participated in the Salon de Mai, the

Biennale of Sao Paulo in 1951 and that of Venice in

1954, and in various group shows in France and
abroad. Riopelle, whose work reveals the influence of

Kandinsky and Miro, is represented in museums in

France, Switzerland, Brazil, Canada, and the United

States.

RIVERA, Diego (1886-1957) Born in Guanajuato,

Mexico. Revealed an unusual talent for drawing as a

child ; was enrolled in the San Carlos Academy at the

age of ten, but left when he was sixteen to work alone.

After his first exhibition in 1907 he was granted a

state scholarship, which enabled him to go to Spain,

where he studied at the Academy of Madrid. From
1908 to 1909 he lived in Paris and exhibited at the

Salon des Independants. He returned to Mexico for

a short while, then went back to Paris, where he

became friendly with Modigliani and the Montpar-

nasse painters, participated in the Salon d'Automne
of 191 1, and came under the influence of Cubism.

In 1921 he spent some time in Italy studying the

frescoes of Giotto and Byzantine mosaics. He then

returned to Mexico, and soon began to paint murals

based on the ancient traditions of Aztec and Mayan
art and inspired by the social and political uprisings

of the period. Explosive, revolutionary, and in the

mood of the time, they were widely popular, and
resulted in Rivera's receiving Government support

and commissions to do many huge frescoes for public

buildings. He later did several murals in the United

States, including twenty-one frescoes for the New
School of Social Research in New York City. In 1949
an exhibition of his work of over fifty years was held

at the National Museum of Plastic Arts in Mexico. An
excellent draftsman and great colorist, he is best

known for his monumental compositions. He is

represented in the principal museums of modern art.

ROCHE, Marcel Born in Paris, June 27, 1890.

Attended the Academie Jullian and participated in

the great salons. Had his first one-man show in 19 19,

followed by others at the Bernheim, Druet, La Garrec,

and Vendome galleries. Illustrated books by Molliere,

Michelet, Verlaine, and others. Vice-president of the

Society des Peintres-Graveurs Francais. Has painted

murals for the church of Beuzeville and for the Ecole

des Filles in Senlis. Roche, a realistic painter in the

Courbet tradition, is represented in museums and pri-

vate collections in France and abroad.

RODDE, Michel Born on April 27, 1913, at Grand-
Combe, Gard, France, he went to secondary school

in Provence. Arriving in Paris in 1945, he obtained a

law degree and then studied political science. He be-

gan painting in 1946, attending the Academie de la

Grande Chaumiere and, later, MacAvoy's studio. He
first exhibited in 1947, at the Salon d'Automne, and
in 1952 he and Commere were awarded the Prix

Othon Friesz. He became a permanent member of

the Salon d'Automne, and then taught at the Ecole

des Metiers d'Art at Paris. He exhibits at the Galerie

Monique de Groote and took part in the 1955 Ecole

de Paris Exhibition. Museums in Paris, Poitiers, and
Algiers own some of his works.

ROHNER, Georges Born in Paris, July 20, 191 3.

Attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, where he met
Humblot, with whom he was later to organize a group
called Forces Nouvelles. He exhibited with Gruber
and Jannot at the Galerie Carmine in 1934, and, two
years later, had his first one-man show at the Galerie

Billiet-Worms. He has since exhibited at the Barreiro

and Framond galleries, and has participated in the

Salon des Tuileries and the Salon des Independants,

as well as in numerous group shows. He has designed

tapestries, principally for the office of the Military

Governor of Paris at the Invalides, and for the Salon

de la Societe des Gens de Lettres at the Hotel de Massa.

He has also done important murals. Rohner is an
objective painter whose still lifes and compositions are

marked by a poetic atmosphere and strange tension.

He has added a new accent to figurative art. The
Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and the museums of

Angers, Menton, and Algiers have acquired his works.
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ROSNAY, Gaetan de Born on the He Maurice,

France, May 17, 19 14. Arrived in Paris in 1939 and
studied with Quelvee at the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs.

He has had one-man shows at the Suillerot and Loren-

ceau galleries, and has participated in the great salons

and in group shows in France and abroad. Won the

Prix Antral in 195 1 and the Prix Nationale des Beaux-

Arts in 1955. He also did the decors for Camus's play

Les Justes. Rosnay is vice-president of the Salon de la

Jeune Peinture and also of the Biennale of Paris. An
Expressionist painter, he is represented in several

French museums.

ROUAULT, Georges (1 871-1958) Born in Paris.

In his early teens he was apprenticed to a stained-glass

artisan and learned to restore medieval stained-glass

windows. He attended evening classes at the Ecole

des Arts Decoratifs until he was twenty, then enrolled

as a full-time student at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts,

where he studied under Gustave Moreau until 1895.

His paintings of this period show his predilection for

religious themes, but they are still traditional,

reminiscent of Rembrandt. After a difficult period of

financial and emotional crises about the turn of the

century, he became dissatisfied with his whole

approach to painting and began working out new
techniques and new concepts. He was one of the

founder-participants in the first Salon d'Automne of

1903, along with Matisse, whom he had met in

Moreau's studio at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, and the

other artists who were to be labeled Fauves at the

Salon d'Automne of 1905. Although he was closely

associated with the Fauves, Rouault was never really

one of them. About 1904 he met Leon Bloy. The
vehement Catholic novelist's views on sin and salva-

tion inspired Rouault to score the stupidity and

bestiality of mankind in his paintings of prostitutes,

judges, and tribunals, their degradation emphasized

by his use of rich, dark but luminous color outlined in

black. During the same period he also painted clowns

and jugglers, social themes, religious subjects and

large landscapes. In 1916 Vollard, who had become

his dealer, persuaded him to illustrate a number of

books, and for the next twenty years he devoted him-

self to printmaking, to the exclusion of painting for

the first ten. Out of this period came the masterful

Miserere, an album of etchings and aquatints con-

demning war and brutality. He resumed painting in

1927, and had a large exhibition at the Petit Palais

in 1937. During the forties and fifties he painted a

number of outstanding canvases. Many of them are

on Biblical themes, although he also continued to

paint pierrots, clowns, and female figures. He also

made ceramics (1907), designed the settings for

Diaghilev's production of Le Fils Prodigue (1929),

executed tapestries for Madame Cuttoli (1937) and

stained-glass windows for the church of Assy ( 1 948)

.

In 1948 Rouault won a court battle with the heirs of

Vollard, who had died in 1939, to recover 800 of

his unsold paintings still in their possession. He there-

upon burned, in the presence of the court clerk, 3 1

5

of the canvases, which he felt were unsuccessful. Con-

sidered one of the most powerful artists of our time,

Rouault has had many important exhibitions in

Europe and America, and is represented in every

important museum of modern art. He died February

13, 1958, a few months before his eighty-seventh

birthday.

ROUSSEAU, Henri, called Le Douanier (1844-

19 10) Born in Laval, Mayenne, France. Joined

the Army when he turned eighteen and was assigned

to play the saxophone in a regimental band. Served

in the Franco-Prussian War, was discharged in 1871,

and settled in Paris with Yadwigha, the Polish girl he

had married in 1869. He got a job as a second-class

clerk in the Customs Service, from whence came the

nickname he has become known by, Le Douanier.

Without any formal training, he began to paint in

the 1880's. In 1886, in his early forties, he retired from

the Customs Service on a small pension—which he

supplemented by giving drawing and music lessons to

the neighborhood children—and devoted most of

his time to painting. He began submitting to the

Salon des Independants in 1886, and exhibited

regularly for the next twenty years without notice

more favorable than ridicule. In 1905 he began ex-

hibiting at the Salon d'Automne, and gradually

attracted the attention of artists and writers like

Gauguin, Derain, Vlaminck, Delaunay, Picasso,

Apollinaire, Max Jacob, and Raynal. In 1907 he met

Wilhelm Uhde, the famous art critic, who wrote the

first monograph on him a few years later. In 1908

Picasso gave a banquet for him at the Bateau-Lavoir,

and he was heralded as the pet of the avant-garde.

The pleasure of success in his last few years was some-

what spoiled for him by personal difficulties, particu-

larly the heartbreak ofbeing turned down by a woman
he wanted to marry. (He was already twice a wid-

ower.) He died of pneumonia on October 2, 1910,

and was buried in a pauper's grave ; his remains were

later transferred to Laval, and an epitaph written

by Apollinaire and engraved in stone by Brancusi and

Orthiz de Zarate was placed on his grave.

Henri Rousseau was an outstanding example of the

Naive painter. Though untaught and ingenuous, he

produced a remarkable body of work that includes

scenes of family occasions, military events and sports,

landscapes of Paris and its environs, bouquets of

flowers and exotic and allegorical scenes such as

"The Dream" and "Sleeping Gypsy." His paintings

have won universal recognition, and are found in the

Louvre and important museums of modern art

throughout the world.

ROUSSEL, Ker-Xavier (1867-1944) Born in Le

Chene, Lorraine, France. Went to the Lycee Condor-

cet in Paris, where he met Vuillard, whose sister he

married. Studied at the Academie Jullian under

Bouguereau and Jules Lefebvre, whose teaching

methods fell short of his expectations. He joined the

Nabis, with whom he exhibited at the Cafe Volpini

in 1899 and later at Le Bare de Boutteville. He also

had exhibitions at Bernheim's and Hessel's, and later

showed at the Salon d'Automne and the Salon des

Arts Decoratifs. After a trip to the south of France

with Maurice Denis, during which he met Cezanne,

Roussel began to paint nymphs and fauns in sun-

bathed landscapes, subjects to which he remained

faithful for the rest of his life. He painted the curtain

of the Comedie des Champs-Elysees and did large-

scale murals for the Palais des Nations in Geneva and

for the Theatre de Chaillot in Paris. He retired to

Etang-la-Ville, and died there in 1944. He is repre-

sented in the principal museums of the world.

ROUVRE, Yves Born in Paris, November 4, 1910.

Studied at the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs and at in-

dependent academies. After his discharge from the

Army in 1945, he joined an organization engaged in

the reconstruction of Tunisia, and did some important

murals during his stay there. He returned to France

in 1948 and settled near Aix-en-Provence, where he

now lives. In 1953 he had a one-man show at the

Galerie Louise Leiris. Although Rouvre has gone very

far in the stylization and transposition of nature, he

has remained a figurative painter.

ROY, Pierre (1880- 1950) Born in Nantes, Vendee,

France. Attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, the Ecole

des Arts Decoratifs, and the AcademieJullian. Around

1 9 10 he was influenced by the Fauves, but changed his

style ten years later. Joined the Surrealists, and partici-

pated in the exhibitions ofthat group in 1 925 and 1 93 1

.

He had many exhibitions in France and abroad, and

was very successful in the United States, which he
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MUCHA, WILLY
Clarte blanche

MOULY, MARCEL
Les bateaux en fete

MUSIC, ZORAN
Ombres sur le Carse
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PASCAL, JEAN-LUC
Le cirque

PIAUBERT, JEAN
Matines

PLANSON, ANDRE
Moisson a Saint-Colomban
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Saandberg

Saidi i

Saint-Cricq

Saint-Saens

Sarthou

Savary

Savin

Savreux

visited frequently. He did decors for the Ballets Suedois

in Paris and illustrated the poems ofSupervielle. Pierre

Roy's precisely painted canvases combine unexpected

objects in a poetic atmosphere that is most engaging.

He is represented in important museums of modern

art throughout the world.

SAANDBERG, Borje Born in Vaxjo, Sweden,

December 28, 1908. Arrived in Paris in 1937 where

he worked with Gromaire and Leger. Has had several

exhibitions in Stockholm, participated in the Inter-

national Exhibition at the Musee d'Art Moderne in

Paris in 1955 and had one-man show at the Galerie

Barbizon in Paris in 1957. Saandberg's work is essen-

tially decorative. He is best known for his many
tapestry designs, including three for Aubusson.

SABOURAUD, Emile Born in Paris, November 1 7,

1900. Attended the academies of Montparnasse and

studied with Friesz. Exhibited at the Salon des Tuiler-

ies in 1924, and had his first one-man show at the

Galerie Zborowsky in 1927. Received the Abd-el-Tif

scholarship in 1935, and spent two years in North

Africa. Since his return to Paris he has had shows at

the Paris and Bernier galleries, among others, and

has participated in several salons and many group

exhibitions in France and abroad. He has also done

murals for the Lycee Claude Bernard at Enghien.

Now a professor at the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs,

Sabouraud is devoted to what he calls "lyrical reality."

His paintings, characterized by a freshness of color and

a concern with humanity, are in the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris and in several other museums in

France and abroad.

SAIDI, Abel Born in Aracq, Iran, December 15,

1925. At the age of nineteen he became possessed with

the desire to paint, but found it impossible to devote

himself to it. When he accidentally discovered post

cards of Impressionist paintings, his only idea was to

go to France. With that in mind, he worked in the

vicinity of Teheran for several years and finally got to

France in 1950. He attended the Ecole Nationale des

Beaux-Arts from 1952 to 1956. Working at the

Narbonne studio, he was influenced by Buffet, who
had just left the studio, and later by Bonnard, whose

work affected his Persian temperament more pro-

foundly. He has exhibited regularly at the Salon de la

Jeune Peinture and the Salon d'Automne, and has

participated in some group shows. He received the

Prix de la Jeune Peinture in 1959.

SAINT-CRICQ, Robert Born in Paris, December

a I, 1924. Attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts for three

years as an independent student, having always pre-

ferred to work alone. While still very young he

participated in the Salon de la Jeune Peinture, the

Salon d'Automne, and the Salon des Independants.

He has exhibited also in various group shows and has

had one-man shows at the Saint-Placide, Suillerot,

and Visconti galleries. A figurative painter, Saint-

Cricq is chiefly interested in still lifes and composi-

tions. The French Government has acquired some of

his paintings.

SAINT-SAENS, Marc Born in Toulouse, Langue-

doc, France, May 1, 1903. Attended the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts in Toulouse, then continued his studies

at the Beaux-Arts in Paris until 1922, when he began

to work on his own. From 1925 to 1939 he specialized

in murals, notably for the International Exposition in

Paris in 1937. He created his first tapestry cartoon in

1 94 1, after meeting Jean Lurcat. Since then he has

devoted himself to the art of tapestry-making with

great success, although he has never abandoned

painting. His work has been exhibited in all the large

cities of the world and in one-man shows at the Maison

de la Pensee Francaise and at Guiot's in Paris. He has
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executed important decorative works for the Ministere

de Poste et Telecommunications and for ocean liners,

and has created tapestry cartoons for numerous public

buildings, including the French Institute in London
and the Conservatoire d'Art Dramatique in Paris.

Saint-Saens is a very poetic Expressionist. His paint-

ings are in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris, the

museums of Toulouse, Carcassone, Sete and Albi, and

in several foreign museums.

SARTHOU, Maurice Born in Bayonne, France,

in 191 1. Enrolled in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in

Montpellier to study architecture, but devoted him-

self to painting instead. Received a scholarship to the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris when he was eighteen,

and supported himself by selling newspapers. He
taught for a few years, lived in Corsica and Bordeaux

from 1937 to 1950, and at the age of thirty-three took

up painting again. He exhibited for the first time at

the Salon de Mai in 1949. Since his return to Paris in

1950, he has had several one-man exhibitions and has

participated in shows of the Ecole de Paris. In 1955

he won the Prix de la Critique. In addition to paint-

ing, he has done murals, lithographs, monotypes, and
illustrations. He is represented in all the principal

museums of modern art.

SAVARY, Robert Born in Paris, April 20, 1920.

Enrolled in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in 1940. Awarded
the Prix de la Casa Velasquez in 1948, he visited

Spain in 1949 and had his first one-man show in

Madrid. In 1950 he won the Grand Prix de Rome.
He has exhibited at the Salon d'Automne, the Salon

des Independants, and the Salon de la Jeune Peinture,

and has participated in the Decouvrir and Prix

Greenshields exhibitions at the Galerie Charpentier.

He has also executed large-scale decorations for the

Palais des Consuls in Rouen, has designed stained-

glass windows, and illustrated Vol de Nuit by Saint-

Exupery. His work—figurative, bright and color-

ful—is in French museums and in French and foreign

private collections.

SAVIN, Maurice Born in Moras, Drome, France,

October 17, 1894. Studied at first in Valence; then,

in 1913, enrolled at the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs in

Paris. Had his first one-man show in 1921 at the

Galerie Vildrac, another at Berthe Weil's in 1926.

He has since had many one-man shows and has partic-

ipated in numerous group exhibitions and in the

important salons. In 1933 he became interested in

ceramics, and has exhibited his work in this medium
at the Salon d'Automne and the Salon des Tuileries.

Since 1941 he has done several tapestry cartoons and
has executed large murals for the town hall of Mon-
telimar and the Cit£ Universitaire of Paris. Savin's

exquisite, conscientious, and powerful work includes

about 1000 paintings, 33 tapestries, 300 ceramics

items, 250 lithographs and medals. He is represented

in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and in several

provincial and foreign museums.

SAVREUX, Maurice Born in Lille, in the north of

France, May 27, 1884. Studied at the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts in Lille, in Cormon's studio at the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts in Paris, and at the Ecole Nationale de

Ceramique in Sevres. In 1908 he began to experiment

on his own, making a brief excursion into Cubism
and, later, into Realism. After World War I, he began

to take part in all the important art exhibitions in

France and abroad. He is a full member of the Salon

des Independants, a member of the Committee of the

Salon d'Automne, a founding member and committee

member of the Salon des Tuileries. He was custodian

of the Musee Ceramique of Sevres from 19 18 to 1926,

and was appointed director of the Manufacture Natio-

nale de Porcelaines of Sevres after the liberation in

1945. He has had many one-man shows, designed



tapestry cartoons for Aubusson in 1938, and executed

a ceiling in ceramics for the pavilion of the Sevres

factory in 1937. Savreux is represented in the principal

museums in France, England, Holland, Japan, and

the United States.

SCHENCK, Jean-Claude Born in Paris, July I,

1928. Attended the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs until

1947. Has had one-man shows at the Galerie Jeanne

Castel regularly since 1951. Has participated in the

Salon des Jeunes Peintres, the Salon de Mai, the

Salon d'Automne, and in the Ecole de Paris shows at

the Galerie Charpentier. A figurative painter,

Schenck is particularly concerned with the problems

of light. He has painted portraits of actresses Juliette

Greco and Marie Daems, among others.

SCHNEIDER, Gerard Born in Sainte-Croix, Swit-

zerland, April 28, 1896, ofa French-Swiss father and an

Italian mother. Arrived in Paris in 1 9 1 6 and attended

the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and the Ecole des Arts

Decoratifs. He has had several one-man exhibitions at

the Galerie Lydia Conti in Paris and abroad, has been

a regular exhibitor at the Salon de Mai, and a partic-

ipant in numerous international groupshows. Received

the Prjx de Lissone in 1957. By 1944, after a long

developmental period, Schneider had evolved an

abstract style. His recent, most violent paintings, are

characterized by large streaks of heavy color, which

seem to reflect a form of dramatic expression. He is

represented at the Musee d'Art Moderne, the museums

of Grenoble, Liege, and Cologne, and in the Phillip

Collection in Washington, D.C.

SCHULTE, Antoinette Born in New York. Began

drawing as a child. Studied with various masters in

the United States, then went to France, where she

attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Fontainebleau

and later the Acad^mie Colarossi and the Academie

de la Grande Chaumiere. Visited Spain in 1927 and

spent a year in South America. Her first exhibition in

New York was in 193 1 ; her first in Paris, at the

Galerie Marseilles in 1937. Dividing her time between

New York and Paris, she has exhibited at the Salon

d'Automne and the Salon des Tuileries in Paris and

in group shows in the United States, Canada, and

France. Since 1945 she has had several one-man shows

in Paris. She paints portraits, landscapes, and delec-

table still lifes, and does engravings, lithographs, and

ceramics. She is represented in the Metropolitan

Museum in New York and in various French and

foreign collections.

SCHURR, Claude Born in Paris, March 26, 1921.

Attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts from 1938 to 1941

.

Has participated in the Salon d'Automne, the Salon

des Tuileries, and in many group shows in France and
abroad. Has had one-man shows at the Andr6
Maurice and Framond galleries and, since 1954, at

the Galerie Chardin. Has done several murals and

tapestries. Received the Prix Antral in 1948 and the

Grand Prix National des Arts in 1950. He is a profes-

sor at the Acad&nie Jullian and the Ecole des Metiers

d'Art. Schurr is a figurative painter with a personal

touch, "rendering the probable rather than copying

nature." The Musee d'Art Moderne of Paris and the

museums of- Sceaux, Castres, Louviers, and Liege

possess his paintings.

SEBIRE, Gaston Born in Saint-Samson, Normandy,
France, August 18, 1920. Attended school in

Rouen, then entered the postal service, working at

night and devoting himself to painting during the

day. He is a self-taught artist. Arrived in Paris in 1 95 1

.

The following year, he exhibited at the Galerie

Visconti and, in 1956, at the Galerie Charpentier.

Has participated in group exhibitions in London,

Munich, Washington, and Japan. Did decors for

L'Ange Gris for the Marquis de Cuevas's Ballet Com-
pany. Received the Prix de la Critique in 1953 and

the Greenshields Prize in 1957. A sensitive, original

artist, S^bire does vigorously constructed flower paint-

ings and landscapes. His work has been acquired by

the Museum of Rouen and by the French Govern-

ment.

SEGAL, Simon Born in Belostock, Russia, October

3, 1898. A self-taught artist, he went to Berlin in 1918,

and later to Vienna. His first canvas is dated 1920. He
arrived in Paris in 1925 and earned a living in various

ways. In 1935 when he had an exhibition at the Gale-

rie Billiet-Worms, an American art lover purchased

all the canvases exhibited on the very day of the open-

ing. Segal has participated in several salons, and in

1950 had a one-man show at the Galerie Drouant-

David. He has designed several tapestries for Gobelins

and Aubusson. Segal's paintings—fresh, robust, and

poetic—are in various museums and private collec-

tions.

SEIGLE, Henri-Julien Born in Saintes, Charente

Maritime, France, January 16, 19 II. Worked with

Vuillard, upon whose advice he went to Paris in 1 930

to study at the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs. In 1939 he

married a woman painter, No Pin, and they have

developed the unusual habit of working together on

the same canvas. His first exhibition was at the Maeght

Gallery with the Surrealist group. He has since ex-

hibited at the Creuse, Furstemberg, and Andre

Maurice galleries and has executed decorative com-

missions for the Charbonnages de France and the

Ministere de Poste and Telecommunications. Seigle

is a figurative painter, with a very personal style. The
Musee d'Art Moderne has acquired some of his

paintings.

SEILER, Hans Born in Neuchatel, Switzerland,

August 29, 1907. Spent his youth in Bern, and in 1924
moved to Lyons, where he studied sculpture. Attended

the Academie Ranson in Paris in 1927. With Max
von Miihlene, Ciolina, and Lindegger he organized

a group in Bern in 1932. He later settled permanently
in France, and had his first exhibition in Paris at

Jeanne Bucher's in 1948. Has participated in numer-
ous group shows and has exhibited regularly at the

Galerie Roque since 1951. He is represented in the

Muse> d'Art Moderne in Paris and in the museums of

Schaffhausen and Bern.

SERAPHINE DE SENLIS (1864- 1934) Born in

Assy in the Ile-de-France. Seraphine Louis, known as

Seraphine de Senlis, spent her childhood tending

sheep. She later moved to Senlis, where she found

employment as a housekeeper. Almost nothing is

known about her artistic background or how she

acquired her technique in painting. One day in 19 12

the famous art lover, Wilhelm Uhde, who was then

living in Senlis, visited his neighbor and discovered a

painting of apples which, he was told, had been

painted by Seraphine, his own housekeeper. Full of

enthusiasm, he encouraged her strongly, bought some

of her canvases, and left for Germany. Several years

later, Uhde, now living in Chantilly, saw more of

Seraphine's paintings of flowers, leaves and fruits on

display at the town hall of Senlis. Startled by the

breadth of her new work, he provided her with the

means for painting canvases of large dimensions.

A Naive painter, whose intensity, power of expression

and poetry were unique, Seraphine has remained one

of the mysteries of spontaneous creation. Her talent

seemed close to mystic effusion. Day and night she

kept a small lamp burning in front of the image of the

Virgin. In 1930 she lost her mind and was confined to

the asylum of Clermont de l'Oise where she died in

'934-
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Serusier

Severini

Signac

Simon-Auguste

Singer

Singier
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SERUSIER, Paul (1863-1927) Born in Paris. Studied

at the Academie Jullian, where he was a "student in

charge." He met Gauguin at Pont-Aven in 1888, and
his "Bois d'Amour," painted at Gauguin's suggestion,

became the talisman of the Nabis group which was
founded in the following year. Serusier made a num-
ber of visits to Brittany and later to Italy, and was
influenced by Celtic poetry and medieval tapestry.

He had several one-man shows at the Galerie Druet,

and, in 1908, taught at the Academie Ranson with
Maurice Denis. He developed certain theories from
his own hieratic and mathematical approach to paint-

ing, and explained them in a treatise. From 19 14 until

his death he lived in retirement in his house at

Chateauneuf-du-Faou in Brittany, which he spoke of

as his real home country because he had been
"spiritually born" there. His highly symbolic paint-

ings and his theories are now being rediscovered by
the young painters. He is represented in many
museums of modern art.

SEVERINI, Gino Born in Cortona, Italy, April 7,

1883. Met Boccioni—with whom he was later to

work out the basic techniques of Futurism—in Rome
in 1 90 1 and met Bulla, who was to be their master,

two years later. In 1906, he arrived in Paris, where he
associated with Picasso, Max Jacob, and Apollinaire.

When Severini married the daughter of the poet Paul

Fort in 19 13, Apollinaire was his best man. Futurist,

Severini participated in this group's exhibitions in

Paris, London, and Berlin in 1912. Through an
exhibition at Bernheim-Jeune's in Paris, he established

relations between the French and Italian painters,

introducing the latter to the Paris critics. There he
showed his "Danse du Pan-Pan au Monico," which
is considered one of the outstanding Futurist paintings.

In 1915 he began a Cubist period, during which he
joined the Effort Moderne group. However, his

experimental work, based on the Section d'Or, led

him into a transitional period which he has described

in his book, Du Cubisme au Classicisme, published in

1 92 1. In the twenties he became more interested in

murals than in easel painting. His series of "Harle-
quins" and the frescoes based on commedia dell'arte

motifs at the Castle of Montefugoni near Florence

were done in 1922; frescoes and mosaics in the

churches of Semsales, La Roche, Fribourg, and Lau-
sanne in Switzerland, around 1925. He has since done
other mosaics and murals in Italy and France. He
participated in the Biennale of Venice of 1950.

Severini, who now lives in Meudon on the outskirts

of Paris, is known for both his plastic work and his

lively books on art. An important figure in the world
of modern painting, he is represented in many mu-
seums throughout the world.

SIGNAC, Paul ( 1 863- 1935) Born in Paris, Novem-
ber 1 1, 1863. Although his parents had planned that

he be an architect, they did not object when he decided,

after seeing a Monet exhibition in 1880, to become
a painter instead. He studied with Blin in 1883, and
the following year was one of the founding-exhibitors

at the first Salon des Independants, through which
he met Seurat. They became close friends, and
collaborated in developing the color theories of Neo-
Impressionism, based on Seurat's method of painting

by juxtaposing tiny points of color in very precise

relationships. Signac later developed a variation of

this technique, using square dabs arranged like

mosaic tesserae in violent color harmonies. Ardent
and passionate by nature, Signac was also a great

theoretician and organizer. He rallied a group of

artists that included Pissarro and Henri-Edmond
Cross to the cause of Neo-Impressionism, and spent

a great deal of his own energy in promoting it. In 1899
his book D'Eugene Delacroix au Neo-Impressionnisme was
published, explaining the movement's theories. In
addition to his many other activities, Signac was an

inveterate sailor. Sailing along the coast of France
from Brittany to Provence, he was one of the first

artists to discover Saint Tropez, which served as home
base for his voyages to Holland, Corsica, and various

forts along the Mediterranean and Atlantic coasts.

From these trips he often brought back bright sponta-

neous water colors that later served as sketches for his

methodically painted oils. Elected president of the

Society des Artistes Independants in 1908, he held the

post for twenty-six years, during which time he
worked energetically to promote art and encourage
artists. He died in Paris in 1935. He is represented in

the principal museums of modern art throughout the

world.

SIMON-AUGUSTE Born in Marseilles, April 20,

1909. Studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Mar-
seilles. Received the Prix Stanislas Torrens in 1931.

The following year he went to Paris and participated

in an exhibition by painters under thirty at the Galerie

de Sevres. Exhibited in Aix-en-Provence and decorated

a school in Istres. Established residence in Paris in

1939 and has since taken part in salons and group
shows and has had one-man exhibitions. A figurative

painter, Simon-Augusteis represented in the museums
of Marseilles and Sceaux and in many private collec-

tions.

SINGER, Gerard Born in Paris, January 25, 1929,
of Polish descent. Attended the Ecole Nationale
Superieure des Beaux-Arts in Paris from 1944 to 1948,
studying fresco painting and sculpture. Worked as

an illustrator for newspapers and as a house painter-

decorator from 1950 to 1955. He was granted a
Government scholarship in 1954. Influenced by Leger,

Singer derives his inspiration from contemporary
subjects such as shipyards and modern cities. At
present he is preparing an exhibition dealing with the

Nuclear Research Center of Saclay. With Andre
Lurcat, he worked on a mural for a scholastic group
in Villejuif. Singer is a full member of the Salon des

Independants and the Salon d'Automne, and a
committee member of the Salon de la Jeune Peinture,

of which he is a founder. He has had one-man shows
in Paris, Genoa, London, Switzerland, and America.
He is represented in many museums and private

collections.

SINGIER, Gustave Born in Warneton, Belgium,
February 11, 1909. Has acquired French nationality.

He began to paint at the age of fourteen, attended
the Ecole Boulle in Paris, and then worked alone.
Since 1936 he has exhibited at the Salon des Inde-
pendants, the Salon d'Automne, and the Salon des
Tuileries. Was a founding member of the Salon de
Mai in 1945. He has also exhibited in many one-man
and group shows in France and abroad. His acquaint-
ance with Charles Walch led him to abstract painting,
which he practices in a decorative but distinctive

style, revealing a predilection for shades of blue.

Attracted by large surfaces, Singier has done a
painting for the Dominicans of the Rue de la Glaciere
in Paris, windows for the Chapel of the Dominicans
of Monteils in Rouergue, tapestry cartoons for the

French Institute in London, the Mobilier National
and the Court of Appeals in Paris. He also did stage

sets for a production of Monteverdi's L'Orfeo at the

Festival of Aix-les-Bains in 1955. He is represented in

the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris, the Guggenheim
in New York, and in other museums throughout the

world.

SINKO, Louis-Armand Born in Grasse, Provence,
France, May 3, 1934, of a Hungarian father and an
Italian mother. Enrolled in the Ecole des Arts Decora-
tifs in Nice in 1948. Later studied at the Ecole des
Beaux-Arts in Paris, where, in 1955, he won the

Grand Prix de Rome and three years in Rome at the
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Villa Medici. Has participated in the Salon de la

Jeune Peinture regularly since 1950, and received the
Grand Prix de la Mediterranee in 1955. Sinko has
exhibited in Nice, Marseilles, Vence, Paris, and at

the Biennale of Menton. He has a vigorous, personal

style.

SMADJA, Alex Born in Mostaganem, Algeria,

December 10, 1897. Since 1929, he has exhibited in

Paris at the Salon de Mai and the Salon des Realites

Nouvelles, and has participated in the Ecole de Paris

shows at the Galerie Charpentier. He has also shown,
alone and with others, at the Heller, Breteau, and
Benezit galleries in Paris, and in the provinces and
abroad. Smadja, whose work became abstract after

the Liberation, has taken an active part in the move-
ment promoting a non-figurative art. His paintings are

predominantly gray, white, and black.

SOULAGES, Pierre Born in Rodez, Rouergue,
France, December 24, 19 19. While in school, he be-

came interested in prehistoric and Roman art and
studied painting on his own. An abstract painter at

first, he settled in Paris in 1946, and exhibited at the

Salon des Surindependarits the following year. Since

then he has participated in the Salon de Mai and has
exhibited at the Galerie de France and at the Lydia
Conti and Pierre galleries in Paris, at the Kootz
Gallery in New York in 1954 and 1955, and in other

countries. He received a prize at the Biennale of Sao
Paulo in 1953, the first Windsor Prize, and the first

prize of the International Exhibition in Tokyo in

1957. He has also done decors for productions of

Heloise et Abilard by Vailland and for a French version

of Graham Greene's The Power and the Glory. Soulages

makes use of a charming play of bands of color, based
on a sober palette with black predominating. He is

represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and
in museums in London, New York, and Washington.

SOULAS, Louis-Joseph (1905- 1954) Born in

Orleans, France, September 1, 1905. Both a painter

and an engraver, he is known chiefly for his graphic

work. He exhibited at the Societe Nationale des

Beaux-Arts and at the Societe des Peintres-Graveurs

Francais. Like Laboureur, his engraving technique

derived primarily from his early practice of making
wood engravings. His paintings are simple, rectilinear

pictures of grain fields with the large, wind-swept or

light-filled skies of his native Beauce region. He
illustrated many books, including two volumes of his

own poems, Gerbe Noire and Betes de Nuit. He is

represented in several French and foreign museums.

SOUTINE, Chaim (1894- 1943) Born in Smilo-
vitch, Lithuania, the tenth child ofa tailor. At sixteen,

in an effort to escape the ghetto, he ran away to Vilna,

where he enrolled in the School of Fine Arts, support-

ing himself by working for a photographer. His talent

induced a doctor to send him to Paris in 1 9 1 1 . He
attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and lived at La
Ruche, the warehouse-tenement that housed many
artists. Living next to a slaughterhouse, Soutine
frequently found subject matter for his works in the

carcasses of cattle. In 19 19, Modigliani's dealer,

Zborowski, sent him to work at Ceret in the Pyrenees-

Orientales for three years, and he returned with 200
paintings. Soutine's first American recognition came
with the acquisition of nearly 100 of his paintings in

1925 by the Barnes Collection in Philadelphia.

Soutine spent some time in Cagnes in 1925 and,

during that period, his work seemed to reach maturity.

In 1927 he began his series of Choir Boys. About
1929 the Castaing family offered him the hospitality

of their chateau near Chartres, and he spent much of
his time there, gradually withdrawing from the Paris

art scene and refusing to exhibit. Except for the

paintings included in the Exposition de l'Art Inde-

pendant in 1937, his work was not shown again until

after his death. The German occupation forced him
to take refuge in Champigny-sur-Veude, a tiny village

in Touraine. There, despite the dangers of war, he
continued to paint, mostly landscapes. In August,

1943, an intestinal perforation compelled him to

return to Paris for an emergency operation. It was
performed too late, however, and he died on August 9.

He is represented in all the principal museums of
modern art.

SOUVERBIE, Jean Born March 21, 1 891, at Bil-

lancourt, near Paris. As a child, he passionately painted
everything he saw around him, and his many visits

to Provence gave him a taste for Greek art and the

antiquities. In 1908 he met Maurice Denis, and came
to know Roger Chastel in 1913; a close friendship was
formed with the latter. He attended the Academie
Ranson at the age of twenty-five, where the teaching

of the Nabis greatly influenced him. The work of

Georges Braque also impressed him, and, in J924, he
painted his first Cubist pictures. From 1930 on he car-

ried out large-scale murals : in 1935, for the French pa-

vilion at Brussels ; in 1937, "La Musique" for the Palais

de Chaillot theater; and decors for the opera in 1939.
He was appointed a teacher at the Ecole Nationale

des Beaux-Arts in 1945, and three years later a studio

for large-scale painting was established for him.

Between 1945 and 1951, he was commissioned by the

Compagnie Generale Transatlantique (French Line)

to decorate eight ocean liners. He gives many exhibi-

tions and is a member of the committee for the Salon
d'Automne. Souverbie's wealth of invention, the grave

serenity of his allegories, and his restricted palette

contribute to a very personal expression. His work is

owned by museums in France and abroad, as well as

private collectors.

STAACK, Zora Born in Kragujevad, Yugoslavia,

September 11, 1916. After receiving a diploma in

archaeology in Belgrade, she went to Vienna and
Copenhagen to study art. Arrived in Paris in 1947 on
a scholarship from the Danish Academy. Studied with
Lhote and Leger. Has participated in the Salon

d'Automne, the Salon de Mai, and in the Ecole de
Paris exhibitions at the Galerie Charpentier. Zora
Staack has exhibited throughout Europe and in the

United States. Abstractions in which maroon and
gray predominate are characteristic of her style.

STAEL, Nicolas de (1914-1955) Born in St.

Petersburg, Russia, a member of the Baltic nobility.

When both his parents died shortly after fleeing to

Danzig and Berlin to escape the Russian Revolution,

Nicolas was taken to Brussels, where he was raised

and educated by a family friend. He studied art at the

Academie des Beaux-Arts in Brussels, then went to

Holland in 1930, and arrived in Paris in 1932. He
supported himself by designing and painting stage

sets and made frequent trips throughout western
Europe. After World War II, in which he served in

the French Foreign Legion, he acquired French
citizenship. He returned to Paris, where he became
friendly with Braque and Leger and, in 1945, had
his first Paris exhibition at the Galerie Jeanne Bucher.
Although his work did not receive immediate critical

approval in Paris, his gifts as a colorist and the vitality

of his paintings, which range from near-abstraction to

more figurative subjects, gradually won a large

following. Within a few years he was exhibiting

regularly at the Salon de Mai and at Jacques Du-
bourg's in Paris, as well as in New York, London,
Montevideo, and other cities throughout the world.
On March 17, 1955, at the height of success, he
inexplicably ended his life by jumping from the
window of his studio in Antibes. Shortly after his

death an important retrospective of his work was
held at the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris.
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SUGAI, Kumi Born in Kob6, Japan, in 191 9.

Studied both Oriental and Occidental art at the

School of Fine Arts there. Arrived in Paris in 1952.
Has exhibited at the Salon des Realites Nouvelles, the
Salon de Mai, the Galerie Craven (1954), the Galerie
Legendre (1957), and the Galerie Creuzevault (1958).
Sugai has been influenced primarily by Klee and
Miro.

SURVAGE, Leopold Born in Moscow, Russia, in

1879. Discovered Matisse in the Stchoukine Collection,
and went to Paris in 1908 in order to study with that
painter, who had just established an academy. He
was later influenced by the Cubists, and exhibited
with them at the Salon des Independants in 1912.
Has had many one-man shows and has participated
in various group shows. Did decors for several Russian
ballets, notably Mama, and executed large murals for

the International Exposition in Paris in 1937. Survage
has a gift of invention and originality, as well as a
very personal sense ofmovement and space. His paint-
ings are found in many important private collections

and in museums throughout the world.

SZENES, Arped Born May 6, 1897, in Budapest,
Hungary, he began drawing and painting in 19 18. He
went to Paris and worked with Lhote and Fernand
Leger. In 1932, his work took an abstract trend. He
exhibited at the Salon des Surindependants ( 1 932-38)

,

and then spent the war years in Brazil with his wife,

Vieira da Silva, returning to France in 1947. He had
shows at Jeanne Bucher's in 1939, 1949, 1952, and
1955, and at the Galerie Pierre in 1958. He be-
came a naturalized French citizen in 1956. He takes
part in many group exhibitions both abroad and in

France, particularly at the Salon d'Automne, the
Salon de Mai, and the Salon des Realites Nouvelles.
His work is now free of Surrealism, and with its tones
of modulated white it can be classified as highly per-
sonal abstraction. Museums of modern art in Paris,

Rio de Janeiro, Jerusalem, Figueira da Foz (Portugal),
as well as many private collectors, possess his works.

TAILLEUX, Francis Born in Paris, March 18,

1 913. Studied at the College de Dieppe. Worked at
the Academie Scandinave in Paris in 1930, and
enrolled at the Royal College of Art in London in

'932. Had his first one-man show in London in 1937.
Returned to Paris, where he did murals for the Insti-
tut des Sourds-Muets and for the 1939 Exposition in
Liege. Has had one-man shows at the Galerie de
France, and at the Dufresne and Furstemberg gal-
leries. Has participated in the important salons and in
numerous group shows abroad. Received the Prix
National in 1948. Since 1950 he has lived in Aix-en-
Provence. Tailleux's art has been characterized by a
development which has resulted in his seeking, in
his own words, to revert to "a less hermetic vision"
while trying to evade "a somewhat chaotic concept of
the subject." He is represented in the Musee d'Art
Moderne in Paris, and in the museums of Dieppe,
Rouen, Poitiers, Cagnes, Athens, Stockholm and
Baltimore.

TAL COAT, Pierre Born in Clohars-Carnoet,
Brittany, France, December 12, 1905, of a family of
fishermen. He worked in the faience factory in

Quimper, and began to paint and do sculpture at an
early age. He made his first visit to Paris in 1924, and
later settled at Dolean, near Le Pouldu. When he
returned to Paris in 1 931, he participated in the group
exhibitions of the Forces Nouvelles. In 1936 the
Spanish Civil War inspired his series of "Massacres."

Since 1943 he has divided his time between Aix-en-
Provence and Paris. He has had several one-man
shows at the Galerie de France and the Galerie
Maeght in Paris. Influenced by the art of the Far
East, Tal Coat's work is close to abstraction, and
tends to suggest the "movement of life." He is

represented in a number of museums in France and
abroad.

TANGUY, Yves (1900- 1955) Born in Paris, of
Breton parents, January 5, 1900. Served in the
merchant marine. Made several voyages, then returned
to Paris, where he discovered a painting by
Chirico in the showcase of a gallery and thereupon
decided to become a painter. Completely self-taught,

he revealed an astonishing talent and obvious origin-
ality from the beginning. He joined the Surrealists
in 1925 and participated in all their exhibitions in
France and abroad, as well as in the Salon des Sur-
independants. He also contributed to the Revolution

Surrialiste. He came to the United States in 1939 and
acquired American citizenship in 1948. He stayed for

a time in California, then in Canada, before settling

in a farmhouse in Woodbury, Connecticut, where he
devoted himself to his work until his death in 1955.
Beyond the realm of nature, Tanguy's work is fresh,

intense, and poetic. Andre Breton wrote that each of
his paintings is "an expedition to distant regions." He
is represented in many museums.

TAUEBER-ARP, Sophie (1889-1943) Born in

Davos, Switzerland. Attended the School of Arts and
Crafts in Saint Gallen and studied in Munich and
Hamburg. From 1916 to 1929 she was a teacher at

the School of Arts and Crafts in Zurich. In 19 16,
having met Jean Arp, whom she married in 1921, she
joined the Dada movement. She painted murals and
designed stained-glass windows and, with Arp, did
decorations for a restaurant in Strasbourg in 1926.
In 1928 she and Arp settled in Meudon on the out-
skirts of Paris, where they participated in the Circle
and Square and Abstraction-Creation groups. From
937 to 1939 she directed the review Plastique which
she had founded. With the outbreak of war in 1940,
the Arps moved to Grasse in Provence, where they
worked with other artists. On a visit to Zurich in

January, 1943, Sophie Taueber-Arp was accidentally

asphyxiated by fumes from a stove. An important
figure in the development of abstract art, she spent all

her life working on abstract pictural experiments. Her
work, often severe in its simplification of forms, may
be found in many museums of modern art.

TERECHKOVrrCH, Kostia Born near Moscow,
Russia, May 1, 1902. Attended the Academy of Fine
Arts in Moscow. Arrived in Paris in 1920. Since 1926
he has exhibited at the Girard, Quatre-Chemins,
Elysee, Pemdes, and Bernier galleries, has participated
in the great salons and in many group shows in
Paris. He has exhibited also in Brussels, Geneva, and
New York. Influenced by the peinture claire of the
Impressionists and Bonnard, he has developed a
remarkable technical virtuosity. Whatever his subject,
his paintings express a characteristic desire for

happiness. {lis work seems to place him in the group
known as Peintres de la Realite Poetique. He is

represented in several museums in France and abroad.

THEPOT, Roger Francois Born at Landeleau,
Finistere, France, February 18, 1925. Taught himself
to paint while still very young. Has devoted himself
entirely to painting since 1944. The work of Dunoyer
de Segonzac had a decisive influence on him and,
since his meeting with Sophie Taueber and Arp in
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1950, he has shown a tendency toward abstract art.

He had his first exhibition at the Galerie Breteau in

1952, another at La Roue in 1954. He has participated

regularly in the Salon des Realites Nouvelles and the

Comparaisons, and took part in a group show in Cuba
and in an exhibition called Young Painting in

Germany in 1955.

THEVENET, Jacques Born in Montquin, Mor-
van, France, October 17, 1891. Although originally

expected to practice law, he discovered his vocation

for the fine arts at an early age, and studied at the

Academie Jullian from 19 10 to 191 2. He has partici-

pated in the great salons, has had several one-man
shows, and has taken part in many group shows in

France and abroad. He has also illustrated several

fine editions. Influenced by Dunoyer de Segonzac
around 1920, Thevenet later found his own style. He
has done some figure subjects and still lifes, but is

predominantly a landscape painter, whose work is

characterized by distinction and restraint. He is

represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and
in several provincial museums.

TISSERAND, Gerard Born in Besancon, France,

September 25, 1934. Studied at the Ecole des Beaux-
Arts in Dijon for four years and developed his style

under the influence of Guignebert and Rebeyrolle. In

1955 he arrived in Paris and exhibited at the Salon

de la Jeune Peinture in the same year. He also ex-

hibited with Lorjou in the latter's shack at the

Invalides, and has participated in various shows in

the provinces. In 1957 he won the Prix Benveniste.

He has also designed decorations for the International

Fairs of Dijon and Bern. Originally a Naturalistic

painter, Tisserand has recently developed a tendency

toward a non-anecdotal transformed Realism.

TOUCHAGUES, Louis Born in Saint-Cyr-au-

Mont d'Or, France, in the vicinity of Lyons, April 28,

1893. Studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Lyons
before going to Paris in 1912. Worked in Regnault's

studio of architecture and at the Academie de la

Grande Chaumiere. Had his first one-man show in

Lyons in 1 9 1
9. Since 1 925 he has exhibited frequently

in Paris at the Granoff, Tremois, Charpentier, and
Carre galleries. He has also participated in the great

salons and in many group shows in France and abroad.

Touchagues is best known for his drawings, book illus-

trations and scenic designs, all of which reveal a

charming imagination and an individual poetic talent.

He is represented in several French and foreign

museums.

TSINGOS, Thanos Born in Eleusis, Greece,

August 19, 1 9 14. Studied architecture and engineering

at the Polytechnic School in Athens. A self-taught

painter, he has devoted himself to his art since 1940.

He arrived in Paris in 1946, and has since participated

in the Salon des Realites Nouvelles, the Salon de Mai,
the Comparaisons shows, and those of the Ecole de
Paris at the Galerie Charpentier. He has also had
several one-man shows in London and at the Galerie

Iris Clert in Paris. A non-figurative painter, Tsingos

seeks, above all, to interpret movement.

UBAC, Raoul Born in Malmedy, in the Belgian

Ardennes, in 191 o. Originally destined for a career in

the Forestry and Waterways Administration, he came
to Paris in 1930, where he enrolled in the Faculte des

Lettres and attended the Academie de la Grande
Chaumiere. He drew incessantly while traveling

through Europe. Influenced by the work of Max

Ernst and Man Ray, he took many photographs of a

surrealist nature. In 1934 he joined the Surrealist

group, and three years later participated in its exhibi-

tion at the Galerie Beaux-Arts. He had his first ex-

hibition ofdrawings at Jean Daste^s book shop around

1945, and developed toward non-figurative painting.

He exhibited at the Galerie Maeght in 1950 and 1955.

Working on cut and engraved slate, he executed a

tomb plate for a private chapel and a mosaic and slate

project for a taproom at Evian. One of his favorite

subjects, always done on slate, is the plow, which he
interprets in an imaginative and very rustic way. The
poet Andr6 Frenaud's book, line peinture tragique, is

devoted to Ubac and his work.

UNTERSTELLER, Nicolas Born in Stiring-Wen-

dec, Moselle, France, March 26, 1900. Studied at the

Ecole des Arts Decoratifs in Strasbourg and, from

1923 to 1928, at the Ecole Nationale Superieure des

Beaux-Arts in Paris. He won the Grand Prix de Rome
for painting in 1928, and has exhibited at the Salon

d'Automne and the Salon des Tuileries. He has painted

important frescoes for the church of St. Pierre de
Chaillot in Paris (1938- 1948), the Chambre de Com-
merce of Le Havre (1957), and the town hall of

Lorient (1958), has designed tapestries for Gobelin
and Aubusson and has created stained-glass windows
for a church in Gravelotte, Moselle, and for the church
of Sainte Therese in Metz. In 1949 he participated in

the decoration of the ocean liner Liberie. Untersteller

is a figurative artist with a sensitive, vigorous style.

UTRILLO, Maurice (1883- 1955) Born in Paris.

The illegitimate son of Suzanne Valadon, the teen-age

artist's model who was later to become a painter

herself, and a man named Boissy who disappeared

without ever knowing his son, young Maurice was
legally adopted in 1891 by Miguel Utrillo, a Spanish

artist-writer, and given his name. Growing up in the

Bohemian atmosphere of Montmartre, he began

drinking as a child and was only eighteen when he

was first committed to an asylum to be cured of

alcoholism. When he got out, he rejoined his mother
in Montmartre. To distract him, she gave him brushes,

colors, and canvas and suggested he try painting. With
no training at all, he began to paint pictures of

astonishing originality and freshness. From 1902 to

1904 he produced close to 150 pictures, usually classi-

fied as Impressionist, although they were not quite

like any others being done at the time. Many of them
were sold for little or nothing, or simply bartered for

a drink. In 1908 he began his "White Period," turning

out one masterpiece after another for the next six

years, despite frequent lapses into alcoholism and long

internments in asylums and nursing homes. He ex-

hibited for the first time at the Salon d'Automne in

1909 and had a one-man show at Libaude's in 19 13.

In 1923 he and his mother had a large, very successful

joint exhibition at the Galerie Bernheim-Jeune in

Paris ; in 1 926 Diaghilev asked him to design costumes

and scenery for his production of the ballet Birabau.

In 1928 he was appointed Chevalier of the Legion of

Honor. In 1935, three years before his mother's death,

he married Lucie Pauwels, a widow who devoted her-

self to making life comfortable for him until his death

at Dax on November 5, 1955.

Although he is the prototype of "a cursed painter,"

Utrillo's pictures reveal none of the torment of his

life. Instead of painting the wild night life of Mont-
martre as others did, he painted its whitewashed
houses and steep, narrow streets, usually empty, in

an atmosphere that is warm, gentle, and rather

melancholy. Though self-taught, Utrillo could never

be considered one of the Naive artists. A phenomenon
who defies classification, Utrillo is represented in all

the important museums of modern art.
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UTTER, Andre (1886- 1948) Born in Paris. Utter,

who married Suzanne Valadon and thus became

Utrillo's stepfather, was an artist of highly individual

technique, in no way influenced by his family. Dis-

covered by the art critic Coquiot in 191 2, he partic-

ipated in the great salons and had a number of one-

man shows at the Brummer, Berthe Weil, and Bern-

heim-Jeune galleries. His still lifes and landscapes,

characterized by robust design and a very restrained

palette, reveal his constant search for color harmonies.

He is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in

Paris and in several other museums in France and

abroad.

VALADON, Suzanne ( 1 867-
1 938) Born in Bessines,

Limousin, France. While still very young, she was
apprenticed to a dressmaker in Paris, then became an

acrobat with a traveling circus. When an accident put

an end to her acrobatics, she began to pose as a model
in Montmartre. Working for Degas, Puvis de Cha-
vannes, Renoir, and Toulouse-Lautrec, Suzanne—or

Marie-Clementine, as she was originally known—was
much appreciated as a model, and reigned over the

parties, fancy balls, and studios of Montmartre until

the birth of her son, Maurice—who was later to be-

come known as Utrillo—forced her to live a more
sedentary life. Just over eighteen years of age, she now
discovered in herself a talent for drawing, and was
encouraged by Degas and Toulouse-Lautrec, though

her work reveals no debt to any master, with the

possible exception of Gauguin. She produced some
engravings, and began to paint about 1909. Her
portraits, nudes, and landscapes, with their rather

rigid outlines and crude, sharply contrasting colors,

have a virile style and an astonishing authority. One
of the outstanding women painters of the Ecole de

Paris, Suzanne Valadon continued to work well into

her old age. She died of a stroke in Paris in 1938.

VALLOTON, Felix (1865- 1925) Born in Lau-

sanne, Switzerland. Became a French citizen in 1900.

Arrived in Paris at the age of sixteen. Attended the

Academie Jullian and the Ecole des Beaux-Arts.

Began exhibiting in the Salon of 1885. Earned his

living by making woodcuts and acting as art critic of

the Gazette de Lausanne. He later worked for La Revue

Blanche and L'Assiette au Beurre. In 1891 he exhibited

at the Salon des Independants and with the Nabis at

Le Bare de Boutteville's. It was about this time that

he painted his first important pictures. Valloton's

work includes highly stylized landscapes, portraits of

writers and artists, and nudes, sometimes humorous

in concept. He also illustrated books by Jules Renard

and Remy de Gourmont. Born on December 28, 1865,

he died in Paris in 1925 on his birthday.

VALMIER, Georges (1885-1937) Born in Angou-

leme, Charente, France. Enrolled in the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts in Paris in 1905. Influenced by Cezanne,

he inclined toward Cubism and exhibited at the

Salon des Independants with Braque, Leger, and

Picasso in ign. Had his first one-man show at the

Galerie Rosenberg in 1 92 1 and participated in many
group shows and in international exhibitions in New
York and Vienna. He joined the Abstraction-Creation

group in 1932. He designed scenery for several

theatrical productions, and in 1937, the year of his

death, executed three large panels for the French State

Railways Pavilion at the International Exposition in

Paris. As a painter, he completed about eight hundred

canvases which are rich in human values as well as in

plastic concepts. "The invisible," he once wrote, "is

the opposite of nothingness, because it is the essence

and spirit of life itself; why shouldn't one paint the

invisible from nature?" Valmier, whom some of his

fellow painters called the "Delacroix of Cubism," is

represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and
in several other French and foreign museums.

VALTAT, Louis (1869- 1952) Born in Dieppe,

Normandy, France. Studied at the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts in Paris and at the Academie Jullian. Influenced

by the Impressionists, he very soon began painting in

a new way, using pure color. He is considered one of

the precursors ofFauvism, although he abandoned this

style when the Fauves held their famous first exhibi-

tion. In 1902 Valtat had already signed a contract

with Vollard. He participated in the great salons and

in many group shows, and an important retrospective

show of his work was held at the Salon d'Automne in

1952, the year of his death. He worked with many
types of subjects and did them well, but he preferred

to paint landscapes—in Spain or Normandy or at the

Cote d'Azur, where he owned a house at Antheor,

near Nice. He is represented in the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris and in several other French and

foreign museums.

VASARELY, Victor Born in Pecs, Hungary, April

9, 1908. Studied at the Padolini-Volkmann Academy
and later at Bortnyik's. Settled in Paris in 1930, where

he engaged in graphic studies until 1 944. He has had
several one-man shows at Denise Rent's, has partic-

ipated in the Salon des Surindependants, the Salon

des Realites Nouvelles, the Salon de Mai and in many
group shows in France and abroad. He won the Prix

de la Critique in Brussels in 1 955 and, in the same year,

the Gold Medal of the Triennale of Milan and the

International Prize of Valencia in Venezuela. He has

designed tapestries for Aubusson and has executed

several compositions, including a large ceramic mural,

more than three hundred square feet in size, called

"Hommage a MaleVitch," for the University of Cara-

cas, Venezuela. Vasarely refers to his abstract research

work, aimed at introducing "movement into art," as

"kinetic plastic art." He is represented in several

museums and private collections in France and abroad.

VAUDOU, Gaston (1891-1957) Born in Tours,

France. Apprenticed to an engraver at the age of

thirteen. Awarded a Ville de Tours scholarship for the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris, he enrolled in the

Cormon studio there in 1910. Exhibited at the Salon

des Independants for the first time in 1921 and

subsequently participated in the principal Paris salons.

He had several one-man shows and participated in

group exhibitions in France and in Switzerland, where

he lived for twenty-five years. In 1 924, he was awarded

the Prix Chenavard. Vaudou's portraits and his land-

scapes of Touraine, Brittany, and the Vaude are well-

balanced compositions which reveal a skillful tech-

nique and underlying sensitivity. He is represented in

the collections of the French Government, in the City

of Paris, and in museums of Tours, Vannes, Vevey
and Lausanne.

VELDE, Bram van Born in Zoeterwoude, near

Leyden, Holland, October 19, 1895. In his youth he

painted naturalistic pictures which revealed Breitner's

influence. In 1 922 he worked in Germany with a group

dominated by Expressionism, but after he had settled

in Paris in 1925, his style began to develop into a kind

of thwarted Fauvism. In 1926 he began exhibiting

regularly at the Salon des Independants and the Salon

des Surindependants. From 193 1 to 1945 he had a very
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difficult time. This was terminated by his meeting

with Edouard Loeb who, in 1946, arranged his first

exhibition. It was followed by others at the Galerie

Maeght in 1948 and 1952, and a comprehensive

show of his work at the Kunsthalle in Berne in 1958.

An abstract painter who has combined movement,

spontaneity, and even brutality, with a gradual,

patient development, Van Velde is represented in the

principal museums of modern art of the world and in

private collections.

VELDE, Geer van Born on April 5, 1898, at Lisse,

the Netherlands, and went to Paris in 1925. From
1925-30 he exhibited at the Salon des Independants,

and, at the age of forty, he had his own show at the

Guggenheim Gallery in London. During the German
occupation he lived at Cagnes-sur-Mer. He had his

first Paris exhibition in 1946, at the Galerie Maeght,

and showed there again in 1948 and 1952. He was

then awarded the Prix de Menton. He takes part in

many group exhibitions, both in France and abroad,

and in the Salon d'Automne and the Salon de Mai.

His strict composition and subtle harmony have

greatly influenced certain young painters.

VENARD, Claude Born in Paris, March 21, 19 13.

Attended some evening courses at the Ecole des Arts

Appliques, but is mostly self-taught. Has traveled

in Belgium, Holland, Germany, and North Africa,

painting constantly. Has participated in shows of the

Forces Nouvelles group, in the great salons, and in

numerous group exhibitions. Has had several one-

man shows in Paris and has exhibited in England,

Switzerland, Denmark, Sweden, and the United

States. Although he has been exposed to various

influences, Venard has retained a personal approach

to figurative painting which he practices with great

technical skill. He is represented in the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris and in several foreign museums.

VENITIEN, Jean Born in Constantine, Algeria,

March 8, . 1 9 1 1 . Attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in

Algiers and, later, the one in Paris; he also attended

the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs. He has participated in

the Salon dAutomne and in numerous group exhibi-

tions and has had one-man shows at the Galerie

Charpentier. In 1932 he received the Prix du Gouver-

nement de l'Algerie. V6nitien teaches drawing, and

has illustrated Ostrowsky's L'Acierfut trempe. A figur-

ative painter, he is represented in the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris and in the Museum of Algiers.

VERDEER, Jean Born in Geneva, Switzerland,

April 2, 1 90 1. Attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts of

Geneva for four years. In 1931 he participated in the

Exposition Nationale de Peinture in Geneva. The
following year he settled in the Haute-Savoy, and

subsequently had many exhibitions in Switzerland. He
won the Prix Gaspard Valette in 1938, the Prix du

Paysage Calame in 1948, and the Prix Harvey for a

portrait and the Prix Diday for a figure painting in

1953. He has participated regularly in the Salon de

l'Art Libre in Paris. A figurative painter, Verdier's

style is sober and personal. He is represented in Swiss

and French museums and in private collections.

VERKADE, Jan (Father Willibrord) (1868- 1946)

Born in Zaandam, Holland, September 18, 1868.

Studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in Amsterdam
for three years. Arrived in Paris for the first time in

February, 1891, and met Serusier, who had a sub-

stantial influence on his religious and artistic develop-

ment. Through Serusier, Verkade met Gauguin and

the painters of Pont-Aven, with whom he stayed for

some time. He exhibited at the Salon des Indepen-

dants with the Nabis—Bonnard, Vuillard, Maurice

Denis, and others. After a visit to Fiesole, Italy, he

entered the monastery of Beuron in 1893, went

through his novitiate, and was ordained a priest in

1902. As a Benedictine artist-monk, he worked for

many churches and abbeys. In his autobiography,

Tourment de Dieu, he wrote that it was his desire to

create works "before which the poor could pray and

which would not chase away the artists." He died at

the Convent of Beuron in August, 1946.

VERTES, Marcel Born in Ujpest, near Budapest,

Hungary, August 10, 1895. Attended the School of

Fine Arts in Budapest. Arrived in Paris in 1920, and

exhibited twenty-five water colors at the Salon des

Humoristes the following year. Studied at the Acad£-

mie Jullian while working for Paris publications.

Since 1923 Vertes has had several one-man shows and

has participated in numerous salons and group shows.

Known primarily as an illustrator and decorator, he

has illustrated many books, has executed murals and

tapestries, and has designed scenery for theaters in

Paris, London, and New York. His most recent

exhibition at the Galerie Pettides in 1958 was on the

theme of "Pierrots." He is represented in the Musee

d'Art Moderne in Paris and in museums in Sceaux,

Budapest, and New York.

VESSEREAU, Magdeleine Born in Lyons, France,

May 5, 19 1 5, of a Norman family. Studied literature

in Paris, attended an independent academy in

Montmartre, then worked by herself. Had her first

exhibition at the Galerie des Garets in 1949, followed

by others at the Galerie Saint-Placide and the Galerie

de France. Has participated in the Salon de Mai and

in the shows of the Ecole de Paris at the Galerie

Charpentier. Was unanimously awarded a special

mention by the Jury de la Critique in 1954. Like

Louise Hervieu, with whom she has frequently been

compared, Magdeleine Vessereau generally works

in black and white, but her subjects are taken from

farm life. Her drawings are in the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris and in many private collections in

France and abroad.

VIEILLARD, Roger Born in Le Mans, France,

February 9, 1907. Settled in Paris, where he obtained

his degrees in law and science. His first drawings

were done during military service in Morocco in

1930. When he returned to Paris, where he found

employment in a bank, he became interested in

engraving through the English painter Stanley Hay-

ter, and did his first plates in 1935. He participated in

the Salon des Surindependants and in group shows

and had his first one-man show at the Galerie Jeanne

Bucher in 1942. Dividing his time between his work

at the bank and work at his studio, he participated in

the foundation of the Salon de Mai and exhibited at

the Salon d'Automne and the Salon des Peintres-

Graveurs. Since 1943 he has had about fifteen one-man
exhibitions in Paris and in other countries and has

participated in the Biennales of Venice and Sao

Paulo. He was made Vice-President of the Comit6

National de la Gravure Francaise in 1951, and the

same year published L'Ecclesiaste, which he had trans-

lated. He has illustrated a number of deluxe editions

of the classics, notably Plato's Symposium. Vieillard is

known for the poetry of his line, which gives a distinc-

tive quality to his engravings. He is represented in a

number of French and foreign museums.
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SEIGLE, HENRI-JULIEN

Paysage

ROHNER, GEORGES

Bretagne

SINKO, ARMAND
Les raisins
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VAN VELDE, GEER
Composition III

VASARELY, VICTOR
Plastique cinetique

UBAC, RAOUL
Paysage aux arbres

THEPOT, ROGER
Peinture
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Vieira da Silva

Vilato

Villebauf

Villon

Vivin

Vlaminck

Vuillard

VIEIRA DA SILVA, Maria Elena Born in Lisbon,

Portugal, June 13, 1908. Inclined toward the fine arts

from childhood, she arrived in Paris in 1927, studied

sculpture with Bourdelle and Despiau, painting with

Friesz and Leger, and engraving with Hayter. She

married the Hungarian painter Arpad Szenes in 1930.

She had her first one-man show at the Galerie Jeanne
Bucher in 1933, and continued to exhibit there until

1939. In 1947 she returned from Brazil, where she

had spent seven years, and exhibited again at Jeanne
Bucher's and at the Galerie Pierre. She has also ex-

hibited in the provinces and abroad. Vieira da Silva's

work, almost abstract, is very personal, dynamic, and
intensely poetic. She is represented in the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris and in several foreign museums,
including the Museum of Modern Art in New York.

VILATO, Javier Born in Barcelona, Spain, No-
vember 11, 1 92 1. Began to paint and draw at an

early age. His studies with the Marists were inter-

rupted by the Spanish Civil War in 1936. He visited

Paris for the first time in 1939, and returned there to

work in 1946, exhibiting a few paintings at the Galerie

Breteau in the same year. He continued his studies,

devoting himself primarily to engraving, and had his

first exhibition at the Galerie Jeanne Castel in 1952.

He has since participated in the exhibition Peintres

Temoins de leur Temps, in the Salon de Mai, and in

group shows both in France and abroad. He has also

done illustrations and has designed tapestries.

VILLEBOEUF, Andre (1893- 1956) Born in Paris.

Studied with J.P. Laurens at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts.

Exhibited at the Galerie Dewambez in 1922 and later

at the Marseilles and Charpentier galleries. With his

friends Dunoyer de Segonzac, Boussingault, and

L. A. Moreau, he participated in the great salons and

group shows in Paris, and also exhibited in Brussels

and London. He illustrated a number of books, and

was himself the author of several. Histoires de France

is a work full of humor, and his last book, Paysages

sans guitare, reveals a wild and sentimental Spain.

He also wrote articles on art which are true chronicles

of the period he knew. He designed scenery for the

Comddie Francaise and the Odeon, and painted a

large fresco for the Palais de la D^couverte. Although

he did sensitive and vigorous paintings of still lifes and

flowers, Villeboeuf was primarily a landscapist with a

predilection for scenes of Holland and Spain. He died

suddenly while in Seville. He is represented in several

French and foreign museums.

VILLON, Jacques Born in Damville, Normandy,
France, July 31, 1875, the grandson of painter-en-

graver Emile Nicolle, and brother of sculptor Ray-

mond Duchamp-Villon and of painters Marcel and

Suzanne Duchamp. Went to Paris to study law, but

soon decided to pursue a career in art. He changed his

name from Gaston Duchamp to Jacques Villon,

enrolled in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, and began a

long career as newspaper caricaturist for such satirical

publications as L'Assiette au Beurre, Le Rire, and Le

Chat Noir. He also made cabaret posters and took up
engraving, which he has continued to practice ever

since. He participated in the Salon d'Automne from

its inception in 1903. In 1906 he published a collection

of his lithographs and, the same year, moved his

studio to Puteaux near Paris, where he still lives.

This was the scene in 191 1 of the famous discussions

of the Section d'Or, which he initiated, and in whose

exhibitions he took part. Influenced by Cubism, he

became more and more interested in abstract art, and

eventually joined the Abstraction-Creation group.

For a time in the twenties he was forced to support

himself by doing engravings reproducing the work of

other modern masters, but several successful exhibi-

tions in the United States established his reputation

internationally and made it possible for him to return

to his creative work. He has since had successful retro-

spective shows at the Galerie de France in Paris in

1942, and in other important European and American
cities. In 1949 he received both the Grand Prize for

Engraving at the Lugano Exhibition and First Prize at

the Carnegie International in Pittsburgh. In 1950 the

Biennale of Venice devoted an entire pavilion to his

work. One of the important modern painters, Villon

has always been concerned with research in the field

of color and color values and in the problems of

"pictural space." His work has reflected most of the

innovations and theories of this period from Impres-

sionism through Cubism to abstraction. He has also

been an outstanding printmaker and illustrator. He is

represented in the principal museums of modern art

throughout the world.

VIVIN, Louis (1861-1936) Born in Hadol, Lor-

raine, France. Studied at the Ecole Industrielle in

Epinal and showed an inclination toward painting at

an early age. In 1880 he entered the postal service,

in which he worked, until 1923. Exhibited at the

postal employees' salon, the Salon des P.T.T., and

later at the Foire aux Croutes near Sacri Cceur. After

his retirement in 1923, he devoted himself entirely to

painting. A dealer, Mr. Bing, had become interested

in Vivin's work in 1920, and, in 1925, the art critic

William Uhde discovered and sponsored him. In

1937 his work was included in the exhibition, Les

Maitres Populaires de la Reality. Vivin's work,

scrupulously realistic at first, became more stylized

as his palette became more colorful. Eventually he

painted in an almost abstract and infantile manner.

A retrospective show ofhis work, naive and uneven, but

with a delightful freshness, was held at the Galerie

Bing in 1948. He is represented in the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris and in several public and private

collections.

VLAMINCK, Maurice de (1876- 1958) Born in

Paris, April 4, 1876. His father was Flemish, his

mother, from Lorraine; both were musicians. As a

child he learned to play the violin, and later played

in night-club orchestras and gave music lessons to earn

a living. As a young man he also earned money and

considerable fame as a prize-winning bicyclist. He had

no formal art education. A rugged individualist,

opposed to any form of regimentation or discipline,

he taught himself to paint and often boasted that he

had never visited the Louvre. In 1899 he met Andre
Derain, and they were soon close friends, sharing a

studio at Chatou, where many of the Impressionists

had painted. Intoxicated with the very idea of color,

they spent endless hours experimenting, painting, and

discussing their theories. Through Derain, Vlaminck

met Matisse and his friends. In 1950 he exhibited at

the Salon des Independants for the first time, and,

later the same year, was included in the famous Cage

des Fauves at the Salon d'Automne. The following year

Vollard bought up his entire production, and soon

Vlaminck was able to move to the country, where he

could enjoy being a farmer as well as an artist. Between

1908 and 19 14 he abandoned the use ofpure color and

based his work on the teachings of Cezanne, although

he remained aloof from Cubism and violently

denounced its limited intellectualism. About 19 15 he

broke away from Cezanne's theories and subsequently

painted Expressionistic landscapes in the tradition

of Constable and Van Gogh. He exhibited frequently

—in Paris at the Druet, Bernheim-Jeune and Char-

pentier galleries, at the Wildenstein Gallery in New
York and the Palais des Beaux-Arts in Brussels. He
was awarded First Prize at the Carnegie International

in Pittsburgh in 1936, and again in 1939. In 1955 he

was elected a member of the Royal Academy of

Belgium. In addition to his oils, Vlaminck also pro-

duced ceramics, prints, and water colors, illustrated

a number of books, and wrote poetry, novels, and a
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book of reminiscences. One of the great names of

modern painting, Vlaminck died on October 10,

1958, in the house at Rueil-la-Gadeliere, Eure-et-

Loire, which he had lived in for thirty-three years. He
is represented in all the important museums of modern
art.

VUIIXARD, Edouard (1868- 1940) Born in Cuis-

eaux, Saone-et-Loire, France. The family moved to

Paris when Edouard was nine, and during the rest of

his life he rarely went far from Montmartre, where his

mother, to whom he was devoted, ran a dressmaking

shop. He was enrolled in the Military Academy of

St. Cyr, but gave it up to attend the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts with his friends Maurice Denis and K. X. Rous-
sel. In 1888 the three young artists enrolled in the

Acad^mie Jullian, where they met S^rusier, Ranson,
Piot and Bonnard, and formed the group called the

Nabis. Vuillard's early paintings, mostly still lifes and
small portraits, revealed a debt to Chardin and Corot,

but by 1890 the influence ofGauguin and theJapanese
was apparent in his simplification ofform and his use of

color in the painting "La Femme Endormie." He had
his first exhibition in the rooms of the Revue Blanche,

one of the meeting places of the Nabis, in 1891 and,

about the same time, began exhibiting in the Nabis

group shows at Le Bare de Boutteville's. With his

friends, he helped establish the Theatre de l'CEuvre,

and designed scenery for its productions. From 1893

until the beginning of World War I he painted a

number of decorative panels such as "Le Jardin des

Tuileries" (nine panels now in the Musee d'Art

Moderne in Paris), did scenic designs for the Comedie
des Champs Elysees and the Theatre de Chaillot, and
produced many lithographs and easel paintings,

particularly the intimate interior scenes in which the

figures of his mother and close friends appear. After

1918 his style changed to a more emphatic Realism

and in the thirties he did a series of commissioned
portraits of fashionable people. In his last years he

painted decorative murals for the Palais de Chaillot

in Paris and the League of Nations in Geneva. A
master of the intimate, who could create a whole world

in his bourgeois Victorian interiors, Vuillard always

remained outside the main stream of the aesthetic of

his time. He died in La Baule in June, 1940, a short

time after leaving Paris to escape the advancing Nazis.

VULLIAMY, Gerard Born March 3, 1909, in

Paris, of Swiss parents, he studied decoration and
began painting in 1928. He spent three years at

Lhote's studio, and in 1932 he became interested in

abstract expressionism. He joined Abstraction Crea-
tion with Mondrian, Delaunay, and Villon. He was
attracted by Surrealism for a while, but, in 1937, he
began to explore other disciplines. His first one-

man show was held in 1933 at the Galerie Pierre; he
has since exhibited at the Galerie Denise Ren6 (1945),
at the Galerie Jeanne Bucher (1948), and at the

Galerie Roque (1952). He has also participated in the

Salon des R^alites Nouvelles and in the Salon de Mai.
He is an abstract expressionist whose intensely lumi-

nous work reveals an impressionist's temperament.

WALCH, Charles (1898-1948) Born in Thann,
Alsace, France. Attended the Ecole des Arts De^cora-

tifsin Paris. Participated in the great salons from 1925
on. Won the Gold Medal of the International Exposi-

tion in Paris in 1937, and had his first one-man show
the following year. Stricken by polio, he carried on
with his work as a painter, etcher, and engraver,

using his left hand. A vigorous painter and a striking

colorist, Walch added a new note to Expressionism.

An important retrospective exhibition of his work was
held at the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris in 1 949, a

year after his death.

WAROQ.UIER, Henri de Born in Paris, January
8, 1 88 1. Studied architecture with Charles Genuys
and Greek mythology with a Hellenist named Ren6
Menard, but is a self-taught painter. He has had many
one-man shows and has participated in a number of

group shows in Paris, in the French provinces, and
abroad. The Salon d'Automne showed a hundred of

his canvases in 1951. His graphic work and his

engravings were displayed at the Mus6e d'Art Moderne
in 1952, and at the Bibliotheque Nationale in 1955.
He did a mural, "La Trag&iie," for the Palais de
Chaillot in 1937. Waroquier's work is characterized by
monumental composition, solidity and pathos, quali-

ties that are evident in his figures and still lifes as well

as in his landscapes of France and Italy. He is repre-

sented in many French and foreign museums.

WILD, Roger Born in Lausanne, Switzerland,

August 27, 1894. Completed his schooling in Paris,

then attended the academies of Montparnasse.

Received critical attention at the Salon d'Automne
and the Salon de l'Araignee around 1920. He has

done drawings for periodicals such as Nouvelles

Littiraires, posters and lithographs, and has illustrated

de luxe editions of Victor Hugo, Balzac, Baudelaire,

Mallarme, and books by contemporary authors. He
has also designed scenery for various theaters, includ-

ing the Paris Ope>a, and has painted portraits of well-

known persons. He received the Prix de la Peinture

and the Prix du Livre et de l'Afriche at the Interna-

tional Exposition in Paris in 1937. His exhibition in

1958 provided a cross-section of his preferred subjects

:

bull-fighting, the dance, itinerant show people, and the

people of the Paris suburbs. He is represented in

various French museums.

WINSBERG, Jacques Born in Paris, March 17,

1929. Self-taught, he began to paint at the age of

seventeen while a member of the Troupe des Come-
diens de Provence. He had his first one-man exhibi-

tion at the Galerie Breteau in 1954. He has also

exhibited at the Salon d'Automne, the Salon des

Inddpendants, and in group shows in France and
abroad. In 1956 he was awarded the Prix de la Jeune
Peinture. He lives in Provence and has a predilection

for the scenery of La Camargue which he paints with

great sincerity. He has also spent some time in Spain,

and this has influenced his work. He is represented in

many private collections in France and abroad.

WOLS, Otto (19 1
3-195

1
) Born Otto Schulze-

Battmann in Berlin in 1913. Arrived in Paris in 1932.

While studying and developing as a painter, he
worked as a photographer to earn a living and was
appointed official photographer ofthe Paris Exposition

in 1 937. He had a one-man show at the Galerie Drouin
in 1947, and later exhibited in New York and in

group shows in France and Italy. He illustrated books

by Kafka, Artaud, Paulhan, and Sartre. An abstract

artist, Wols is represented in various museums of

modern art in France and abroad.

WORMS, Roger Born in Epernay, Champagne,
France, June 19, 1907. Attended the Ecole des Arts

Decoratifs. Participated in the Salon d'Automne in

1925 and has since exhibited in other salons. Has
had several one-man shows at the Berri, Carmine,
and Elysee galleries since 1935. Has executed decora-

tions for the Lycee Janson-de-Sailly and for the

Ecole Polytechnique. Has done tapestry cartoons for

Aubusson. Received the Prix des Sports in 1937, the

Prix des Amateurs d'Art in 1953, and the M^daille
d'Or of the Biennale of Menton. Worms paints care-

fully constructed compositions in a figurative style. He
is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris

and in other French museums.
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TAILLEUX, FRANCIS
Le gueridon VIVIN, LOUIS
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YANKEL, Jacques Born in Paris, April 14, 1921,

the son of the painter Kikoine. He holds a diploma in

geology and a doctor's degree in literature. Since 1950,

when he decided to devote himself to painting, he has

had one-man shows at the Suillerot, Royale, and
Drouant-David galleries, and has participated in the

great salons and in group shows in the French prov-

inces and abroad. He received the Prix Neumann in

1952, subsequently the Prix de PAfrique du Nord, the

Prix de la Soci^te des Amateurs d'Art. Yankel's paint-

ing, though highly stylized, derives its inspiration from

nature.

ZACK, Leon Born in Nizhni-Novgorod (Gorki),

Russia, in 1892. Attended the University of Moscow
and worked in the studio of the painters Rerberg and

Machkoff at the same time. Designed scenery for the

Ballets Russes when it was in Berlin in 1922. Estab-

lished residence in Paris in 1924 and acquired French

nationality. He has participated in various important

salons, has had one-man shows at the Percier, Bonjean,

Beaux-Arts, and Granoff galleries, and has exhibited

in most of the large cities of Europe. He has also

illustrated several books. A figurative painter until

1947, Zack has since turned to completely abstract

art. Three of his paintings are owned by the Musee
d'Art Moderne in Paris.

ZANARTU, Enrique Born in Paris in 1921 of

Chilean parents. When he was seventeen, his family

returned to Chile, where he began to paint. Between

1944 and 1949 he lived in Cuba, then New York, and

finally returned to Paris, where he established

residence. One-man shows at the Galerie Creuze in

Paris in 1950 and at the Galerie du Dragon in 1955

and 1958 brought him recognition as one of the

talented young non-figurative painters. He has

participated in a number of international shows,

including the Biennale of Sao Paulo in 1957, that of

Bayreuth in 1958, and the Carnegie International

in Pittsburgh in the same year. He was awarded the

Guggenheim Prize for Chile in 1958.

ZAO-WOU-KI Born in Peking, China, February 13,

1920. Attended the School of Fine Arts at Hangchow
for six years, and was eventually appointed professor

of drawing. Left China in 1948 and established

residence in Paris. Had exhibitions at the Mus^e
Cernuschi, at the Galerie de France and at the La
Hune and Pierre galleries. He has participated in the

Salon de Mai since 1950, and has exhibited in various

countries in Europe and America. Won a Carnegie

Institute Prize in 1955. Zao-Wou-Ki's work, stylized

in the beginning, is now abstract. He is represented

in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris and in museums
in Milan, London. Vienna, and Tel Aviv.

ZENDEL, Gabriel Born in Paris, January 6, 1906.

Began working in his father's book-binding shop when
he was fourteen. Attended the Institut d'Esthetique

Contemporaine. Has participated in various salons

since 1930. Had his first exhibition at the Galerie de

Paris in 1934. Has taken part in numerous group

shows in France and abroad. Exhibited at Durand-

Ruel's in New York in 1949. He has illustrated books

and has done decorative ceramics. Received a Film

Festival Prize in Cannes in 1946. A figurative painter,

Zendel has a "synthetic and geometric" vision of form.

He is represented in the Musee d'Art Moderne in Paris

and in the museums of Rennes, Nevers, Lyons, and

Saint Etienne.

ZINGG, Jean-Pierre Born May 9, 1925, at Mon-
trouge, Seine, France, he entered the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts in Paris in 1942, and later studied at the Aca-

demie Jullian under Souverbie. Since 1949 he has

taken part in the Salon d'Automne, the Salon des In-

dependents, the Salon de la Jeune Peinture, and also

in group exhibitions in Germany and Sweden. He
had shows at the Lara Vincy's in 1956 and at Cardo's

in 1958. He took part in the first International Bien-

nale of Paris in 1959. His painting, with its highly

economical style, remains inspired by the reality of

objects. The City of Paris has acquired some of his

work.
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